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PROJECT PAPER
 
MOROCCO (608-0213)
 

TADLA RESOURCES MANAGEMENT (TRM)
 

PROJECT SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

A. 	 Grantee: The Government of the Kingdom of Morocco (GEM).
 

B. 	 I1.ementipgAgency_" The Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform. 

C. 	 Amount: The Project is authorized for $18,750,000 in grant funds of
 
which $8,801,432 will be obligated in FY 92. The remaining amount will
 
be obligatedJ in FYs 1994 and 1995. The LOP is seven y(?.r frcom the
 
date of signing of the Project Agreement.
 

D. 	 Projqct Costs: The total A.I.D. contribution is estimated to be 
$18,750,000 over the life 
of project. The GOM will contribute
 
$4,500,000 and the private sector '1,750,000 in appropriate project
 
costs over the LOP.
 

E. 	 Project Goal and Purpose: 

_oal: To promote the long-term competitiveness and environmental
 
sustainability of Moroccan irrigated agriculture. 

Prpgse: To increase the efficiency, economic yield and environmental
 
sustainability of irrigation resources management and use 
in the Tadla
 
irrigation perimeter of Morocco.
 

F. 	 SVmmaryProject Description: 

Sin'e the inauguration of a comprehensive economic structural adjustment loan 
program in 1983, Morocco's overall economic performance has been good, with 
real growth in gross domestic product (GDP) averaging 4.6 percent per annum.
While economic growth during Lhe latter half of the 80's and into the 1990's 
hes been satisfactory, the average rate of GDP increase masks wide 
flnvtuations stemming largely from variability in precipitation with mixed
cninoquences for agricultural production which contributes substantially to
 
the economy - from 15 to 20 percent of the GDP. 

If khe loroca', oon~my is to sustain its positive growth, all ky sectors
havo a common need for reli-ble supplies of high quality water. Without this 
vital economic resource, the growing urban workforce cannot be maintained, 
many industrial enterprises cannot function efficiently, energy from 
hydropower cannot contribute to reducing Morocco's reliance imported oil,on 
and most importantly, domestic agricultural production cannot be stabilized
 
t,) provide critical wage goods for domestic economic growth and for 
expioitation of export opportunities.
 

The GOM, therefore, hac contint'ally given the developmr, nt of water resources 
its higheet n-iority. Infrastructure has been developed throughout the 
cunuitry with the capacit, co capture up to two-thirds of usable surface water.
In !ceveral irrigation areas, including the Tadla perimeter, the ability to 
cpnpture !,.urface water has been exploited to the maximum extent possible. The 
n(,xrt logical step is to maximize the efficient use of this water and minimize 
it h waste in order to be able to respond to the inevitable increasing demands. 
An irriqated agriculture accounts for nearly 90 percent of total water 
connimption in Morocco, this sector is the most important and strategic place
to rtart. In addition, the inefficient use of water and soil resources, and 
a;rochemicals, has led to environmental problems such salinization andas 
writerlogging in irrigated areas which have potentially serious negative 
e onomic conoequences for long-term agricultural production objectives. 

The TR11 Projec't will provide for an increased, yet sustainable, economic
performance of some of Morocco's most valuable agricultural resources and 
infrnstructure. In this way, it will contribute directly to the Mission's 
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o',erall program goal of broad-based and sustainable economic growth, 
pairticularly by increasing the long-term competitiveness of Moroccan
 
agriculture and agribusiness through the increased productivity and efficiency
 
in the use of critical resources. The project will also contribute directly
 
towards the promotion of the Mission's three cross-cutting strategic concerns
 
of environment, women in development and democratic pluralism.
 

The project will promote a resource-efficient approach to improved irrigation
 
rnarigement in Morocco, through an integrated program of policy analysis,
 
technology transfer, research and demonotration, and institutional and private
 
s-ctor strengthening in the Tadla perimeter - the largest existing irrigation 
system in Morocco. The project will be implemented through four major
 
components designed to improve system-level, on-farm and environmental
 
mir-iigemrnt of perimeter operations, and to promote increased private regional 
participation in perimeter resources allocation, management and use. In
 
addition, the project will provide for a modest cooperative research and
 
dorrlstration !-a, with the International Irrigation Managemr.nt !nstitute
 
(I1It) based in Colombo, Sri Lanka, if current IIMI plans for program
 
development in Morocco are realized.
 

A crucial element of the project will be the engagement of the local private 
sector, including local agricultural associations and cooperatives and small 
and modium enterprises in the decision-making process that controls resource 
all cation, management, and use in the perimeter. Private sector actors will 
ho encouraged to play a more prominent role in the provision of commercial 
slpplios and services for successful farming in the area. Mechanisms will be 
rcr,moted which will allow local interests to present their ideas and needs for 
improved perimeuer management which will result in more demand-driven, cost
effective, and efficient resource use patterns. All of this will accompany 
the mandated disengagement of the ORMVAT from the "directive" mode to one that 
is facilitative and responsive to the needs of the local farmers as they 
rerpond to the freer play of market forces under a liberalized management 
reg ime.
 

The project will be implemented under the auspices of the GOM's Ministry of 
Agriculture and Agrarian Reform (MARA), with the active participation of the 
Tadia private sector. Together, these project counterparts will contribute 
25 percent of total project costs for technical support, office facilities and 
oporations, travel and training, and equipment, materials and supplies. The 
project will be implemented in close coordination with two major new national 
World Bank projects promoting improved irrigation performance in Morocco, 
totalling $340 million. 

Thre primary project beneficiaries will be the farm families and agricultural
 
entrepreneurs resident within Tadla. These people will benefit from the
 
provision of muLe cost-effective, reliable and better quality w~r:r supplies, 
both for irrigated agriculture and for domestic and industrial consumption.
 
Improved irrigation water deliveries will, in combination with improved

farming practices, result in increased agricultural production, incomes and
 
employment in the perimeter. Increased production of higher-.value crops and
 
increased farmer revenues will, in turn, provide greater opportunities for
 
private agribusiness growth, with additional employment, income and value
added benefits. As Tadla agribusiness becomes stronger and begins to account
 
for an increasing share of the regional economy, it will be better positioned
 
to assume an enhanced role in the management of perimeter affairs.
 

Second-order project beneficiaries will include water and energy consumers
 
situated downstream of Tadla within the Oum Er Rbia River basin. These people
 
will benefit from additional and/or cheaper supplies of water snd electricity
 
sido possible through pollution reduction and efficiency gains realized in
 
Tada. Ultimately, the greater Moroccan society will benefit from the
 
improved, sustainable performance of significant national investments in
 
economic infrastructure, and the enhanced conservation of the nation's most
 
valuable water and soil resources.
 

In summary, the project will concentrate on ensuring the most efficient,
 
rconomically viable, and environmentally sustainable uses of irrigation
 
reroirces in the Tadla perimeter. Lessons learned and technologies that are
 
successful will be disseminated and used as models for other large-scale
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irrigation perimeters throughout the country. During thiz process, the local
 
private sector and farmers resident in the perimeter will be brought into the
decinion-making framework while the ORMVAT disengages from complete control
 
of perimeter affairs.
 

The project wi1l hr implemented through a direct A.I.D. contract. 
 The

Institutional Contractor responsible for the project will be located in Fkih

Ben Salah in the project area. The USAID's Agriculture and Natural Resources
 
Office in Rabat will manage project implementation.
 

0. A.I.D.IW Proiect Review Committee Design Guidance: 

The Bureau Project Review Committee (PRC) met on June 27, 1991 to review the

Project Identification Document (PID). At that meeting, the PID was approved

with the following design guidance (see Annex B):
 

1. Alternate Water Usca: The PRC requested the Mission to ensure that
 
water saved through project interventions in Tadla is put to the most
 
cost--effective use. According to the current Oum Er Rbia River basin
 
master plan, water saved through pollution reductions and efficiency

gains in Tadla could be used for additional/o-her irrigated

agriculture, in either Tadla or the Haouz 
or Doukkala perimeters,

additional hydropower generation, and for additional industrial and
 
potable supplies in downstream basin areas, such as Marrakech and the
 
Casablanca-Rabat coastal corridor. The choice among 
these different
 
potential uses will vary, of course, according to the specific set of
 
circtumstances prevailing in the basin 
and region at any given time.
 
The project will continually assess this question with concerned GOM
 
counterparts to ensure t'hat this water is put to the most cost
effective tise. This topic will also be addressed as an important aspect
 
of the project's two external evaluations.
 

2. Sustainability: The PRC raised the 
question of sustainability; in

particular, it questioned whether the project had given sufficient

thought !o thp ability of local NGO's to achiev.e fiancial
 
sustainability after the PACD, and whether the ORMVAT has the
 
capability to assume management responsibility for the newly installed
 
management and monitoring systems after the PACD. 
The PP design team
 
devoted careful attention to this subject during the course of their
 
deliberations. The 
 team results indicate that the ORMVAT is
 
technically, administratively and financially capable and appropriate

to assume 
these additional management and monitoring responsibilities

bnyond the PACD (see relevant PP Annexes). The question of NGO
 
sustainability is more problematical. 
 The project will address this
 
concern through careful analysis of prospective CGOparticipants, on a
 
case-by-case basis, prior to 
selection for project assistance. Only

those organizations judged to possess the best prospects for long-term

financial and administrative viability will be selected to participate

in project activities. This screening process will 
maximize the
 
chances that project-assisted NGOs will remain effective and viable
 
following the cessation of project activities.
 

3. Donor Coordination: A major portion of Chapter One is devot-d 
to
 
explaining 'low the project will coordinate closely with other regional

and national donor activities aimed at improved irrigation management

in Morocco. Planned project cooperation with ongoing IIMI activities
 
in Tadla is 
described in detail throughout the PP. Prospective areas
 
of project coordination with ongoing and planned, national 
irrigation

improvement projects sponsored by the World Bank has also been the
 
subject of careful consideration and detailed discussion with concerned
 
Bank staff. The project has incorporated structured yearly national
 
workshops that will include representatives from other ORMVAs and
 
national rOM 
 -encies, plus World Bank and concerned other donor
 
representatives. These 
national outreach workshops are specifically

designed to provide a forum for disseminating lessons learned from the
 
project 
and sharing ideas for maximum impact, leverage and costeffectiveness in 
the delivery of donor assistance in this sector of
 
economic development in Morocco. In addition, the Project Monitoring

and Evaluation Unit will also 
publish periodic project progress and
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evaluation reports for wide dissemination both in Morocco and among

concerned bilateral and multi-lateral donors.
 

4. 	 Project Replication: Using information 
from project monitoring and
 
evaluation activities, and from the national and regional seminars and
 
workshops, the project will periodically provide information to other
 
ORMVA's and interested parties on the successes and failures of the
 
project activities 
in Tadla, with the specific intent of encouraging

other perimeters in Morocco to adopt appropriate successful strategies

and to discard those that do not work. 
 This information dissemination
 
and feedback process will be facilitated by maintaining close project

coordination with 
IIMI and World Bank activities in Morocco as
 
discussed above, and with central MARA decision-makers in Rabat. In
 
addition, the final project evaluation has been specifically scheduled
 
for the 
end of the sixth year of project implementation to allow

sufficient time for the effective dissemination of results and feedback
 
prior to project close-out. Aside from its importance in achieving

goal-level impacts, this project outreach program has been designed

specifically to address ministerial-level concerns raised by MARA
 
regarding the effective application of appropriate project results in
 
the other large-scale irrigation perimeters of Morocco.
 

5. 	 Environment: 
 The PRC expressed the need for further assessment of the
 
potential environmental effects of planned project activities. This
 
additional environmental review was completed during the final project

design consultancy (see Technical Analysis). The results of this
 
review have been duly incorporated into the PP, largely as the

project's significant, third, sustainable environmental management

component. If implemented as recommended herein, the project fully

addresses all of the environmental concerns raised by the PRC.
 
Acccrdingly, there is 
no need for any further environmental review of
 
this project at this time.
 

6. 	 Crop Mix a%,i Market Price: The PRC recommended that the project

conduct certain analyses designed to further promote the shift in
 
production to higher-value crops in perimeter areas. 
 These analyses

have been provided for in the PP. Ultimately, all of the planned

project activities will contribute to facilitating the shift to higher
value crops in Tadla by providing farmers with increased information,

flexibility and choice with respect to system water deliveries and on
farm irrigation techniques and practices for new crops and cropping

systems. The project will also seek 
to facilitate the planned

privatization of existing agro-industries in Tadla, such as the sugar

factory and two refineries and tne major cotton processor, in
 
coordination with other USAID program 
assistance activities. Such
 
privatizationi should also assist in freeing the Tadla economy and
 
allowing perimeter operations to proceed on a more market-oriented
 
basis.
 

7. 	 Performance Indicators, Project Monitoring and Evaluation: 
 The PRC
 
concerns 
regarding project monitoring and evaluation requirements are
 
all clearly addressed in Chapter Five. 
 The project provides for a
 
special Monitoring and Evaluation Unit to assure that these 
important
 
project needs are fully met.
 

8. 	 Particiant Training. The 
Mission will take appropriate steps to
 
ensure titr 1:h- Institutional Contractor for the project L[l use
 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities to the extent possible in

fulfilling project participant training requirements (see Chapter

Four).
 

9. 	 Host-Country Contribution: The GOM, operating through MARA and 
the
 
ORMVAT, and the Tadla private sector will jointly contribute 25 percent

of total project costs - both for the project as a whole and for the
 
ITPII Cooperative Program. These contributions will include public and
 
private sector counterpart personnel and logistical support costs, in
country tnd overseas training support costs, various equipment and
 
supplies procurement and operations and maintenance costs, project

office facilities support costs, and other normally accepted services
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(see ChapLec Three and Annex F).
 

10. 	 Lessons Learned: The PRC advised that A.I.D.'s experience in similar
 
projects be factored into the design of the TRM Project. This concern
 
has been addressed through a requested CDIE search for relevant A.I.D.
 
information regarding lessons learned on the planned project topic, and
 
through the use of 
and consultation with the multi-regional ISPAN
 
Project during the course of project design. The results of these
 
information-gathering activities have been duly incorporated into the
 
final project design.
 

II. 	 Recommendations:
 

USAID/Morocco has reviewed the Tadla Resources Management (TRM) Project and

finris the project to be technically, economically, financially,

administratively, socially and environmentally sound. 
Therefore, the Project

in recommended for FY 1992 authorization and obligation of funds.
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PROJECT RATIONALE 

1. Host Country Context 

The Government of Morocco (GOM) is 
pursuing an economic
 
growth strategy 
that stresses a balanced approach to
 
national development among sectors, with critical

activities occurring in light industry, agriculture, mining

and tourism. It has progressively established a more open

foreign trade regime wherein domestic resource allocations
 
are increasingly governed by market and
world forces 

prices. Through this process, the economy has moved away

from its 
 prior orientation on import substitution,

pervasive protectionism of inefficient domestic industries
 
and agriculture, and heavy and direct state involvement in
economic management at all levels. There 
 is a new
 
realization that development of 
a balanced, export-driven
 
economy will require 
a more 
active and equal partnership

between 
the nublic and private sectors, with public

disengagement from commercial 
activities and much more

omphasis on private investment and management in all areas
 
of economic development.
 

since the inauguration of a comprehensive economic
 
structural adjustment loan (SAL) program in 1983, Morocco's
 
overall economic performance has been good, with 
real
 
growth in grcs domestic product (GDP) averaging 4.6
 
percent per annum. However, while economic growth during

the latter half of the 1980s and into the 1990s has been
 
satisfactory, the average rate of GDP increase masks wide
 
fluctuations 
 stemming largely from variability

precipitation with mixed consequences 

in
 
for agricultural


production.
 

[f the Moroccan economy is to sustain this positive growth,

all key sectors have a common need for reliable supplies of
 
high quality water. Without this resource, the growing work
 
force in urban areas cannot be sustained, many industrial

nnterprises cannot function efficiently, energy from
 
hydropower cannot contribute to reducing Morocco's
 
dependence on imported oil and, most importantly, domestic
 
agricultural and agro-industrial production cannot be

relied upon to provide critical wage goods for domestic
 
economic growth and for exploitation of export
 
opportunities.
 



A major emphasis of Moroccan development planning remains,
 
therefore, on maximizing 
the capture of the country's

surface water resources and providing for their optimal use
 
in irrigated agriculture, potable water supply,

industrialization and energy generation. Enormous capital
 
resources 
have been invested in the infrastructure needed
 
to control surface water flows 
in Morocco. Infrastructure 
to capturc and utilize about two-thirds - or 10 billion 
cubic meters --of surface water potential is in place, and 
at least four major capital projects are in advanced stages
of planning and/or implementation to capture much of the 
remaining 6 billion cubic meters by the end of the century.
Moreover, recently approved plans call for additional water
 
development investments amounting to some $6 billion over
 
the next 30 years to complete this program.
 

As Morocco begins to approach the end of the
 
infrastructural development phase of national
its water
 
development plan, emphasis is beginning to shift to the
 
more sophisticated and difficult task of ensuring a
 
socially optimal and technically efficient allocation of
 
existing wnt-r resources among competing consumer groups.
 
This water resources allocation issue is r major focus of 
the 30-year sectoral development program mentioned above.
 
This task is increasingly complex given Morocco's
 
relatively high population growth rate (2.4 percent per

annum), the rate of migration from rural to urban areas (6
 
to 8 percent per annum), and the great temporal and spatial
 
variability in annual rainfall between regions.
 

The major risk now is that water that has been captured at
 
such great cost will not be used efficiently and that
 
Morocco, therefore, will not be able to optimize the
 
returns to its economy from all of the investments made to
 
date. Moroccan sub-surface water resources are limited and
 
generally more expensive 
 to exploit. Similarly,
 
desalinization of seawater has not yet proven to be a cost
effective supply alternative. Thus, conservation and
 
optimal use of existing surface water resources is a sine
 
qua non for the country's successful economic development
 
in the 1990s and beyond.
 

At the subsectoral level, irrigated agriculture has a high

priority in mioroejco. Irrigated agriculture is viewed at an
 
important means by which Morocco will be able to meet the
 
needs of its growing population and to expand exports of
 
commodities and processed agricultural products to earn
 
foreign exchange and contribute to redressing imbalances in
 
the country's external trade account.
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For these reasons, more economical development and
 
management of the countryes irrigation potential are
 
critical components of Morocco's continued economic growth.

This shift towards more efficient irrigation management was
 
recently endorsed at the January 1992 meeting of the High
Weater Council - the GOM's supreme policy-making body
regarding water 
 resources development and use. The
 
following two points underscore the fundamental economic
 
importance of improved irrigation management in Morocco:
 

" 	 Water use for irrigation accounts for 88 percent of 
total surface water use in Morocco (as opposed to
 
8 percent ror potable water supplies and 4 percent

for industrial uses). 
 Therefore, if significant

gains in water resources conservation are to be
 
effected in the medium-term, attention must
 
initially be focused on irrigation as the largest
 
and, probably, the most wasteful consumer of water.
 

* Since the irrigated perimeters of Morocco produce

essentially nll of the high-value export crops,

interventions here will also make important
an 
contribution towards the long-term competitiveness
of Moroccan agribusiness -- a key future area of 
agricultural sector growth and development. 

Trhe Tadla Resources Management (TRM) Project will work in

the second largest river basin in Morocco - the Oum Er 
Rbia. Specifically, the project will target the upper basin 
area which includes the Office Regional de Mise en Valeur

Agricole du Tadla (ORMVAT) irrigation scheme on the Tadla
 
plain, one of nine large-scale irrigation schemes (LSIs) in
 
the country. The planned project interventions will
 
increase the quantity and quality of 
water available for
 
the production of of
a 	range high-value agro-industrial

products for export and domestic markets 
in three of the

TSls --the Tadla, and less directly, the Haouz (ORMVAH) and
 
D)oukkala (ORMVAD) perimeters.
 

The project will also have significant impact on the
 
availability of 
potable and industrial water supplies for
 
two of the 
largest urban and most important commercial
 
centers 
of Morocco situated farther downstream within the 
Oum Er Rbia river basin - the Casablanca/Rabat coastal 
strip and the Marrakech area - both of which are projected

to experience serious water 
supply constraints over the
 
coming decade.
 

2. 	 Relationship to USAID Country Strategy 
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The project's goal of promoting 
more efficient, economic

and environmentally sustainable management and use of

Morocco's irrigation resources is fully consistent with and
supportive of all salient development policies, strategies

and objectives of both A.I.D. and USAID/Morocco.
 

At the Agency level, the project directly supports the new

A.T.D. Mission Statement calling for programs which promote
"responsible environmental policies and prudent management

nf natural 
resources". More specifically, it seeks to

assist Morocco "to conserve and protect its environment and
 
manage its exploited resources for sustainable yields"

through economic and environmental policies and improved

technologies, in agreement with the A.I.D. Policy Paper on

Environment and Natural Resources (April 1988) and the new
 
Agency Environmental Initiative and Strategy.
 

At the country level, the project will contribute directly

towards the achievement of the Mission's overall program

qoal of broad-based and sustainable economic growth,

particularly by increasing the long-term competitiveness of
Moroccan agriculture and agribusiness through 
increased
 
productivity and efficiency in the use of critical limited
 
resources. As discussed above, reliable and high-quality
water supplies are vital if semi-arid Morocco is to
continue to grow economically and prosper in an
increasingly competitive 
 international marketplace.

Similarly, the effective performance of the country's

agricultural sector remains paramount 
if Morocco is to
continue to meet 
 its increasing domestic food 
 and

employment needs and expand exports. The juncture of these
 
two critical 
 economic concerns 
 lies in the nation's

irrigation infrastructure, which is 
responsible for some
 
90% of Morocco's total water consumption and virtually all
 
of its agricultural and agribusiness exports.
 

The project will promote 
more efficient, economic and
 
onvironmentally sustainable 
 management and use of
irrigation oeroirces in the Tadla LSI perimeter of Mcrocco.
 
Its successful implementation will 
result, therefore, in

increased productivity and resource 
use efficiency within

this irrigation perimeter 
and, through a concerted
 
information dissemination and outreach program, throughout

Morocco's extensive national LSI network. Consequently, the
 
project: 
 will promote increased competitiveness and

sustainability of Morocco's agricultural and agribusiness

infrastructure 
 icr the nation's continued economic
 
prosperity and growth.
 

In addition, the will
project contribute significantly

towards the promotion of the Mission's three 
identified
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cross-cutting strategic concerns: the environment, women in

development and democratic pluralism. 
For the environment,

the project provides for substantive and
assistance 

resources, principally within its Environmental Management

component, aimed at alleviating current major environmental

problems ;hithi- perimeter areas, 
 e.g., waterlugging,

salinization, agro-chemical management and use, and agro
industrial pollution.
 

The project's On-Farm Management and Private Sector
Strenqthei:ing activities will seek a 
better understanding

of women's roles in 
perimeter activities 
in order to
develop specific interventions aimed at promoting a broader

female role in 
both farm-level and system-level decision
making and enhanced women's participation in and share of

the benefits of 
perimeter economic activities.
 

Finally, the project will 
contribute directly to Mission

democratic pluralism objectives through its Private Sector
Strengthening component, 
designed to 
 promote enhanced

private sector participation in perimeter management as the
 state disengages from those aspects of irrigation affairs

better left to private, competitive market forces.
 

3. Relationship to Other Donor Activities 

As a result of the high priority that the GOM places on the

development and management of water resources 
in Morocco,
a number of donor agencies and international and regional

development fund 
 programs are supporting various

interventions 
in water control, transfer and/or use for

irrigation, and 
potable and industrial 
water supply,

throughout the country. While these 
 activities 
 are
important to the general 
development and 
management of
water r.:-sources Morocco,
In most 
are of less direct
 
relevance to the USAID project because they have little or
 
no effect on development in the Tadla perimeter.
 

The only major donor currently conducting significant

program activities affecting Tadla perimeter operations is
the World Bank. At the sectoral level, the most 
important

World Bank activities 
are the ongoing programs under the
Second Agricultural Sector Adjustment Loan (ASAL II), 
and

the future Agricultural Sector 
Investment 
Loan (ASIL),

designed to reform and modernize Morocco's 
agricultural

sector. This program operates within the comprehensive SAL
mentioned above. The ASAL II, 
and its predecessor program

(ASAL I), have set the 
essential 
policy framework within
which all ac; Ivities in the present project will be
undertaken, i.e., liberalization of input, output and
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factor markets, state disengagement from commercial
 
activities, privatization of public and parastatal

enterprises, orientation toward a more export-driven
 
economy, and more effective mechanisms for dialogue among

the partners in the economy. The USAID project has been
 
designed to be fully compatible with and supportive of all
 
of these major economic policy orientations.
 

Within the irrigation subsector, the most important

GOM/World Bank activities affecting the USAID project are
 
the two projects designed to improve irrigation in
 
Morocco's nine LSIs: the Projets d'Amelioration de la
 
Grando Irrigation, denoted as PAGI 1 and PAGI 2, and the
 
parallel poojcct for support of agricultural developitent in
 
the large-scale perimeters, Projet de Soutien 
 au
 
Developpement Agricole de la Grande Irrigation (PSDAGI).
 

PAGI 1, funded at $39 million, was initiated in 1987 as a
 
comprehensive five-year national effort to improve

operating efficiency, management and financial performance

in the nine large-scale irrigation perimeters. It has been
 
quite successful in addressing its principal objectives.

For example, irrigation water fee schedules have been
 
increased significantly to better reflect the 
 real
 
financial cost of water in each perimeter. Receipts in
 
several ORMVAs now cover all or most of the operations and
 
maintenance costs, in cases, such as
and some Tadla and
 
Doukkala, they are also contributing to capital costs.
 

Similarly, the ORMVAs in each of the nine perimeters have
 
been strongly encouraged to disengage from all commercial
 
enterprises and to restructure themselves as public service
 
organizations with primary responsibilities for water
 
system management and agricultural extension activities. A
 
process has been initiated to give farmers a much greater

role in uecision-making about desired crop and li~v ._t:ock
 
enterprises, allocation farm-level and
of resources, 

maintenance and management of tertiary and quaternary canal
 
systems within the perimeters.
 

Presently, PAGI 1 is in its final stages of implementation.

As a result of favorable project evaluations, the GOM and
 
the Wor] Bank have decided to proceed with a much larger
 
PAGI 2 follow-on project, as well as the parallel PSDAGI to
 
support agricultural research and extension. PAGI 2 design

is now well advanced, with a tentative funding level of
 
$300 million. Design of the PSDAGI, with funding projected
 
at approximately $40 million, has only just begun. Both
 
projects are scheduled for final approvals in late 1992 and
 
loan signature in 1993, with first implementation

activities to start in late 1993 or early 1994. If these
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schedules are adhered to, PAGI 2 and PSDAGI implementation

activities would 
start within one year after the start-up
 
of the USAID pruject.
 

'he princips] ohjectives of PAGI 2 are:
 

" 	To improve the financial and economic viability of
 
the existing national irrigation infrastructure;
 
and
 

* 	To improve administrative and financial management
 
of the ORMVAs as well as MARA's central irrigation
 
manz.gjement directorate in Rabat.
 

These objectives are to be achieved through a significant

nation-wide program, tailored each
to ORMVA's needs, of
 
technical assistance and training, system infrastructure
 
construction and rehabilitation works, various equipment

and vehicles, and miscellaneous supplemental activities,
 
e.g., maintenance improvements, flooding reserve fund,
 
studies and demonstrations, identified as important for
 
improving irrigation management in Morocco.
 

While these general activity areas for PAGI 2 were defined
 
in 1991, there is still considerable uncertainty at present
 
as to which activities will actually benefit the Tadla
 
ORMVA and ;t what levels of magnitude.
 

The primary PSDAGI objectives set out in the preliminary
 
design documents are as follows:
 

* 	To improve irrigated crop production, both in terms
 
of yields and rates of cropping intensities, in
 
line with market prices and demand;
 

" 	 To promote the restructuring of the development
services offered by the ORMVAs line within the
 
findings of the Syst6me d'Information Pour la
 
Gestion (SIG) study financed by the World Bank;
 

" 	To encourage the development of professional
 
organizations and their participation 
 in
 
development; and
 

" 	 To encourage greater participation by Moroccan 
universities in irrigation development activities. 

Based on the above descriptions, close and effective 
coordinatioi, becween these two national projects calad the 
IISAID project in Tadla will be imperative. Consultations
 
with the cognizant World Bank managers designing these
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projects suggest the following most promising areas for
 
inter-project collaboration:
 

" 	 Tadla perimeter system efficiency improvements, 
whereby PAGI 2 system "hardware" investments will be 
used to the greatest extent possible to enhance USAID 
project system "software" investments aimed at 
improving overall system efficiency, flexibility, 
responsiveness, etc., e.g., correcting system
 
operational deficiencies identified through USAID
financed system modelling and monitoring efforts which
 
require additional investments in system operating
 
hardware;
 

" 	Information management, principally through ensuring

compatibility of the proposed computer hardware and
 
software to be purchased under the respective
 
projects, i.e., financial and management information
 
systems for PAGI 2, and system hydrologic and
 
hydraulic, agro-meteorological, agricultural, socio
economic and environmental quality modelling and
 
monitoring systems for the USAID project;
 

* 	Policy enhancement, through Special Studies designed
 
to assess the actual, on-the-ground efficacy and
 
appropriateness of new and/or revised irrigation
 
policies in the Tadla LSI perimeter, e.g., the role of
 
Irrigation Associations in perimeter management, the
 
promotion of the process of disengagement of the state
 
from involvement in commercial perimeter affairs, etc.
 
The results of these studies will be fed into the
 
established World Bank/GOM policy dialogue these
on 

subjects continuing under the SAL, ASAL/ASIL and PAGI
 
2 projects; and
 

• 	Dissemination of useful and relevant USAID project
 
results throughout Morocco's extensive national
 
irrigation network, via PAGI 2's national scope of
 
operations.
 

Additional areas of inter-project collaboration will be
 
identified as the design for these two World Bank projects
 
proceeds. It is clear that continued close coordination of
 
these activities in Tadla will be required to ensure the
 
best effective use of limited donor resources.
 

In addition to the above-cited World Bank projects, there
 
are two research projects currently active in the T'dla
 
perimeter. The first of these activities is jointly
 
sponsored by the International Irrigation Management
 
Institute (IIMI), the Service des Exp6rimentations de
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-I'Hydraulique Agricole (SEHA) 
 in the Direction de
 
1'Equipement Rural (DER) of MARA, and ORMVAT. The other
 
activity is a collaborative study sponsored by Wye College

and the Institut Agronomique et Veterinaire Hassan II
 
(IAV).
 

The IIMI/GOM initiative is largely an on-farm research and
 
demonstration program aimed at improving on-farm water use
 
efficiency for selected Tadla crops. Accordingly, this
 
activity is to the
highly complementary improved 
water
 
management objectives of the USAID project's On-Farm
 
Management component. As a result, following promising

preliminary field experiments and extensive discussions
 
with IIMI home office and field staff, it has been decided
 
to incorporate the subsequent implementation of the IIMI
 
program into the USAID project. Details of this planned

inter-donor collaboration are provided in subsequent
 
sections of this document.
 

Wye College initiated a three-year academic exchange
 
program agreement with IAV in July 1990. This agreement is
 
funded at £226,000 by the British Overseas Development

Administration (ODA). The agreement is centered around four
 
principal research themes:
 

I 	Micro-economic analyses of the impacts of changes

in Moroccan agricultural policies at the farm-level
 
in the ORMVA perimeters;
 

" 	 Determination of what kind of software packages are 
most apprcpriate for management information systems 
in the ORMVAs; 

" 	 Research on the use of expert systems in dealing
with problems of irrigation and drainage; and 

* 	Development of training modules on the information
 
gathered under the above three research themes for
 
presentation ;it two workshops to be held during the
 
program.
 

This joint study program is now proceeding according to
 
schedule, with completion planned in mid-1993. USAID
 
project staff will closely monitor 
the results of this
 
effort to ensure the timely and successful integration of
 
TadIa-relevant 
results into the greater USAID project
 
effort.
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II
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

1. Perceived Problem 

The project will address the existing productivity and
 
institutional gaps in the regional economy of the Tadla
 
irrigation perimeter. The productivity gap is defined as
 
the diff-rence between sustainablp resource use within the
 
auricultural production potentials of the Tadla perimeter,
 
and the existing levels of resource use as expressed in
 
actual crop and livestock production in the perimeter.
 

The institutional gap is defined as the transitional void
 
created as the ORMVAT redefines its operational mandate and
 
continues to disengage from those public sector activities
 
deemed commercial in nature, and the time needed for the
 
private sector to develop the capacity to assume new roles
 
and responsibilities within the Tadla economy.
 

The project will take place within the upper Oum Er Rbia 
River basin of Morocco (see Map 1). Known as the 
"Mississippi of Morocco", the Oum Er Rbia River is the 
second largest river basin in Morocco, delivering on 
average some 25 percent of the country's total available 
surface water supplies. It is also the most developed basin 
in Morocco, with 4,775 million cubic meters or almost half 
of the nation's total available reservoir capacity within 
seven major dam systems, 370 megawatts or some 60 percent
of the country's total installed hydropower production 
capacityr and 200,000+ hectaics (ha.) of irrigated 
agriculture - 20% of total capacity and about 40% of the 
large-scale irrigation capacity. In addition, this system 
provides municipal, industrial and domestic water supplies 
for millions of downstream consumers, including a major 
portion of the requirements for the Casablanca-Rabat and 
Marrakech commercial and administrative centers of Morocco. 

As a result of these tremendous investments in hydraulic
 
infrastructure, this river basin is now developed almost to
 
capacity. Nevertheless, with continuing growth of the
 
population and the regional economy, demand for water will
 
continue to increase, especially in the economically
 
important area of industrial supplies. Current government
 
estimates projcct a deficit of more than 800 million cubic
 
meters of water per year in this basin by the year 2020,
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and there is little prospect of supply augmentation through

transfers from nther river basins. In fact, current pans

rall for additional water transfers from the Oum Er Rbia
 
River basin to neighboring, less water-rich river basins.
 
Therefore, this additional future demand 
can only be met
 
through increased use efficiency and conservation of this
 
vital economic resource.
 

The project will take 
place within the Tadla irrigation

perimeter, one of two LSI perimeters within the Oum Er Rbia
 
River basin. The Tadla perimeter is situated 200 kilometers
 
southeast of Casablanca along the Oum Er Rbia River
 
immediately downstream of Beni Mellal (see Map 1) . The
 
Tadla climate is arid to semi-arid, with a mean annual
 
rainfall of 350 millimeters. Soils in the area possess
 
adequate depth and suitable texture 
 for irrigated
 
agriculture.
 

'he Tadla perimeter covers 
a total area of 320,000 ha.,
 
about 300,000 ha. of which are 
devoted to agricultural
 
production. Ninety-seven thousand hectares of this area are
 
Irrigated under the large-scale irrigation scheme, 5,000
 
ha. are irrigated in small and medium-scale schemes, and
 
12,000 ha. are cultivated using pumped groundwater. Of the
 
remaining area, 137,500 
ha. are cropped under rainfed
 
conditions, 17,000 ha. are classified 
as forests, and
 
28,000 ha. are used as grazing lands. With over 110,000 ha.
 
of land under some form of irrigation, the Tadla system is
 
the largest existing irrigation perimeter in Morocco,
 
accounting for some 11% 
of the total existing capacity and
 
S% of the country's total irrigation potential.
 

The Tadla perimeter is divided into two hydraulically
 
separate subperimeters by the Oum Er Rbia River 
(see Map
 
2). The Beni Amir subperimeter is located on the right bank
 
of the river and contains about 27,000 hectares irrigated
 
from the Oum Er Rbia 
River via the Kasba Tadla diversion
 
dam. The reservoir associated with this dam has an
 
operating storage of about 120,000 cubic meters 
capacity

and provides water to the irrigated subperimeter through a
 
ranal along the left bank of the river connected to a small
 
regulating reservoir of 
100,000 cubic meters capacity at
 
Kasba Zidania. The water discharges from this latter
 
reservoir either through a small hydro-electric plant or
 
into a siphon under the Oum Er Rbia River and into thp main
 
Beni Amir irrigation canal.
 

The Beni Moussa subperimeter is located on the left bank of
 
the Oum Er Rbia River and covers about 70,000 hectares of
 
land irrigated with water 
from the Bin El 0uidane Dam on
 
the Oued (river) El Abid in Azilal Province. This dam has
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a total storage capacity of 1.5 billion cubic meters, with
 
a regulated storage of 1.1 billion cubic meters. Of this
 
total., 720 million cubic meters 
are allocated to the Beni
 
Moussa subperimeter and 235 million cubic meters will be
 
allotted to the lower Tessaout perimeter in the Haouz ORMVA
 
upon the completion of the T2 transit canal in the next few 
years. This additional allocation will impose new 
constraints on the water supply to the Beni Moussa 
subperimeter from the Bin El Ouidane Dam.
 

Water for the Beni Moussa irrigation subperimeter is 
supplied from a compensating dam at Ait Ouarda, located 
immediately downstream of the Bin El uidane Dam. It then 
passes thr.mugh . tunnel 10.5 kilometers long to a second 
hydro-rlectric plant at Afourer. Water from the hydro
electric plant at Afourer discharges directly into the two 
main canals - "GM" and "D" - of the subperimeter. The upper
reaches of main serve as in-line
both canals storage

reservoirs with a total capacity of 300,000 cubic meters,
 
allowing evening peak hydro-electric generation needs to be
 
met while supplying the relatively constant irrigation
 
system demands.
 

The principal hydraulic infrastructure for the two large
scale subperimeters, in addition to those mentioned above,
 
includes 200 kilometers of main canals, 360 kilometers of
 
primary and secondary canals, and 1,800 kilometers of
 
tertiary canals, in addition to many more kilometers of
 
unlined field ditches, or quaternary canals. Drainage is
 
provided by a network of surface drains totaling 
1,700
 
kilometers.
 

Approximately 28,000 farms are contained within the Tadla
 
perimeter. Farm size varies considerably, with farms of
 
less than 5 hectares constituting 82 percent of the total
 
number, buL only 41 percent of the total area; and UL, 2
 
percent of the farms which are greater than 20 hectares in
 
size comprise 27 percent of the total area. The ability of
 
water distribution managers to respond to farmers' requests

is stressed by the sheer number of farmers and is
 
compounded by the diversity of farm sizes and types.
 

The primary crops produced in the Tadla perimeter are 
cotton, sugar beeLs, forage crops, vegetables, olives, 
citrus, and hard and soft wheats, accounting for 90%, 33%,
 
15%, 12%, 11%, 10%, and 4% of total national production,

respectively. Additional Tadla agricultural crops include
 
paprika peppers, cut flowers, and minor areas of maize and
 
soybeans.
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Livestock production is also important in Tadla. Annual
 
milk production, from some 110,000 head of dairy cattle,
 
amounts to 70,000 metric tons. In addition, there are about
 
500,000 head of sheep and goats within the perimeter area.
 
Tn the 1985-86 growing season, this regional economy

accounted for over $375 million in 
total agricultural
 
production.
 

It is not difficult to imagine the tremendous national
 
investment represented in this perimeter and its associated
 
upstream hydraulic and hydro-power works. Despite the
 
impressive production figures cited above, at present, this
 
system is not realizing its full economic potential. Recent
 
estimates place the overall perimeter water use efficiency
 
at about 50 percent, as a result of 
system design and
 
operating deficiencies (6% direct loss), low canal delivery

efficiencies (80%) 
and low field application efficiencies
 
(40-60%), and canal leakages and other related structural
 
defects throughout the system (14% direct loss). 
 Thus,

aside from certain structural defects, the fundamental
 
r-asons for 
 the evident lack of performance of this
 
perimeter are inflexible systen. design and operational

character'stics, and inefficient water application and use
 
at the farm-level.
 

Partially as a result of these inefficient water management

practices, the system is also experiencing increasing

environmental problems. Salinization, waterlogging and high

nitrate levels are cause for increasing concern, especially

in groundwater use areas where they are beginning to affect 
crop production and yields. To address these growing
problems, Tadla managers require increased information on

the system's hydrology and on the nature and extent of 
emerging troublesome land and soil management conditions as
 
they occur. Only in this manner will they be able to effect
 
the necessary remedial measures before these problems 
assume unmanageable proportions. 

Under the original irrigation system design, farmers were
 
to plant four or five major crops, e.g., sugar beets,
 
cotton, alfalfa, soft and hard wheat, in
and vegetables, 

strictly prescribed crop rotation patterns with rigidly

defined planting and harvesting dates. Under such
 
conditions, the system functioned as as could be
well 

expected. However, with the 
 country's new irrigation

policies, farmers are now increasingly able to choose for
 
themselves which crops they wish 
to grow and in what
 
rotations. Thus, cropping will
future patterns be
 
determined by farmers in response 
to competitive market
 
forces, rather than by government dicta and the constraints
 
imposed by a rigid and inflexible system of perimeter
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management. Ac these more market-oriented production
 
practices take hold, farmers are finding that they cannot
 
obtain reliable water deliveries when and where they need
 
them, resulting in inefficient on-farm water management
 
practices. This problem is aggravated by farmers' lack of
 
knowledge regarding optimal cultivation practices for these
 
new, more competitive crops and cropping systems.
 

In order to be able to respond to these changing farmer
 
demand-s, Tadla system managers must be able to react in a
 
much more timely and flexible manner. Increased system
 
flexibility requires that system managers possess a better
 
knowlrdge of the true capability of the Tadla hydraulic
 
system and optimal water requirements for these new crops
 
and cropping systems. For their part, farmers require
 
better information regarding system capabilities and
 
constraints and on improved cultivation practices for these
 
more marketable crop varieties, if they are to be able to
 
fulfill their enhanced role in increasing the economic
 
productivity and yield of the system and in realizing its
 
true economic potential.
 

A greater reliance on open market forces in Tadia 'will
 
require a strengthened and more vital private agribusiness
 
sector to assume an expanded role in leading the perimeter
 
through the transition to a more commercial, market-driven
 
economy. Such leadership can only come through innovative,
 
private organizational approaches to Tadla resources
 
management, as the system attempts to overcome the great
 
inertia imposed by many years of strict government control.
 

2. Project Goal 

The goal of the project is to promote the long-term
 
competitiveness and environmental sustainability of
 
Moroccan irrigated agriculture.
 

Achievement of these goal-level objectives will require
 
that Tadla-specific, purpose-level results are replicated
 
to the extent applicable throughout Morocco's irrigation
 
system network. This replication will be promoted through
 
a planned program of periodically disseminating relevant
 
project findings and results to the managers of the other
 
irrigation perimeters in Morocco and to concerned national
 
irrigation management officials in Rabat. Continued close
 
project coordination with the World Bank's national PAGI 2
 
project will also help to ensure that sufficient resources
 
are available for the timely replication of promising USAID
 
project results in other irrigation perimeters throughout
 
Morocco.
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3. 	 Project Purpose 

'Ihe project purpose is to increase the efficiency, economic 
yield and environmental sustainability of irrigation 
resources management and use in the Tadla irrigation 
perimeter of Morocco. 

This purpose will be achieved through an integrated program
 
of technology transfer, research and demonstration,
 
institutional and private sector strengthening, and policy
 
analysis dcsigned to:
 

N 	 Improve Tadla Irrigation Resources Conservation and 
Production Practices 

This objective will be achieved through the provision
 
of technical assistance, training, pilot demonstration
 
programs, research, and equipment and supplies
 
designed to examine existing irrigation resources
 
allocation, management and use practices, and transfer
 
irproved technologies to yield optimal resource use
 
efficiencies, cropping productivity and economic yield
 
in Tadla perimeter irrigation operations.
 

N 	Enhance the Environmental Sustainability of Resource
 
Management and Use within the Tadla Perimeter
 

This objective will be achieved through the provision
 
of technical assistance, training and equipment and
 
supplies designed to examine key environmental issues
 
associated with improved water and soil resources
 
manaqement within the Tadla perimeter area, and
 
develop improved technologies, practices and
 
procedures for addressing those issues in a sound and
 
appropriate manner.
 

• 	Increase Private Sector Participation in Tadla
 
Resources Allocation, Management and Use
 

Thin objective will be achieved through the provision
 
of technical assistance, training and small-scale
 
institutional strengthening activities to promote
 
increased participation of private regional interests
 
in decisions regarding resource allocation, ma iagement
 
and use within the Tadla perimeter area.
 

I 	Improve Morocco's Irrigation Resources Management
 
Policy Framework
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This objective will be achieved through the completion

of policy analyses and socio-economic studies on such
 
topics as water pricing policy and cost recovery, land
 
tenure and resource user rights, the respective roles
 
of the public and the private sectors in resource
 
management and use, and mechanisms for mobilization of
 
non-governmental participation in resource allocation,
 
management and decisions.
use Results of this work
 
will be used to supplement the ongoing policy dialogue

ot, these and other subjects, principally between the
 
World Bank and the GOM.
 

4. Project Inputs and Outputs 

The project will be implemented through four principal

components, plus a modest, complementary cooperative

research and demonstration grant 
to IIMI. Each of these
 
components is described in the following section, together

with their respective inputs and planned outputs.
 

a. Improved Irrigation System Management 

This project component is designed to overcome 
 the

limitations of the existing physical irrigation system and
 
associat-.
 operating procedures for providing appropriate

irrigation water deliveries to farmers, i.e., greater

efficiency, flexibility, reliability and timeliness of
 
system-level water deliveries. Overall, this 
component

comprises four main activities: system-level diagnostics,

wator supply analysis, water demand analysis and improved

irrigation 
 system management. Implementation of this
 
project component will be the responsibility of a long
term, expatriate Irrigation Engineer.
 

'lire first step towards improving system-level management
within the Tadla perimeter is completion of an initial
system-wide -diagnostic study. This study will provide a
better understanding of what is 
actually happening at all 
levels in- th irrigation system and will identify
operational problems and constraints critical for the
 
proper design and implementation of otherthe systemmanagement improvement activities described below. A second
mil-torm diagnostic study will also be undertaken after 
rour years of project implementation to assess the
direction and degree of change in system management in 
response to farmers' needs, and to allow for mid-course 
corrections in this project component. Completion of these
 
two studies will require short-term technical assistance,

including the full participation of ORMVAT staff and Tadla
 
farmer representatives.
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The second major activity to be completed under this
 
project component will be a detailed analysis of 
water
 
supply flows into the system, via both the Oum Er Rbia
 
river and the Bin El Ouidane dam. This analysis will
 
provide a reliable estimate of system water supplies upon

which tc base future system (and dam and hydropower plant) 
operating procedures and production plans. This task will 
entail performing a detailed statistical analysis of
 
available historical river and dam hydrologic data, and 
associated dam and hydropower plant operational data. 
Completion of this task will require short-term technical 
assistance to conduct the initial analysis, a computer and
 
appropriate software to store and analyze the data, and the
 
training of ORMVAT staff to use the final hydrologic

ana.ysis system and to properly interpret and utilize
 
system results.
 

The third activity under this component will be to develop
 
a more reliable definition of water demand in the Tadla
 
irriqationsystem. This activity will entail the completion
 
of two associated tasks.
 

The first task will entail the development of a
 
comprehensive Geographic Information System (GIS) to 
provide readily accessible information on the perimeter to 
improve system-level planning and management of irrigation 
and other regional agricultural activities. Important
initial orS paran.eters will include: perimeter geography
and topography, the irrigation system layout, cropping 
patterns, soil types, land holdings, salinity contours and 
water table elevations. Other information of potential
planning and evaluation interest, such as perimeter socio
econc-mic data and demographic patterns, will be added to 
the GIS as time and resources permit. Development of an 
operational GIS will require short-term technical
 
assistance to design the system, guide system installation
 
and provide start-up training to selected ORMVAT and
 
project staff, long-term overseas training in GIS
 
applications for irrigation system planning and management
 
purpnses, and an integrated GIS, including a computer with
 
two work stations and associated software and peripherals.
 

The second task to be completed under this water demand 
analysis activity is the installation of an agro
meteorological monitoring network within the perimeter for 
real-time monitoring and reporting of critical micro
climatic data for hydrological information and agricultural 
planning and production purposes. This task will entail the 
installation of automated meteorologic stations in each of 
Tadla's three distinct climatic zones, i.e., Beni Amir,
Beni Moussa West and Beni Moussa East. Completion of this 
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task will require short-term technical assistance for final
 
system design, installation and training in system

operations, and system equipment, including a computer and
 
associated software, system sensors and data loggers, and
 
radio data transmision and receiving equipment. Important

additional water demand data will be provided through the
 
projoct's On-Farm Management component described below.
 

The fouirth activity to be completed under this component is 
i ,proved_ irrigation system management. This activity will 
entail the completion of four associated tasks. 

Tlhe first of these tasks will be the establishment of a 
supervisory data acquisition system for improved monitoring

oi" systom-leve] nneratiors a|id to prnvide input into the
 
system hydraulic model (see below). Establishment of this
 
system will entail the installation of appropriate water
 
flow monitoring devices at 
selected points throughout the
 
system. In addition to flow rates in principal system

canals, this system will monitor unused return flows at
 
critical system points to 
better relate system flows to
 
water actually used in the perimeter. A more detailed
 
description of this planned hydraulic monitoring system is
 
provided in Part I of the Technical Analysis. Completion of
 
this activity task will require short-term technical
 
assistnc,,e for final system design, installation and staff
 
training, equipment and materials for system installation,

short-term overseas training to study and from
learn 

similar systems existing in the U.S., and a computer with
 
aqsociated software and radio data transmission and
 
receiving equipment.
 

'I'he se,*ond task included under this activity will be the 
d-velopinent of a computerized hydraulic model of the 
primary elements of each of the two Tadla subperimeters.
This model, fed with real-time data from the supervisory
data acquisition system described above, will 
serve as the
 
principal planning and management tool for improving

system-level 
operational efficiency, responsiveness and

f lexibi lity ;*,,iel development will require short-term 
tnchnical assistance and training to install the model and 
to train ORMVAT system managers in its operation and use,
and two dedicated computers - one for each subperimeter 
with associated software and peripherals. 

The third task under this component activity is the
 
development of mobile monitoring units for each of the two
 
'l'adla subperimeter, to provide 
improved information on
 
water distribution at the primary, secondary and tertiary

Invels of the irrigation system. These units will routinely

monitor performance at the lower levels of the system to 
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better determine overall system operational efficiencies
 
and to identify 
and correct any problems observed in the
 
hydraulic system, e.g., turnout gate settings, physical

deficiencies, etc. Completion 
of this task will require

short-term technical assistance arid 
training to establish
 
the two units and associated operating procedures, various
 
portable water flow measuring devices, and vehicles.
 

The fourth and final activity task, which relies on the
 
successful completion of the other component 
activities
 
described above, is the development of an improved water
 
distribution and management system in the Tadla irrigation

perimeter fc:r more efficient, timely, responsive and
 
flexible future system operations. This task will entail
 
the computerization of water ordering and 
 delivery

procedures to free 
Tadla "ditch riders", or aiguadiers,

from excessive paperwork, allowing them to devote
 
additional time towards the effective implementation of
 
water deli very schedules and to discuss problems with
 
farmers. Completion of 
this task will require short-term
 
technical assistance and training to develop the
 
comptiterized 
system and to train ORMVAT staff in its
 
operating procedures, and three computers one for each
-
perimeter subdivision - with associated software and
 
peripherals.
 

The long--term Irrigation Engineer will be responsible for
 
coordinating the implementation of all of the short-term
 
technical assistance, training and commodity inputs for
 
this project component, as well as for ensuring that all of
 
the improved system-level information generated under this
 
component is properly integrated and used in the improved
perimeter irrigation planning and management process for
 
the benefit of system farmers. S/he will require two
 
vehicles for this purpose, i.e., 
one at project start-up,

and one replacement vehicle during year 
four of project
 
implementation.
 

A summary of inputs outputs this
the and of project
 
component follows:
 

(1) Irrigation System Management Component Inputs 

II Long-term Technical Assistance 

I] Irrigation Engineer (5.5 py)
 

N Short-term Technical Assistance (57 pm)
 

[] System Diagnostic Studies
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Ei Surface Water Hydrology/Hydraulics
 
[ GIS Design, Installation and Training
 
LI Agro-Meteorology
 
l System Data Acquisition/Management
 
[A System Operations Modelling/Monitoring
 

" 	Training (shared cost)
 

Ei Long-term Overseas (48 pm)
 
[-1Short-term Overseas (14 pm)
 

i 	Equipment and Supplies (see Annex K)
 

U Computers and peripherals (7)
 
Li Computer software (misc.)

LJ Geographic Information System (1)

1I-System Data Acquisition and Monitoring Equipment
 

and Materials (misc.)
 
I Vehicies (4)
 

(2) Irrigation System Management Component Outputs 

R 	 More efficient, reliable, flexible and timely
 
delivery of irrigation water, through:
 

F] 	 A better understanding of the capabilities and
 
limitations of the hydraulic systems 
in 	the
 
perimeter;
 

Li 	 More flexible system operating capabilities

and procedures that are responsive to farmer's
 
needs and evolving cropping systems;


1] 	 Improved water delivery efficiencies, i.e.,
 
total water savings of up to 68.4 million
 
cubic meters per year from increased canal
 
delivery efficiencies;
 

1] Near real-time measurement of crop water
 
requirements and climatic variability within
 
the perimeter;
 

LI 	 A microcomputer network, linking databases in
 
qvstpm supply and demand, and operations and
 
management; and
 

Di 	 Improved timeliness and appropriateness of
 
system water an
management decisions, with 

associated improvement in the ORMVAT's ability
 
to respond to farmers' irrigation needs in a
 
flexible and timely manner.
 

N 	 increased availability of critical management 
information to farmers, processors, and other 
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plihli.r. ;nd private agricultural interests in i-he
 
region, through:
 

Ii 	Current weather data made available to
 
farmers, processors, and other private sector
 
actors for improved decision-making for all
 
agricultural operations; and
 

1.1An improved understanding by farmers of the
 
capabilities and limitations of the water
 
delivery system and how they affect farmers'
 
enterprise management decisions.
 

0 	 Improved information available for irrigation 
planning purposes, resulting in increased system
productivity from improved decision-making, 
through:
 

LI 	 An up-to-date hydrologic database with the
 
expertise necessary to analyze water supply
 
scenarios for application to the irrigation
 
planning process; and
 

LI 	 Improved definition and understanding of
 
victual cropping and land-use patterns in the
 
perimeter, and of how these patterns 
are
 
evolving over time.
 

h. 	 Improved On-Farm Management 

This project component is designed to improve farm-level
 
management of Tadla perimeter resources. This objective
 
will be accomplished through three major component
 
activities, including farm-level diagnostics, on-farm pilot

demonstration activities and an 
information dissemination
 
program. Implementation of this component will be 
the
 
responsibility of long-term,
a 	 expatriate Agricultural
 
Economist. This project component is closely related to the
 
planned JIMI on-farm research and demonstration program
 
described below.
 

The first step towards improving on-farm management of 
irrigation resources in Tadla will be the completion of an 
intensive farm-level diagnostic study. This study will 
serve to identify farm-level constraints to improved 
resources management, e.g., water, land, labor, capital,

and managerial and technical expertise, and will assist in
 
the dosikln of relevant pilot demonstration activities to
 
show Tadla farmers the best methods to alleviate those
 
constraints. The study will be designed and implemented to
 
nnsure that the role of women in the regional agricultural
 
economy is also properly addressed. The study will also
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include sufficient scope to collect accurate baseline
 
information on other important socio-economic
 
characteristics of the Tadla population.
 

Detailed farm-level information is indispensable for
 
onabling irrigation system managers to better meet changing
 
farm-r demands for water supplies. It will also enable
 
farme-rs to gain a better appreciation of irrigation system
 
constraints in order to better adapt their technologies and
 
practices for effective on-farm resource allocation,
 
management and use.
 

The initial task in completing this diagnostic study will
 
ho the development of an accurate inventory and typology of
 
farm nnterprises in the Tadla perimeter. This inventory

will be used to select a represeniative sample of 200-300
 
T'adla farms for detailed study. The initial intensive
 
diagnostic study will be completed over at least two full 
cropping cycles, i.e., winter and summer crop rotations 
over two successive years. This diagnostic procedure will 
then he institutionalized within the ORMVAT through the 
completion of annual study updates ctnducted jointly by 
ORMVAT and project staff to establish a permanent regional 
capacity to collect and analyze information on farm 
households and their operations in the perimeter over time. 
The results of this work also will be incorporated into the 
Tadla G.IS for improved, integrated perime;-er planning and 
management. Completion of this activity will require short
term technical assistance for study design, implementation 
and analysis, and staff training.
 

The second activity under this component - on-farm pilot
demonstration_activities - is designed to promote new and 
improved technologies for on-farm resources management and 
use. Domonstration activities will be selected based on the 
results of at least the first full year of the diagnostic 
study described above. An illustrative list of possible 
demonstration activities includes: on-farm water 
management; conjunctive use of surface water 
 and
 
groundwater; agronomic field trials of new, high-value
 
crops and cropping systems; selected, improved pest
 
management techniques; soil management practices; on-farm
 
drainage alternatives; and water recycling and re-use.
 
These demonstration activities will be conducted with the
 
full participation of regional private sector input
 
suppliers to maximize opportunities for strengthening and
 
upgrading local private capabilities for meeting identified
 
farmers' needs for the provision of new equipment,
 
technoleges, materials and supplics. Completion of this
 
activity will require short-term technical assistance for
 
demonstration activity design, monitoring and evaluation,
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study tours to obtain first-hand knowledge of similar
 
promising techniques in other Moroccan and/or third country

situationc, and demonstration equipment, materials and
 
supplies.
 

The third, and final, activity under this component is an
 
Pffpctive information dissemination and outreach program to
 
onsure that project results are effectively conveyed to as
 
wide an audience as possible and put to effective use in
 
improving overall perimeter performance and realizing
 
project objectives. Information generated and
 
recommendations advanced from this component, 
as well as
 
the other project components described above and below,
 
will be discussed and debated 
at a series of annual
 
regional workshops. Participation in these workshops will
 
he open to all interested parties, including ORMVAT
 
pner.-onnel, representatives of farmer groups, cooperatives,
 
and pronfessional organizations, and the private secLor.
 
Represmntatives from other ORMVAs with similar problems and
 
opportunities will also be invited to participate in 
these
 
workshops in order to maximize cross-fertilization of ideas
 
and dissemination of results.
 

The project will also work closely with extension agents,
 
profossin.al organizations and other interested parties at

the regional and national levels to develop and disseminate
 
technical information summaries, both orally and in written
 
form, with detailed recommendations as appropriate. Field
 
days will be organized for farmers and other groups to
 
visit pilot demonstration sites and discuss with project

staff and participating farmers how new technologies could
 
be adopted and put to effective use. Finally, the project
 
will also assist in establishing a regional capability for
 
radio broadcasting of project results and other relevant
 
national and international agricultural information
 
throughout the Tadla perimeter area. Completion this
of 

activity will require short-term technical assistance 
to
 
organize and assist in implementing the project outreach
 
program, h' 
and local travel costs, and radio sLt:tion
 
equipment, materials and supplies.
 

The long-term Agricultural Economist will be responsible
 
for coordinating the implementation of all short-term
 
technical assistance, training and commodity inputs

required for this component, and for ensuring that all of
 
the farm-level information generated is used effectively

for the benefit of Tadla farmers and other regional private
 
sector interests. S/he will require two vehicles for this
 
purpose, i.e., 
one at project start-up, and one replacement
 
veh ic I e.
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A 	summary of the inputs and outputs of this project
 

component follows:
 

(1) On-Farm Management Cumponent Inputs 

" 	Long-term Technical Assistance
 

L] 	 Agricultural Economist (4.5 py)
 

" 	Short-term Technical Assistance (42 pm)
 

L] On-Farm Diagnostic Studies 
U Pilot Demonstration Activities 
LI Information Dissemination/Outreach 

" 	Training (shared cost)
 

LI 	 Regional Workshops (5)
 
LI 	 Study Tours (16 pm)
 

" 	Equipment and Supplies (see Annex K)
 

[1 Demonstration Equipment, Materials and Supplies 
(misc. - shared cost) 

L Radio System Support (misc. - shared cost) 
Li Vehicles (2) 

(2)On-Farm Management Component Outputs 

" 	 Improved definition and understanding of the 
socio-economic characteristics of the Tadla 
farming community - including womens' roles in 
the regional economy - and of actual cropping, 
land-use and tenure patterns, and how they are 
evolving over time; 

* 	Improved understanding by farmers of the
 
capabilities and limitations of the Tadla water
 
delivery system and how these relate to and
 
affpct their farm management and resource
 
allocation decisions;
 

" 	Improved understanding by the ORMVAT of farmers'
 
decision-making processes and an enhanced ORMVAT
 
capability to be more responsive to its clients'
 
requirements;
 

" 	A set of tested, improved technologies and
 
practices for dissemination to Tadla farmers to
 
alleviate constraints on resource use
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efficiencies and economic performance at the farm
 
level; and
 

N Improved water delivery efficiencies to farms and 
improved water application/use efficiencies at 
the farm level, i.e., a total water savings of up 
to 42 million cubic meters per year fror improved 
field application efficiencies within 15 years. 

c. Sustainahle Environmental Management 

This compnnent will address major environmental problems 
within the Tadla perimeter, such as waterlogging, 
salinization, and water and soil degradation, resulting 
largely from inappropriate water and soil management 
practires, excessive and/or inappropriate agrochemical 
management. and use, and agro-industrial pollution. These 
objectives will be realized through the completion of four 
major activities, including improved groundwater and 
drainage management, improved soil and water quality 
management, improved agrochemical management and use, and 
agro-industrial pollution prevention -- all designed to 
enhance the environmental sustainability of Tadla perimeter 
operations. 

Due to the cross-cutting nature of this project component,
 
its successful implementation will require the joint
 
oversight of the Irrigation Engineer (water and drainage
 
arpectq), Agricultural Economist (soil and agrochemical
 
aspects) and the long-term, expatriate Private Sector
 
Coordinator (private agrochemical and agro-industrial
 
aspects). (The more fundamental tasks and input
 
roquirpments for the Private Sector Coordinator are
 
de-scril-,ed -- in Private Sector Strengthening
Iow the 

componnnt.) The Irrigation Engineer will retain primary
 
responsibility for ensuring that this component's
 
activities are completed in a timely and effective manner.
 

The first activity is designed to improve groundwater and
 
(draJnaqemanagementwithin perimeter areas. The first and
 
most important step towards achieving this objective will
 
he the establishment of a comprehensive groundwater and
 
drainage monitoring network within the perimeter. This
 
monitoring network will provide real-time information on
 
the nature, causes and extent of such environmental
 
concerns as waterlogging and salinization in perimeter
 
areas, allowing for the design and implementation of
 
appropriate and timely remedial measures. This network will
 
consist of some 100 new groundwater monitoring stations and
 
20 new gauging stations for drainage monitoring within the
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perimeter to supplement the inadequate existing monitoring

network. The network will also provide for sufficient
 
equipment to conduct special studies of identified problem
 
sites.
 

Information generated through this improved monitoring
 
network will be used to complete a comprehensive,
 
computerized model of the groundwater resources in Tadla.
 
Upon completion, this groundwater model will be integrated
 
with the surface water hydraulic model being developed
 
under the first project component, as well as the Tadla
 
GTS, for improved, integrated management of all Tadla water
 
resources. The results of this activity will also be used
 
to design appropriate on-farm pilot demonstration
 
activities, discussed above under the second project
 
component, on such topics as management of water table
 
fluctuations, conjunctive use of surface and groundwater
 
resources, and appropriate drainage system alternatives.
 

design 


Completion of this activity wi " require short-term 
technical issis
network dcigns 

tance 
and 

to 
the 

complete le 
groundwater 

final 
model, 

monitoring 
to provide 

and implementation oversight for the on-farm
 
demonstration activities, and to train ORMVAT staff in
 
network and model operations and analysis. Other component
 
inputs will. include short-term overseas study tours to
 
demonstrate similar groundwater and drainage
 
monitoring/management systems in the U.S. and other
 
countries, monitoring equipment and supplies, laboratory
 
analysis services, on-farm demonstration equipment and
 
materials, and a computer with associated software and
 
peripherals.
 

The second activity included under this component is 
Jmprqved soil and water quality manaqement. The initial 
task here will be the establishment of soil and water 
quality monitoring systems throughout the perimeter. The 
soil monitoring network will consist of three sub-samples 
taken at each of 20 sites three times per year for such 
parameters as pH, salinity, total nitrates, mineral 
nitrates and cation exchange capacity. The water quality 
network will consist of 100 sites, each of which will also 
1)e sampled three times per year for such parameters as pH,
dry residues, nitrates, nitrites, salinity and the 
prescence of up to five selected toxic chemicals (see 
agrochemical activity below).
 

The information generated from this monitoring network will
 
be integrated into the Tadla GIS. This information will
 
also be used for developing effective and timely remedial
 
interventions through the on-farm pilot demonstration
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activities described above and through the agrochemical
 
mainagement and agro-industrial pollution prevention
 
activities described below.
 

1his activity will require short-term technical assistance
 
to finalize the monitoring network design and to train
 
staff in its operation, water and soil monitoring equipment
 
and supplies, laboratory sample analysis services, on-farm
 
demonstration equipment and materials, and a computer with
 
associated software and peripherals.
 

The third activity under this component is designed to
 
imprljove the management and use of perimeter agrochemicals.
 
As little infoi.mation is available at present regarding
 
current agrochemical management practices in the perimeter,
 
the first task here will be to complete a comprehensive
 
inventnry of current agrochemical suppliers, and storage

and dirposal sites throughout the perimeter, as well as an
 
assessment of existing agrochemical use practices, e.g.,
 
application dosages arnd rates, mixing and application
 
procedure-, handling precautions. and means of disposal.

Much of this information will be collected as a part of the
 
on-farm diagnostic activity described above under the
 
second project component.
 

Information generated from these studies will be used to
 
develop an agrochemical monitoring system for perimeter
 
areas, which will include the capability for incorporation
 
of new suppliers and storage and disposal sites as they are
 
identified. This system will be closely integrated with the
 
soil and water quality monitoring program described above
 
in order to provide more detailed information regarding

potential toxic hazards or impacts at critical sites. Once
 
established, this system will be integrated into the Tadla
 
GIS to further assist system managers in identifying
 
potential problems and effecting timely remedial action.
 

Agrochr'mical assessment results will also be used to
 
develop a targeted farmer training and education program
 
designed to improve on-farm management and use of
 
agrochemicals, including appropriate safety precautions.
 
This information will also feed into the on-farm
 
demonsLra. 'on activities described above for use in the
 
design of appropriate ,.lot interventions aimed at reducing
 
the use of uneccestary and/or potentially hazardous
 
agrochemicals, such as integrated pest management
 
techniques.
 

Completion of this component activity will require short
term technical assistance to complete the
 
inventory/assessment and to design and oversee
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implementation oE the monitoring system, the training and
education program, and the on-farm demonstration

activities, and provideto on-site training of regional
staff and farmers' representatives. This activity will alsorequire agrochemical sampling equipment and supplies andlaboratory services, on-farm demonstration equipment and
materials, 
and a computer with associated software 
and
 
peripherals.
 

Tho fourth and final environmental management activity isagro-industrial pollution prevention. This activity willwork with 
 regional agro-industries, 
 selected in
coordination with the environmental quality monitoringprogram described above, 
 to identify cost-effective
 
opportunities for minimizing waste generation and reducing
pollution through 
improved management and operations of
agro-processing plants and equipment. This program will be
implomented through the completion of environmental audits
at selected regional plants. These audits will be designed
to 
assess existing plant operations and to recommend

appropriate polluticn 
 prevention measures, 
 such as
improving operational efficiencies, minimizing 
 waste
generation, and employing appropriate 
waste recycling

alternatives 
 and general good plant housekeeping

procedures. 
Special attention will be 
devoted to those
facilities capable of effecting significant reductions in
water use 
and/or water pollution in perimeter areas, 
in
agreement with the project's water conservation objectives.
Priority will also be accorded to export-oriented firms and
those firms currently on the GOM's list for privatization,

in 
support of other important USAID program objectives.
 

Completion of this activity 
 will require short-term

technical assistance to perform audits assist
the and
interested 
 firms in implementing agreed 
 upon audit
recommendations, 
 and facility-upgrading 
equipment and
 
materials.
 

Two vehicles, i.e., one at project start-up and onereplacement vehicle, will also be required for this project
 
component.
 

A summary of the planned project inputs 
and outputs for
 
this project component follows:
 

(1)Environmental Management Component Inputs 

I 
Long-term Technical Assistance (no additional cost)
 

1- Irrigation Engineer
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LI Agricultural Economist
 
l Private Sector Coordinator (included in Section
 

d. 	below)
 

" 	Short-term Technical Assistance (50 pm)
 

l Groundwater Hydrology/Management/Use
 
l Agricultural Engineering
 
Fi Agro-Chemical/Environmental
 
L1 Soil Management
 
L- Irrigation Drainage/Water Re-Use
 

" 	Water/Soil Quality Analysis Services (150,000+
 
samples)
 

" 	Training (shared cost)
 

[ 	ST Overseas (10 pm)
 

• 	Equipment and Supplies (see Annex K) 

UL Computers and peripherals (2)
 
LI Computer software (misc.)
 
Li Groundwater/Drainage Monitoring Equipment and
 

Materials (misc.)
 
LI Water/Soil Quality Monitoring Equipment and
 

Materials (misc.)
 
EI On-Farm Demonstration Equipment and Materials
 

(misc. - shared cost)
 
[ Facility Upgrading Equipment and Materials (misc.
 

- private sector cost)
 
U Vehicles (2)
 

(2) 	Environmental Management Component Outputs 

* 	A better understanding of water balance and
 
drainage system efficiencies in the Tadla
 
perimeter;
 

" 	 A functional Tadla groundwater model, integrated 
with the surface water management model, for 
improved, integrated management of all perimeter
 
water resources;
 

" 	Improved management of groundwater resources and
 
soil decomposition resulting from salinity
 
problems in perimeter areas;
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" 	 A better understanding of water and soil quality
issues related to agrochemical use in perimeter 
areas; 

" 	An information exchange network to enhance
 
aware,. of critical water and soil pollution
 
levels in Tadla;
 

" 	 Improved agrochemical storage, handling, use and 
disposal practices in Tadla; and 

" 	 Improved management of water and soil quality
problems in the perimeter, through demonstration
 
of 	improved on-farm and agro-industrial practices
 
and technologies.
 

d. 	 Private Sector Strengthening 

This component is designed to increase private sector
 
participation in the Tadla regional economy. For project
 
purposes, the private sector is broadly defined to 
include
 
farmers, cooperatives, associations and other professional
 
groups, and private agribusiness firms and publicly-owned

firms slated for privatization. This objective will be
 
achieved through the completion of four component
 
activities, including a comprehensive Tadla agribusiness

assessment, a private sector institutional strengthening
 
program, a private sector promotion program, and a program

designed to enhance private sector participation in Tadla
 
resources allocation, management and use. Implementation of
 
thi-s component will be the responsibility of a long-term,

expatriate Private Sector Coordinator, with primary

ryperience in farm-level irrigation production technologies
 
and associated business practices.
 

The first activity under this component will be the
 
completion of a comprehensive, ender-sensitive assessment
 
of_ Tadla_ agribusiness interests. This assessment 
will
 
provide a better understanding of existing private regional

agribusiness commodity linkages, filieres,
or in Tadla,
 
including their respective capabilities, needs and
 
constraints. Based on the results 
of this assessment,
 
promisinq and int rested private regional agribusiness

interests, such as multi-service cooperatives and firms,
 
will be selected for more detailed diagnostic study of
 
t-heir respective strengths and weaknesses in such areas as
 
overall business management, strategic planning, financial
 
planning and management, assets and liabilities, cash flow,
 
mnmbnr/client base, effe'7tiveness at meeting member/client
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ni-edq for services and supput, and potential for future 
growth and expansion. 

The results of these detailed diagnostics will serve as thebrinis for the design of second component activity the-private sector institutionalstrengthe_nning-prggramr. Underthis program, participating firms, 
 cooperatives and
associati-ns will receive technical assistance and training

specifically designed to upgrade their identified areas of
w-akrness and strengthen 
their roles as reliable private
input and service suppliers within the Tadla economy. Inarl li t inn, .snlected associations and cooperatives 
will
rrreivr' limited business management equipment support on acnst-shareol basis. Implementation of this program willrv-'ly, 
 to the greatest extent possible, on Moroccan business

management and training expertise, in agreement

crordinrlnted with the objectives 

and 
and procedures developedunder USAID's 
 Training for Development, Agribusiness


Promotion and flew 
Enterprise Development Projects.
 

ComplPtion of 
these first two component activities
r-qifre sL',r.-. t,'m technical 

will 
assistance to conduCL ihe 

private sector assessment and diagnostic studies and designa'ild implement the strengthening programs, short-term
 
overseas sturly 
tours and internships to obtain 
first-hand

experience regarding the proper 
management of 
 similar
private agricultural service organizations in the U.S. and
other countries, extensive short-term in-country training
clursework, workshops and seminars, and business management

and training equipmcnt and supplies.
 

The third activity of this component is the private sectorpromotion program. This activity is designed to promote the
public-to-private sector transfer of responsibility for the
provision of 
commercial agriclltural services 
in Tadla
throucih the identification of and assistance to promisingareas of 
new or expanded private agribusiness opportunities

as the public sector disengages from this sphere of theregional economy. Most of these business opportunities willbp identified through the agribusiness assessment describedabove and through the on-farm diagnostic to be completed
under the second component. Similarly, the assistance herewill be provided primarily through the active encouragement
of 
local pti;'.cc. participation in the project's irriLdtton
system improvement, on-farm 
 demonstration,

environmental monitoring and analysis activities. 

and
 

It is anticipated that many 
new or expanded opportunities

for the provision of private commercial services and
suppl ies will be identified as new 
 techniques and

technoloips are developed, tested and disseminated under
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the project. Program participants will also benefit from
 
t-he assistance to be provided under the private sector
 
strengthening program described above and, where
 
applicable, from the assistance 
available through other
 
ISAID private sector promotion projects. Maximum attention
 
will be devoted to facilitatirg joint U.S./Moroccan
 
vontnrns for 
the provision of promising new irrigation 
resonrces mnnaqement technologies, in agreement and 
collahoration with other appropriate USAID projects and 
proqram objectives. Special attention will also be devoted
 
to women-owned businesses, and to enterprises where women
 
figure prominently in business operations, such as dairy

cooperatives and agribusiness processing plants.
 

'The fourth and final private sector strengthening activity

is desi.qned to enhaince private regigna_ _rticipation in 
Tadlaresources allocation 
management and use in order to
 
further facilitate the ORMVAT disengagement process, and to
 
provide for increased information flow between farmers and
 
private sector interests and system managers. These
 
objertives will be accomplished through the analysis of
 
existing mechanisms for public-private sector dialogue in
 
Tadla, and through assistance in implementing improved

mechanisms for facilitating a more effective and mutually

rewarding information exchange.
 

This in-country work will be enhanced through joint public
private sector study tours to 
similar communities in the
 
O.S. to obtain firsthand insights into effective public
private E;'cor relationships in agricultural 
resuurces
 
allocation, management and use. Provision will also be made
 
for similar joint U.S. groups to travel to Morocco, in the
 
interest of fostering a more lasting, "twinning"-type
 
relationship 
between Tadla and a similar agricultural
 
community in the U.S.
 

complrtion of this activity will require 
 short-term
 
tnrhnical assistance to complete the analytical studies and
 
assist in implementing agreed-upon recommendations, and
 
short-term overseas travel expenses.
 

The Private Sector Coordinator will have primary

rnsponsibility 
 for the effective coordination and
 
implemrntation of all of the short-term 
 technical
 
assistance, training and commodity support required for
 
this component. S/he will require two vehicles for this
 
plirposm, i.e., 
one at project start-up, and one replacement
 
veliC7e.
 

A summary of planned inputs 
and outputs for this project
 
component follows:
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(1) Private Sector Strengthening Component Inputs 

" 	Long-term Technical Assistance
 

1-1Private Sector Coordinator (4 py)
 

* 	Short-term Technical Assistance (35 pm)
 

U Cooperative Management 
L] Professional Association Management
I] Irrigation Association Management 
L[ Private Sector Input & Service Supply 
11Ieqional.Agribusiness Support 

" 	 Training (shared cost) 

[. Short-term Overseas (study tours, courses, 
internships - 22 pm) 

J Short-term In-country (coursework, workshops, 
seminars - misc.) 

" 	Equipment and Supplies (see Annex K)
 

IJ]!u'iness Equipment and Supplies (misc. - shared
 
cost)

[i Training Equipment and Supplies (misc.) 
F] Vehic]es (2) 

(2) 	 Private Sector Strengthening Component Outputs 

" A better definition of the role of the regional
 
private sector in the Tadla economy, including
 
the manner and scope of their involvement, and
 
their capabilities, needs and constraints;
 

* 	A better understanding of operative agricultural
 
commodity chains, or filieres, at all stages of
 
irrigated agriculture in Tadla;
 

" 	Strengthened private regional capacity in Tadla
 
to manage agricultural business/service
 
activities and to assume an increased role in the
 
regional economy;
 

* 	A more smooth and rapid public-private sector
 
transfer of commercial activities in Tadla
 
through the identification and promotion of new
 
and expanded opportunities for private sector
 
provision of agricultural-related supplies and
 
services; and
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N Enhanced private regional participation in Tadla
 
resources allocation, management and use
 
decision-making - including women - through more 
effective public-private sector dialogue and
 
increased information flow, and demonstration of
 
improved principles and procedures for such
 
interaction.
 

e. IIMI Cooperative Agreement 

In addition to the four major components described above,
 
the project will also bupport a modest, complementary on
farm research and demonstration program in Tadla currently
 
being implemented with the cooperative assistance of the
 
International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI), based
 
in Colombo, Sri Lanka.
 

11MI is an autonomous, non-profit international research
 
and training institute associated with the Consultative
 
Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR). The
 
CGIAR is sponsored by the Food and Agricultural
 
Organization (FAO) of the United Nations, the World Bank,
 
and the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), and
 
comprises more than 45 donor countries, international and
 
regional organizations and private foundations. IIMI's
 
mission is to strengthen national efforts to improve and
 
sustain the performance of irrigation systems in developing
 
countries.
 

The primary objectives of the IIMI program in Tadla are to
 
develop mor- '7-mplete information on the water requirements
 
of selected, representative perimeter crops and, based on
 
the results of this research, to develop and disseminate
 
improyed techniques and practices for more efficient,
 
economic and environmentally sustainable on-farm water use
 
Jl'adla. These objectives will be achieved through a
 
series of pilot research and demonstration trials on
 
selected farmer plots in Tadla, with an associated
 
informaticn dissemination and outreach program for
 
promoting the adoption of promising program results.
 

Overall responsibility for the implementation of this
 
program will rest with Morocco's Resident IIMI
 
Representative, based in Rabat, acting in coordination with
 
senior SEHA and ORMVAT staff. Day-to-day program management
 
will be the responsibility of a full-time, on-site Field
 
Coordinator and a Field Assistant, provided from the
 
ORMVAT's staff. These managers will be assisted by short
term technical assistance to aid in program design,
 
implementation and analysis, and to assist in the effective
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dissemination and the final evaluation of program results.
 
Additional planned program inputs include short-term
 
overseas training and study tours for participating ORMVAT
 
staff, research fellowships for Moroccan and foreign

,1nlivorsity students, in-country workshops to periodically 
assess proqram proqress and disseminate program results, 
amd office staff, cquipment and supplies, vehicles, and 
miscellaneous publications, and research/demonstration 
equipment and materials.
 

Although the ITMI program is designed as a "stand-alone" 
at-tivity within the greater A.I.D. project effort, the 
great similarity between planned IIMI activities and the 
project's own On-Farm Management component indicates the 
nr-ed for close inter-activity coordination at the field
level to ensure an effective utilization of limited 
resources. This coordination will be ensured through the 
requirement that IIMI program activities in Tadla will be 
implemented under the overall supervision of the project 
Institutional Contractor, through such mechanisms as joint

annual. workpidnning, and progress and evaluation reporting. 

It 	 must be noted here that project support will only be 
provided for this IIMI program in the event that IIMI
 
decides to maintain an assistance program in Morocco. A
 
decision on this subject is expected in September 1992. It
 
is largely anticipated that this decision will be positive.
However, in the event that this decision is negative,

A.l.D. will either seek an alternative organization to 
undertake this on-farm research and demonstration program, 
or re-program the project funds allotted to this program 
into the project's related On-Farm Management component.
 

A summary of the planned inputs and outputs for this
 
program are as follows:
 

(1) 11MI Cooperative Program Inputs 

" 	Long-term Technical Assistance
 

L 	 IIMI Resident Representative (Irrigation 
Spe-cialist - part-time, i.e., 9 pm over 3 years; 
25% of Representative's time) 

" 	Short-term Technical Assistance (7 pm)
 

ri 	 Irrigation Research 
El 	 Information Dissemination 
L] 	On-Farm Water Management
 
[ 	 Evaluatioo/Audit 
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" 	 Training (E-hared cost) 

LU Research Fellowships (6)
 
I] Short-term Overseas Courses/Study Tours (6 pm)
 
Ii In-country Workshops (3)
 

• 	Equipment and Supplies
 

I 	On-Farm Research/Demonstration Equipment and
 
Materiais (misc. - GOM/private sector cost)


I Computers and peripherals (2) 
Li Vehicles (2 - lI1M cost) 
U Mopeds (10 - IIMI cost)
L] Vehicle Operations and Maintenance (misc.) 

" 	Office Operations (misc.)
 

U Secretarial Support (3 pm)

Li Office Operations and Supplies (misc.)

UI Printing and Publications (misc.)
 

(2)IlMI Cooperative Program Outputs 

" 	A better understanding of the on-farm water
 
requirements of selected representative crops

within the Tadla perimeter, under a variety of
 
different growing conditions;
 

" 	An improved capability to predict crop water
 
requirements for different growing conditions
 
within Tadia;
 

" More efficient, effective, and locally appropriate,
 
practices and techniques for on-farm water
 
management and use in Tadla;
 

* 	Enhanced mechanisms for the dissemination of
 
promising on-farm water management practices and
 
technologies to Tadla farmers; and
 

* 	Reduced water-related environmental problems, e.g.,

waterlogging, salinization, etc., in Tadla through
 
improved on-farm water management practices.
 

f. Project Adi-inistration, Monitoring, Evaluation and Outreach 

All of the project componcnts and activities described 
above, with the exception of the IIMI Program, will be 
administered and coordinated by the long-term, expatriate 
contractor Chief-of-Party (C-O-P) - a Senior Irrigation 
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Management Specialist. S/he will be assisted in these tasks
 
by a full office staff, based in Fkih Ben Salah, consisting
 
of Moroccans employed in the following long-term
 
capacities: an Administrative Assistant; an Accountant; a
 
Secretary; a Secretary/Translator; a Chauffeur; and 
a
 
Chauffeur/Fvpeditor. The 
office will be fully equipped
throughout the project's life with all required office 
facilities, equipment and supplies, computers and 
associated software and peripherals, and vehicles and 
operations support and services. Short-term technical 
assistance will be required to perform periodic audits of 
project financial accounts. 

In additie, to his/her administrative responsibilities, the
 
C-O-P will also be required, in coordination with the other
 
long-term advisors included above, to fulfill important
 
project technical requirements, including: project

planning, monitoring and evaluation; project data
 
management, analysis and integration, including design,
 
installation and operations of the Tadla GIS; project

national and international information outreach programs;
 
and project policy analyses and special studies. S/he will
 
be assisted in these tasks by a long-term Moroccan 
Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist. 

Project_ planning. monitoring and evaluation will be 
conducted both internally, throughout the life of the 
project, and through two external evaluations. Project
 
planning, monitoring and evaluation needs will be met
 
through the establishment of a Project Monitoring and
 
Evaluation Unit, consisting of the IC's Monitoring and
 
Evaluation Specialist and selected ORMVAT staff. This unit 
will be responsible for assuring that all project planning, 
monitoring and evaluation requirements are properly 
fulfilled and for the effective management, analysis and 
integration of the tremendous amount of data that will be 
generated under the various activities described above. 
Details regarding this unit's mandate and operations are 
provided in Chapter 5. 

Unit establishment and operations will require computers
 
and peripherals, office equipment, materials and supplies,
 
and annual project planning and monitoring/evaluation
 
workshops. Unit information management functions will be
 
facilitated through the Tadla GIS described above. The two
 
external project evaluations will require short-term
 
technical assistance services.
 

In order for the project to achieve its national, goal
level itclgation resources management imprnvem: nt
 
objectives, a concerted effort will be made to disseminate
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information and results obtained from project activities in
 
Tadia to the other ORMVAs throughout Morocco. This
 
information outreach program will be implemented through a
 
series of annual, national workshops, sponsored under the
 
project, bringing together a wide group of and
public

private sector with stake
interests a 
 in improved

irrigation management in Morocco. It should also be
 
r'a1.izeid thit this information-sharing process will be a
 
"two-way street", affording Tadla project participants

val.uahnh1 information and insights regarding problems and
 
solutions occuring in other irrigated regions of the 
(-ountry. For the maximum efficency and effect, these 
workshops will be closely coordinated with the World Bank's 
national irrigation improvement activities described in
 
Chapter 1.
 

Project international outreach efforts will be accomplished

largely through association with the IIMI Cooperative

Program, association with various A.I.D. centrally-funded,

world-wide resources management projects through special

studies and evaluations, and through widespread

dissemination of project evaluation reports. The final
 
project evaluation has specifically been scheduled for the
 
end of the sixth year of project implementation to allow
 
sufficient time for final report dissemination and feedback
 
prior to the project's closeout.
 

Finally, the project's policy enhancement objectives will
 
be achieved through the completion of analyses and special

studies selected throughout the life of the project. The
 
purpose of this activity is to provide timely, Tadla
specific information on selected policy-level

considerations affecting irrigation
improved resources
 
management in Morocco. This information will feed into the
 
nstablished policy dialogue on this subject between the
 
World Bank and the GOM. Topics selected for project review
 
w.ill flow directly from the "hands-on" experience of 
the
 
Tadla agricultural community for maximum interest, support

and impact. Topic 
selection will be facilitated, in
 
particular, through the on-farm diagnostic and the private
 
sector assessment activities described above.
 

A summary of the planned inputs and outputs for this aspect
 
of the project follows:
 

(1) Project Administration, Monitoring, Evaluation and Outreach Inputs 

N Long-term Technical Assistance
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LI Chief-of-Party (Senior Irrigation Management
 
Specialist - 5.75 py)
 

l Office Support Staff (5.5 py each)
 
* Administrative Assistant
 
" Accountant
 
* Secretary
 
" Secretary/Translator
 
" Chauffeur
 
* Chauffeur/Expeditor
 

LI Monitoring/Evaluation Specialist (5 py)
 

" 	Short-term Technical Assistance
 

U Special Studies and Analyses (30 pm)
 
UL Evaluations (20 pm)
 
L[ Audits (10 pm)
 

* 	Training (shared cost)
 

LI Project Start-Up Workshop (1)

l Project Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation
 

Workshops. (9)

L1 National Information Dissemination/Sharing
 

Workshops (5)
 
LJ Counterpart English Language Training (60 py)
 

" 	Equipment and Supplies (see Annex K)
 

LI Office Space and Operations (misc. - GOM cost)

0I Office Equipment and Supplies (misc.)
 
Li Project Support Services (translation,
 

reproduction, printing, etc. - misc.)
 
L Vehicles (2)

LA Vehicle Operations and Maintenance (26 vehicle

years)
 

(2) 	Project Administration, Monitoring, Evaluation and Outreach Outputs 

" An established and sustainable capability to
 
monitor, manage, integrate and use the tremendous
 
quantity of Tadla-specific information generated
 
under the project;
 

• 	An effective, national-level irrigation management
 
information outreach and sharing program; and
 

" 	 Timely and effective Tadla-specific inputs into the 
ongoing dialogue regarding irrigation policy 
analysis and reform in Morocco. 
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III
 
COST ESTIMATE AND FINANCIAL PLAN 

1. Introduction 

The total cost of the project is estimated at $25 million.
 
The project will be supported by contributions from A.I.D.,

the participating GOM agencies and the Tadla private
 
sector. T-ble 3.1 below presents a summary of total project
 
costs by major input category and contributor. Additional
 
information on the planned contributions to the project is
 
provided in the Financial Analysis (Annex F). Details of
 
nach of these respective contributions are described in the
 
following sections, together with project financial and
 
audit plans.
 

Table 3.1
 

TRM Project Budget Summary
 
($000s)
 

ItemJSource A.I.D. 
 GOM Other Totals
 

Technical Assistance 7,140 2,400 300 9,840
 
Training 1,335 270
190 1,795
 
Commodities 2,060 780 820 3,660
 
Indirect Costs 7,465 360
880 8,705
 
IIMI Cooperative 
 750 250 - 1,000
 

Agreement
 

TOTAL COSTS 18,750 4,500 1,750 25,000
 

2. Cost Estimates
 

a. A.I.D. Contribution 

A.I.D. will provide a total of $18.75 million of grant

funds for the project, or 75% of total project costs. These
 
funds will be provided for technical assistance, training,

equipment and supplies, and indirect costs to support
implementation of the project components described above. 
Tables 3.2, 3.j and 3.4 present A.I.D. project andcost 

expenditure 
 summaries by fiscal year, component,
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Table 3.2: A.I.D. TRM Project Input Costs 
Annual E.xpenditures 

nputs FY-93 FY -94 FY-95 : FY-96 FY-97 : FY-98 TOTAL 

1. Long-term Tech Assistance 

2. Short-tern Tech Assistance 

3. Training 

4. Equipment & Supplies 

5. IIMI Coop Agreement 

Sub-total: 

577,000 

474,240 

107,500 

491,000 

225,000 

1,874,740 

: 

: 

: 

846,000 

688.360 

08,500 

572,000 

225,000 

2,639,860 

: 

: 

: 

846,000 

673,360 

322,500 

318,500 

225,000 

2,385,360 

: 

: 

: 

: 

846,000 

4!9,360 

253,500 

347,000 

75,000 

1,933,860 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

703,500 

409,360 

226.500 

187,000 

1,526.360 

: 

: 

: 

387.000 

269,360 

121,500 

147,000 

924,860 

4.205.500 

2,934,040 

1,333,000 

2.062,500 

750,000 

11,285.040 

6. Overhead (inst Contractor) : 

- LTTA 
- STTA 

- Other Costs 

323,120 
218,150 

209,475 

: 
: 

473,760 
316,646 

308,175 

: 
: 

: 

473,760 
309,746 

224,350 

: 
: 

: 

473,760 
192,906 

207,725 

: 
: 

: 

393,960 
188,306 

14.725 

: 

: 

216,720 
123,906 

93,975 

2,355,080 

1,349,658 

1,188,425 

7. Fee: (Inst. Contractor) 131,979 193,189 : 172,829 148,709 : 122,109 : 73,989 842803 

8. Contingency 

9. Inflation 
82,487 

0 

: 

: 

120,743 

120,74.3 

: 108,018 

221,437 

: 

: 

92,943 

293,003 

: 

: 

76,318 

328,940 

: 28,840 

255,522 

509,349 

1,219,645 

TOTAL: 2,839,952 : 4,173,115 : 3,895,499 : 3,342,905 2,780.718 : 1,717,811 18,750,000 

NOE: 1000/ Overhead on Tech Assistance (wages & fringe benefits only) 

35% Overhead on Other Cos,. 

8/ Fee for Institutional Contractor 

5% Contingency 

5% Compounded Inflation 



TABLE 3.3: A.I.D. T R M Prcject Annual Expenditure by Component 

:r.-mccnent,' 'ncu 

1. FRiGACN SYST-M MGMT 
A. Long-rermTA 

3. Short-erm -A 
C. Training 
D. Equipment & Suopies 

Suo-total: 

-v--)3 

142.500 

185,000 

26,000 
175,000 

528500 

: 

: 

: 

F'Y-94 

190.000 

225.000 

112,000 
300.000 

827.000 

-V5 

190.000 

30.,000 

106,000 
96,100 

472,100 

-6 

190.000 

110,000 

20,000 
25.000 

345,000 

7Y-97 

190.000 

0 

20.000 
0 

210.000 

---

142.500 

0 

0 
0 

142.500 

-CTAL 

1,045.000 

600.000 

284.000 
59G. 100 

2.525,100 

2. ON-FARM MANAGEMENT 
A. Long-term TA 
B. Short-term TA 
C. Tr-aning 
D. Equipment & Supplies 

Sub-total: 

142.500 

30.000 
0 

25,000 
197,5oo 

: 

190.000 

120.000 
30,000 
60.000 

400,000 : 

190.000 

120.000 
40.000 
60.000 

410,000 

: 
: 

190.000 

61J,000 
50,000 
85.000 

385.000 

142,500 

60.000 
50,000 
60.000 

312,500 : 

0 

30,000 
40.00,0 
60.000 

130.000 

855,000 

420,000 
210.000 
350,000 

1.835.000 

. 

3. ENVIRONEMTAL MGMT. 
A. Long-term TA 
B. Short-term TA 
C. Training 
D. Equipment & Supplies 

Sub-total: 

0: 
124.240 
20.000 
55.000 

199,240 

: 
: 
: 

: 

0 
208,360 
20.000 
50,000 

278,360 

: 
: 
: 
: 

: 

0 
188,360 
20.000 
25.400 

233,760 

: 
: 
: 

: 

0: 
114,360 
20.000 
25,000 

159,360 

: 
: 
: 

: 

0 
114.360 
20,000 

0 
134,360 

: 
: 
: 
: 

: 

0 
64,360 

0 
0 

64.360 

0 
814,040 
100,000 
155,400 

1.069,440 

4. PRIV SECTOR STRENGTHENING 
A. Long-term TA 
B. Short-term TA 
C. Training 
0. Equipment & Supplies 

Sub-total: 

95,000 
60,000 
50,000 
30,000 

235,000 

: 
: 
: 
: 

: 

190.000 
60,000 

115.000 
22.000 

387,000 

: 
: 
: 
: 

: 

190.000 
60,000 

125,000 
22.000 

397,000 

: 
: 
: 
: 

: 

190,000 
60.000 

125.000 
47,000 

422,000 

: 
: 
: 
: 

: 

95.000 
60.000 

105.000 
12.000 

272,000 

: 
: 
: 
: 

: 

0 
50,000 
60.000 
12.000 

122.000 

760,000 
350,000 
580.000 
145.000 

1.835,000 

5. PROJECT ADMINSTRATION 
A. Long-term TA 
B. Short-term TA 
C. Training 
D. Equipment & Supplies 

Sub-total: 

6. IIMI COOPERATVEAGRMT 

197,000 
75,000 
11,500 

206.000 

489.500 

225,000 

: 
: 
: 

: 

: 

276.000 
75,000 
31,500 

140.000 

522.500 
225,000 

: 
: 
: 
: 

: 

: 

276,000 
225,000 

31.500 
115.000 
647,500 
225,000 

: 
: 
: 
: 

: 
: 

276,000 
75.000 
31.500 

165,000 
547,500 
75,000 

: 276.000 
: 175.000 
: 31.500 
: 115,000 
: 597,.500 
:750,000 

: 
: 
: 

: 

244,500 
125,000 

21,500 
7500 

466000 

1,545,500 
750,000 
159,000 
816.000 

3.270,500 

GRAND TOTAL I 1,874.740 : 2,639860 2,385,360 : 1,933,860 : 1.526,360 : 924.860 11.285.040 



Table 3.4: 
'With 

A.I.D.,TRM Project Input/Output 
Contingency & ;nflatcn Fully Distributed 

Costs 

INPUTS FY-93 - 94 : 

: 

FY-5 

" ; 

FY-96 

: 

FY-97 

"t 

-Y-98 TOTAL 

of 

Total 

1. Tecn Assistance 

- Long-Term 

- Short-Term 

2. Training 

3. Equipment & Supplies 

4. IIMI Coop Agreement 

TOTAL 

I 

1,729,172 

975.130 

754.042 

.159,100 

!26,680 

"25,000 

2,839,952 

" 

: 

: 

2,600,950 

1.472.040 

1.:3.910 

472,005 

875,160 

225.000 

4,173,115 

: 

: 

2,656,117 

1.516.455 

1.139. >iz 

510,356 

504,026 

225,000 

3,895, 9 

: 

: 

: 

2.295,975 

1.563.091 

732.984 

403,675 

568,256 

75,000 

3,342,905 

: 

2,079,626 : 

1.-40.524 '3.669 

739.102or-,497.633 

384.032 

317,060 

: 

2,780.718 : 

1,251,302 

211,102 

255,407 

1,717,811 

12,613,141 

,620.908 

4.991233 

2,140,270 

3,246.589 

750.000 

18,750.000 

67% 

41% 

"7% 

110A 

170 

4% 

100% 

OUTPUTS 
.__Long-term 

Tech Assit 

INPUT S 

Short-term 

Tech Assit Training 

Equipment & 

S TOTAL 

DIRECT 
1. Irrigation Management 

2. On-farm Management 

3. Environmental Mgmt. 

4. Priv Sector Stregt'n 

5. ProjAdministration 

6. IIMI Coop Agreement 

Sub-Total: 

1,045,000 

855,000 

0 

760,000 

1,545,500 

4,205,500 

600,000 

420,000 

814,040 

350,000 

750,000 

2,934,040 

284,000 

210,000 

100,000 

580,000 

159,000 

1,333,000 

596,100 

350,000 

155,400 

145,000 

816,000 

2,062,500 

2,525,100 

1,835,000 

1,069,440 

1,835,000 

3,270,500 

750,000 

11,285,040 

INDIRECT 
Overhead 

Fee 

Contingency & Inflation 

Sub-Total: 

2,355,080 

336,440 

723,888 

3,415,408 

1,349,658 

234,723 

473,811 

2,058,193 

466,550 

106,640 

234,080 

807,270 

721,875 

165,000 

297,214 

1,184,089 

4,893,163 

842,803 

1,728,994 

7,464,960 

TOTAL- 7.620,908 4,992,233 2,140,270 3,246,589 18,750.000 



itip't/it-/,pt- category and type of input, i.e., direct and 
i 10 i rr-f r'rits . Table 3.5 provides a summary listing of the 
•nrcmnltions and baclqround information used in estimating 
t'he A. I . 1. rnst rontributions to this project. A more 
,ll-a i'Io oxp anation of project cost esimates follows: 

(I ) I erh,uisl Aszistnice 

A. I .. t.i I I f inance aI I project technical assistance costs, 
,t.;11m td aI- $7, 13),540 or 38% of total A.T.l1. project 
'o,'11-1, i 1n 110 i inq $4,205,500 for 1ong-ter:n techn ica l 
as- ili1 mr,'o (I-TTA) al $2, c34, 040 for short-trrm techninca 1 
:,7i st-amf-r (''A) . The bases for these cost estimates are 
1!1 [ 1 ow.., 

(a) I,ong-t-r,- 'l' chn i ca I __Ass i stance : Project Ionq-t rm 
[t-hrim nala.ist-atrir e irlcldes both expatriate arlvisors and 

rr long-term 
ha',, Ien esqt-imatod at $190,000 per person-year (py). 'lhi:" 
f irirI ii-t?, e both base contractor salary and ,e~r:f ts, 
a ti sippirt- cnsts, e.g., shipping, housing, i nternational 
[ranvl awd as.ociated depenident travel and education costs. 
,,mrt-t-ern resident-hire staff costs include only contractor 

salary anl hnfit. Rsident-hire salary costs, listed in 
'le1l 1.9, ar,e ba!'ed on ctrrent prevailing rates for those 
se,:'1 oer in Mlorocco. 

, *ri,l-hi staff. expatriate ad i sor cnsts!. 

5hort-torm 
Ica 1.a.si stance, estimated at $15,000 per person-mont-h 

(p,,,) , i d--nlos ba; contractor salary and benef i ts, and 
it it- in-il and n-contry travel an]d subs ist cr, cnts. 

':li t t t-r in rloroccan teclnica I assistance, estimated at 
I';,, 0/pm, iinoludes base contractor salary and benefits, 
aId ir--onntry travel and subsistence costs. Where the 
pla,11 'H"'A services can be either expatriate or Moroccan,
i.-., 208 pm total, an estimate of $10,000/pm has bon 
li.ied, as an average of the above estimated expatriate and 
TIr )-r'an S'['l'A costs. 

( S) 'l'.-hn ica I _Assistance: Short-term expatriat 

(,) laboratory. Analysis Services: T]1he project will require 
eYt ous ive laboratory services to assist in the analysis of 
[tie many wat-er arid environmental quality samples to be 
ta--n midnr the third component's monitoring programs. The 
neit-s for those services are estimated at $2/sample, in 
r-a'orrlar:e witlh established Moroccan rates. 

(2) rrnininq 

Pr,(. . tra in ing requirements wi I I be met with 
,-,irit it ions from A.I.D., the GOM and the private sector. 
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Table 3.5: A.I.D. TRM Project Cost Estimates 

Line Item Unit Cost No. of Units 

EdC II41CAL ASSISTANCE 

- orig Term TA (US) 

Local Office Staff:
 

Adrniir Assistant 

Accountant 
•ecrelary 

Socrotary/lranslator 

Chauffeur 
Chauffeur/Expeditor 

Monitoring/Eval Specialist 
- Short--term TA (US) 
- Short-term TA (US or M) 

- Short -term TA (M) 
-- Lih Analyqis Services 

1RAINING 
- ST-OverseaS Training 
- Private Sector In-ctry Training 

In --country Workshops 

- Long--tern Training 

- Language Training 


COMMODITIES 
- Component 1: Irrig. Sys. Mgmt 
- Component 2: On-Farm Mgmt 

f)eio Equipment, Mat., Supplies 
Radio Broadcast Support 

- Component 3: Envtl Mgmt 

- Component 4: Priv Sector Strgth 
Business Equip & Supplies 
Training Equipment 

- Project Admin. et. al. 
Office Equip & Supplies 
Office Supplies/Comm 

- Vehicles 
Operation/Mt. Costs 


- Project Support Services 


IIMI COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT 

Contractor Overhead Rates: 

Contractor Fee 
Contirrgency 

Inflotion 

$190,000 /year 

$10,000 /year 


$10,000 /year 


$7,000 /year 

$8,000 /year 


$6,000 /year 

$5,000 /year 


$40,000 /year 

$15,000 /pm 

$10,000 /pm 


$6,500 /pm 
$2/sample 

$10,000 /pm 
$100 /person 

$10,000 /event 
$3,000 /pm 

$150 /person/year 

$496,100 Total 

$250,000 Total 
$50,000 Total 

$105,400 Total 

$70,000 Total
 
$25,000 Total
 

$150,000 Total 
$400,000 Total 
$25,000 /vehicle 
$6,000 /vehicle/year 

$60,000 Total 

19.75 py 

5.5 .y
 
5.5 py
 
5.5 py
 
5.5 py
 
5.5 py
 
5.5 py
 
5.0 py
 
36 pm
 

198 pm
 

10 pm
 
157,020 samples
 

62 pm 
3,600 Indiv's 

20 workshops 
48 pm 
60 py 

12 vehicles 

26 vehicle years 

$750,000 Total (extra-budget basis) 

100% of TA wages and benefits 

35% of Other Costs 
8% 
5% /year 

5% compounded annually 
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A.I.D. project training costs - estimated at $1,333,000 or 
7% of total A.I.D. project costs - are for tuition, course 
and conference fees and associated subsistence expenses, 
and insurance (where applicable). These costs have been 
estimated as follows: 

(a) Long-term Overseas: Long-term overseas training has
 
been estimated at $3,000/pm, or $3 6 ,000/py. This figure
 
includes all costs associated with this training, such as
 
tuition, books, subsistence expenses, insurance, and other 
necessary items. International travel costs for all 
overseas participant trainees are included as a part of the 
GOM contribution to the project (see below), in agreement 
with flissz ion-wide training policy. 

(b) Short-term Overseas: All short-term overseas courses,
 
seninars, conferences, study tours and internships have 
been estimated at $10,000/pm. This figure includes all 
overseas course fees, subsistence costs and insurance fees
 
associated with this training, similar to the long-term
 
training described above. GOM overseas participants'
 
international travel costs will be funded by the GOM.
 
Private sector international participants will be
 
responsible for both international travel costs and
 
domestic travel costs overseas, i.e., all required airfares
 
and international travel per diem costs to study sites. For
 
project purposes, members of private, non-governmental
 
organizaticns in Tadla participating in overseas training
 
activities will be treated as GOM participants, i.e.,
 
responsible for international travel costs only.
 

(c) In-Country Workshops: All in-country workshops have
 
beon estimated at an average cost of $10,000 each. A.I.D.
 
workshop costs will be for workshop facilities (where

requiired), materials and participant subsistence expenses
 
(where applicable). Subsistence expenses for GOM
 
participants will be limited to the difference between the
 
actual negotiated per person cost and the established GOM
 
subsistence rate at the time and place of a given workshop.
 

(d) other In-Country Training: Other in-country training
 
will consist of business management training conducted as
 
a part of the project's private sector strengthening
 
proqram. This training will consist of the attendance of
 
s ] cted private sector representatives at short-term
 
courses available both through existing private business
 
management schools in Morocco and through Tadla-specific
 
cunrses designed and implemented on-site with the
 
assistance of project private sector staff. The estimated
 
A.T.D. cost of this training is $150/participant (avterage).
 
A.T.D. wil] cover the total costs of course participants
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who are members of private, non-governmental organizations

it,I'dla. Participants from private sector firms will 
be

req9tired to cover half the costs of formal, off-site, in
couintry business management courses, in addition to
 
associated subsistence expenses.
 

(P) 'ounterpart _anguage Training: English language
trainiing will be provided for up to 10 key project
cotnterparts throughout the life of the project. The costs 
for this fraining have been estimated at $150/person-year,

based on current "normal" program rates at the American 
l.arngulage Center in Morocco. All language trainiing

participants will be responsible for all travel and
 
subsistence expenses associated with this training.
 

(3)Eqtuipment and Supplies 

The project will fund the procurement of a variety of 
different equipment, materials and supplies. A.I.D. 
equipment and supply costs -estimated at $2,062,500 or 11% 
of total A.I.D. project coscs - will be for: computers, and 
associated peripherals and software, including the Tadla 
GTS; irrigation system and environmental quality monitoring
equipment, materials and on-farmsupplies; demonstration 
equipment, materials and supplies; radio broadcast support

for project-related agricultural information; training

equipment, materials and supplies; office equipment,

materials, supplies and operations costs; and vehicles, and 
vehicle operations and maintenance costs. Where possible,
Annex K provides a detailed description and cost estimate 
of these project commodity requirements. Cost estimates for 
thospe ite,- . ot included in the Annex are as follows: 

(a) )emponstration Equipment Materials and Supplies: These
 
commodities are required to complete the various on-farm 
pilot demonstration activities included in the second 
projoct component. They will consist of a variety of 
different types of farm and water management equipment,
matrials and supplies. The exact requirements for this 
line item will not be known until these activities are 
dnsiqnred during the 
course of project implementation. The 
costs of these items will be shared with the GOM, and 
participating farmers and private sector input and service
 
suppliers. A.I.D. costs for this category of commodities 
will be reserved primarily for the procurement of new or
 
improved, U.S. irrigation, water and land management

equipment and technologies. The estimated A.I.D. cost 
for
 
this category of commodities is $250,000.
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(h) Radio__Station Support: The project will provide 
tochnical assistance, training and limited materials and 
itipplins in support of establishing a regional capability

for radio broadcasting of project-related and other
 
relevant agricultural information. The estimated cost of 
the A.I.).-financed commodity support for 
this radio
 
station, i.e., broadcapt materials and supplies, is $50,000
 
ovr Ihe life of the project. All equipment and facilities 
for this radio station will be provided by the GOM.
 

(c) Vehicle .Operations and Maintenance: Twelve, all
terrain, 4X4, diesel vehicles will be procured under the 
projnct. Operations and maintenance costs for these
 
vehicles are estimated at $6,000/vehicle-year.
 

(d) BusineS ssManacjement Equipment and Supplies: This item 
allows tor the procurement of various, limited business 
management equipment for associations and cooperatives 
participating in the project's private sector strengthening 
program. Such equipme.t would include computers and
 
associated peripherals and business management software,
 
caIlculators. typewriters, etc. This equipment will be
 
financed on a 50/50 cost-sharing basis, with the total
 
A.I.D. contribution estimated at $70,000.
 

(e) Ilraining Supplies: The project will procure a variety
of training equipment for development and implementation of 
on-site workshops and training courses, also primarily in 
support of the private sector strengthening program. The 
costs fe- meeting ongoing supply requirements for this 
training equipment, such as video/audio cassettes, 
film/film processing, flip-chart paper, and other training
 
materials, are estimated at $2,000/year.
 

(f) Office Operations Support: The project will maintain a
 
full office at Fkih Ben Salah throughout its life,

including office staff, equipment and logistical support.
 
The cost of supporting the operations of this office is
 
estimated at $75,000/year, exclusive of office space and
 
utilities costs which will be covered by the GOM.
 

(4) Overhead 

Contracto; .,v-;,2ad has been estimated at 100% of wage.- and 
benefits for all long- and short-term technical assistance 
services, and 35% of the costs of other contractor 
services. These additional A.I.D. costs - estimated at 
$4,893,163 - are included in the indirect costs category. 

(5) Contractor Fees 
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The Institutional Contractor (IC) will be responsible for 
thn provision of all A.I.D.-financed technical assistance, 
training and commodities under the project, with certain 
limited exceptions noted elsewhere. The IC's fee for these 
servicn-n has been estimated at 8% of the total costs of 
t|ieo IC-managed items, or $842,803.
 

(6) Continqency and Inflation 

Pr-nject contingency has been estimated at 5% of all A.I.D. 
project costs for each year of implementation, or $509,349. 
Inflation has also been included at a 5% anta l ly 
compounded rate, amounting to $1,219,640. 

(7) IIMI Cooperative Agreement 

'rho TPIT Cooperative Agreement has been designed as a 
separate, "stand-alone" program funded under the auspices 
of the project. Total program costs are estimated at 
$1,o0,000, including $750,000 of A.I.D. funds (4% of 
total A.I.D. project costs) and $250,000 of non-A.I.D.
 
funids. This total program amount includes all costs 
associated with this program, including all indirect costs. 

Tihe Agreement will include contributions from A.I.D., the 
CO and the Tadla farming community, and IIMI. A.I.D. 
program costs will be for LTTA (shared cost), STTA,
 
overseas and in-country training and fellowships, office
 
operations and equipment, materials and supplies, and
 
lnqistical support. GOM program contributions will be for 
staff salaries, international travel costs for program
 
overseas participant trainees, on-farm
 
research/rlnmonstration equipment and materials, office
 
facilities and utilities (excluding communications costs),

and -taff support costs. Tadla farmer contributions to the 
program will include "in-kind" contributions of labor and 
on-farm materials and supplies. IIMI will furnish the 
program vehicles and mopeds. The information and 
arstmptions used in estimating program technical 
assistance, training and commodity costs are similar to 
those ,,cribed above for the main A.I.D. project, modified 
as appropriate to conform with established IIMI policies. 

h. GOM Contribution 

The primary GOM contribution to the project will be the in
kind costs associated with the provision of technical and
 
administrative personnel, and associated office space and
 
lnistica] support for project operations. The GOM will
 
also continue salary payments for government employees 
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whilr thry participate in training activities sponsored 
ijn,le,- project. These in-kind staff support costs areth 
Pstimated at $400,000/year equivalent, or $2,400,000 over 
the life of the project. 

The COll will be responsible for all airline tickets and 
nther international travel costs for Moroccan officials 
pi-ticipating in overseas training under the project, at an 
estimated cost of $2,500 equivalent per participant. The 
GOY1 will also contribute to the costs of project workshops 
($91,000 equivalent each). The total estimated cost for this 
training support is $190,000 over the life of the project. 

Jn addition, the GOM will be responsible for a portion of 
the costs of the on-farm demonstration equipment, materials 
and supplicz ($250,000 equivalent), all of thc czuipment 
for the Tadla radio station ($125,000 equivalent), the IC's 
office space and utilities (excluding communications costs) 
in Fkih Ben Salah ($15,000/year equivalent), and for a 
qradu l I y increasing portion of the operations and 
maintenance costs of project-finarced equipment ($315,000 
equival ent) . 

1,O1 contingency has been provided for also at a 5% annual 
rate. GOM inflation is estimated at a 10% annually
 
compounded rate. The total estimated costs for these 
indirect cost items is $880,000 equivalent over the life of 
the project.
 

The total GOM contribution to the project, therefore, is 
eostimated at $4,500,000 equivalent, or 18% of total project
 
costs.
 

c. Private Sector Contribution 

Private sector firms and individuals benefiting directly 
from proiect interventions, training, and/or technical 
assistance will also contribute to project costs. 

This private sector contribution is anticipated to include
 
payments for: airline tickets and other international and
 
overseas domestic travel costs for private sector training
 
participants ($80,000 equivalent); half of the costs of 
par-ticipation in Moroccan business management training 
coir--s ($190,000 equivalent); promotional equipment, 
materials and supplies in support of the project's on-farm 
demonstration and environmental quality monitoring programs 
($290,000 equivalent) ; half of the costs of business 
manaqement equipment and supplies provided under the 
prvate sector strengthening program ($70,000 equivalent); 
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Facility upgrading equipment and materials under the agro
iiiduuntria pollution prevention program ($500,000
 
equivalent); and miscellaneous salaries and logistical
 
slippnrt for private sector personnel working with project
 
specialists on collaborative project activities
 
($50,000/year equivalent or $300,000 total).
 

Private sector contingency and inflation - estimated at 
$160,000 equivalent over the life of the project - are 
calrti in ted according to the same rates as for the GOM 
project contributions described above. 

The total private sector contribution to the project is 
ePtimated at $1,750,000 million equivalent or 7% of total
 
project costs.
 

3. Financial Plan 

Most project activities will be implemented through a
 
direct A.I.D. institutional contract. USAID-managed funds
 
for special studies, evaluations and audits will be
 
implemented through project buy-ins to centrally-managed
 
A.1.D. projects and Indefinite Quantity Contracts (TQCs)
 
and/or through purchase orders, where warranted by the size
 
and source of the procurement. Disbursement of A.I.D.
 
project funds will be through both direct payment and
 
rnimbursement. Table 3.6 summarizes the expected project

implementation and financing methods for the disbursement
 
of A.I.D. funds.
 

4. Project Audit Requirements 

The project includes funds for the completion of two
 
external audits throughout its life, i.e., one audit for
 
each three years of project implementation. These audits
 
will be comprehensive financial audits of all project
 
opera'-ions and accounts. They will be conducted by a
 
reputable Moroccan financial management firm under the
 
supervision of the A.I.D. Regional Inspector General's
 
(RIG) office based in Dakar, Senegal. These audits will
 
comply with current U.S. government financial audit
 
requirements.
 

A.I.D. also reserves the right to conduct additional
 
external performance or financial audits of project
 
operations throughout the its duration as it deems
 
appropriate.
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Table 3.6
 

Expected Implementation and Financing Methods
 

Typo (IF 
Expense 

Tech1nical 
Assistance 


Training 

Equipment and 

Suppl.ies 

Special 

Stuldies, 
Evaluations, 
Audits and 

Project
 
Support
 
Servizcs
 

IrIT 

Cooperative 

Program 


for A.I.D. Funds
 

Implementation 

Method 


A.I.D. Direct 

Contract 


A.I.D. Direct 

Contract 


A.I.D. Direct 

Contract 

or Letters of 

Commitment/Purchase
 
Orders
 

A.I.D. Direct 

'ontract or 
Buy-Ins/IQCs/Purchase 

Orders
 

A.I.D. Cooperative 

Agreement 


Financing 
Method
 

Direct
 
Reimbursement
 

Direct
 
Reimbursement
 

Direct
 
Reimbursement/
 
Payment
 

Direct
 
Reimbursement/ 
Payment
 

Direct
 
Reimbursement/
 
Payment
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IV
 
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

1. Implementation Approach 

'he life of the project will be seven years from the date
 
of the signing of the Project Agreement with the Ministry

of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform (MARA) 
- the parent GOM
 
counterpart agency for the ORMVAT and the project. As the

Project Agreement will not be signed until the final
 
quarter of fiscal year 1992, the effective project length

will be reduced by one year, i.e., 
to six years duration.
 

Most project activities will be implemented by an

Institutional Contractor The of(IC). nature the project
and the level of local technical assistance required
indicate that some type of consortium of U.S. and Moroccan
 
firms, universities and/or agricultural cooperative

organizations recognized 
for their irrigation management

expertise would be most suitable for this purpose.
 

The IC will be responsible for the provision of most of the
 
A.I.D.-financed project 
inputs, with the few exceptions

notcd below. These IC-managed inputs include: long- and

shrrt-term technical assistance, including both Moroccan
 
and expatriate personnel; all in-country and overseas
 
training, workshops 
and study tours; and most of the
 
equipment and commodities required for successful project
 
execition.
 

A.I.D.-funded inputs be
to provided outside the

institutional contract include certain early implementation

actions required for timely project start-up, the IIMI
 
Cooperative Program, a portion of the Special 
Studies
 
funds, and project Evaluation and Audit requirements.

Implementation 
of these latter activities will be the
 
responsibility of USAID 
project management as described
 
more fully below.
 

Key long-term project technical personnel will include the
 
contractor Chief-of-Party, an Irrigation Engineer, 
an
 
Agricultural Economist, 
a Private Sector Coordinator, and
 
a resident-hire Monitoring/Evaluation Specialist. 
These
 
resident project advisors will be complemented by short
term personnel - both Moroccan and expatriate - as needed
 
to implement the project in 
a timely and effective manner.
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The project will be based in Fkih Ben Salah to facilitate
thn nocesary interactions with ORMVAT staff and other
project participants resident in the Tadla perimeter. The

project will maintain its office
own throughout its
duration. The IC will be responsible for the timely
prvi sion of al.l required office administrative and
inrlistical 
support, with the exceptions of project office
 
space and utilities which will be provided by the GOM, and

certain early USAID procurements required to facilitate the
 
timely start-up of project implementation.
 

2. Counterpart Relationships 

The key GOM counterpart agency for this project will be theORTIVAT, which is one of the oldest and best established 
regional irrigation authorities in Morocco. It has a solid
 
reputation for 
sound perimeter management and a positive

orientation towards implementation of the country's new 
irrigation policies.
 

''h, project has been designed to develop and
 
institutionalize 
critical new capacities and activities

within the The isORMVAT. project committed to
sustainability - the continuing capacity of the ORMVAT to
 
manage effectively its new responsibilities after

termination of USAID support, and to adapt to the changing

needs in 
the irrigation subsector. Implementation will be

geared toward strengthening ORMVAT capacities through full
 
staff involvement in project activities within the existing

structure, albeit within diminisheda sphere of operations.
Therefore, there will be 
no need for creating any new

instito,; ;oit under project. 4.1the Figure provides an
iI Iuqtrative presentation of the current ORMVAT 
orqanization. 

The project will require the substantive participation of

private entrepreneurs and farmers, agribusiness firms,

professional associations, cooperatives, 
 chambers of
 
commerce and agriculture, 
 and other non-governmental

organizations. A variety of mechanisms have been designed

to ensure that these 
important project implementation

agents are fully prepared to 
assume their critical roles

both in the project and in the Tadla economy. In this
interest, close liaison will need to be maintained with the
ORP1VAr Comit6 Technique (CT) and with the its Conseil

d'Administration (CA) - the key organizational mechanisms 
for ORMVAT interaction with the Tadla 
 agricultural
 
community.
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In collaboration with the 
 ORMVAT's Service de la

Planification et de la Programmation (SPP), the IC 
will

produce annual workplans, quarterly progress reports and

financial accounting reports. The annual workplans will be

submitted to USAID for 
review and approval prior to

implementation. The approved annual workplans will also be

made available to MARA's DER Rabat donor
in for

coordination purposes, and 
to the Office of the Governor
 
for the province 
of Beni Mellal, and the Provincial

Technical and Administrative Councils, and the Provincial

Development Council to foster greater community support for
 
project activities.
 

Counterpart relationships, while not formalized, will be
 
functionally as follows:
 

Project Resident Staff Functional Counterpart
 

Chief-of-Party 
 Director of ORMVAT
 

Irrigation Engineer 
 Head of SGRID (see below)
 

Agricultural Economist 
 Head of SPA (see p. 55)
 

Monitoring/Evaluation 
 Head of SPP
 
Specialist
 

The Private Sector Specialist's primary ORMVAT counterpart

will be the Head of the Service de la Vulgarisation et de
1'Organisation Professionelle 
 (SVOP); however, this
 
advisor's principal project counterparts will consist of
the vrricty of different private, non.-Puvernmental
 
interests resident within Tadla.
 

3. Implementation Strategy 

a. Improved Irrigation System Management 

This first project component will be implemented under the

supervision of the Irrigation 
Engineer. This resident
 
advisor will work closely with the ORMVAT's Service de la
Gestion du R6seau d'Irrigation et de Drainage (SGRID) and

its subdivisions as described 
below. The Irrigation

Engineer will be responsible for assi;ting in the

establishment of the different 
SGRID sub-units described
 
below, developing effective linkages between 
these sub
units and integrating them into 
 a single perimeter

management system. Implementation of this component will

proceed according to a phased approach, 
with two years
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devoted to establishing the working units, two years for
 
finalizing linkages between these units, and two years for
 
operating and troubleshooting the improved management
 
system.
 

(1) System Management Improvement Units 

(a) Water Resources Management Unit: The IC project staff
 
will assist the ORMVAT in the establishment of a Water
 
Resources Management Unit within the Bureau d'Exploitation
 
(BE) of SGRID that will be responsible for surface water
 
hydrology, groundwater hydrology and water quality. This
 
component's activities will focus on the surface water
 
responsibilities of this unit, in particular, on
 
establishing an adequate database for reliable predictions

of surface water supply to the Tadla irrigation system. The
 
groundwater hydrology and water quality responsibilities of
 
this unit are included under the third project component,
 
Sustainable Environmental Management, described below.
 

Surface water hydrology activities will require cooperation
 
between the ORMVAT, the Haouz ORMVA, and the regional
 
offices of the Ministry of Public Works' Direction Regional
 
d'Ilydraulique (DRH) and the Office National d'Electricit6
 
(ONE) of the Ministry of Energy and Mines. The primary task
 
of this unit will be to develop and maintain a database of
 
flows in the Oum Er Rbia River at the Kasba Tadla diversion
 
dam and into Bin El uidane Dam for hydrographic analysis.
 
As the regional DRH has normal responsibilities for
 
collecting this data, a working agreement will need to be
 
established with this office for the regular importation of
 
this data into the ORMVAT database.
 

Statistical analysis of the flow data on the Oum Er Rbia
 
River will yield the required hydrograph of water available
 
for diversion into the Beni Amir main canal for use in the
 
seasonal planning and water delivery scheduling process for
 
this subperimeter. Statistical analysis of inflows into the
 
Bin El Ouidane Dam will serve as a basis for a review of
 
the operating rules for both the dam and power plant at
 
Afourer for the same purpose for the Beni Moussa
 
subperimeter. This latter review will also need 
to take
 
into account the additional constraints imposed through

planned new water supply commitments to canal T2 as part of
 
the "corrected manifest of Bin El uidane" agreed to by the
 
ORMVAT, ORMVAH and ONE.
 

The ORMVAT will provide the necessary staff for the Water
 
Resources Unit, consisting of a surface water hydrology
 
specialist, a groundwater specialist, and various
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technicians. This unit will be assisted by short-term
 
project technical assistance as required.
 

(b) Georaphic Information System Unit: This unit will also
 
be established within SGRID's BE to provide improved,
 
integrated and easily accessible information on the Tadla
 
perimeter. The initial focus of the GIS will be on
 
perimeter water demand information which will directly aid
 
in implementing the seasonal irrigation planning and water
 
delivery processes. Eventually, the GIS will become the
 
central unit serving the majority of the ORMVAT's external
 
information needs and will be integrated into the Syst~me
 
d'Information Pour la Gestion (SIG) master plan for the
 
ORMVAT, in coordination with the ORMVAT's Cellule de Suivi
 
(CS) and the SPP.
 

The GIS Unit will be staffed by two engineers, either
 
Ing6nieurs du Travaux Rurale or Ingenieurs du Travaux
 
Topographiques. These engineers will be the project's two
 
long-term participant trainees. During their absence in the
 
U.S, this unit will be established with the assistance of
 
IC project staff; in particular, the Monitoring/Evaluation
 
Specialist working under the supervision of the C-0-P. Upon
 
their return to Morocco during the third year of project
 
implementation, these two trainees will assume
 
responsibility for continuing unit operations. Short-term
 
technical assistance will be required for the design,
 
installation and start-up operations of the GIS, and for
 
initial on-site staff training in system operations.
 

(c) Agro-Meteorological Monitoring Unit: This unit will be
 
established within SGRID's Bureau des Techniques des
 
Irrications et de Drainage (BTI). It will be responsible

for operating the three automated weather stations to be
 
supplied by the project, maintaining a weather database and
 
publishing a weekly weather bulletin, which will be made
 
available to farmers, extension agents, aiguadiers, agro
industrial processors, and other public and private sector
 
interests throughout Tadla. Supplying this information on
 
a timely, regular basis will greatly improve water demand
 
estimates and, hence, decision-making for all agricultural
 
operations in the perimeter. If deemed appropriate, this
 
unit could also eventually provide direct irrigation
 
scheduling services for farmers. The Agro-Meteorological
 
Unit will be staffed by one engineer and one technician.
 
Unit establishment and operations will be assisted by
 
project short-term technical assistance as required.
 

(d) System Supervision and Control Units: Two System 
Supervision and Control Units will be established in the 
perimeter - one in the office of the Subdivisionnaire of 
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the Beni Amir subperimeter at Fkih Ben Salah, and the other
 
in the office of the Subdivisionnaire of the Beni Moussa
 
subperimeter at Afourer. Each unit will be composed of a
 
Remote System Monitoring Team and a Mobile Monitoring Team.
 
These two teams are required to provide a better
 
understanding of the working hydraulics of the canal system
 
through hydraulic modeling, canal calibration and real-time
 
system monitoring.
 

Each Remote System Monitoring Team will be responsible for
 
monitoring real-time water flows and for developing and
 
operating a hydraulic model of their respective irrigation
 
subperimeters. Modeling will be used to provide system
 
status reports and, in conjunction with real-time flow
 
measurements and scheduled gate settings, to keep a current
 
database of the hydraulic characteristics of the irrigation
 
distribution system. This database will be used by the
 
Subdivisionnaires in planning and scheduling water
 
distributions. Each team will consist of an engineer
 
specializing in hydraulic systems and two technicians to
 
operate the model and the real-time measurement system.
 

The Mobile Monitoring Teams will be responsible for field
 
measurement and verification of canal system operational
 
parameters for each subperimeter. These teams will work in
 
close cooperation with their respective Remote System
 
Monitoring Teams described above. Each Mobile Monitoring
 
Team will consist of an engineer specializing in hydraulic
 
measurement, and three technicians with skills in
 
surveying, hydraulic measurement techniques, and electronic
 
data management. These units will be assisted by short-term
 
technical assistance under the project as required.
 

(2) Improved Irrigation System Management 

Once -tablished, the different information gathering and
 
processing units described above will be integrated into a
 
coordinated surface water resources management system for
 
Tadla. The project Irrigation Engineer will work with the
 
head of the BE and the heads of each of the three perimeter
 
subdivisions to formulate an operational policy, prepare
 
annual and seasonal operating plans, prepare procedures for
 
water delivery schedule preparation and formulate an
 
iteraLive process to improve system operational procedures
 
based on actual system measurements and field monitoring.
 

Formulation of a detailed operational policy and general
 
operating criteria for ORMVAT SGRID system operators and
 
irrigation associations will require interaction with all
 
relevant actors in the water distribution process.
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Identification of and interaction with these actors will be
 
accomplished 
 in the course of the two system-level

diagnostic analyses. These studies will be used 
to define
 
the precise roles of the new working units in water policy

decision-making. Preparation 
of the annual and seasonal
 
operating plans will involve estimation of expected water
 
supplies by the 
Water Resources Unit, and estimation of
 
water demands for projected cropping patterns by the GIS
 
and Agro-Meteorological Units.
 

Preparation of a specific set of 
procedures to operate

perimeter headworks and water conveyance systems to provide

efficient water deliveries to farmers will involve 
the
 
System Supervision and Control Units, the Agro-

Meteorological 
Unit, and the GIS Unit working in close
 
coordination. Definition of these procedures will require
 
an understanding of actual 
hydraulic conditions in the
 
system, water demand patterns and near real-time weather
 
data. Iterative improvements in these procedures over time
 
will 
require definition of monitoring procedures to verify

outputs froir, the System Supervision and Control Units
 
described above. Figures 4.2 
and 4.3 illustrate how these
 
iterative system planning and operations feedback processes
 
will function.
 

b. Improved On-Farm Management 

The Agricultural Economist 
will be responsible for the

implementation 
 of this project component. Component

activities will be centered in the ORMVAT's Service de la
 
Production Agricole (SPA), which under the PAGI 
2/SIG

ORMVAT restructuring plan will soon be converted into the
 
Service des Etudes Agro-Economiques (SEAE). As a result of
 

public/private nature
the joint sector of the various
 
activities to be conducted under this 
component, a small
 
working committee will be formed to oversee implementation
 
of its various activities, including staff from the Service
 
de 1'Exp6rimentation de 1'Hydraulique Agricole (SEHA), 
the

SGRID, and the SVOP, and farmers and private sector
 
representatives relevant 
to each activity undertaken.
 
Component implementation will also be closely coordinated
 
with IIMI program activities described below.
 

Starting in Project Year 1, a detailed workplan 
for
 
component activities 
will be drawn up by this working

committee for at annual
presentation an 
 workshop.

Participants at the workshop will 
include members of the 
working committee - farmer representatives who have been 
selected by their peers at the Centre de Mise en Valeur 
(CMV) level; private entrepreneurs with commercial
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Figure 4.2 

The Seasonal Planning Process 
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Figure 4.3 

System Operation and Feedback Process 
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interests in the 
perimeter; and professional association

and cooperative representatives 
 - as well as

representatives of other concerned institutions within the
 
GOM, other ORMVAs, and the donor community.
 

Starting in Project Year 
2, these annual workshops will

include a presentation of component accomplishments vis-A
vis annual workplan objectives. Workshops in that year, and

successive years, 
 will provide a major forum for

information flow and feedback 
on component results. The

discussions and recommendations generated during 
each

workshop will serve 
 as a means of informing all

participants of project activities and accomplishments, and
will catalyze cooperation between project staff 
 and
community representatives for the following year's work.
 

(1)Farm-Level Diagnostic Study 

Over the first two years of 
project implementation, the

major activity to be completed under this component will be
 an intensive diagnostic study of farm management strategies

and practices in Tadla. This 
study will be based on a
representative sample of 200-300 Tadla farm households. The

study will be designed and conducted by the resident
 
Agricultural Economist, 
 other short-term technical

assistance specialists and personnel 
from the new SEAE.

After the initial study has been completed, the staff of

the SEAE's Observatoire Permanent 
(OP) will continue to

collect farm-level information on a seasonal basis, 
and

will be supported 
in this effort by technical assistance,

equipment and training provided through the project. This

diagnostic work will 
 serve to guide project on-farm

demonstration and dissemination activities 
starting in

Project Year 2, with activity results feeding directly into

the project Monitoring and Evaluation Unit, and 
the
 
ORMVAT's CS and SPP.
 

(2) On-Farm Pilot Demonstration Activities 

The intensive farm diagnostic study will provide on-farm

baseline information on existing crop yields and resource
 
use practices that will be 
 used as benchmarks in

establishing the potential and actual impacts of improved

crop production packages and techniques on the various farm
 
types in the Tadla perimeter. Information on average crop

production for the entire perimeter is currently gathered

by the SPA; changes in these figures will be used in

developing indicators of project farm-level impacts.
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The results of the diagnostic studies will also be used to
 
design a set of on-farm pilot demonstration activities to
 
develop, test and demonstrate improved resource management

techniques and crop production practices 
under different
 
farming conditions in Tadla. Possible topics of interert
 
include: the conjunctive use of groundwater and gravity-fed
 
water for irrigation; farm water application efficiencies
 
and field efficiencies; 
farm-level use of fertilizers and
 
pesticides; field preparation 
 and soil management

practices, such as level-field borders and checks; 
use of
 
pressurized and other 
 improved on-farm irrigation

techniquos; and alternative crops, cropping systems and
 
improved crop production packages.
 

Water-related demonstration activities will be designed and
 
implemented by the Irrigation Engineer working in

coordination with SGRID's BTI and BE. 
 Crop-related

activities will be designed and implemented by the
 
Agricultural Economist working 
in coordination with the
 
SPA's Bureau des Cultures Diverses (BCD) and with SEHA's
 
Station Experimental d'Hydraulique ogricole at Ouled Ganou
 
(in Tadla). Demonstration activities will 
commence during

the second through 
 the fourth year of project

implementation, and will continue throughout the project's

life. Wherever possible, demonstration activities will be
 
conducted with the active participation of p__ ate regional

agricultural input suppliers to facilitate the transfer of
 
new or improved crop varieties and production technologies,

and the development cf a stronger and 
more responsive

private agricultural support network in Tadla. The project

will provide short-term technical assistance for the design

and implementation of these demonstration 
activities as
 
required.
 

(3) Information Dissemination and Outreach 

In addition the annual,
to regional workshops described
 
above, a variety of activities will be used to disseminate
 
promising on-farm demonstration results throughout the
 
Tadla farming community. Working with the SVOP's Bureau de
 
Vulgarisation and various 
private regional interests,

appropriate IC project staff will organize demonstrations
 
of improved technical packages in farmers' fields, farmer
 
field days and group-specific training sessions. The last
 
activity is seen as especially important for informing the
 
private sector of potential new clients and business
 
opportunities. However, all 
activities will focus on the
 
economic value of the information and technical innovations
 
being generated under this component, and will promote
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farmer adoption and adaptation of promising new or improved
 
techniques and packages.
 

Information and recommendations for discrete innovations
 
and/or technical packages will be summarized as crop

technical reference sheets (Ref6rentiels Techniques, or
 
RTs) tor specific farmer groups. These referenzc sheets, as
 
well as occasional information bulletins, will be
 
circulated to all concerned parties, including farmers,

private sector firms, professional associations and
 
cooperatives, 
in both French and Arabic. A mailing list
 
will be established for this purpose. In addition, results
 
of this 
project component will be widely disseminated
 
throuqhout the perimeter through regular 
broadcasts of
 
agricultural information via the radio station be
to 

established at an appropriate regional site.
 

While the Agricultural Economist 
 will have primary

responsibility for the successful implementation of this
 
project component, s/he will be assisted in this 
work by

the Irrigation Engineer for water-related activities, and
 
the Private Sector Specialist for the private sector
 
outreach and information dissemination activities. These
 
resident 
project staff will be assisted by short-term
 
technical assistance throughout the project as required.
 

c. Sustainable Environmental Management 

Due to the cross-cutting nature of this component, 
its
 
successful implementation will require the joint oversight

of the Irrigation Engineer (water and drainage aspects),

Agricultural Economist (soil and agrochemical aspects) and
 
the Private Sector Coordinator (private agrochemical and
 
agro-industrial aspects). However, the Irrigation Engineer
 
will retain primary responsibility for ensuring that this
 
comp.-ient's activities completed in
are a timely and
 
effective manner.
 

(1) Groundwater/Drainage and Water/Soil Quality Monitoring Systems 

1i order to place perimeter operations on an
 
environmentally sustainable 
basis, timely and accurate
 
information is required on the nature and 
extent of the
 
various environmental problems occurring in perimeter
 
areas. This information will be obtained through the
 
establishment of comprehensive groundwater and drainage,

arid water and soil quality monitoring systems throughout

the perimeter. Implementation of these monitoring systems

wi1l be the responsibility of the Water Resources
 
Manag ., Unit above established v!ithin the
*rt described 
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ORMVAT's SGRID. The groundwater monitoring system will need
 
to be coordinated closely with the regional DR11, which
 
already has a rudimentary groundwater monitoring program in
 
cert.. peiimeter areas.
 

The information generated by the groundwater and drainage

monitoring systems 
will be used by the IC and SGRID to
 
develop a computerized groundwater model for Tadla. 
This
 
model will be 
adapted from similar, existing groundwater
 
models available in the U.S. or through other international
 
sources. The model will be developed, calibrated and
 
verified by Project Year 4. It will then be integrated into
 
the surface water system hydraulic model and tne GIS
 
discussed above for comprehensive perimeter water resources
 
planning and management.
 

The water and soil monitoring system will also be
 
established within SGRID's Water Resources l4anagement Unit.

itnit technicians will be responsible for system

installation and sample collection. For the first several
 
years of project implementation, sample analyses will be
 
performed by external laboratory services on a standard fee
 
basis. 
During this period, the IC will evaluate the most
 
appropriate manner for institutionalizing these services in
 
Tadla. Possible options include continuing to contract
 
these zv-4vves out to a suitable public or prJvat 
 sector
 
laboratory, or supplementing the existing analytical

capability within the ORMVAT to conduct these services in
house. This environmental quality monitoring system also
 
will be designed for eventual integration into the Tadla
 
GIS.
 

Information generated through 
all of these monitoring
 
systems will Le used for the design of appropriate project

interventions to mitigate identified environmental problems

throughout the 
last 4 years of project implementation.

These interventions will be included parts of the
as 
 on
farm demonstration activities described above, and the
 
agrochemical management and agro-industrial pollution

prevention programs described below. Project staff will be
 
assisted in this work by short-term technical assistance as
 
required.
 

(2) Agrochemical Management and Use 

This activity will be implemented with short-term technical
 
expertise acting under the supervision of the Agricultural

Economist. These will be
project staff assisted in this
 
work by the ORMVAT's SPA, and regional staff of MARA's
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Direction de la Production Vegetale, du Controle Technique
 
et de la R6prossion des Fraudes (DPVCTRF).
 

Key information-gathering requirements here 
 include
 
investigating and documenting current agrochemical supply,

storage and disposal sites, and associated use practices,

in perimeter areas. 
Most of this information will be
 
obtained through the on-farm diagnostic study and the
 
environmental monitoring activities 
described above, and
 
the Tadla agribusiness assessment described below.
 

Working with SPA and DPVCTRF staff, this information will
 
then be used by the IC to develop a monitoring system to
 
track the evolution of key agrochemical storage and
 
disposal sites, and their resultant environmental impacts
 
over tine. The SPA will be responsible for maintai~iing this
 
database and integrating this information into the GIS Unit
 
in the BE.
 

The IC will also use this information to develop

appropriate on-farm demonstration and agro-industrial

pollution prevention activities for implementation under
 
the respective project programs described above and below.
 

In addition, 
the IC will work with the ORMVAT's SVOP to
 
develop and implement a program to educate Tadla farmers
 
and agrochemical suppliers 
 regarding appropriate

agrochemicals for use in Tadla and the potential human and
 
environmental hazards associated with these materials, and
 
to train them in improved procedures for their proper
 
management and effective use. For maximum impact, 
this
 
latter activity will be coordinated with the ongoing
 
programs of other regional entities concerned with public

health and safety, such as the Office National de 1'Eau
 
Potable (ONEP), the Service d'Hygihne (SH) of Beni Mellal,
 
and the DRH.
 

(3) Agro-Industrial Pollution Prevention 

This activity will be implemented under the supervision of
 
the Private Sector Coordinator. Based on the results of the
 
regional agribusiness assessment and the 
environmental
 
quality monitoring program described above, s/he will work
 
with the management of regional enterprises and appropriate

short-term 
=dvisors to conduct environmental audits of
 
selected plants and operations, and assist in implementing

agreed upon recommendations for pollution prevention
 
measures. Enterprise owners will be responsible for all
 
costs 
 associated with the installation of facility

upgrading equipment. Where appropriate, the project will
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explore the possibility of securing a 
portion of these
 

funds from other USAID and GOM projects and programs.
 

d. Private Sector Strengthening 

The Private Sector Coordinator will 
be responsible for
supervising the implementation of this component. Component

activities 
 will involve working with private, nongovernmental agricultural associations and cooperatives in
Tadla 
as well as existing private agribusiness enterprises

and interested entrepreneurs. 
For this reason, a major
portion of this component's services will be provided
through an 
appropriate U.S. non-governmental agricultural
cooperative organization 
 experienced in international
 
development work. These agricultural cooperative services
will also assist in implementing the 
farmer information
dissemination and outreach program described above for the
second project component, and 
 the proposed twinning

arrangement described below.
 

During Project Year 1, the Private Sector Coordinator will
work with short-term advisors complete
to 
 the Tadla

agribusiness assessment as well as more detailed diagnostic
studies of selected regional associations, cooperatives and
firms. The objective of these studies will be to develop an
appropriate technical assistance and training program for
subsequent project support 
and to establish a working

relationship with private regional agricultural interests.
 

The results of these studies will be used to develop the
private sector strengthening and promotion programs. These
 programs will 
 be implemented the
by Private Sector
Coordinator with the assistance of short-term technical and
training expertise. In-country training will 
include both
the development of Tadla-specific courses 
and materials,
and use of existing business management schools in Morocco.

Maximum use 
will be made of Moroccan experts and training
institutions 
in completing this work. This approach will
facilithte development 
of culturally and linyuiptically

appropriate training 
materials and 
will allow the U.S.
expertise to concentrate 
on improving business management

ptactices and services, 
 and associated marketing
strategies. Project assistance will also be available for
the provision of limited business management equipment and
supplies to selected organizations on a 50/50 cost-sharing

basis. These in-country activities will be supplemented by
overseas 
courses 
and study tours to obtain firsthand

knowledge of successful agricultural cooperative,

association and business management practices in the U.S.
 
and other countries.
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Irrigation associations merit special concern under the
 
project, both because of their current rudimentary stage of
 
development in Tadla 
and their proposed substantial new
 
responsibilities for the proper operation and maintenance
 
of the secondary levels of the irrigation system. The
 
Irrigation Engineer, and appropriate ORMVAT staff, will
 
work with the presidents and managers of these associations
 
to assist them in assuming their expanded role in
 
fulfilling system rehabilitation and maintenance
 
requirements. Association managers will also benefit from
 
the private sector strengthening program described above,

with assistance targeted specifically at effective
 
irrigation association organization and management.
 

These private sector promotion activities will also be
 
assisted by a variety of 
other project and non-project

mechanisms. First, the project will seek to involve the
 
Tadla private sector as much as possible in the procurement

of the required goods and services in the interest of
 
promoting project sustainability, i.e.. supporting ongoing

equipment operations and maintenance requirements, and of
 
facilitating the ORMVAT's disengagement from the provision

of commercial agricultural services. There should be
 
substantial opportunities for such procurements under many
 
of the planned project activities.
 

Second, the on-farm diagnostic and demonstration program

will identify and disseminate information on new market
 
opportunities 
for the commercial supply of agricultural

inputs, equipment and services. Similarly, the third
 
project component will provide additional regional

opportunities 
for the provision of private environmental
 
quality monitoring and analysis equipment and services, as
 
well as the direct agribusiness pollution prevention
 
assietance described above.
 

Third, the Private Sector Coordinator will be responsible

for identifying and coordinating promising opportunities

for assistance from other appropriate USAID projects and
 
programs. Potential sources of such 
 private sector
 
assistance include: the Training for Development Project,

for business management training assistance; the Morocco
 
Agribusiness Promotion Project, for technical assistance,

training and 
limited commodity support for horticultural
 
agribusiness interests; the New Enterprise Development

Project, for emerging agricultural entrepreneurs; the
 
Access to International Markets Project, for export
oriented firms and firms interested in establishing venture
 
relationships with U.S. firms; the Energy Demand Management

Project, for private energy management assistance services;
 
and the Privatization Sector Assistance Program, 
 for
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facilitating the privatization of selected regional agro
industries, e.g., the regional operations of the Societ6
 
Nationale de Commercialisation des Semences (SONACOS) and
 
the Compagnie Marocaine de la Commercialisation des
 
Produits Agricoles (COMAPRA), the two sugar beet mills
 
(SUBM and SUNAT), and the Tadla Sugar Refinery (SUTA).
 

The final component activity will assess and enhance
 
existing institutional mechanisms for private regional
 
participation in Tadla resources allocation, management and
 
use. Using short-term technical assistance as required, the
 
contractor C-O-P and the Private Sector Coordinator will
 
work with regional decision-makers to develop and implement
 
recommendations for a more effective information exchange
 
between public and private sector agricultural interests in
 
Tadla. Project design team findings suggest that these
 
objectives will best be achieved by focusing on improving
 
existing institutional mechanisms in Tadla for such public
private sector dialogue, such as the ORMVAT CT and CA, and
 
the Provincial Technical, Administrative and Development
 
Councils. This in-country assistance will be supplemented
 
by joint public-private sector study tours to the U.S. and
 
exchange visits by similar U.S. groups arranged by the IC's
 
private sector specialists.
 

e. IIMI Cooperative Agreement 

The IIMI Cooperative Program will be implemented as a
 
separate, "stand-alone" activity under the auspices of the
 
greater USAID project. It will be managed by the Resident
 
IIMI Representative to Morocco in cooperation with central
 
and regional staff of MARA's SEHA, and the ORMVAT. On-site
 
program implementation will be the responsibility of the
 
ORMVAT's full-time program Field Coordinator and Field
 
Assistant based at SEHA's Ouled Ganou research station in
 
Tadla, acting under the overall field supervision of the IC
 
C-o-P. These key program staff will be assisted by
 
intermittent technical advisors as required, including IIMI
 
technical staff, external consultants, and SEHA and ORMVAT
 
personnel.
 

TL:- agreement will provide for an on-site office at Ouled
 
Ganou for the program's entire three year duration, with
 
appropriate office staff, equipment and operations support,
 
and transport. All IIMI program procurements will be
 
completed by the IIMI Resident Representative and the on
site program management staff in accordance with applicable
 
IIMI policies and USAID regulations and procedures.
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The program's key research and demonstration activities
 
will be conducted both on farmers' fields and at the Ouled
 
Ganou research station throughout the program's duration.
 
These activities will be implemented by a team of ORMVAT
 
staff working with farmer participants and station
 
personnel, under the supervision of the program management

staff described above. The ORMVAT and farmers participating

in the program will be responsible for the provision of all
 
required research and demonstration equipment and
 
materials. The information generated from the research and
 
demonstration program will be analyzed by central SEHA
 
technical staff in Rabat, with the assistance of TTMI staff
 
and other short-term advisory assistance as required.

Pr1gramn 
 progress and results will be documented and
 
disseminated thr ::gh series
a of annual in-country

workshops, preparaition of periodic program progress
 
reports, and a C.v'.l program evaluation and workshop.

Program disseminati-on activities 
will also include a
 
variety of actvit:ies designed to facilitate farmer
 
adoption of promising new or improved farm-level
 
technologies and cropping systems, similar to those
 
described above in the On-Farm Management component of the
 
USAID project.
 

The IIMI/SEHA/ORMVAT program managers will be responsible

for organizing and implementing all of these in-country
 
program activities. In addition, they will be responsible

for arranging and monitoring all overseas fellowships,

training and study tours to be conducted under the program.
 

Although this program is being handled as 
a discrete IIMI

activity within the overall USAID project, its high degree

of complementarity to important 
USAID project activities
 
and cbjectives, especially with regards the
to On-Farm
 
Management component, indicates the need for 
 close
 
coordination between these 
two initiatives in Tadla. The
 
contractor 
C-O-P and the other resident USAID project

advisors will be responsible for working with IIMI program
 
managers to ensure 
that effective on-site coordination is
 
maintained between these two initiatives in order to take
 
advantage of the substantial opportunities anticipated for
 
inter-program collaboration and to avoid any duplication of
 
effort. This field coordination will be ensured through

joint IIMI/A.I.D. program workplanning, and progress and
 
evaluation reporting to be completed 
under the overall
 
supervision of the IC C-O-P.
 

f. Project Administration, Monitoring, Evaluation and Outreach 

(1) Project Administration 
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The contractor C-0-P will be responsible for admini-zering
 
and coordinating all of the project components and
 
activities described above, with the exception of the IIMI
 
Cooperative Program, which will be administered by the
 
Resident IIMI Representative to Morocco. The C-O-P will
 
serve as the primary contractor representative in
 
interactions with both USAID and the GOM. S/he will
 
assemble, manage and coordinate the inputs of all of the
 
various entities associated with the prime institutional
 
contract and project sub-contracts or agreements. S/he will
 
oversee day-to-day management of all project administrative
 
and financial actions, and all project monitoring,
 
reporting and audit requirements. S/he will ensure proper
 
coordination between IIMI and other project activities in
 
Tadla, through joint workplanning, and progress and
 
evaluation reporting. S/he will have primary responsibility
 
for ensuring that all A.I.D. project implementation
 
regulations and procedures are properly adhered to
 
throughout the life of the project.
 

The C-0-P will be assisted in these administrative tasks by
 
a full office staff, consisting of the following long-term,
 
full-time, resident-hire personnel: an Administrative
 
Assistant; an Accountant; a Secretary; a
 
Secretary/Translator; a Chauffeur; and a
 
Chauffeur/Expeditor. The office will be fully equipped
 
throughout the project's life with all required office
 
facilities, equipment and supplies, computers and
 
associated software and peripherals, vehicles, and
 
operations support and services. The GOM will be
 
responsible for the provision of the contractor's office
 
space and utilities. Short-term technical assistance will
 
also be required to perform periodic audits of project
 
financial accounts.
 

(2) Project Monitoring and Evaluation 

Project planning, monitoring and evaluation will be the
 
responsibility of the C-O-P and the Monitoring/Evaluation
 
Specialist, working in coordination with the other resident
 
advisors and the staff of the ORMVAT's CS and SPP. Chapter
 
5 provides a detailed discussion of how these important
 
project requirements will be met.
 

(3) Information Outreach Program 

The information outreach program will consist largely of a
 
series of annual national workshops sponsored by the
 
project, bringing together a wide group of knowJ'xdgeable
 
public and private sector managers to discuss selected
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topics concerning improved irrigation management in
 
Morocco. The C-O-P will be responsible for implementing
 
this program, working in close consultation with ORMVAT
 
management and senior staff of MARA's DER in Rabat. For
 
maximum effectiveness, it is anticipated that annual
 
workshop venues will rotate throughout the major ORMVAs in
 
Morocco. This program will also be closely coordinated with
 
the World Bank's ongoing national irrigation improvement
 
activities described above.
 

(4) Policy Enhancement Program 

Implementation of this project program will entail the
 
completion of selected policy analyses and special studies
 
regarding improved irrigation management in Morocco. This
 
program will be implemented through short-term technical
 
advisors working under the direct supervision of the C-O-P.
 
USAI '-iiretain a portion of these special sti.dy funds
 
for analysis of topics of its own choice, also using short
term technical services. Study topics will be selected and
 
researched in close collaboration with concerned World Bank
 
staff to avoid any duplication of effort and to ensure
 
timely and appropriate follow-up with central GOM decision
makers.
 

4. Implemeitation Mechanisms 

a. Technical Assistance 

Most project technical assistance will be obtained through
 
a fully competed direct A.I.D. Institutional Contract. As
 
described above, this contract will provide for most of the
 
long- and short-term project advisory assistance through a
 
consortium of U.S. and Moroccan private firms, universities
 
and/or non-governmental agricultural cooperative
 
organizations. The Request for Proposals (RFP) for this
 
contract will be issued following the signing of the
 
Project Agreement, with contractor mobilization anticipated
 
in tits izst half of 1993. Representatives of MAEL will be
 
expected to assist in contractor selection.
 

Due to their special nature, certain short-term project
 
services will need toi be uontracted by alternative means as
 
follows:
 

(1) Evaluation Services: The project will conduct formal,
 
external midi-term and final evaluations. These short-term
 
servicei will be obtained by Mission buy-ins to centrally
managed evaluation Indefinite Quantity Contracts (IQCs).
 
Both evaluations will be developed, conducted and
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implemented with the maximum participation of project
 
contractors, counterparts and Tadla representatives.
 
However, primary responsibility for their implementation
 
will rest with USAID project management.
 

(2) Audit Services: The project provides for compIction of
 
two external audits throughout its life. These audits will
 
be conducted by reputable private Moroccan financial
 
management firms. These services will be obtained by USAID
 
project management staff through an existing USAID
 
financial services IQC under the supervision of RIG Office
 
staff in Senegal.
 

(3) Laboratory _±.nalysis Services: The groundwater arid
 
environmental quality programs will require substantial
 
laboratory analysis services on a periodic basis throughout

the project's duration. For the first several years of
 
project implementation, these services will be obtained
 
through an IC sub-contract to a reputable Moroccan
 
analytical laboratory and paid on a per sample fee basis.
 
During this period, the IC will examine alternative
 
mechanisms to secure these services for both the remainder
 
of the project's duration and beyond.
 

(4) Special Studies: Special studies will be conducted on
 
an intermittent basis throughout the project's life. A
 
portion of the funds for securing the necessary short-term
 
services for these studies will be included as a part of
 
the institutional contract described above. The balance of
 
these studies will be designed and implemented by USAID
 
project management through project Mission buy-ins to
 
appropriate A.I.D. centrally-managed projects. A portion of
 
these funds may also be used to secure short-term technical
 
assistance services to meet specific project support
 
requirements.
 

b. Training 

All project training funds will be included in the
 
institutional contract for implementation by the IC. The IC
 
will be responsible for arranging, implementing and
 
monitoring all project training activities, including both
 
in-country workshops and course participation and overseas
 
course participation and study tours. All project training

will be conducted in accordance with applicable Agency and
 
USAID training policies and procedures, with appropriate
 
implementation and follow-up documentation. Overseas
 
participants' visa requirements will be met with the
 
assistance of the USAID's Training Office staff.
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c. Equipment and Supplies 

Funds for the procurement of most of the A.I.D.-financed
 
project equipment and supplies will also be included in the
 
institutional contract for implementation by the IC. All
 
project commodities will be either of U.S. 
or Moroccan
 
source and origin. Project office and computer equipment,

and vehicles will be U.S. origin commndities procuired

through Moroccan suppliers, i.e., sources, in order to
 
ensure 
that ongoing equipment maintenance and repair

services can be met in a timely manner throughout the life
 
of the project and beyond. All project commodity
 
procurements will be for complete items, i.e., 
no mixing of
 
A.I.D./GOM/private sector 
 funds for any particular
 
procurement, with the exception of the sector
private

business management equipment which will be procured on 
a
 
50/50 co-;t-shared basis with participating organizations.

All project commodity procurements will be conducted in
 
accordance with applicable Agency policies and procedures.
 

d. USAID Project Support Services 

USAID project support services include certain services,
 
such as translation, reproduction, printing, publication,

etc., provided by the Mission in support 
of project

implementation. A modest amount of 
project funds will be
 
retained by the Mission for the provision of these services
 
through appropriate procurement documentation, e.g.,

PIO/Ts, purchase orders, etc.
 

e. IIMI Coop~rative Agreement 

The IIMI Cooperative Program will be implemented through a
 
direct A.I.D. Cooperative Agreement with IIMI headquarters
 
in Colombo, Sri Lanka. The Agreement will provide for all
 
required IIMI program costs, including indirect costs.
 
Although not a part of the institutional contract, this
 
program will be implemented in close coordination with and
 
under the overal]. field supervision of the IC. Details
 
regarding the implementation of this program are provided
 
in Section 3.e. above.
 

5. Special Implementation Concerns 

A.I.D. encourages the participation to the maximum extent
 
possible of U.S. entities that are small business concerns,
 
small disadvantaged business concerns, including women
owned concerns, historically black colleges and
 
universities, colleges and universities whose student body

is at least 40 percent Hispanic American, and private
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voluntary organizations controlled by socially and
 
economically disadvantaged individuals, including women. It
 
is anticipated that no less than 10 percent of the total
 
value 
of project contracts will be subcontracted to such
 
Gray Amendment entities. Subcontracting plans reflecting no
 
less than 10 percent subcontracting with Gray Amendment
 
entities will be required in contractor proposals
 
submitted.
 

6. Implementation Schedule 

a. Early Implementation Activities 

In order to facilitate the timely start-up of project

implementation, 
USAID will need to directly implement

certain project 
actions prior to the arrival of the IC
 
team. Theze actions include some or all of the follow4ng:

(1) complction of an initial vehicle procurement; (2)

completion of an initial computer procurement; (3)

completion of USAID Project Support Services documentation;
 
and (4) award of the IIMI Cooperative Agreement. In
 
addition, USAID may also wish to complete buy-ins to
 
appropriate centrally-funded projects, e.g., the Ir-igation

Support Project for Asia and the Near East (ISPAN), the
 
Imp] !menting Policy Change Project, etc., for short-term
 
technical assistance for the USAID-managed Special Studies
 
and project implementation assistance services.
 

Actions requiring early GOM attention include: (1)

selection of the 
project's two, long-term participant

trainees (GIS applications); and (2) location of suitable
 
IC office space and housing in the Tadla area.
 

The USAID and GOM may jointly wish to initiate the
 
counterpart English language training program 
as soon P5 
possible in order to afford key project counterparts the 
opportunity to participate effectively in contractor 
selection and initial project start-up activities. 

b. Implementation Schedule
 

Table 4.1 below illustrates the planned timing of the
 
implementation of the project's major activities, by

project component and implementation year quarter.
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Table 4.1
 
Tadla Resources Management Project Implementation Schedule
 

EteralProject E wacitioes X Q
93 

ojec AudiQtsrt uanacPr erProjectSAdmit-Wrtio
 

RequestfoP roposalsWRelehops x
 

Reqia udes rx -x Rx -x ed
nsttional ontrac twrdop x x x x 

Cr mo amI n i t i a tt edd P r c X 

F.'lProject EvUpWohopn 

External Proj ctAudits 
x 



Table 4.1 (Cont.)
 

Lon_-,erm Statfln, 

Chief-of-Panv x x x x x x x
Imgation En'ieer x x x x x xxx xx xx xxxx xx x x x x x x xx x x x x x x x x x x x
 

x xx x xx xx xx 
 xx x x x x x
 
Agricultural Economist 

Private Sector Specialist x xX x x x x x x x x x x x

Monitoring/EvaluationSpecialist 

x
 
X X X x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x


Administrative Support Staff x xx xx x x x xx x x x xx x x x x x x
 

Improved Irrigation System Management 

Hvdrmoey Unit 

Commodity Procurement x x
 
Equipment Installation and Tr-ining 
 x x x x x x x x x
Unit Operations x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
 x x x x x 

GIS Unit 

Commodity Procurement x x
 
Equipment Installation and Training 
 x x x x x x x x x

Unit Operations x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
 

Agro-Metenrological Unit 

Commodity Procurement x x
 
Equipment Installation and Training 
 x x x x x x x x x

Unit Operations 
 x x x x x x x x x x xx x x x x x x x x 

Supervisory
 
Data Acquisition System
 

Preiminary Hydraulic Study and
 
Development of Specifications 
 x x 

Commodity Procurement and Installation x x x x x
 
x x x x x x
 Construction of Control Sections 


On-Site Training 
 x x x x x x x x
SystmOperations andFeedback x 
x x x x x x x x x x x x xx x x x xx 
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Procurement of Modeling Soriwarc
Hands-On Training
Model Calibration and Operations 

x 
XXX
X x XIX x x x x xx x x x x x x xx 

Mobile Monitoring"eamx 
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On-Site Training 
Monitoring System Calibration 

Dev'lopment of Operational Procedures and 
Feedback Mechanisms 

x 
X 

x x x 
XXX 

x 

X 
x 

X 
x 

X 

x x x x 

iaiX a rDei er ch dXule g g g X 

Commodity Procurement 
Technical Training 
Water Delivery Scheduling 

x x 

Xx xx 

ystem Diagnostic Analyses 

Intgra:od Water Management 
x xx 

x x x x x x x x X x x 

Study Tours g X X x x 

Improved On-Farm Managemt 
Intensive Farm Management Survey 

Scm i-Annual Crop Reportsx 

Commodity Procurement and nstAaltion 
Pilot Field Trials 
Pilot Field Demonstrations 

X x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

xxx 

x 
x x x 

x[ 

x 
x 

x x x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

I 

x x x 

Information Dissemination/outreach X XXXX 

Regonal Workshops X g g g X x 

Study Tours xX x XX 
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Surport for Agro-Economic Studies ServicI (SEAE x x x 
 x x x Ix x x x x x x x x X 

Sustainable Environmental Management 

\rater Balance and Drainace 

Procurement and Installation of
 
Monitoring Equipment 
 x x x x x


Data Collection and On-SiteTraining 
 x x x x x x x x x x x x 
 x x x x x x x xGroundwater Model Development 
 x x x x x x
Model CalibratjonVenrfication 

x x
 
x x x x 
 x x x x x x x xWater/Drainage Demonstration Activities 


xx x x x x x x 
 x x x xModel Integration and Operations 
x x 
 x x x x x x x x 

Water and Soil Quality Monitoring 

Procurement and Installation of Monitoring 

Equipment x x
x x xData Collection and On-Site Training 
 x x x xx xxxi x x xx xx x x x xxSoil, Water andAgr'-Poutant Analyses 
 x x Xx x xx x x x x x x x x x x x x xWater and Soil Quality Demonstration Activities x x x x x x x x 
 x x x x x x x x 

xxx x x x 

Water and Soil Quaii.y Monitoring System
Integration and Operations 

x x xx xx 

Agro-Pollution Prevention 

Inventory of Agrochemical Storage and Disposal 
Sites x x


Monitoring of Storage and Disposal Sites x xxx xx xxx xxx xx xxx xxxi 
Analysis of Farmer and Agro-Industrv Practices x x x x x
 
Pollution Prevention Demonstration Activities 
 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Environmental Audits x x x x 
 x x x x
Farmer Training and Information Disseminatier. 

x x
 
x x x x x x 
 x x x x x x x x xEstablishment of Pollution Information Network x xx x 
 x x x x x x x x x x 

Study Tours x x xx xx xx xx 
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Private Sector Strengthening
 

Private Sector Assessment
 

C(aduct Agribusiness Assessment x x x x
 
Contplete Diagnostic Studies 
 x x x . x x x x x x x x 

Private Sector Strenethening
 

Develop rrainiigProgram 
 x x x x X x x x x
Conductln-CountryTrairning x x xxx x x x xx x x xx x xx x
 
Implement Business/Service Improvement


Activities 
 x x x x x x x x x x x x x X x x x x 

Private Sector Promotion 

Conduct Agro-Services Marketing and Feasibility

Studies 
 x x x x x x x x x x xx 

Implement Promotional Activities 
 xxx x x xx x x xx x x x xx x xx x 

Public-Private Sector Dialogue 

Analyze Institutional Mechanisms x x x x x x x x x x x x
Implement Analysis Recommendations x x x x x x x x x x xx x x x x x x x 
Stud. Tours x x xx x x x xx xx 

III11Cooperative Agreement
 

I1MI Cooperative Program
 

Si-i Cooperative Agreement x 
IImplement On-Farm Researc.:,'Demo stration 

Activities x X XXxx x x x 
Impiemen" Farmer lntormatni. Dissemination 

Activities Ix x 

IOverseas Stikd Tours. Trainin_ an,' Fe!ihowsin,, X. '.. I x•, 
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION PLAN 

1. Introduction 

The project monitoring and evaluation plan is presented in
 
two sections. The first section concerns the monitoring of
 
project implementation by USAID 
and the GOM. The second
 
section addresses the investigation, measurement and
 
reporting of project impacts.
 

2. Monitoring Plan 

Day-to-day monitoring of ongoing project activities will be
 
the responsibility of USAID. The USAID Project Officer 
within the Mission's Office of Agriculture and Natural 
Resources (ANR) will have primary responsibility for
 
monitoring project implementation, tracking project
 
progress against workplan targets and development

objectives, and for effecting timely remedial measures as
 
required. fie will be assisted in these monitoring tasks by

appropriate staff from USAID's 
 offices of Financial
 
Management, for project financial accounting requirements,
 
fluman Resources and Training, for 
training activities,

Program, for external evaluations, and the Regional

Contracting Officer, for contractual matters. Important

additional assistance will 
be provided by the project's

Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) Unit, comprised of key IC
 
and counterpart staff (see below).
 

The key document for monitoring project implementation will
 
he the Annual Project Implementation Workplan. Annual
 
project workplans will be developed, in part, through

annuial 
planning workshops attended by key representatives
 
of the TC, USAID, ORMVAT and the Tadla private sector. The
 
C-O-P wi Ll be responsible for workplan preparation for
 
review at these workshops prior to finalization and
 
distribution to all concerned parties. 
S/he will be
 
assisted in this task by the Monitoring and Evaluation
 
Specialist and the rest of the M&E Unit staff.
 

Project monitoring will also be facilitated by bimonthly

project management meetings to be held in Fkih Ben Salah.
 
Participant= in these management meetings will include the
 
C-O-P, the senior representative of the Moroccan technical
 
assistance contractor, the USAID Project Officer, and the
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ORMVAT Director and key ORMVAT staff. Other project staff
 
and representatives of participating agencies will attend
 
these bimonthly meetings as needed.
 

The 
IC will also be responsible for submitting quarterly

and annual project progress reports to USAID and the GOM.
 
Annual progress reports will be reviewed at annual project

evaluation workshops prior to finalization and distribution
 
to all concerned parties. These annual project reviews will
 
sprve 
to provide timely feedback on project implementation
 
progress towards achieving its stated objectives and
 
impacts, and will assist in addressing any project issues
 
identified in a timely manner. In addition 
to the above
 
participants, these annual evaluation workshops will also
 
be attended by representatives from the IC's home office
 
and key subcontractors, and selected external 
consultants
 
as required.
 

Proper fulfillment 
of these critical project monitoring

functions will assure that activities are following the
 
project design and the workplans. It will also ensure that

planned project activities continue to be relevant to the
 
problems facing 
the Tadla irrigation perimeter, and that
 
the project's focus and activities are modified 
 as
 
appropriate to meet the exigencies of 
 the evolving
 
situation.
 

3. 	 Evaluation Plan 

a. 	Evaluation Ohjectives 

The purposes of the project evaluation plan are to provide

project management, the GOM 
 and USAID with timely

information 
 regarding the economic, social and
 
environmental impacts that the project is having 
on the 
Tadla area, and the potential for replication of activities 
in other areas. The project purpose - to increase the 
efficiency, economic yield and environmental austainability
of irrigation resources management and in Tadla
use the 

perimeter - is the basic framework in which project

evaluation activities will 
be 	designed. Accordingly, the
 
evaluation plan organized the
is around following
 
fundamental themes:
 

N 	Reactions in the ORMVAT Perimeter to Project
 
Activities
 

[LI	To provide a structured comparative analysis

of planned project objectives and actual
 
results/impacts obtained; and
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[,!To identify and analyze factors that explain
 
adoption of planned interventions or,
 
conversely, account for resistance to adoption
 
and divergences from planned outcomes.
 

N 	Project Impacts in the ORMVAT Perimeter
 

[] 	 To identify, characterize, and, wherever
 
possible, quantify the typos of change and the
 
transformations in the regional economy
 
induced by project activities; and
 

H 	 To evaluate impacts of planned activities on 
anticipated and actual project beneficiaries 
in quantitative and qualitative terms. 

Project evaluation activities will also look at tile process 
of disengagement of the ORMVAT from commercial activities 
in order to develop a list of lessons learned that might be 
applicable to other perimeters in Morocco. These 
investigations will also study the restructuring of the 
OrwIVAT's remaining functions to enable it to be more 
rnsponsive tc t-c needs of its clients. These aal!vses 
will examine closely the constraints to the progressive 
transfer of regional economic activities and functions from 
the OR?1VAT to farmers, private sector firms, cooperatives 
and professional associations. 

At tile goal level, evaluation activities will be concerned
 
with assessing tile project's national-level impacts,
 
largely through the replication of promising project
 
activities and results demonstrated in Tadla throughout the
 
other eight J,SIs in Morocco.
 

1b.Project Monitoring and Evaluation Unit 

The project will generate a tremendous amount of new 
information regarding all aspects of the Tadla perimeter.
 
Proper handling and management of this information will be
 
essential both to project success and to measuring tile
 
project's impact on the Tadla target area. Accordingly,
 
some important information management questions need to be
 
addressed during project implementation, such as:
 

" flow can adequate levels of confidence b
guaranteed in the various baseline data to be 
collected? 

" 	 flow can data collection be structured so that tile 
process is sustainable after the PACD? 
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" 	 IHow can efficient data entry and analysis be 
ensured? 

* 	What will be the process for centralizing the
 
information collected and making it accessible to
 
both the GOM and USAID?
 

" 	 What are the most important methods of assuring
that such information is relevant and is utilized, 
not stored and forgotten? 

To ensure that the project's monitoring and evaluation
 
program 
 provides current and accurate information,
 
systematically and consistently, the project will have an
 
internal Monitoring and Evaluation Unit that will be
 
responsibh- for all monitoring and evaluation activities.
 
The M&E Unit will be staffed by the IC Monitoring and
 
Evaluation Specialist, acting under the direct oversight of
 
the C-O-P, with supporting staff seconded from the ORMVAT's
 
Cellule de Suivi (CS) which is charged with 
similar
 
responsibilities for the ORMVAT.
 

The activities of this unit will be coordinated by a three
person technical committee consisting of the IC's C-O-P, 
the head of the ORMVAT SPP, and a suitable external
 
Moroccan expert appointed by mutual consent of USAID and
 
the ORMVAT. The professional staff of the M&E Unit will
 
serve as the secretariat and implementing arm for the
 
technical committee. As such, they will work as necessary

with representatives of all ORMVAT services, ORMVAT staff
 
at the CMVs, long- and short-term project staff, and
 
representatives of the private sector, including farmer
 
groups, professional associations and private firms.
 

The project Monitoring and Evaluation Unit will be
 
responsible for data 
entry, analysis and distribution of
 
information to the relevant project participants, including

the ORMVAT Director and the service heads, the IC C-O-P, 
the USAID Project Officer, relevant directions of MARA, and 
representatives of the private sector. The unit will also
 
develop organized archives of accumulated data and discrete
 
analyses for subsequent reference and use. This information 
will include both existing studies, reports and theses, as
 
well as the results of project diagnostic studies,
 
assessments, reports and water and environmental quality
 
monitoring data. It is important to note that this
 
information base will be updated consistently over the life
 
of the project through the various annual updates described
 
above and, ultimately, integrated into the Tadla GIS.
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The M&E Unit will also be responsible for the preparation
 
of the Annual Project Evaluation Report discussed above.
 
Finally, the unit will be responsible for preparing scopes
 
of work and background materials for the two external
 
project evaluations scheduled in Project Years 3 and 6, and
 
for responding to interim requests for project-related
 
information from the USAID Mission Evaluation Officer.
 

c. Evalimtion Plan Implementation 

Project funds have been provided for two external project
 
evaluations, including a mid-term evaluation at the end of
 
Project Year 3 and a final impact evaluation at the end of
 
Project Year 6. The timing of the final evaluation will
 
afford sufficient time prior to the end of the project to
 
assess properly project accomplishments and to disseminate
 
promising project results.
 

The various diagnostic studies and assessments to be
 
completed for all project components will provide the bulk
 
of the baseline data required for establishing realistic
 
benchmarks to evaluate the project's progress in meeting
 
its objectives. The M&E Unit will analyze this information
 
and determine what additional information is needed to
 
complete project evaluation requirements. Secondary source
 
information will also be obtained as required from the
 
ORMVAT and MARA, professional associations, chambers of
 
agriculture and commerce, farmer groups, other GOM
 
agencies, and other donors working in the perimeter. The
 
unit will also be responsible for analyzing this 
informatior !nd determining further data necds in 
conjunction with the technical evaluation committee 
described above.
 

d. Objectively Verifiable Indicators 

In order for objectively verifiable indicators of project
 
progress and impact to be useful, they should be:
 
reflective of the objectives of the project and its major
 
components; quantifiable; and, necessary for the
 
successful evaluation of the impact of project activities,
 
either by project, USAID and ORMVAT staff, or by external
 
evaluators. Recommended evaluation indicators for the
 
project are listed below by project component. This is not
 
an exhaustive list, but, rather, is intended as a framework
 
for the development of further areas of project evaluation
 
and investigation.
 

(1)Improved Irrigation Management
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" 	Establishment and use of an integrated computer
based water management system within SGRID;
 

* 	Formulation and implementation of a detailed water
 
delivery policy with operational criteria and
 
procedures for each subperimeter;
 

* 	Increased flexibility of water deliveries as
 
reflected by increased surface water use
 
intensities;
 

* 	Increased operational efficiency of the system as
 
evidenced by substantial reductions in return water
 
flows; and
 

" 	 Increased farmer involvement in the seasonal 

irrigation planning and water delivery processes.
 

(2) 	 Improved On-Farm Management 

" 	 Use by farmers of improved irrigation strategies, 
leading to more efficient farm-level decision
makin.j and increases in net farm incomes. For
 
example, improved timeliness of wheat irrigation
 
which would lead to yield increases of up to 50
 
percent;
 

* 	Use by farmers of improved water application
 
methods leading to greater field use efficiencies.
 
Such improved methods might include the adoption of
 
pressurized systems for some summer horticultural
 
crops, and replacement of the robta system with
 
improved gravity systems for field crops;
 

* 	Modification of cropping patterns aimed at
 
increased cultivation of higher value crops, and
 
more intensive crop rotations. One i,:di'ation of
 
this will be an increase in the area devoted to
 
summer horticultural crops;
 

" 	 Greater efficiency in technical coefficients 
between crop output and units of fertilizers and
 
other agrochemicals applied. An example would be
 
increased grain, vegetable, or fruit yield per unit
 
of N, P, or K used; and
 

* 	Efficient integration of groundwater resources into
 
overall water use at the farm level.
 

(3) 	 Sustainable Environmental Management 
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" Integration and use of water balance data and the
 
groundwater model into the SGRID management process
 
for conjunctive use of surface and groundwater
 
resources;
 

* 	Better overall control of groundwater levels and
 
decreased incidence of waterlogging;
 

" 	 Integration of water and soil quality data into the 
groundwater model, and the use of this information 
in improved resources management in perimeter 
areas. An important indicator of success here would
 
be reduced salinization, among other environmental
 
quality indicators;
 

" 	 Establishment of an information exchange network to 
improve awareness of pollution levels in the 
region, including development of mechanisms for 
joint action to mitigate the impacts of these 
pollutants on human and livestock populations; 

" 	 Decreases in the quantities of agrochemical 
residues such as nitrate/nitrite levels detected in 
the water table and the perimeter drainage system; 

* 	Increased regional knowledge and capability
 
regarding the wise management and use of
 
agrochemicals, including implementation of improved
 
aarochemical supply, storage and disposal
 
procedures.
 

(4)Private Sector Strengthening 

• Assumption by private/non-governmental businesses
 
and agricultural interests of bookkeeping
 
responsibilities;
 

* 	Development of investment plans for private/non
governmental businesses and agricultural interests
 
that include clear goals for membership service and
 
prioritization of commercial activities;
 

* 	Tnrrpasp- receipts from sales and services
 
provided by private/non-governmental businesses
 
and agricultural interests;
 

* 	Increases in the market shares for private
 
agricultural input, service and processing
 
businesses and interests;
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" 	 Development of new agricultural and agro-industrial 
enterprises, and increased business volume in 
higher value crops; and 

" 	 Improved public-private sector dialogue and 
information flow, leading to increased private 
regional participation in perimeter resources 
allocation, management and use decision-making. 

(5) 	 Additional Evaluation Concerns 

" 	An asnessment of whether water saved through
 
project interventions in Tadla is being put to the
 
most effective possible use;
 

* 	An assessment of the project's national-level
 
outreach program, i.e., the extent to which project
 
activities in Tadla are being replicated and/or are
 
having an impact on the operations of other
 
irrigatiori perimeters in Morocco;
 

" 	An assessment, with appropriate examples, of
 
successful A.I.D. project collaboration with and
 
impact on related other donor activities in
 
Morocco, e.g., the World Bank, IIMI; and
 

* An assessment, with specific examples, of the
 
project's impact on women in the Tadla target area.
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Vl
 

PROJECT ANALYSIS SUMMARIES 

A. Technical Anaysis 

1. Element 1 -System-Level Water Management Issues 

The canal systems of the ORMVAT are vital links for
 
conducting irrigation water to farmers in the perimeter.
 
The physical infrastructure in Tadla was instailed to
 
operate under a set of specified crop rotations. Policy
 
changes directed at liberalizing these fixed crop rotations
 
require corresponding changes in the management of
 
irrigation water distribution. This section summarizes the
 
operational characteristics of the existing system; the
 
demands imposed on the system by policy changes; and how
 
project interventions will address new system demands and
 
limitations.
 

a. Operational Characteristics of the Existing System
 

The physical characteristics of the ORMVAT perimeter were
 
described in Chapter Two, with Maps 1 and 2 illustrating
 
the geographical orientation of the perimeter.
 

The irrigation systems in the ORMVAT were originally
 
designed to meet the peak crop water requirements of a
 
fixed crop rotation. This pattern of crop rotation was
 
specified to limit water losses in field application and to
 
minimize the peak flows required from the system. Canals
 
and turnout structures were sized to meet this minimal peak
 
demand.
 

Control of the irrigation water distribution system is
 
accomplished through the use of control structures upstream
 
in the canal system. Operationally, this means that water
 
released at the canal head is not held in reserve. If
 
inflows and outflows are not balanced, irrigation water
 
eithet pas-es through the system-flooding farms and/or
 
drains-or is diverted only to upstream users.
 

In order to increase the operational efficiency of such a
 
system and to ensure that water is distributed throughout
 
the system, it is necessary to use a system of arranged
 
water delivery in which a schedule of gate settings is
 
determined in advance. This schedule would take into
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account the flow dynamics of the system and the ability of
 
system operators to make the necessary adjustments in
 
distributing water released into the canal head to meet
 
system water demands. For the fixed cropping rotation, the
 
water distribution policy had been set based on the system
 
design. Likewise, schedules could easily be set based on
 
the rotation of crops and standard system flow rates.
 

Implementation of the fixed rotation plan was rendered
 
impossible when farmers deviated in any way from the
 
prescribed pattern. Since farmers started modifying both
 
irrigation techniques and the fixed rotations to suit their
 
perceived needs almost as soon as they occupied their land,
 
the ORMVAT soon discovered that it needed to schedule gate
 
settings on the basis of a water ordering system. This
 
system requires that the farmers request irrigation water
 
the week before it is needed. Water ordering is implemented
 
for each farmer in the group served by a tertiary canal,
 
using Request Form MV-I. Water orders for the tertiary
 
canal groups are aggregated by an aiguadier who is
 
responsible on average for about 500 farmers.
 

During a period of extreme water shortages in 1982 and
 
198I, upper limits were placed on the quantities of water
 
farmers could order, based on weekly ORMVAT estimates of
 
crop water requirements for those crops specified in the
 
fixed rotation(s). These upper limits are still being used
 
as guidelines in weekly water ordering.
 

The schedule of gate settings is determined by each
 
aiguadier from the information contained in Request Form
 
MV-I and recorded on Request Form MV-II. Steady-state
 
conditions are assumed in the system at all times and the
 
aiguadiers are instructed to, if possible, maintain
 
constant flow rates for the week in the primary or
 
secondary canals under their supervision.
 

When changes need to be made in system flows on short
 
notice, due to canal breaks or plugging, rainfall, or
 
changes in farmer water demand, operational losses of water
 
will occur and/or farmers will not receive needed water at
 
the proper time. Losses can be minimized if water already
 
released into the system can be utilized on short notice by
 
users in another part of the system. Present scheduling
 
techniques have only limited ability to respond to rapid
 
changes. This inherent inflexibility in the pr=.ent system
 
results in significant flows of unused irrigation water to
 
system drains, the distribution and billing of water to
 
farmers who no longer need and will not use the water
 
delivered, and/or delays in the deliveries of water to meet
 
critical water demands elsewhere in the system.
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b. Demands Imposed on the System by Policy Changes 

The policy changes calling for the liberalization of the
 
fixed rotation type of cropping pattern open up the
 
possibility of an unlimited number of cropping patterns in
 
the Tadla irrigation perimeter. Responding to these new
 
cropping patterns in ways that promote wise use of limited
 
water resources requires consideration of the following:

irrigation water deliveries to fully meet all crop water
 
demands may no longer be feasible in the perimeter; farmers
 
will grow crops requiring more flexible water delivery

schedules for higher productivity; demands for irrigation
 
water will increase and will cause increased tensions in 
the water distieibution system because breakdowns in the
 
system will result in increased financial losses for
 
farmers; 
and system managers will be expected to meet the
 
water demands of farmers who will no longer be following
 
fixed crop rotations.
 

Meeting these changes in a wise manner will require greater

efficiency, flexibility, reliability, and timeliness in
 
irrigatiun water Oeliveries than has been the case 
in the
 
past. Efficient system operations will result in a maximum
 
volume of water being made available to farmers.
 
Flexibility in system operations will contribute to system

efficiency and to productivity under alternative cropping
 
patterns. Reliability in flow rates, volumes delivered, and
 
times of delivery will contribute to on-farm efficiency and
 
develop a sense of trust in the water delivery process that
 
will promote farmer participation in efforts to increase
 
system-wide productivity and efficiency. Timeliness refers
 
to the way in which the system meets the actual water
 
requirements of the crops for maximum pro-luctivity.
 

c. How Project Interventions Address System Demands and Limitations
 

In the context of the limitations of the physical system

and present operating procedures, addressing demands for
 
improvements in irrigation water delivery, i.e., 
greater

efficiency, flexibility, reliability, and timeliness, must
 
first take into consideration certain operational

realities. For example, changes in one major element of the
 
current ORMVAT operational policy are likely to require

reformulation of the whole operational policy and the
 
general operating rules system operators must use in
 
determining detailed operational plans. Diagnostic analysis

is the basic tool used for assessing existing procedures
 
for and roles of system managers and participants where new
 
systems are to be installed. It provides a sound basis for
 
making policy changes.
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Second, a well-run irrigation water delivery system is
 
necessarily based upon the careful preparation of the
 
annual and seasonal operating plans. Reliable estimates of
 
system-wide water availability and the water requirements
 
of anticipated cropping patterns are essential. Current
 
databases for area hydrology, weather, cropping patterns,
 
and soils are also needed in the planning process.
 
Ultimately, farmers set cropping patterns; thus, their
 
informed participation in the planning process is essential
 
to defining feasible cropping patterns or water allocation
 
processes.
 

Third, effective operation of a water delivery system with
 
upstream controls requires a specific set of procedures to
 
operate the head works and the water conveyance and
 
delivery systems. This in turn requires an in-depth
 
understanding of the actual hydraulic happenings in the
 
system since all control events, barring accidents, are
 
caused by system operators. Hydraulic modeling provides the
 
most efficient way of determining system operational
 
possibilities. The gate scheduling process is also a key

element in refining operational procedures to make the
 
system more flexible and efficient. Computerization of the
 
process will increase flexibility and free the ORMVAT
 
aiguadiers for the more important tasks of monitoring
 
actual system operations and interacting with farmers about
 
problems and needed changes in system operations.
 

Ultimately, reliability is not measured by good intentions
 
but by actual delivery performance. Development of
 
procedures to monitor actual water distribution in the
 
system will indicate whether the system is performing
 
according to the operational plan. It will also provide

feedback for improving gate setting procedures and indicate
 
where adjustments are needed in water delivery scheduling.
 
Real-time measurements of the system at crucial points will
 
allow for adjustments to reduce losses on a timely basis.
 
Actual system status reports from the Mobile Monitoring
 
Units to be created under the project will provide

additional verification of the effectiveness of irrigation
 
water distributions.
 

2. Element 2-Farm-level Issues 

a. Water Use Strategies 

As currently managed, the ORMVAT perimeter is best
 
understood as an arid-region crop production scheme. Water
 
resources for the perimeter include an average 
of 350
 
millimeters of free buL unpredictable water in the form of
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rainfall; 630 millimeters of affordable 
but inadequate

canal water; and large quantities of more expensive well
 
water of widely divergent accessibility and quality. As
 
previously mentioned, Project Element 1 is concerned with
 
increasinq 
the utility of the system-wide canal water
 
delivery system. Complementing this activity at the farm
 
level will be the most important objective of Element 2 
changing tile effective cropping systems in the perimeter by

increasing the use of pumped groundwater from farm wells to
 
complement the water supplied from the gravity system.
 

The 
number of farm wells tapping the shallow perched

groundwater table-premiere nappo-under the perimeter has 
doubled to 9,220 in the last decade. In most cases, these 
wells provide added flexibility and security for irrigated
farming. In some cases, however, this shallow aquifer is an 
immediate threat to soils and cro-ps and, in others, it may

be a long-term threat. This problem is of direct concern to
 
Elements 2 and 3.
 

The cost of using groundwater for irrigation is a function
 
of the fixed and variable costs of pumping it from the farm

well. At present, pumped groundwater is estimated to be
 
about three times more expensive than water available from
 
tile gravity system, primarily because pumping systems used
 
in the wells are often inefficient per liter of fuel used.
 
Tile costs of using groundwater for irrigation could be
 
reduced by using more efficient pumps. Element 2 field
 
trials will concentrate on developing more efficient
 
pumping systems. Moreover, pressurized irrigation systems

using well water would certainly reduce irrigation costs by

increasing the overall efficiency the
of delivery and

application system. The attractiveness of such systems for
 
farmers, however, is diminished at present because GOM

trade policies artificially raise system purchase costs.
 
Element 2 will study this problem as well.
 

Finally, there is significant potential for improving field
 
application efficiencies in gravity irrigation systems

throughout the ORMVAT perimeter. The pervasiveness of
 
traditional robta irrigation techniques, combined with lack
 
of land leveling and poor field maintenance practices, have
 
diminished the overall efficiency 
of the Tadla gravity

irrigation system in the past. Element 2 will 
initiate a
 
process of change toward more efficient on-farm use of
 
canal water by testing improved water application and field
 
tiliage methods. In all 
cases, improved water application

systems will be demonstrated on crops that are most likely

to bencrit 
rrom more efficient irrigation. Thin is as
 
important for improved gravity irrigation as it is for
 
pressurized irrigation systems.
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b. Agricultural Chemical Strategies 

There is a growing awareness in Morocco that adverse
 
environmental impacts can result from irrigated
 
agriculture. The uneconomic use of fertilizers in a manner
 
detrimental to water quality is a common occurrence in
 
Tadla. As a result, proper fertilizer use will be part of
 
the crop production packages to be tested and demonstrated
 
under Element 2.
 

On-farm practices for storage, use, and disposal of potent
 
agricultural chemicals are virtually unknown, and the 
use
 
of these chemicals is essentially uncontrolled. Element 2
 
will be concerned primarily with promoting more economic
 
use of insecticides, pesticides, and fungicides at the farm
 
level and will work with Element 3 on chemical safety and
 
pollution issues as well.
 

c. Crop Production Strategies
 

The GOM has liberalized its policy on mandated cropping

rotations in irrigated perimeters during the last four
 
years. Crop production packages for alternative crops that
 
provide increased net farm incomes or more flexibility in
 
rotations or both will be developed under Element 2.
 
Tmprovnd production packages for some traditional
 
crops-e.q., hard and soft wheats and maize-which should be
 
highly re-:ponsive to more intensive management, will also
 
be developed.
 

Examples of water management interventions are improving
 
the timeliness of supplementary irrigations on winter
 
crops; improving gravity irrigation techniques for alfalfa;
 
and irrprcving water application efficiencies on summer
 
horticultural crops by means of pressurized systems.
 

d. Impacts 

The long periods of time often required to test and
 
demonstrate improved production technologies are the most
 
important problem to be overcome if innovations generated
 
by Element 2 are going to have significant impacts duting
 
the life of the project. Several methods will be used to
 
mitigate this constraint.
 

First, testing of innovations that essentially are new to
 
the Tadla perimeter-or that appear particularly
 
promising-will start in Project Year 1. Second, testing

will be done on-farm. This will give farmers the
 
opportunity to learn about and evaluate a given technology
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for themselves long before it is officially recommended or
 
rejected. And, third, to tne i,aximumextent possible, field
 
testing of new technologies will be done in collaboration
 
with agribusinesses having commercial interests in the
 
T'adla perimeter. This will facilitate promotion of proven

technologies at the same time that local private firms are
 
gearing up to supply required services, inputs, and
 
equipment for farmers.
 

3. Element3-Environmental Issues 

'he activities in 
Element 3 have been selected to provide
 
a more complete picture of the environmental changes that
 
have accompanied tile development of the Tadla irrigation

subperimeters. Short-term technical assistance, training,

equipment, and commodities will be provided to develop
 
management tools to assess current conditions and allow for
 
the long-term monitoring of key environmental
 
indicators-i .e.. groundwater fluctuations, waterlogging,
 
soil decomposition, overall water quality, and agrochemical

residues present in the perimeter. Integrating these data
 
with the information collected in Project Elements 1 and 2
 
will enhance the soil and water management capabilities of
 
ORMVAT decision makers, as well as allow for more
 
economically efficient and environmentally sound on-farm
 
management practices. A summary explanation of the 
ratiorile for each of the three Element 3 activities is 
presented below. An in-depth discussion of the key issues
 
for Element 3 is to be found in Annex E, Part 3.
 

a. Groundwater Resources and Perimeter Drainage Systems 

Following the initiation of irrigated farming in Beni Amir
 
in 1.938 and Beni Moussa in 1954, the subperimeter water 
tabl.es began to rise rapidly-by as much as 2 to 3 meters 
per year :t some sites. The pumping of groundwater from tile 
more than 9,200 private wells constructed during and since 
the 1.979-84 drought period has contributed to significant
drawdowh1 -2 to 3 meters-of subperimeter water tables. 
Waterlogging and related problems, however, remain 
very

critical nt sites in both subperimeters where water tables
 
are close to the soil surface. In Beni Amir, 36 percent of
 
the irrigated area is potentially vulnerable to
 
waterlogging and soil decomposition due to a water table
 
that is at or 
less than 2 meters below the surface. In Beni
 
Moussa, the problems affect about 30 percent of the land,
 
mostly concentrated in Beni Moussa West. The dense network
 
of monitoring sites to be installed under Element 3 and the
 
database iesulting from monitoring the network will give

ORMVAT managers a more complete picture of the dynamics of
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the groundwater system across the subperimeters and provide
the basis for more comprehensive strategies for integrated
 
management of soil and water resources.
 

To offset the waterlogging problems in the subperimeters,
 
the ORMVAT has constructed a surface drainage system with
 
widely spaced (400 to 700 meters apart) open ditches. To 
supplement this system, 12 pumping stations were
 
established along the East Median Canal in the Beni Moussa
 
subpn-rimeter to pump 30 million cubic meters of water
 
annually. Around 1,700 kilometers of drainage ditches and
 
outlets need to be rigorously and continuously maintained
 
to make the system work effectively, but the ORMVAT is
 
currently only able to handle about 200 kilometers a year.

'he lack of system maintenance and the wide spacing of the
 
ditches and drainage canals are certainly factors affecting

the efficient functioning of this drainage network.
 
Rigorous assessment and continuous monitoring of this
 
system under 
Element 3 will allow for better estimates of
 
its real efficiency. With these data, alternative
 
management strategies for the complex groundwater system

will he studied to provide better control of the water 
table below critical depths in the Tadla subperimeters.
 

b. Soil Modification and Water Quality 

The intensification and modernization of irrigated farming
 
in Tadla | 
 led to use of large amounts of fertilizers and
 
other agrochemicals to increase agricultural production.
 
Yet, at the same time, the low irrigation efficiency

(approximately 50 percent) in the area 
has resulted in an
 
increase in the leaching factors for salt, nitrates, and
 
chemical pollutants through the relatively permeable soils.
 

Significant salt accumulations have occurred, however,
 
where the water tables are shallow-i.e., aquifers of less
 
than 1.5 meters-in Beni Amir and Beni Moussa West. Maximum
 
concentrations have reached 2.5 to 3.0 grams per liter. 
Thi s i s the result of a combination of soil 
leaching-irrigation water with relatively high salt content 
from the Oum Er Rbia River-and evaporation from shallow
 
water tables.
 

The rate of nitrate accumulation has also become a matter
 
of great 
concern during the last three years. Measurements
 
in observation wells indicate annual increases of about 5
 
milligrams per liter, which has resulted in a high

concentration of 50 milligrams per liter-the upper

tolerance level for drinking water-in many parts of the two
 
subperimeters. Agro-industrial firms, including the three
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sugar factories, also contribute to nitrates and pollutants
 
to the aquifer. Raw effluent from these sources is carried
 
into the existing drainage system, which in turn flows
 
directly into the Oum Er Rbia River.
 

Water quality in the perimeter is also affected by raw
 
sewage flowing into the existing drainage system from the
 
urban centers of Beni Mellal, Afourer, Dar Oulad Zidouh,
 
Fkih Ben Salah, and Souk Sebt. Recent studies have
 
indicated that pollution levels at some sites within the
 
perimeter-e.g., along the Beni Amir canal and drain outlet
 
G12 in Beni Moussa West-far exceed recognized national
 
standards. However, these investigations have also shown
 
that current pollution levels in the Oum Er Rbia River
 
downstream from the Tadla perimeter do not pose a threat to
 
public health, nor to socio-economic activities of users of
 
the water from the Al Massira Dam. The construction of the
 
storage dam at Dechra El Oued-upstream from Kasba Tadla-is
 
liable to exacerbate the pollution problem when water
 
quantities, which contribute to the natural flushing action
 
of the Oum Er Rbia River, are significantly reduced.
 
Increasec, in pollution levels and decreases in water
 
quality, combined with water stagnation along the
 
irrigation canals and drainage network, explain the
 
presence of water-related diseases-e.g., schistosomiasis,
 
cholera, and malaria-in the Beni Amir subperimeter.
 

Present monitoring programs for water quality and soil
 
modification are not systematic and are only partially
 
undertaken by local or regional technical services such as
 
SGRID, DRHI, SH in Beni Mellal, and the sugar factories. The
 
comprehensive database to be developed under Element 3 will
 
enable environmental managers to make better assessments of
 
soil and water salinity, nitrate, and chemical pollutant
 
problems in the perimeter. This tool will make possible
 
integrated surface and groundwater management and help
 
offset some of the negative environmental impacts brought
 
on by irrigated farming activities within the perimeter.
 

c. Agrochemical Storage, Use, and Disposal 

With the ORMVAT disengagement, commercial supply of
 
agricultural inputs, including fertilizers and pesticides,
 
is being shifted to the private sector. The potential for
 
increasing pollution hazards and environmental risks from
 
these agrochemicals will grow in this new economic
 
environment if appropriate storage, handling, and disposal
 
requirements for these substances are not mandated and
 
enforced by the government.
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At present, however, information is lacking on existing
 
agrochemical storage facilities and disposal sites in
 
Tadla. And there is no existing mechanism for monitoring
 
on-farm handling practices for these materials. The
 
potential environmental benefits from better controls on
 
the dosages and mixing and application procedures for
 
agrochemicals are great, and adoption of proper disposal
 
regulations, coupled with efforts to increase public
 
awareness of the hazards associated with these materials,
 
would significantly reduce present pollution problems.
 

In addition to the ORMVAT, a number of other public
 
institutions in the Beni Mellal province-i.e., DRII, SII,
 
ONEP, and Eaux et Forets--have an active interest in issues
 
of water quality and the impacts of pollution on human and
 
animal health. Unfortunately, however, at present there
 
appears to be very little effort expended in sharing
 
information between these agencies or coordinating
 
resources. A network for information exchanges between all
 
interested environmental actors will be established under
 
Element 3.
 

4. Element 4-Private Sector Resource Allocation, Management, and 
Use
 

The activities in Element 4 support disengagement of the
 
ORMVAT and other parastatals from commercial activities.
 
Elements 1, 2, and 3 will create commercial opportunities
 
for private firms, cooperatives, and professional
 
associations in supplying agricultural inputs and services.
 
Element 4 will provide short-term technical assistance,
 
training, and material support to strengthen private sector
 
capacities. The rationale for component activities is given
 
here in summary form. Annex E, Part 4 provides a fuller
 
explanation.
 

a. Promotion of the Private Sector 

In Morocco, the process of disengagement of public agencies 
from commercial activities and privatization of parastatal 
agro-industrial enterprises is managed by the government. 
The process Is gradual, to avoid shocks to productive 
capacity and undesirable impacts on consumer prices and 
employment. The government generally seeks assurances from 
potential private investors that any privatized operation 
will continue to operate at the same or, ideally, an 
increased level of production or service in the future. 

Element 4 of the project is designed to broaden the options
 
for transfer of commercial enterprises from the state to
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the private sector and facilitate the creation of new
 
enterprises in Tadla. It will build on the work of Elements
 
1, 2, and 3, which will identify input and service 
requirements, fund new anvironmental monitoring activities,
 
and demonstrate market potentials in input supply and
 
services and agro-industrial processing and commodity
 
marketing.
 

Element 4 is designed to provide technical assistance to
 
help private sector firms define their positions and
 
evaluate market potential for expanding their operations
 
and/or starting new enterprises. In this regard, there
 
appear to be potentially large markets in Tadla for land
 
leveling services, sales of pressurized irrigation systems,
 
custom harvesting, and consulting on pesticide application,
 
storage, and disposal. The national seed and fertilizer
 
supply industries are scheduled to undergo major

restructuring with the privatization of the major

parastatalN, a'id this should provide opportunities for
 
expanded private distributor operations in Tadla. Element
 
4 resources will be made available to private sector firms
 
in analyzing these new opportunities, preparing bankable
 
proposals for business expansion, and improving current
 
business operations.
 

Moroccan banks, chambers of agriculture and commerce, and
 
individual investors have remarked on the relatively low
 
level of new capital flows into Tadla for commodity packing

and processing enterprises. This lack of new investment is
 
attributed partly to the strength of competing centers for
 
commodity packing and processing in Marrakech, Fes, Meknes,
 
and Casablanca. It is also thought to be due to the high
 
guaranty requirements imposed by banks for obtaining
 
operating capital or opening lines of credit for
 
agricultural enterprises and the fact that private capital
 
tends to flow to the coastal cities and into non
agricultural investments in real estate or commerce.
 

In the Tadla area, the new capital inflows have tended to
 
focus on center pivot irrigation development, for which the
 
government haz offered very attractive financial
 
incentives, and into paprika pepper production and
 
processing for the European and American markets. As
 
exemplified in these cases, major new investments 
in
 
production and processing of horticultural or other crops
 
appear to require an external investor who is able to bring
 
proven production and processing technologies and an
 
existing marketing arrangement into the local partnership.
 
local firms can do much to attract external partners in
 
that they are well organized and can present realistic
 
assessments of local opportunities. To facilitate this
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process for mediuim-sized and smaller firms, Element 4 will
 
provide technical assistance to develop analyses of
 
markets, enterprise feasibility studies, and business plans
 
outside of the horticultural sector. And resident project
 
staff will direct firms with interests in horticultural
 
enterprises to the USAID Morocco Agribusiness Promotion
 
Project (MAP).
 

b. Assistance to Local Cooperatives and Professional Associations 

Three activities will provide short-term technical
 
assistance and training for selected cooperatives and
 
professional associations to improve their management of
 
costs and services, to develop their abilities to plan and
 
undertake commercial operations, and to help them develop
 
strategies for sustainability.
 

Multi-service cooperatives were selected as participants
 
for several reasons. They have the best spatial coverage of
 
the perimeter; they operate on a cooperative decree that
 
gives them broad choice in their business activities; they
 
have dairy enterprises, which provide regular cash flow
 
throughout the year; and they have developed a diversified
 
business base, including sales of consumer goods, supply of
 
agricultural inputs, supply of fuel, and custom machinery
 
services. These enterprises also augment year-round cash
 
flows. They have accumulated capital reserves and are
 
targeted for accelerated disengagement by the ORMVAT-i.e.,
 
movement out of or rental of CMV facilities used as
 
collection, storage, and retail space; and transfer of
 
cooperative director salaries and accounting costs from the
 
ORMVAT to cooperative accounts. With proper management of
 
their transition to independent, business-based operations,
 
these cooperatives could invest in the input supply and
 
custom service opportunities arising from project
 
activities and the privatization and sale of the SONACOS,
 
the two local sugar mills, and the sugar refinery.
 
Development of cooperative management skills will enable
 
these cooperatives to provide cost-shared management
 
services to other cooperatives in Tadla.
 

Activities with the AET professional association were
 
designed because of the large potential impact AET
 
activitie3-dairy and livestock production, breed
 
improvement, and so on-could have on the mix of
 
agricultural enterprises in the perimeter and hence on the
 
efficient use of water and soil resources. A successfully
 
implemented activity centered on business training for
 
membership services will serve as an example to other
 
professional associations housed in the Beni Mellal
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professional association building of how to structure and
 
operate member-oriented business services.
 

Irrigation associations are the newest local organizations
 
in Tadla. They are being asked to assume both management
 
and financial responsibilities in canal operations and
 
maintenance. They are governed by a decree that greatly
 
limits the possible range of their economic activities. And
 
their "income" is limited to the 20 percent reimbursement
 
of water charges they are to receive to cover the costs of
 
their operations and maintenance work and provide a small
 
profit. Three irrigation associations have been formed to
 
date. They are expected to start their operations and 
maintenance work in 1992.
 

The design options regarding the irrigation associations
 
were to devote a high level of resources to them early in
 
the project or to provide a somewhat lower level of
 
assistance until main system operations had been adjusted
 
to provide farmers with a more reliable and responsive
 
water distribution system, the latter of which is
 
indispensable for the successful local management of water
 
and maintenance of tertiary and quaternary canals and
 
drains. Assisting the associations at a lower level, if
 
chosen as an option, also would continue until it became
 
clear exactly what resources would be available under PAGI
 
2 to support the associations and canal rehabilitation
 
efforts in Tadla.
 

The design choice was taken to assist irrigation
 
associations through management planning, training, and
 
short-term technical assistance. This modest assistance
 
will lay the groundwork for a more effective turnover of
 
operations and maintenance responsibilities to the
 
associations after Elements 1 and 2 have had the
 
opportunity to address fundamental water allocation
 
problems at the system and farm levels and PAGI 2 resources
 
have begun to rehabilitate existing infrastructure.
 

B. Financial Analysis 

1. Cost Estimates 

The total cost of the project is estimated at $25 million.
 
The project will be supported by contributions from A.I.D.,
 
the participating GOM agencies and the Tadla private
 
sector. T-ble 3.1 repeated below presents a summary of
 
total project costs by major input category and
 
contributor.
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Table 3.1
 

TRM Project Budget Summary
 
($000s)
 

ktem/source A.I.D. GOM Other Totals
 

Technical Assistance 7,140 2,400 300 9,840
 
Training 1,335 190 270 1,795
 
Commodities 2,060 820
780 3,660
 
Indirect Costs 7,465 880 360 8,705
 
IIMT Cooperati',e 750 250 - 1,000
 
Agreement
 

TOTAL COSTS 18,750 4,500 1,750 25,000
 

Details of each of these respective contributions are
 
described in Chapter 3. Additional information on the
 
planned contributions to the project is provided in the
 
complete Financial Ana]ysis (Annex F).
 

2. Financial Plan 

Most project activities will be implemented through a
 
direct A.I.D. institutional contract. USAID-managed funds
 
for special studies, evaluations and audits will be
 
implemented through project buy-ins to centrally-managed
 
A.I.D. projects and Indefinite Quantity Contracts (IQCs)

and/or through purchase orders, where warranted by the size
 
and source of the procurement. Disbursement of A.I.D.
 
project funds will be through both direct payment and
 
reimbursement. Table 3.6 (in Chapter 3) summarizes the
 
expected project implementation and financing methods for
 
the disbursement of A.I.D. funds.
 

3. Project Audit Requirements 

The project includes funds for the completion of two
 
external audits throughout its life, i.e., one audit for
 
each three years of project implementation. These audits
 
will be comprehensive financial audits of all project
 
operations and accounts. They will be conducted by a
 
reputable Moroccan financial management firm under the
 
supervision of the A.I.D. Regional Inspector General's
 
Office based in Dakar, Senegal. These audits will comply
 
with current U.S. government financial audit requirements.
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A.I.D. also reserves the right to conduct additional
 
external audits throughout the project's duration as it
 
deems appropriate.
 

4. Recurrent Costs and Flow of Funds 

a. GOM 

Recurrent cost obligations incurred by the GOM as a direct
 
result of project activities are expected to be modest.
 
These obligations will consist primarily of the additional
 
staff and operations and maintenance costs resulting from
 
the new system-level, on-farm and environmental quality
 
monitoring systems developed under the project. 
Triese
 
additional O&M costs are estimated to 
be approximately
 
$750,000 per year in real terms.
 

Given that the ORMVAT is progressively divesting itself of
 
the cost of many commercial activities at the same time
 
that its gross revenues are increasing due to higher
 
irrigation water fees and better collection procedures, it
 
should be in an excellent position to assume these
 
projected additional recurrent cost obligations by the end
 
of the project. As mentioned above, ORMVAT is now
 
collecting water revenues sufficient to cover all current
 
O&M costs plus about 40% of system capital investment
 
costs.
 

b. Private Sector 

No significant additional recurrent cost obligations 
are
 
anticipated for private sector firms or individuals as a
 
result of their participation in the project.
 

c. A.I.D. 

Once funds are obligated for the project, earmarking,
commitments, and disbursements will proceed according to 
the expenditure schedule presented in Table 3.2 (Chapter 
3). Flow of A.I.D. funds will be subject to standard A.I.D.
 
rules and regulations.
 

C. Economic Analysis 

This section presents a summary of the economic analysis

for the project with respect to the net benefits from
 
increased water efficiency savings in quantitative terms.
 
Full quantitative and qualitative analyses of the potential

suppIrmentary benefits from improvements in factor
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and from the environmental component can be found in Annex
 
G.
 

In the quantitative analysis, the value of the water
 
savings was compared with he anticipated USAID grant
 
investment in the project ($18.75 million) and with the
 
total project cost stream-i.e., USAID, GOM ($4.5 million),
 
and private sector contributions ($1.75 million) to the
 
project over six years. This investment is projected to
 
yield a tntal nf $159.12 million in undiscounted benefits
 
from water savings alone over 20 years from project
 
initiation.
 

To add further reality to these figures, the assumption was
 
made that the GOM would incur recurrent costs equivalent to
 
$0.75 million per year after Project Year 6 to maintain the
 
level of activities institutionalized by the project. The
 
calculations were repeated taking these recurrent costs
 
into account for Years 7 to 20 in the cost stream.
 

In the first case of USAID grant investment alone and
 
without consideration of GOM recurrent costs, the present
 
values of the net benefit stream discounted at 10, 20, 30,
 
and 40 percent are, respectively, $48.0 million, $14.79
 
million, $4.09 million, and $0.1 million. The internal rate
 
of return on the investment was computed at 40.4 percent.
 

In the second case of total project investment and without
 
consideration of GOM recurrent costs, the present values of
 
the net benefit stream discounted at 10, 20, 30, and 40
 
percent are, respectively, $43.61 million, $11.55 million,
 
$1.59 million, and ($1.90) million. The internal rate of
 
return on the investment was computed at 33.4 percent.
 

In the third case of total project investment and with
 
consideration of GOM recurrent costs, the present values of
 
the net benefit stream discounted at 10, 20, 30, and 40
 
percent are, respectively, $40.49 million, $10.39 million,
 
$1.09 million, and ($2.15) million. The internal rate of
 
return on the investment was computed at 32.4 percent.
 

The projected net benefits from water savings alone,
 
therefore, provide a very substantial cushion for adding in
 
a higher estimate of the recurrent costs to the ORMVAT that
 
would be incurred in assuming project activities over a 20
year period. Since essentially all of the technical
 
personnel required to implement project activities are
 
already in place at the ORMVAT, recurrent expenditures for
 
personnel will not be a very significant additional cost
 
item. Expenditures will be needed over time, however, to
 
replace and/or update system-level equipment and computer
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hardware and software, and to pay for the services of
 
Moroccan consultants for short-term special assignments at
 
the ORMVAT after the project is over.
 

It appears, therefore, that the water savings to be derived
 
from Project Elements 1 and 2 are more than sufficient in
 
themselves to justify approval and implementation of this
 
project on economic grounds. This would be so even if there
 
were to I,#-no cd(ditional benefits forthcoming from Pruject

Elements 2, 3, and 4--which certainly will not be the case,
 
as 	explained further in Annex G.
 

In qualitative analyses, the potential for additional
 
benefits derived from better allocation of the factors of
 
production, shifting to higher value crops at the farm
 
level, more private sector involvement in agribusiness at
 
the regional level, and improved environmental management
 
are discussed. More specifically, Elements 2 and 4 are
 
expected to provide additional benefits flowing from the
 
following:
 

" 	Cost savings from more efficient pumping and
 
conjunctive use of groundwater;
 

" 	 Increases in net farm incomes derived from a 
gradual shift away from uneconomic industrial and 
food crops-e.g., sugar beets, hard and soft wheats, 
and cotton--to higher value crops-e.g., forages, 
fruits, vegetables, and specialty crops-in the
 
Tadla perimeter;
 

" 	Efficiency gains to the economy and cost savings to
 
the government from increased private 
 sector
 
participation in agribusiness in the regional
 
economy and privatization of inefficient public and
 
parastatal businesses;
 

" 	Efficiency gains to the economy and financial
 
savings to the government from the ORMVAT's
 
disengagement from commercial activities and better
 
management of its residual mandate; and
 

" 	 Efficiency gains from use of infrastructure 
rehabilitated under PAGI 2 from the complementary 
activities undertaken in the project. 

The economic benefits of the project's environmental
 
component cannot be estimated in quantitative terms. It
 
should be possible, however, to define categories of
 
benefits and costs as the Element 3 interventions are
 
initiated and refined. The activities associated with this
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component-improved groundwater quality and management and
 
improved storage, use, and disposal of agrochemicals-will
 
lead to benefits that are directly linked to sustaining
 
environmental resources. Mitigating the adverse effects of
 
current practices will lead to reductions in abatement,
 
damage, compensation, and transaction costs related to
 
environmental pollution. For the Tadla perimeter, these
 
benefits will include the following:
 

" Improved human health and welfare-particularly in 
those areas where water-related sicknesses,
 
diseases, and impacts of chemical toxins present in
 
the soil and water are prevalent;
 

" 	 Increases in productivity of ecological 
systems-e.g., increased yields in crop and 
livestock enterprises and fisheries; 

* 	Decreases in corrosion and other materials damage,
 
cleaning costs, and waste storage and disposal
 
expenses associated with agricultural production
 
and processing; and
 

" Reduced alteration of ecological systems with
 
positive consequences for human welfare-e.q.,
 
species diversity, ecosystem stability, and
 
recreational use.
 

D. Administrative Analysis 

1. 	Introduction 

The key GOM counterpart agency for this project will be the 
ORMVAT, which is one of the oldest and best established 
regional irrigation authorities in Morocco. It has a solid 
reputation for sound perimeter management and a positive 
orientation toward implementation of the country's new 
irrigation policies. In addition to the ORMVAT, a number of 
other GOM agencies will collaborate on specific project 
activities, particularly with respect to implementation of 
Elements 1 and 3. The project will also encourage 
participation from private entrepreneurs and agribusiness
 
firms, professional associations, chambers of commerce and
 
agriculture, and nongovernmental organizations,
 
particularly in activities under Elements 2 and 4. Finally,
 
selected cooperatives and irrigation associations will
 
participate in project activities.
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A variety of mechanisms for involving all of these agencies
 
in project activities are described in the Project
 
Implementation Plan (see Chapter Four). These mechanisms
 
are designed to ensure that project participants are fully
 
prepared to assume their roles in the pursuit of the
 
project's objectives.
 

2. The ORMVAT 

Trhe ORMVAT was constituted as a civil agency, with legal
 
autonomy to manage its own personnel, property, and legal
 
and financial affairs. It reports administratively to MAPA.
 
In addition to the tutorial role played by MARA, the
 
Ministry uf Finance also plays a role with respect to the
 
ORMVAT's budget from the GOM and in ensuring financial
 
audits on a regular basis.
 

The mandate of the ORMVAT originally was to develop and
 
manage an irrigated agricultural system in Tadla and to
 
improve agricultural production. In this role, the ORMVAT
 
had a double character as public utility and parastatal
 
commercial enterprise. This original mandate has changed
 
recently in response to modifications in GOM economic
 
policies. In the future, the ORMVAT's role is to be
 
centered on water management as a public utility and on
 
agricultural extension. It has and will continue to
 
withdraw from direct involvement in commercial activities,
 
which will be tdken over by the private sector.
 

Within the ORMVAT, the director is responsible to a Conseil
 
d'Administration on which sit the Minister of Agriculture
 
and Agrarian Reform, the Governor of Beni Mellal Province,
 
the President of the Provincial Assembly, and the President
 
of the local Chamber of Agriculture. This conseil has major
 
responsibilities for planning and implementing the ORMVAT's
 
program. it is assisted in these tasks by the ORMVAT Comite
 
Technique which is chaired by the Governor of Beni Melial
 
Province and is composed of local representatives from all
 
the concerned national ministry departments and local
 
farmer representatives. It meets once a month--or whenever
 
necessary-to examine the issues and problems the ORMVAT
 
faces. Local technical committees are organized by the
 
ORMVAT SPA to deal with specifiu crops-i.e., cotton and
 
sugar beets. During each agricultural season, these
 
committees asse..mble all interested parties and experts each
 
week to discuss problems. Finally, a Commission Locale de
 
Mise en Valeur is situated at each cercle. It is chaired by
 
the super-caid, who is the committee's reporter. It meets
 
whenever necessary to examine the issues and problems faced
 
locally by Lhe ORMVAT.
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In the design team's opinion, all of the committees
 
described above are potentially useful vehicles for
 
furthering project objectives. Given the nature of their
 
different membership and mandates, they can and will be
 
used to foster discussions and constructive dialogue on
 
many of the issues raised by the GOM's new policies toward
 
the irrigation subsector and the increased role envisaged
 
for the private sector. They can also facilitate 
coordination of project activities and dissemination of 
results to all interested parties. 

At headquarters, the ORMVAT is divided into departments, or 
services, each with several bureaus or sections (see Figure 
4.1, "The Organizational Chart for the ORMVAT"). At the 
field level, the ORMVAT has established three subdivisions
 
to supervise the activities of the 31 CMVs operating within
 
their territorial boundaries. They also coordinate the
 
activities of the various ORMVAT services-i.e., SGRID, SPA,
 
SE, and SVOP-in the field. The CMVs are the basic units
 
through which crop and livestock development activities are
 
integrated.
 

The project has been designed to institutionalize new
 
capacities and activities within the ORMVAT. All the
 
activities of the project are integral parts of the
 
mandates of the services. The implementation of project
 
activities will not require creation of new administrative
 
units per se within the ORMVAT, but simply the
 
rearrangement of existing personnel resources within
 
servicers. However, processes and mechanisms to facilitate
 
discus.ion and interaction among participants and partners
 
will be created during the project implementation process.
 

The project is devoted to sustaining the activities started
 
with project resources-i.e., the continuing capacity of the
 
ORMVAT to manage effectively its enhanced responsibilities
 
beyond USAID support--and to adapting to changing needs in
 
the irrigation subsector. Therefore, the implementation of
 
the project will be geared toward building staff capacity
 
to ensure full involvement in project activities and
 
fostering action-oriented mechanisms within the existing
 
structure of the ORMVAT. Since it is these people who will
 
make integrated activities work, attention will be directed
 
toward creating not only a positive internal organizational
 
culture, but positive staff attitudes toward coordination
 
of activities and dialogue with farmer-clients and other
 
partners.
 

3. Other GOM Agencies 
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Given the multiple activities of the proiect under its four
 
elements, effective linkages and working relationships will
 
need to be established with a number of key GOM agencies at
 
the provincial and national levels. This section briefly
 
outlines the nature of the activities envisaged with these
 
agencies.
 

Under Element 1, the project will consolidate a Water
 
Resources Unit within the BE of SGRID. This 
unit will be
 
responsible for surface water hydrology, groundwater
 
hydrology, and water quality within the perimeter. Surface
 
hydrology activities will require agreements between the
 
ORMVAT, the ORMVAI, the Ministry of Public Works, and the
 
ONE. In order to develop and maintain a database of flows
 
in the Oum Er Rbia River at Kasba Tadla diversion dam and
 
the inflows into Bin El Ouidane Dam, an agreement will be
 
established with the DR1{ of the Ministry of Public Works
 
for the regular importation of such data into the ORMVAT
 
database. The Oum Er Rbia River flow data is 
available in
 
computer format from the Administration de 1'Hydraulique
 
(All), a division of the DRH in Beni Mellal. Data for the
 
Bin El Ouidane Dam flows will come 
from the DRH in Rabat.
 
Statistical analysis of inflows into the Bin El Ouidane Dam
 
will serve as a basis for a review of the operating rules
 
for the dam and power plant at Afourer, taking into account
 
the new constraints imposed by water supplies to canal T2
 
for ORMVAI as part of the "corrected manifest of Bin El
 
Ouidane" between ORMVAT, ORMVAH, and ONE.
 

Activities under Element 3 will focus on the development
 
and active use of a permanent monitoring system and
 
database of groundwater fluctuations and water quality, and
 
drainage system efficiency in the Tadla perimeter. In
 
Project Years 1 and 2, the institutional contractor will
 
work with the SGRID to establish the groundwater and
 
drainage monitoring network. A minimum of 100 permanent
 
sample points will be established to monitor water table
 
fluctuations. SGRID personnel will ensure that these sample

points are established in a manner that will complement the
 
56 points currently being monitored within the
 
subperimeters by the DRH in Beni Mellal. It is of paramount
 
importance that close collaboration and information sharing
 
occur between the SGRID and the DRH.
 

Two other activities under Element 3 will focus on
 
monitoring soil modification and water quality in the
 
subperimeters. The first activity will establish permanent
 
sampling points for collecting soil, water quality, and
 
agrochemical residue data during Project Years 1 and 2. It
 
is assumed that the analyses will be done to determine the
 
presence of a minimum of five toxic substances selected and
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prioritized in conjunction with the ORMVAT SPA, agro
industries operating in the area, and the Ministry of
 
Health's Service d'Hygi~ne (SH) in Beni Mellal.
 

The second activity will integrate these data ikto the
 
real-time management process of the SGRID. Results from the
 
soi and water quality monitoring will become part of the
 
ORM.'AT GTS. These data, when viewed with other overlays of
 
real-time farming practices-e.g., current crop areas and
 
their agrochemical demands-and surface and groundwater use,
 
will enihance the decision-making capabilities of the SGRID
 
managers.
 

It is extremely important that water quality and pollution
 
information reach the local population. To help accomplish
 
this, the project will work through the ORMVAT SVOP to
 
develop an information network with the regional
 
institutions concerned with these issues. The action
oriented groups most likely to be included are the DRH, in
 
concert with ONEP and the extension agents of the SH in
 
Beni Mellal.
 

4. 	 Private Sector Firms, Professional Associations, and Other Support 
Agencies 

a. 	 Privntc Sector Firms 

Element 2 will work within the context of a systematic
 
program of consultation and reporting. Planning,
 
implementation, evaluation, and dissemination of results
 
for the activities in Element 2 will be centered in the
 
SPA, which under the PAGI 2/Syst~me d'Information Pour la
 
Gestion (SIG) restructuring plan is soon to be converted
 
into the Service des Etudes Agro-Economiques (SEAE). To
 
facilitate work within the ORMVAT and with the private
 
sector, a small working committee will be fo-rim-d with the
 
participation of ORMVAT staff from the -earvice des
 
Experimentations de 1'Hydraulique Agricc',, (SEHA), the
 
SGRID, the SVOP, and the private sector representatives
 
relevant to each activity undertaken.
 

Starting in Project Year 1, a detailed work plan will be
 
drawn up by the working committee and presented at a
 
workshop. Participants at the workshop will include members
 
of the Element 2 working committee; representatives who
 
have been selected at the CMV level by farmers; private
 
sector agribusiness people selected for their interests in
 
the perimeter; professional association and coopprative
 
representatives; and representatives of other concerned
 
institutions within the GOM and the donor community.
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Starting in Project Year 2, these annual workshops will
 
include a presentation of Element 2 accomplishments to date
 
vis-A-vis work plan objectives. These workshops will
 
provide the major forum for a general flow of information
 
and feedbar-. In addition to its information dissemination
 
function, it is anticipated that the dialogue generated
 
will serve as a vehicle to catalyze cooperation between the
 
project and the participant representatives for the
 
following year's work.
 

As work under Element 2 proceeds, results are generated,
 
and recommendations are formulated, other forums will be
 
used for dissemination. Working with the SVOP and private
 
sector groups-e.g., input suppliers, cooperatives, and so
 
on-these will include: demonstrations of improved technical
 
packages in farmers' fields, farmer field days, and group
specific training sessions. This last activity is seen as
 
especially important for informing the private sector of
 
potential clients and business opportunities.
 

Information and recommendations with respect to discrete
 
innovations and/or technical packages being proposed for
 
specific farmer groups will be summarized as crop technical
 
reference sheets (Ref6rentiels Techniques, or RTs). These
 
sheets, as well as any other occasional bulletins generated
 
by Project Element 2, will be circulated to all concerned
 
parties, .,icltding farmers, private sector f.ms,
 
professional associations, and cooperatives, in French and
 
Arabic. In addition to the means for disseminating the
 
information outlined above, Element 2 will seek to
 
participate in radio broadcasts of agricultural information
 
if current plans for regional agricultural radio
 
programming materialize.
 

All elements will procure goods and services from the
 
private sector. Element 2 will identify market
 
opportunities in input, equipment, and service supply.
 
Element 3 will provide short-term technical assistance to
 
work with farmers, cooperatives, professional associations,
 
and private firms concerning the proper techniques to use
 
and precautions to take in supply, storage, use, and
 
disposal of agrochemicals. Both the project Chief-of-Party
 
and the Private Sector Coordinator will work with the
 
private sector as the ORMVAT disengages and the major input
 
and service suppliers-e.g., SONACOS, the two sugar beet
 
mills (SUBM and SUNAT), and the sugar refinery (SUTA)-are
 
privatized during the next few years. With short-term
 
assistance under Element 4, they will help identify and
 
define opLions for these and other transitions, ranging
 
from service contracts wiLh private firms to cooperative or
 
association takeover of supply and custom services, to
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expansion of existing company operations in Tadla and new
 
start-up operations.
 

Increasing private sector investment in production and
 
value-added agro-industry will be done via short-term
 
consulting assistance to develop feasibility studies and
 
business plans. Element 4 assistance will be oriented
 
primarily toward those crops and related activities falling
 
outside thn horticultural sectors. Project staff will
 
orient investors in horticultural crop services,
 
production, and processing to the MAP.
 

b. Professional Associations 

Morocco has a long history of professional associations.
 
These organizations borrow from models created in Europe,
 
where there are often close ties and a continuum of
 
interest among the individual, company, regulatory agency,
 
ministry, and research and educational participants. In
 
Morocco, professional associations have benefitted from a
 
public interest charter. This charter identifies the
 
associations' public responsibilities to support programs
 
in the national interest, while granting them a large
 
measure of operating autonomy. While they are required to
 
communicate and coordinate with public agencies, the
 
associations' directors do not have to be civil servants,
 
nor are their day-to-day operations or financial management
 
subject to supervision by public agency staff, as is the
 
case with most cooperatives.
 

Four prof.i1on l associations represent producers in the
 
Tadla: the Association des Betteraviers du Tadla (ABT),
 
Association des Eleveurs du Tadla (AET), Association des
 
Maraichers du Tadla (AMT), and the Association des
 
Producteurs de Coton du Tadla (ACT). Some doubt exists
 
about the representivity of these associations, despite the
 
fact that they can mobilize significant resources, because
 
the names of certain local personages appear frequently in
 
the hierarchies of all four associations. With the support
 
of local authorities, these people have accumulated both
 
technical resources and political power. Farmers in
 
general, however, remain passive because of a lack of
 
information and the lack of association efforts to mobilize
 
them.
 

The associations do not provide high quality technical
 
expertise. All are burdened with unnecessarily high
 
administrative costs and would do well to share a
 
secretarial pool since they already share a building in
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Beni Mnllal. Associations often incur costs for unnecessary
 
expenses due to poor managerial decision-making.
 

The essential role envisaged for professional associations
 
vis-A-vis project activities is to disseminate information
 
about technical packages and crop recommendations, to
 
participate in and backstop project activities and
 
re'bsearch, as feasible, and to support the interests of
 
thpir memberships during the periud of ORMVAT
 
di sengagement.
 

The project will work primarily with the professional
 
association that appears to have the greatest potential for
 
affecting the efficiency of soil and water resources in and
 
around the perimeter-AET. AET currently plays a role in
 
organizing the importation and distribution of purebred

cattle. In the future, it may also assume a role as manager
 
of the dairy cattle artificial insemination program when
 
the latter is transferred from the ORMVAT to the private
 
sector.
 

c. Other Support Agencies 

Under the anticipated implementation schedule, the project
wi 1l start implementation well in advance of the World Bank 
PAGT 2 and PSDAGI. This means that the project will be 
generating important results and initiating pilot
activities well before World Bank project activities come 
on line. The present planning in the MARA and at the ORMVAT 
is to use the USAID project information and results to 
target the PAGI 2 and PSDAGI activities more precisely, 
both in Tadla and, as relevant, in the other eight ORMVAs. 
For this reason, the USAID design team has worked in close 
collaboration with GOM representatives at both the ORMVA 
and MARA levels to ensure-to the maximum extent 
possible-that all elements of the USAID project are not 
only fully compatible with PAGI 2 and PSDAGI as designed to 
date, but that they will also contribute to the future 
planning and implementation of those activities after 1993. 

Two research projects operate in the ORMVA Tadla perimeter
 
at present. One is jointly sponsored by the International
 
irrigation Management Institute (IIMI), SEHA in the DER of
 
MARA, and the ORMVAT. The other is a collaborative study
 
sponsored by Wye College and the Institut Agronomique et
 
Veterinaire Hassan II (IAV).
 

USAID design team members had several discussions with the
 
IIMI country representative about this project and the
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means of c-,ordinating activities in Tadla. As a result of
 
the highly complementary nature of this activity with the
 
A.I.D. project, it has been decided to incorporate this
 
program into the A.I.D. project. Details of this inter
donor collaboration are provided throughout the PP text.
 

The Morocco project director for the Wye College study was
 
the co-team leader of this project design team, and his
 
presnnc-e on the team ensured that anticipated project
artivities would be compatible with-and not duplicative 
of--Nyn College activities. 

5. 	 Cooperatives and Irrigation Associations 

a. 	Cooperatives 

Cooperatives are not new to the Tadla area, but the
 
cooperative movement becoms
has progressively more
 
important during the past two decades. There are presently

about 94 cooperative branches in the area. They are active
 
in about one-half of the perimeter and have memberships

representing about one-third of all farms. The 
ORMVAT
 
provides managemenL assistance for these cooperatives

through appointed directors of cooperatives. This section
 
dnscribes four types of cooperatives, with 74 branches,

which are or may in the future be relevant to
 
implementation of project activities.
 

Multipurpose Cooperatives 

At present, 48 multipurpose dairy cooperative branches,
with a total membership of some 10,500 farm families, are
 
active in the perimeter. Despite a rapid expansion in its
 
early years of existence, this cooperative movement appears
 
to have stagnated recently for two reasons:
 

* 	Within a potential clientele of 24,300 livestock
 
producers-including sheepherders-present membership

of 10,500 seems to indicate a level of saturation
 
has been reached; and
 

n 	 These cooperatives have appeared content to focus 
most of their efforts on their dairy enterprises, 
even in the face of declining subsidies 
from the
 
GOM. Most have demonstrated little imagination or
 
initiative in attempting to diversify their
 
activities or take advantage of the new
 
opportunities posed by the ORMVAT's withdrawal from
 
commercial activities, despite the fact that most
 
have a reliable financial base for such expansion.
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There are exceptional cases-for example, the flarchiya

cooperative-in which a cooperative has acquired its own
 
premir. , contrib,ted to social projects, supported

pilqrimaqes for members, constructed a school, electrified
 
a hamlet, created a short-term credit fund, launched a
 
cooperative store, or installed a potable water 
system.

llowever, productive investments to enlarge a cooperative's
 
range of commercial activities and services for members are
 
very rarc.
 

This lack of initiative can be explained in part by the low 
qupality of managerial support offered by ORMVAT personnel
 
in the past. Cooperative directors have had only modest
 
training in cooperative planning and management, which has
 
not prepared them adequately to assume their managerial
 
roles. In many cases, they hdvr be-n inu.datcd in routine 
paperwork and have not been encouraged to act as much more 
than clerical staff for their members. Finally, these
 
managers are 
too few in number and too overburdened with
 
managing several cooperatives with different structures and
 
objectives.
 

Tinder the previous -istem, cooperative members were not 
cal led upon to participate actively in cooperative planning
and mana gement. This lack of stimulation and participation
has obviously had negative consequences. Moreover, when 
cooperatives have exceeded certain levels in geographical
and social terms, they appear to have had problems with
 
factionalism. Within closely knit in-groups, however, where
 
members have a clear vision of their own interests and
 
prtential, some dairy cooperatives have proven very

dynamic, setting both social and economic and
goals

establishing very coherent internal regulation. Properly
 
situated and supported, such cooperatives appear to present
 
real potential.
 

Project Element 4, therefore, will attempt to assist
 
selected dairy cooperatives in improving their internal
 
management and developing a new and multipurpose approach
 
to servicing their memberships. This choice was made
 
because, of all the existing cooperatives in the Tadla
 
area, these cooperatives appear to have the greatest

immediate potential to change current operating practices

and effect resource use productivity. They alone have major

business enterprises-i.e., dairy production and milk
 
marketing-that provide regular cash flows 
throughout the
 
year and have enabled them to accumulate relatively large

capital holdings. Some have even diversified their sources
 
of income beyond their dairy enterprises-e.g., into
 
agricltural input sales, fuel sales, and custom machinery
 
oporations-and are beginning to reduce their dependency on
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ORMVAT facilities and management services. Moreover, the
 
constituting decree for these cooperatives permits them to
 
engage in a wide variety of input and service supply,
 
probiction, marketing, and processing activities. The
 
cnnprrntiv,,s may also own capital and shares in
 
agriculturally-related companies.
 

Agraijan Reform Cooperatives 

The Tadla area has 23 agrarian reform cooperatives, with a
 
total membership of 528, on farms with a total area of
 
3,625 hectares. Under terms of the Law 
for Agricultural

Invostment of 1966, members obtained access 
to irrigated

land in exchange for their mandatory participation in an
 
agrarian reform service cooperative. Members come from
 
different social strata. As far as can be determined, they
 
have no binding kinship, lineage, or tribal relationships
 
between them. Some members had never farmed before getting
 
access to cropland within the perimeter through affiliation
 
with a cooperative. The directors of these cooperatives are
 
appointed by the ORMVAT.
 

Performance varies greatly between agrarian reform
 
cooperatives. A limited number seem to have developed a
 
real dynamic in supporting their activities, gathering
 
resources, 
 and building social and educational
 
infrastructure-e.g., Cooperative Laayoune. Others have
 
remained moribund since their creation, unable even to
 
undnrtake group purchases of agricultural inputs, provision
 
of credit to members, or common sales of produce. Moreover,
 
the functional relationships between these cooperatives and
 
the local professional associationn-i.e., the ABT, ACT, and
 
AET remain to be developed.
 

The general impression is that these cooperatives at
 
present are not in a position to play a major role in
 
project activities in the foreseeable future.
 

Agricultural Equipment Cooperatives 

Tadla has nine agricultural equipment cooperative.-, uith
 
1.08 member-farmers on about 703 hectares. They are plagued

with a number of problems related to both the reasons for
 
their creation and their current stage of development.
 

First, there is a widespread belief in the area that
 
farm-r-members created these cooperatives simply to take
 
advantage of special government programs available to
 
cooperatives-e.g., access to preferred 
credit status, as
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well. as subsidies for the 
 purchase of agricultural

equipment-without any sense of a cooperative ethic.
 

Second, while the small size of many farms in the perimeter

providns an incentive for farmers to cooperate in the
 
purcha-e and operation of agricultural machinery, these
 
particular cooperatives 
have had great difficulty in

managing allocation of acquired machinery 
among member
 
farms within the time constraints for effective plowing,

tillage, harvesting, and other agricultural operations.
 

Third, tile existing cooperatives suffer from the lack of a
 
complete range of machinery, and their operations are often
 
ineffective due to a lack of spare parts, fuel and oil, and

general management expertise. They are chronically short of
 
operational funds and often dissolve as effective entities
 
when a tractor breaks down or other machinery needs to be
 
replaced.
 

Fourth, the attractiveness of agricultural equipment

cooperatives to members 
is declining in the face of

competition from aggressive private sector agents 
who
 
provide cheaper and more timely custom machinery services,

and as the GOM moves to reduce subsidies on agricultural
 
inputs.
 

Again, these cooperatives do not appear to be good

candidates for significant involvement in project
 
activities.
 

Purchasing Cooperatives 

Five purchasing cooperatives operate within the perimeter,

with 148 members on 5,614 hectares. Their very limited
 
number makes it difficult to provide any analysis of their
 
organizaticn.a! constraints or a prognosis of their future
 
potential. Nevertheless, it is evident that the ORMVAT, in
 
its previous role of purveyor of farm inputs, did not
 
encourage the emergence of this type of cooperative. As a

result, these cooperatives have limited themselves to group
bulk purchases of diesel fuel. Their potential for the 
future remains to be investigated.
 

b. Irigation Associations 

The organization of water users into groups responsible for
 
the maintenance of irrigation systems is 
not a new idea in
 
Morocco. Traditional systems 
for community management of
 
water rights in the small and medium-scale perimeters have

developed under a highly complex traditional water law and
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deicately adjusted water management methods. The
 
organization of the Association Syndicale des Agriculteurs
 
Pr6vilegi6s (ASAP) u.ider the Law of 1924 fixed water rights

and privileges in the Tadla perimeter. Other less formal
 
and more empirical groupings of water have also
users 

existnd in Tadla from time to time.
 

The ASAPs in Tadla and elsewhere in Morocco were instituted
 
by the 
 "ahir of 15 June 1924. They were groups of
 
agricultural landholders-often colonialists-intending to
 
create irrigation infrastructure, either in the public

interest or for development of personal property. Since
 
independence and with the transfer of these properties to
 
Moroccans, the ASAP idea has fallen into decline. One ASAP,

however, has endured in Tadla but 
 it has engendered

considerable mistrust 
among its farm neighbors, due to
 
abuses by some 
of its members and the undermining of its
 
earlier objectives.
 

In 1971, the ORMVAT management attempted to organize

farmers in blocks around the tertiary canals, with the
 
objective of electing representatives who could 
serve as
 
spokespersons in discussing 
water management issues with
 
ORMVAT staff. Those elected would have been in charge of
 
allocating the irrigation water available to each 
block.
 
This effort was envisaged primarily as a means to relieve
 
the ORNVAT of the responsibility of this task and not as a
 
vehicle Lo manage the 
affairs and problems of the water
user blocks, the latter of which include vandalism and
 
water theft. This effort seems to have worked for about one
 
year but was gradually abandoned thereafter-except in CMV
 
526, which involved a block of collective land controlled
 
by a closely-related community of water users.
 

Since the law requiring irrigation associations in large
scale irrigation schemes (LSIs) was promulgated, the
 
process of organizing these groups has been under way. As
 
of October 1991, three irrigation associations had been
 
organized in the ORMVAT perimeter--at Al Massira, a former
 
ASAP; at Al Ittihad in CMV 526; and at Ennajah in CMV 501.
 
Of these, only Al Massira is currently functional. The
 
other twc.,.ioi:iations-Al Ittihad and Ennajah-are still in 
the process of electing their officers and disseminating
organizational information to potential members.
 

Irrigation associations have a tightly defined charter that
 
appears to exclude any diversification into income
generating activities. They are presently focused
 
exclusively on water management and canal 
maintenance
 
activities. The associations 
are seen by all parties

principally as means of shifting the 
 operations and
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maintenance expenses for the tertiary canals 
from the
 
ORMVAT to local farmers. The Technical Analysis in Annex E,

Part 4 suggests that the ORMVAT's intent is to rehabilitate
 
the tertiary network before it is turned over to the
 
nascent irrigation associations, but this plan may be
 
stymie'd in the Beni Amir subperimeter due to present

uncertainties about the amount and costs of rehabilitation
 
required. PAGI 2 activities in Tadla, as elsewhere, will
 
support the development of irrigation associations and the
 
costs of rehabilitating the tertiary canals. Element 1 of
 
this project will provide much of the information on flow
 
measurements and water handling techniques needed to adjust
 
system functions in accordance with farmer requirements. It
 
is recommended, however, that the ORMVAT proceed slowly

with the irrigation association campaign to permit course
 
corrections 
as needed in organizing the associations and
 
developing management practices.
 

The irrigation associations are not intended to be state
run bureaucracies. Rather, they are expected to be farmer
run organizations. Toward this end, the project will help

train the presidents and board members of the associations
 
in bookkeeping and financial management practices, plus

organizational 
goal and program planning techniques. In
 
addition, a small amount of short-term technical assistance
 
will be made available to the associations, the ORMVAT, and
 
local water to the
commissions evaluate 
 financial
 
obligations of the association, determine whether it is in
 
the associations' best interests to seek 
 discounts
 
available on water charges, and 
how best thiey can
 
participate in representing farmer interests in the
 
negotiations on crops eligible for surface water
system 

deliveries.
 

E. Environmental Analysis 

The Initial Environmental Examination (I.E.E.), submitted
 
with the Project Identification Document (PID), is included
 
as Annex J. The Near East Bureau's comments on the
 
environmental aspects of the project are included in Annex
 
B (see parargraph 7. of cable State 239553/91). In general,

the Bureau's comments call for additional environmental
 
review of certain proposed project activities prior to its
 
finalization and authorization. This additional review has
 
been completed in the course of the final project design.

The results of this review are presented in full in the
 
Technical Analysis (Annex E, Part 3). 
These results serve
 
largely as 
 tile basis for the project's Sustainable
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Environmental Management component. A summary of 
these
 
results follows below.
 

The project is a resource conservation initiative for the
 
ORMVAT irrigation perimeter in Morocco. If successful, it
 
is anticipated that the project will result in positive net
 
effects on the 
region's natural and physical environment.
 
Tile major interventions planned for the project

specifically address key issues of water and soil
 
management in Tadla--i.e., water quality, particularly as it
 
relate! to salinity, nitrates, and other agrochemical

pollutants; soil management; the proper storage, use and
 
disposal of agrochemicals; and agro-industrial pollution.
 

Information collected within the groundwater management and
 
drainage component will allow water system managers to make
 
more informed decisions about the conjunctive use of
 
surface and groundwater leading to decreased incidence of
 
waterlogginig, which is already a serious problem in many
 
areas of the perimeter. On-farm demonstrations and pilot

activities focus on efficient 
water management, land
leveling techniques, and more appropriate crop tillage

practices aimed at sustained soil resource management.
 

Long-term monitoring of soil decomposition and water
 
quality will assist resource managers in making more
 
informed decisions, particularly when put in the context of
 
other project elements. For example, the GIS installation
 
planned for this project provides a tool that will help

determine high environmental risk areas and advise farmers
 
about agricultural practices they can undertake to reduce
 
these risks over the long term.
 

Finally, the project will develop recommendations on ways
 
to improve agrochemical storage, use, application and
 
disposal practices in the area, including the introduction
 
of proven integrated pest management techniques where
 
feasible. This information will be communicated through on
farm demonstrations, annual workshops, existing extension
 
channels, and development of a "pollution information
 
networ" that will link area institutions dealing with
 
water quality and other environmental issues.
 

In addition to these direct benefits for the long-term

stistainability of local environmental resources, 
numerous
 
indirect positive effects will also result. Most notable
 
among these is the decrease in pollutants entering the Oued
 
Oum Er Rhia watershed at the Tadla perimeter and mitigation
 
of adverse downstream impacts on the human, livestock, fish
 
and plant populations. This is critically important because
 
the river serves as the source of irrigation water for the
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ORMVAD irrigated perimeter and as a source of potable and
 
industrial water for Casablanca before it empties into the
 
ocean at El Jadida.
 

Finally, because the surface and groundwater resources
 
serve as the primary water sources for the population

living in Tadla, decreases in levels of pollution 
are
 
extremely important to public 
health and welfare. If
 
successful, project will the
activities reduce 
 health
 
hazards currently associated with water from these sources.
 

Accordingly, if implemented as recommended above, is
it 

concluded that the project will result 
in significant net
 
beneficial, long-term effects Morocco's
on natural,
 
physical and human environment, in accordance with all
 
salient Agency policies and procedures. Therefore, no
 
further cnvironmental review is necessary for this project 
at this time. 

F. Social Soundness Analysis 

The social soundness analysis is organized around three
 
distinct but related aspects. The first the
is 

compatibility of the 
project with the socio-cultural
 
environment in which it is to be introduced-i.e., its
 
socio-cultural feasibility. The second is the likelihood 
that the new practices or institutions introduced among the 
initial project target population(s) will be diffused among
other groups. And third are 
 the social impacts or
 
distributions of benefits and burdens among 
ditterent
 
groups, both within the initial project population(s) and
 
beyond. 

1. Socio-cultural Feasibility 

a. Who Lives Where? 

The OPMVAT currently has irrigation water delivery and/or

ngricultural extension responsibilities for farm families
 
on 325,067 hectares of agricultural and grazing land in the
 
Tddla plain. According to the most recent information
 
(ORMVAT, 1991), 
there are 27,916 farm families in the Beni
 
Amir and Beni Moussa irrigation subperimeters. During the
 
1989-90 summer and winter seasons, they planted crops 
on
 
1.1.4,334 hectares. In addition to the 
farming community in
 
the irrigation perimeter, there 
are 26,646 farm families
 
that lie in the area outside the two irrigation

subperimeters, but within the total ORMVAT area. They have
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rainfed crop and livestock enterprises on the remaining 
210,733 hectares.
 

The ORMVAT area comprises portions of the provinces of Beni 
flnlla] and Azilal, with 13 rural communes and the five 
major towns: Fkih Ben Salah, Souk Sebt, Beni Mellal,
Ouaouizerth, and Bzou. The total population of the ORMVAT 
area is estimated to be 424,000, of which 318,000 are
 
cliassified as rural inhabitants and 106,000 are urban
 
dwellers. If all. rural inhabitants were also enumerated as
 
mimbers of farm families within the ORMVAT, the average

rizp of a rural family would be approximately 6 persons.

The overall population density was 118 persons per square

kilometer in Tadla at the last population census.
 

According to statistics from the Ministry of Health office
 
in Beni Meilal, the population in the ORMVAT is quite
 
young, with 42.8 percent younger than 14 years of age, 20.5
 
percent between 15 and 24, 17.1 percent between 25 and 39,

13 percent between 40 and 59, and 6.6 percent over 60 years

of age.
 

For reasons of forced displacement during the colonial
 
period and in- and out-migrations since then, the farming

population of the ORMVAT perimeter is quite heterogeneous.
 
Prior to initiation of irrigated agricultural activities in
 
the early 1930s, the dominant tribal confederations on the
 
Tad.a plain 
were the Banu Amir and the Banu Moussa. These
 
peoples, due to their soldier (Guich) status vis-&-vis the
 
Moroccan ruler, had collective access and usufruct rights
 
to the land on both sides of the Oum Er Rbia River.
 

With irrigation in the Beni Amir subperimeter, the tribal
 
confederations lost many of their land-use rights and were
 
effectively excluded from much of the 
irrigated area 
through colonial decree and private "land sales" to 
outsiders, both colonialist and Moroccan. In the 1990s, 
however, the tribal confederations still have influence in

the ORMVAT, with the eastern and western factions of the
 
Ranu Amir tribal confederation having their headquarters in
 
Fkih Ben Salah on the right bank of the Oum Er Rbia River
 
ard the several major groups of the Banu Moussa having

their center in Souk Sebt on the left bank. Only in parts

of CMVs 507 and 509 do members of the Banu Moussa inhabit
 
the right bank of the river. Both confederations descend
 
from the Hlilali Arab invasion of Morocco in the 12th
 
century and both were given collective lands in Tadla by

the Aimohade Dynasty.
 

Most of the population of the perimeter is said to be of 
Arab origin but, in the eastern part of the perimeter 
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against the foothills of the Middle Atlas mountniiis in
 
Azilal Province, three CMVs-525, 529, and 532-have largely
 
Berber populations. Most of the inhabitants are from the
 
Ait Atta tribal factions, but close to Beni Mellal there is
 
a significant population of Berbers of the Ait Rbaa
 
faction.
 

Ethnicity is a mediating factor that has determined
 
administrative jurisdictions within the Tadla-i.e., there
 
are rough correlations between tribal/factional
 
distributions and the delineation of cercle/commune
 
boundaries-and affected patterns of association and
 
cooperation.
 

b. How Are They Organized? 

The core operational objectives of the project are to,
 
first, evaluate and then effect changes by participants in
 
the management of resources-primarily water and land-in 
Tadla in tile context of a more open Moroccan economy. In 
this regard, i- is essential to have or to develop an 
understanding f who the landowners and agricultural
 
operators are within the Tadla irrigated perimeter and how
 
they organize their activities. This is so because owners
 
and operators of land in the perimeter are-in matters 
concerning them-simultaneously interlocutors with the state 
and direct actors in resource management.
 

Any meaningful discussion of resource allocation within
 
Tadla must start from a very detailed base of current
 
information about property ownership and actual management
 
of agricultural enterprises and household activities.
 
Unfortunately, at present, this is the area of greatest
 
weakness in the existing literature. Detailed farm-level
 
information of the kind needed to assess and recommend
 
changes in resource allocation is simply lacking for the
 
Tadla perimeter and, while the reasons for this deficiency
 
can be explained, the problem could not be remedied in the
 
course of the project design exercise. The only alternative
 
was to design a series of diagnostic studies into project
 
implementation, which has been done for all four elements
 
of the project.
 

The informaticn problem at present stems essentially from
 
the approach adopted by the GOM over the past three decades 
toward agricultural enterprises in all of the nine large
scale Moroccan irrigation perimeters. During that period, 
the practical reality was that the Moroccan government was 
not overly concerned about how farm families actually 
organized themselves because the central thrust of 
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irrigation policy was too narrow and, to the extent
 
possible, eliminated entirely the range of possible
 
management options open for farmer decision-making. In a
 
very real sense, the Moroccan government sought to
 
intervene so massively in the technical, economic, and
 
social operations of the large-scale irrigation perimeters
 
that critical resource allocation decisions were
 
essentially taken by the state on behalf of the farming
 
community, not in collaboration with it or by the farmers
 
themselves.
 

The operative irrigation model assumed an ideal type of
 
operation in which the following would occur:
 

" 	 A farm unit of at least 5 hectares was to be 
maintained as the minimum economic unit for a
 
Moroccan farm family. Subdivisions below this size
 
by either sale or successional division were
 
prohibited by law.
 

" 	A unified farm plot was to be operated as a single
 
enterprise, and mandatory land consolidation of
 
parcels was implemented to reassemble properties in
 
a geometric layout. 

* A balanced mixed farming operation was to be 
maintained, within which crop and livestock 
enterprises were closely integrated.
 

" 	 A stable farming operation was to be managed by the 
owner or under a regulated term lease. 

Under the operative model, the government did almost
 
everything in the large-scale perimeters. It conceived,
 
constructed, operated, and maintained the on-site and off
site infrasti-ucture used in irrigated production. It chose
 
the crop rotations for the farmers and imposed crop and 
irrigation techniques on them. It distributed irrigation
 
water on a regulated seasonal schedule and established the
 
unit price for this water. It granted agricultural credit
 
through public financial institutions and bought,
 
transported, and processed the crops for fixed prices. And,
 
finally, through agents at the processing plants, the GOM
 
deducted farmers' credit reimbursements from the crop
 
payments due to them before they received net payments.
 

The "model" experiment of the last three decades explains
 
in large measure why there is currently such a paucity of
 
detailed farm-level information. Most "farm-level"
 
information recorded at the ORMVAT through the 1980s
 
reports on "actual" agricultural production for the "major"
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crops vis-A-vis planned targets for the 26 CMVs 
in the
 
pprimpter, accompanied by explanations as to why targets
 
were, or more often, were not attained.
 

The same type of informational deficiencies apply 
to
 
questions of land ownership and tenure in the perimeter. It
 
is evident in discussions with ORMVAT staff that government
land titling agencies do not always know precisely how many
riqhtful owners there actually are for any given farm 
parcnl, although nominal ownership is usually ascribed to 
one owner. On the 94 percent of the land that is privately

owned nearly always in joint ownership-government officials 
nre often unaware of how each property is actually 
subdivided among co-inheritors and who among these 
individuals and other nonowners actually works the land.
 

]n the case of irrigated land, this lack of precise 
information is detrimental for a number of reasons. First, 
after consolidation, the overall layout of plots within an 
irrigation block--with its geometric precision and 
alignment-gives a false impression of orderliness, when in 
reality agricultural production enterprises may be 
scattered among several parcels. Second, the ownership and 
management functions with respect to any particular field 
or crop enterprise may actually be divided among several 
different persons, making agricultural innovation 
difficult. And third, technical operations within the 
perimeter are still based in large measure on the facile 
assumptions of complete respect for the system's original
development model-i.e., minimum size of properties, plot
operations that respect certain cropping patterns and 
rotations, and so on-even though everyone acknowledges
informally that the underlying organization of plots and 
farm resource allocation patterns is not and, effectively,
 
cannot be respected.
 

Despite the undeniable technical successes Moroccan 
engineers have attained in capturing and controlling water 
deliveries in the ORMVAT perimeter, the overall large-scale
perimeter model bears little resemblance to what is 
actually happening in the perimeter. Therefore, it rarely
attains its stated objectives. This is so in many instances 
because the theoretical layout and operations of plots
within a block do not correspond at all with the realities 
of farm-level operations. Farm operations are very often 
smaller than anticipated by the model. Surveys, in fact, 
show that the average farm holding has only 4.26 hectares,

and 47.5 percent of all farms have less than the minimum 5
 
hectares. The subdivision and amalgamation of plots, by
 
covert private sale and because of inheritance laws,
 
continue apace. Moreover, actual field operations are not
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always perpendicular within a block as anticipated by the
 
model, and many fields are planted to more than one crop in
 
violation of the anticipated rotation. For all these
 
reasons, the anticipated scheduling of water deliveries to
 
farms based on fixed crop rotations and the water
 
r quirempnts of specific crops under specific cultivation
 
techniques cannot be respected in reality. And, to their
credit, ORMVAT system managers have finally recognized this 
fact and started to modify the water delivery system to
 
accommodate the needs of the farmers. Nonetheless, many
 
more modifications are needed 
before the system can be
 
fully rrsponsive.
 

h'iesystem described above pertains most directly to the 71
 
percent of the perimeter land (the 68,787 physical

hectares) in 21,396 parcels controlled under private

ownership. The variances from the irrigation model are even
 
more complicated on the 14,818 hectares and 963 parcels--15

percent of the total-of state land operated by parastatal

enterprises, experiment stations, and agrarian 
reform
 
cooperatives, and the 13,704 hectares of land in 486
 
pjnrcels operated as collective or habous lands. In the
 
former case, the majority of the land is operated in large

blocks under unified management. In the latter, the land is
 
often ]eased out to large investment companies for pivot

irrigation using water from boreholes. In neither case,

though, do actual land management and resource allocations
 
correspond with the theoretical irrigation model.
 

All of the above, explains, in some measure, why there is
 
not a great deal of useful information available on farm
level organization and why the generation of such
 
information early in the project is of critical importance
 
to the success of project activities. Equally important,

the (lincuission shows why working in Tadla will be such 
an
 
interesting and stimulating undertaking in the 1990s. GOM
 
decisions taken at the end of the 1980s to revamp the most
 
fundamental elements of its policy toward the large-scale

irrigation perimeters will inevitably lead to truly massive
 
reorientations in ORMVAT 
and GOM thinking and to much
 
improved prospects for meaningful interactions with farmers
 
and other representatives of the private sector. The
 
project elements have been designed specifically to assist
 
with this reorientation process and to make the 
policy

changes concrete realities in Tadla.
 

c. Resource Allocation Decisions 

So litt] . i 'known about how farm families in Tadl*a make
 
their resource allocation decisions that speculation on how
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I 

they miqht respond to project activities during the next
 
seven years might appear somewhat specious. However,
 
judging by the in
changing patterns crop production and
 
agricultuiral practices recorded in the 1980s, one can
 
already conclude that Tadla farmers 
 are highly

kY1owledqgabie holt and responsive to economic 
opportunities and technological innovations they think are 
in their interest, such as paprika peppers as a new crop or 
the use of well water combined with water from the gravity 
system. Conversely, experiences in the perimeter have shown 
that farmors will actively resist external attempts to 
impose changes, such as replacement of the traditional 
robta irrigation system with furrow and siphon systems,
incroasing cotton cultivation during the summer season, or 
imposition of fixqcd crop rotations, where they believe 
technical and/or economic conditions do not justify such 
changes. 

Beyond adoption choices based strictly on the objective
 
characteristics of the process or technology 
in question,

certain factors may affect some farm groups' responsiveness
 
to innovation. Farm size and the relative of
degree

dependence on farm production for family subsistence
 
clearly vary widely within the perimeter. Almost one-half
 
of all farms in the perimeter control less than 5 hectares
 
of irrigable land, and many people have expressed the
 
belief that, as farm size in hectares declines below this
 
size, the farm family's dependence on farm production for
 
subsistence increases to the point where such families have
 
an inherently lower capacity to respond to economic changes
 
or to adopt new technologies.
 

This type of statement can certainly be formulated as a
 
valid hypothesis for testing under the project's Element 2
 
intensive farm management study but it is far from factual.
 
The conventional wisdom on this issue could easily be
 
proven "rong if, for example, intensive diagnostic efforts
 
documented that families on very small farms receive large

in-flows of funds from family members working in off-farm
 
employment and were willing and able to use 
some of these
 
funds for modernizing farm enterprises or relieving
 
pressures to grow subsistence crops. In these situations,
 
families on small farms might actually prove to be less
 
risk averse than those o, larger holdings.
 

Moreover, in irrigated areas with a large range of possible 
crop and livestock enterprises operating under open market 
conditions, there is often no reliable correlation between 
size of land holdings per se and the size and/or
profitability of the farm business. Not only is it not true 
that lai.,fr ms necessarily have higher net farm Levenues 
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and, hence, profitability than smaller farmr, it has often 
hron found that the opposite is true-i.e., because of the 
contstraints they face, families on smaller farms operate 
their enterprises more intensively, allocate their 
resources more efficiently, and grow higher percentages of 
high value crops in rotation than families on larger farms. 
Stuspicions of this sort are certainly relevant in Tadla, 
where virtually every technician and extension agent 
interviewed was of the opinion that the largest farms, run 
by piblic and parastatal agencies and/or under collective 
arrnnlem-nts, were the least efficient allocators of 
rnsouirces in the perimeter and the most unprofitable in 
termF; of enterprises undertaken.
 

Further, interviews, particularly with government 
officials, often uncovered very specific views on gender 
roles in agricultural enterprises. Participants often
 
proceeded from these statements to assumptions about how
 
males and females benefit differentially from on-farm
 
enterprises. Women are often said to benefit most from
 
livestock enterprises-particularly dairy enterprises- and
 
less from crop enterprises. Further, because most ORMVAT 
extension agents are male and tend to relate more directly
 
to male farmers as the ascribed "heads of household", it is
 
usually assumed that women necessarily have diminished-or
 
even no-roles in farm family decisions about resource
 
allocations.
 

These stereotypes were reinforced in many discussions with
 
expatriates by facile assumptions about how Islamic
 
socipties function in comparison with "Western" societies.
 
Often there arose the added assumption that Islamic
 
inheritance laws necessarily lead directly to the
 
fractionalization of land holdings to the point where farms
 
become too small to be viable economic units. Such comments
 
carry wii;. th-w,, of course, the implicit assumpt'..in that
 
Islamic societies are, by their nature, so rigid that they
 
have not developed any alternative mechanisms for dealing
 
with these fundamental problems.
 

All this reiterates the fundamental need for intensive work
 
at the farm level to understand the roles of all family
 
mombers in decision-making and for flexibility in
 
determining what specific interveritions will be designed,
 
tested, and disseminated at this level. It also reinforces
 
tho project design decision to mainline all project
 
activities in the initial stages of project implementation.
 
At present, project activities are seen by the team to be
 
siufficie-ntly gender neutral and broad in scope to offer
 
equial opportunities to all potential participants. However,
 
if and when gender discrimination is documented as a
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specific factor in denying group access project
to 

activities and/or specific activities are shown to favor
 
certain participants unfairly, enough flexibility has been
 
built into the processes for designing and implementing
 
project activities to allow substantial reorientations in
 
approaches and resource allocations.
 

d. Motivation 

Farmers and other groups in Tadla will respond to the 
incentives provided by GOM policy changes and project

activities to the extent they perceive they will benefit
 
from the changes and activities. Conversely, they will
 
respond to the extent that they see negative consequences
 
with inaction on their part. This is important in the 
current situation because various actors are responding to
 
positive and negative stimuli in differing degrees. For
 
example, farmecs in Tadla are already changing their
 
specific crop enterprises and rotations and on-farm
 
practices in response to both positive incentives-e.g., the
 
emergnnce of the paprika pepper opportunity-and goads to
 
greater efficiency-e.g., elimination of government

subsidies on inputs and fixed prices on certain outputs,
 
and ORMVAT/parastatal withdrawals from commercial
 
activitipq. There is no reason to believe that the same mix
 
of positive and negative incentives will not affect farmer
 
responses to the technological and institutional
 
innovations proposed under the project.
 

At tie ORMVAT l.evel, staff are-and will increasingly

be-reacting to both positive and negative incentives. It is
 
clear, for example, that pressures from the national level
 
are increasing for the ORMVAs to accelerate their
 
disengagement from commercial activities and to develop
 
innovative methods for involving farmers and other economic
 
actors in decision-making about water deliveries and
 
agricultural extension needs. At the same time, all ORMVA
 
staff are feeling the spur toward improved performance. In
 
the Tadla case, they are also looking forward to the
 
technical assistance, training, new equipment, methods, and
 
so on to be provided under the project as positive
 
incentives for upgrading their individual and collective
 
capacities, changing outdated work habits, and revamping
 
unsuitable ORMVAT/client relationships.
 

Private commercial entrepreneurs and firms will participate
 
in the Tadla economic transition to the extent they can
 
identify and profit from new business opportunities. The
 
project will seek to work with these economic factors
 
jointly to test and disseminate new agricultural
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technologies for farmers, evaluate new market 
opportunities, and train staff in improved business 
management practices. 

e. Minimum Participator Profiles 

Activities in this project cover such a broad range that it 
is extremely difficult to define a minimum participator 
profile that would apply in all cases. With respect to on
farm activities, the initial assumption used was that full
time farm families having between 3 to 10 hectares of 
irrigable land would be the primary beneficiary group. This 
appears to be the group most likely to have already been 
affected by the policy changes the GOM has made-i.e., 
subsidy reductions, market liberalization, withdrawal of
 
ORMVAT commercial services-and most likely to benefit from
 
improved water deliveries and other innovations under the
 
project.
 

The major unknown with respect to farms having less than 3
 
hectares is the origin and status of financial and other
 
resource flows to and within the households. If it can be
 
verified that these families receive significant amounts of
 
money from off-farm sources and can secure farm labor on
 
demand, it is possible that they may be highly responsive
 
to new opportunities, particularly with respect to more
 
economic use of agricultural inputs and initiation of new
 
crop enterprises. They would also appear to be the
 
operations most in need of private custom services for
 
mechanical operations such as plowing, secondary tillage,
 
and harvesting. Conversely, they are probably not good
 
candidates for adoption of custom micro-irrigation systems
 
and/or installation of more efficient pumping equipment to
 
facilitate the conjunctive use of ground- and gravity
 
water.
 

At the upper end of the farm size classifications, most of
 
the land in question is held and/or operated by public and
 
parastatal agencies or in collective arrangements. In the
 
former case, more reliable access to irrigation water will
 
probably be the most effective way of influencing a supply
 
response. Beyond that step, these farms have sufficient
 
access to credit, input supplies, and technical consultants
 
to plan and implement changes in farming operations without
 
extensive support from the project. Whether they will make
 
such changes-after water deliveries improve-has more to do
 
with what they perceive to be their "moral"
 
responsibilities to the government than it does with any
 
lack of resources. Because this "moral contract" philosophy
 
plays such a large role in the decision-making of these
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agencies, they may end up as 
the main Tadla producers of
 
sugar 
beets and cotton long after the smaller, private

farms have shifted their enterprises toward more profitable
 
crops.
 

With respect to 
the lands under collective arrangements,

there appear to be two different approaches. One is to

continue the process ofcurrent establishing long-term
leases with private companies to develop and manage the
collective land using water from boreholes and capital
intrnnsive pivot irrigation technology in return for some

bonnfit-sharing arrangement with collective members. The 
other approach is to find w'vs of effectively privatizing

the landholdings and giving titles to individual farm 
families.
 

Tn th first instance, the large private pivot operations

are effecHirely beyond the influence of most of the 
interventions planned for the project. In the second, the
 
process is already converting institutions such as the
 
agrarian reform cooperatives into less restricted
 
associations of farm families, 
each with title to their
 
land. In this status, the households in the cooperatives
 
may not be very different from other private landowners in
 
their responsiveness to the project.
 

Finally, with respect to the environmental activities under
 
Element 3, there appear to be 
no minimum requirements for
 
participation. Since all parties in the perimeter appear to
 
contribute to the existing pollution and 
resource misuse
 
problems observed, all should have 
at least the potential

to contribute to the process of mitigating-and, in some
 
cases, eliminating-the problems. And project activities are
 
designed to generate recommendations for improved

environmental management at all levels in the perimeter.
 

f. Matching Participators with the Project 

While the vast majority of Moroccans in Tadla will benefit
 
in some meisure from project activities, some groups have
 
the potential to benefit more than 
others. The major

beneficiaries have been identified above, and in Section 3

of the Technical Analysis and the
in Economic Analysis
 
(Annex G).
 

Two groups that stand to benefit indirectly from project

activities are seasonal migrants who come into the area to
 
participate in agricultural activities and the populations

living downstream from the Tadla. The first group may

derive significant employment benefits during a larger
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portion of each agricultural year as cropping patterns 
shift tow ,rd more labor-intensive crop enterpriscs. The 
second group will benefit primarily from project activities 
that affect the quantities and quality of water available 
for use downstream. 

A certain number of individuals within the perimeter will
 
definitely not benefit from the project and may be
 
adversely affected by the broad policy changes initiated by
 
the GOM and supported iy the project. These include
 
employees of public and parastatal agencies within the
 
perimeter-i.e., sugar mills, cotton gins, input suppliers
 
operating under government contracts, and certain 
ORMVAT
 
staff-whose essential functions will be reduced and/or
 
eliminated in the disengagement process. Many of these
 
people, because they possess valuable skills and
 
experience, may in fact find employment in the private
 
sector or in other government positions, but all will
 
experience job dislocation and possibly loss of status in
 
the transition period.
 

g. Obstacles to Progress 

There do not appear to be any insurmountable obstacles to
 
progress for the project as designed. But there definitely
 
are sensitive issues to be monitored and resolved during
 
project implementation. These revolve around the
 
interrelated problems of a legacy of paternalism, problems

with the "industrial" crops, and problems in assessing the
 
benefits and costs involved in the GOM's
 
disengaqgment/decentralization process.
 

Since 1986, the GOM has embarked on a process of economic
 
policy change that has already significantly affected power
 
relationships in Tadla. It must be recognized that this
 
process has been-and will continue to be-politically and
 
economically painful for many stakeholders in the previous
 
system. Moreover, the psychological transition from old to
 
new working relationships between ORMVAT staff, farmers,
 
and representatives of the private sector is far from over
 
and has been disturbing for many participants.
 

In a very real sense, both groups find themselves caught

between a comfortable and established system of privileges
 
and responsibilities that is disappearing and new
a 

economic system in which their roles, if any, are uncertain
 
or ill-defined. One measure of the ineffectiveness of the
 
government's economic reorientation efforts to date is that
 
many qroups in Tadla feel uncomfortable in the face of the
 
changes. This gives little comfort to those who stand to 
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lose real power-mainly government officials, managers, and
 
staff of public and parastatal agencies-or for those who
 
must manage the transition process so as to avoid serious
 
dislocation in the rapidly changing environment.
 

In Tadla, there is a constellation of stakeholders whose
 
positions and power are intimately tied to continuance of
 
the local sugar beet and cotton industries. In the past,
 
government attempts to promote production of these two
 
crops have led to development of significant infrastructure
 
and employment and, as important, have altered economic
 
relationships between farmers and the government officials
 
managing these industries. Economic liberalization and the
 
disengagement process have struck at the heart of these 
relationships. They have broken the essential linkages that 
shaped the control relationships and, simultaneously,
 
saddled the government with the costs of infrastructure and
 
institutions whose value is declining with each passing
 
year.
 

As a consequence, it is not surprising at this stage that
 
many of the stakeholders in the old system are the first to
 
raise arguments against the changes under way and make
 
paternalistic statements about the alleged benefits of a
 
declining system for farmers and other groups in Tadla.
 
Many of these comments, although perhaps voiced for the 
wrong reasons, address real problems that remain
 
unresolved. For example, how can the government handle the
 
transition it it effectively has to write off investments
 
over several decades in the sugar beet and cotton
 
industries? Or, what will be the real balance of political
 
and employment gains from new agricultural enterprises in
 
Tadla versus losses from old industries? And, finally, how
 
will the transition to a new set of political and economic
 
relationships be handled so as to avoid adverse
 
consequences for major constituent groups?
 

'he underlying struggle to resolve these issues affects
 
fundamental political and economic relationships at all
 
levels in Tadla, as elsewhere in the country. And, because
 
the project seeks to assist in the process, it will
 
inevitably be affected by it. The prospect of delays in
 
realizing significant progress-particularly with respect to
 
Elements 2 and 4-cannot be discounted. Only time will tell
 
how strong is the resolve of the government in actually
 
implementing the policy changes it has already announced.
 

h. Communications Strategies 
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The rationale for the GOM's irrigation model in the past
 
was to impose a comprehensive technical package of
 
irrigation management and agronomic practices on farmers.
 
Most of the difficulties encountered in this approach can
 
be attributed to three basic flaws in the system. First,
 
communication patterns with farmers, either individually
 
through the extension mechanisms or in groups through the
 
organizations the GOM created, such as cooperatives and
 
professional associations, were one-way: They served only
 
to commuricate government decisions and demands to the
 
farmers without recognizing farmers as legitimate
 
participants in a decision-making process, and failed
 
completely to take into account the constraints under which
 
farmers had to operate in the perimeter. Second, the model
 
precluded any effective role for other private sector
 
actors, except as contractors in state-run operations. And,
 
finally, the whole system ran on a set of false economic
 
signals devised by the government and communicated to 
farmers through a closed market system. 

Disengagement will permit farmers and technicians far 
greater latitude and provide real incentives for both
 
groups to actively foster new economic opportunities within
 
the perimeter and adoption of improved irrigation/cropping
 
practices. The activities designed under Project Element 2
 
will identify critical constraints in farm-level resource
 
allocation and specify pilot interventions that will be
 
tested on-farm to alleviate these constraints. An
 
examination of existing dissemination mechanisms, both
 
formal and informal, suggests they are appropriate vehicles
 
for disseminating results of project efforts. Their
 
effectiveness has been compromised largely by previous
 
restrictive policies. Mechanisms for disseminating project
 
results have been described in the Implementation Plan, and
 
this analysis sees no real constraints to their success, if
 
they are carried out in the new spirit of partnership and
 
liberalization.
 

2. Spread Effects: The Dissemination of Innovations 

In a formal structural sense, the primary responsibilities
 
for evaluating the results of project activities and
 
disseminating them within the irrigation subsector will lie
 
with government officials in the ORMVAT and the MARA. In
 
the present network of nine ORMVAs, each is geographically
 
defined and faces a different constellation of problems.
 
Each has different methods of addressing its problems,
 
employs different types of irrigation and agricultural
 
technology, and interacts with different client groups.
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Since the team necessarily confined its design activities
 
to the ORMVAT, it is difficult to assess the potential
 
relevance of any single project intervention to the other
 
ORYIVAs at this time. Presently, it would appear that
 
technical system and farm-level activities in Tadla will
 
have their greatest relevance to those parts of the other
 
ORiVAs where gravity irrigation is practiced. If effective
 
methods are developed in Tadla to manage the conjunctive
 
use of ground- and gravity system water, this would be
 
another area of potential relevance. And, of course, work
 
with more effective use of agricultural inputs for specific
 
crops may have important carryover effects in other ORMVAs.
 

But, beyond the technical aspects of the project, project
 
efforts to develop and implement new working relationships
 
between ORMVAT staff, farmers, and other representatives of
 
the private sector seem to hold out the greatest
 
possibilities for diffusion and adoption in the other 
ORMVAs. Prospects in this regard will be strengthened by 
the working relationships that have been established with
 
the MARA/World Bank projects. These projects, after 1993,
 
will be working with all of the nine ORMVAs on redefining
 
operational roles and improving ORMVA management practices.
 
To the extent that project activities in Tadla generate
 
findings, recommendations, and innovations applicable to
 
the problems in the other ORMVAs, it has already been
 
agreed that the projects will work together in
 
disseminating results throughout Morocco's LSI network.
 

In addition to the ORMVA network, reslts from the
 
environmental activities under Element 3 will be
 
disseminated through the network of agencies established
 
during project implementation. In addition to MARA, the
 
network will include the participation of regional agency
 
staffs from the Ministries of Public Works and Health.
 

Within the project itself, a number of mechanisms are
 
envisaged at the regional and national levels to
 
disseminate project results and to discuss common problems.
 
First, the project, in collaboration with the SVOP of the
 
ORMVAT, will produce and distribute technical papers in
 
French and Arabic to all interested parties. Second, if a
 
regional radio network for agricultural news and commentary
 
is established, the project will supply materials for
 
broadcast. Third, a number of regional and national
 
workshops and seminars will be supported by the project as
 
a forum for discussions and dissemination of project
 
results. And, finally, standard agricultural extension
 
techniques-farmer field days, observational tours, audio
visual presentations, and so on-will be used in Tadla.
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3. Social Consequences and Benefit Incidence 

a. Access to Resources and Opportunities 

The entire purpose of the project is to broaden access to
 
and participation in decision-making about resources and
 
opportunities in Tadla for farmers and other private sector
 
participants. The activities of the project seek to
 
actively support the GOM's twin policies of public agency
 
disengagement from commercial enterprises and reorientation
 
of the ORMVAT toward wholly service activities in water
 
delivery and agricultural extension. The project will also
 
work with local institutions, including cooperatives,
 
professional associations, and irrigation associations, to
 
strengthen their capacities to participate to greater

degrees in the economic and political life of the
 
community.
 

As the GOM's policy changes are implemented in Tadla,
 
farmers will be given much greater responsibility and
 
capacity to run their own farm enterprises in response to
 
the constraints and open market economic signals they are
 
facing. A much greater percentage of agricultural and
 
commercial activity will be in the hands of private sector
 
entrepreneurs and firms. Markets will be operating free of
 
the government-Imposed price and quantity distortions of
 
the past-i.e., taxes, subsidies, credit rationing, and
 
water allocations.
 

All these changes should result in significantly greater
 
net incomes for farm families and increased market shares
 
for private businesses in input supply, provision of
 
agricultural services, commodity processing, and product
 
marketing.
 

b. Employment Effects
 

Project activities per se in Tadla will probably have only
 
minor impacts on regional employment because the activities
 
have been deliberately designed to work with existing
 
institutions and retrain their personnel to assume new
 
responsibilities. However, the 
project is intended to
 
assist the GOM in turning national policy decisions into
 
concrete realities at the regional level. If this process
 
proceeds as planned, there will inevitably be very major

changes in both employment patterns and the productivity of
 
labor in irrigated agriculture in Tadla.
 

For example, as the result of the ORMVAT disengagement and
 
the liberalization of markets and perimeter operating
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procedures, farmers have begun to reallocate the resources
 
under their control to new crop enterprises (paprika
 
peppers, other vegetables, and fruit) and away from lower
 
value crops (sugar beets and cotton). These crops are more
 
labor-intensive to produce and process, but more profitable
 
per unit of labor invested.
 

The project is aimed at assisting farmers in furthering
 
this process in the 1990s by increasing the access to and
 
reliability of critical agricultural resource delivery
 
systems. It will also develop, test, and disseminate farm
level innovations that 
 will further increase the
 
productivity of existing labor and create new opportunities

for on-farm employment of both skilled and unskilled labor.
 
In addition, the new on-farm innovations will create market
 
demands for new goods and services from the private sector,
 
such as needs for new enterprise inputs, consulting

services, equipment maintenance, commodity processing, and
 
marketing.
 

Finally, because of the presence of many small farm units
 
in Tadla whose capital resources are limited and the more
 
general need to create employment opportunities in the
 
Moroccan economy, the project activities have been
 
deliberately oriented toward 
 introducing agricultural
 
innovations that will increase both labor land
and 

intensities. Work on water delivery systems will allow
 
farmers to work their land more intensively. Introduction
 
of innovations in crop tillage and use of inputs such as
 
seed, fertilizers, and other agrochemicals will increase
 
both land and labor productivity while lowering capital
 
costs per unit of output. And, de-emphasis of activities
 
using agricultural machinery will avoid problems of labor
 
displacement in agricultural enterprises.
 

c. Rural Displacement, Migration, and Urbanization 

Although the objective of this section is not to recount
 
the history of the Tadla irrigation systems from the 1930s
 
to the present, it seems useful to remind the reader that
 
the Tadla plain has been the site of rural population
 
displacements and labor in-migrations and out-migrations

for a long time. These occurrences have been triggered by
 
many factors over time, e.g., government policies,
 
conditions elsewhere in Morocco and outside it, 
and the
 
development of very valuable i.rrigated land in the midst of
 
an area subject to periodic and severe droughts.
 

Tadla's history necessarily has consequences for the region

in the 1990s. The first is, as discussed above, that the
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farming community in the Tadla perimeter displays a high
 
degree of heterogeneity. It is a complex mosaic of peoples
 
from the Banu Amir and Banu Moussa tribes and the Chorfa
 
and Oulad Abdalla clans, all of whom have occupied the land
 
since th- 1930s, and "outsiders" who have acquired access
 
to the land since that time.
 

The second is that, because irrigated land is by its nature
 
limited and alternative economic opportunities are
 
available elsewhere, there is a continuing pattern of out
migration, primarily by young people, in search of
 
temporary or permanent employment in other parts of Morocco

and in Europe. Some of the participants in this out
migration are said to regularly send portions of their
 
earnings back to family members in Tadla; these in-flows
 
may in part explain the apparent paradox of relatively
 
large Moroccan families "surviving" on very small parcels

of irrigated land within the perimeter. In this regard, it
 
is reported that transfer of money into the Tadla region
 
from migrant workers in 1989 amounted to approximately 50
 
percent of farm families' off-farm revenues, but 80.4
 
percent of these revenues were for farms of less than 2
 
hectares, and 91.4 percent were for farm families having
 
access to 2 to 5 hectares (Ftouhi, 1989).
 

The third is that irrigated crop enterprises have generated
 
a continuing demand for seasonal farm labor in-migrations.
 
Although present information on these in-migrations is
 
limited, it appears that much of the seasonal movement
 
involves unskilled female laborers from areas immediately
 
adjacent to the perimeter-i.e., from highland areas of
 
Azilal Province-and from other areas of the country.
 

In this complex picture and long history of in- and out
migrations, it is very difficult to predict how project

activities might ultimately affect net flows. It is evident
 
that improved reliability in irrigation water deliveries,
 
relaxation of prior restrictions on fixed crop rotations,
 
and the anticipated shifts to higher value agricultural
 
enterprises in Tadla will make access to irrigated land a
 
much more valuable asset. Adoption of certain Lypes of
 
agricultural machinery and irrigation techniques will also
 
place premiums on accumulation of blocks of land that are
 
sufficiently large to support the costs of capital
 
investments and modernization. But no clear picture emerges
 
as to whether these changes will result in actual
 
displacements of farm families largely through changes in
 
ownership of private land within the perimeter or whether
 
these families will retain ownership of the land but allow
 
it to be managed in larger blocks under cost/revenue
sharing arrangements.
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The major factors that will determine these migration

patterns in the future are largely beyond the purview of
 
the project. However, in designing project activities great
 
care was taken to, first, install internal mechanisms, such
 
as the various diagnostic studies, the effort to develop an
 
accurate typology of farm units, and 
 the permanent

monitoring arid evaluation unit, to develop a much better
 
understanding of what is actually happening to 
specific
 
groups within the perimeter. Second, effort was made to
 
deliberately introduce agricultural and institutional
 
innovations that, at 
least in part, will be neutral with
 
respect to the 
scale of individual farm operations-i.e.,
 
making more reliable water deliveries to all farms;

concentrating on 
better use of seeds, fertilizers, and
 
agrochemicals; identifying inputs that are low per
cost 

unit of coverage and investment; and assisting the private
 
sector to lower unit transaction costs to the purchaser

through more competitive market conditions.
 

With respect to in-migration of farm labor, it again
 
appears evident that conditions that engender farm-level
 
shifts to higher value crop and livestock enterprises will
 
also increase local demands for seasonal--and, probably,

permanent-farm labor. Increased net farm revenues from
 
these enterprises will also provide the resources and
 
powerful incentives to retain skilled farm labor at higher
 
levels of daily wages and other benefits.
 

Finally, regarding urbanization effects, the project

activities in themselves are anticipated to have no
 
significant effects on the rate of urbanization within the
 
perimeter. Improved business prospects 
for a variety of
 
private sector input supply, 
service, processing, and
 
marketing enterprises may result in their growth in the
 
small towns in and around the perimeter, but most of this
 
growth iq expected to come from expansion of existing

commercial enterprises. The major impacts on the urban
 
populations in Tadla are expected to come from project

activities in the environmental field. If successful, the
 
activities will inevitably lead to significant improvements

in the quality of life of these populations through

pollution abatement and a lowering of environmental risks.
 
These benefits also have potential for extension to other
 
urban populations in Morocco-particularly the Casablanca
 
metropolis-to the 
 extent that pollution abatement
 
activities in Tadla affect the quality of flowing
water 

back into the Oum Er Rbia River and to downstream water
 
filtration plants.
 

d. Chnges In Power and Participation 
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The project will help empower farmers in the perimeter to
 
participate in decision-making by strengthening the
 
capacity of the groups in which they participate-, e.g.,
 
private sector firms, farmer groups, professional
 
associations, cooperatives, and irrigation associations.
 
Project activities will support private sector actors at
 
all levels to fill progressively the vacuum left by ORMVAT
 
disengagement from commercial enterprises and provide
 
mechanisms for farmers, technicians, and others to discuss
 
water management problems in the perimeter and to transfer
 
greater responsibilities for water and soil management to
 
farmers.
 

This water management effort will start both = the
 
primary/secondary system level through Element 1 activities
 
and at the tertiary and quaternary levels and with respect
 
to conjunctive use of surface and groundwater in Elements
 
2 and 3.
 

Prior to 1986, the ORMVAT, working from directives sent
 
from MARA, set hectarage and production levels for certain
 
"industrial" crops, chiefly cotton in summer and sugar

beets in winter. Multi-year crop rotations were then
 
"fixed" around these crops. Field cultivation and
 
irrigation techniques were essentially dictated by the
 
technical constraints of the physical irrigation system and
 
the water distribution amounts and schedules. Finally, the
 
farmers operated in a government system of fixed output
 
price schedules, inputs and agricultural credit tied to
 
certain crops, and closed processing and marketing channels
 
for their agricultural commodities.
 

In practice, farmers did not always respect the ORMVAT
 
irrigation/crop rotation systems as designed by technicians
 
and engineers. They grew crops out of the prescribed
 
rotation. They installed traditional robta irrigation
 
techniques on land supposedly dedicated to the more
 
"modern" border and furrow systems supplied by siphons.
 
Recently, they have adopted new crops such as paprika
 
peppers, which conflict with cotton as a summer crop.
 

This highly constraining system is now being relaxed as a
 
result of GOM agricultural policy changes that began in
 
1986. The government has adopted a policy of disengagement
 
and, as a result, the ORMVAT, among many other agencies,
 
has been instructed to comply. It is now progressively
 
pulling out of all commercial agricultural activities in
 
the perimeters. The ORMVAT plans to turn operations and
 
maintenance management of the tertiary and quaternary
 
canals over to the irrigation associations, which have yet
 
to become viable and sustainable entities. The associations
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will play a number of key roles: they are expected to
 
control allocations in the tertiary system; work with
 
ORMVAT hydraulic system managers to determine seasonal
 
water allocation plans; develop weekly delivery schedules;
 
and handle the maintenance of lower level canals and
 
drainage ditches.
 

Achieving reliable water supply through Ilement 1 is
 
critical to the success of the sustainability of irrigation
 
user groups. At the same time, irrigation associations arr.
 
a potentially important factor to Element 1 because the
 
success of the technical improvements to the wa.er
 
management system depends on how flexible the latter is in
 
the future with respect to the quantities and timing of
 
water deliveries and how the system is managed at the farm
 
level.
 

Recent GOM policy changes have put severe pressures on both
 
the ORMVAT and the private sector. ORMVAT staff will need
 
to become client responsive, while the professional
 
associations, 
cooperatives, irrigation associations, and
 
private firms will need to be developed into entities that
 
can represent their members' interests. A new balance in
 
decision-making between the public and private sectors will
 
have to emerge, and the project should not underestimate
 
the difficulties involved in this process.
 

Through its diagnostic study and monitoring and evaluation
 
efforts, the pi[ject will collect information cn the
 
development of the irrigation associations. This
 
information will be used to review and revise 
project
 
efforts to support the brokering of power between the
 
ORMVAT and the private sector entities.
 

The project seeks also to strengthen a variety of other
 
private sector organizations, including multi-service
 
cooperatives, professional associations, and others because
 
their organization is consistent with local social
 
groupings and because people receive immediate financial
 
benefits from their activities. Members of these
 
cooperatives have demonstrated their control over resources
 
and the ability to devise strategies to overcome
 
inadequacies of market goods and services. Planned project
 
inputs should further develop their decision-making
 
efforts.
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The sixth and seventh covenants will ensure that project 
audit and evaluation requirements are properly planned for
 
met throughout the duration of the project.
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___nh mEvaluttinon I_ reports ilog al quality oir 
inputs arehI 

!o lr n eroject P.. research restrs specifications 

Projecmoniorl g and Relativelyr1101nl1 
1' ,a~ eicient, reliable, 1. Eslblisbhineol and umeor an evaluation reports regional wteather 

,, goalr im . ,intgraed hedi r. computer-based waler o 
ofurrgatti iater' managenent system within SGRI Annal work plans and the life or the project 

tpres dct stiaus reports 
7. l11irensvil avilnbilitj ofa 2, Formuolation and naplemniation ofr Private agribusines 
friii irligation systcna a detailed water delivery policy with 7 Records of the sector reisonds to, 
111~nriageiivill ifrnuation to operalional criteria and procedures ORNIVAT permanenat enhanced regional 

-V~ ''11111V. , . 'locesirs, antI for each suiopenroneter ,. ' agro-econonic survey investmient tapportiieic 
itt u.i.....id pria.t... ..unit and lbe Celule de 

~ n 3. Increased flexibility oawater Suivi FannersIareI reisonsiveaugukuilul 111tercsf in tie 

" ,uivteas reflected Inincreased to improved comldmercial 
......ce .ateruse intesies and' Records or nul-servce opprtunities ad table to 

.3.litipltosd iutfttnatioit efficiencies, ILe., total waler savings of' cooperatives, resourrce,reallocate
uuuM0l6~fir irrigation uil to 68.4 million cubic meters per. professional associations under thi4rcontrol 
Iimietg imiigieg, relihing year from increased canal delivery analpamirtkipaliog .' effecively 

; i'i 1),str ' . efficiencies 'private sector firmsow yin 
ptioula ifi(roan inOproVed rmaintains ORNIAor 
douvi'm,, mt11iamig 	 4. Increased operationall efficiency of ORNIVAT Aamal progress in 

limesyster as evidenced by substantial Activity Reports disengagement and 
reductions In return water flows , ,restmmcttiig of Its 

* -Direct~' field observations functins 
5inlcreased farmaer involvement in 'by exterralJ evaluatoirs 

* ' ''2 the sensonal irrigation planing and 
wvafer delivery processes 	 liatervievis with 

fanners, fanner groups, 
andt local private 
private sector lenders 

Erntmeration of 
physical assets 

Reviewvof producer
 
F delivery and payment
 

records at local agro-.
 
Intdtstrial enterprises
 
for produce, and at .
 

0KM VAT for Irrigation
 
water
 

Review of seasonal aimd
 
aiiatal nmipt produced
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businesi/service management 

7. A I,,fer iiolersl:aodhig of practices, such as bookkeeping
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-rojec--i~lts: MNlanitude or inouts Means of Verification jjgjmrtant Asunilillns 
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All) GONI liher Project funds are
 
Project Financial provided is planiwl
 

lthical Assistauce 
 7,140 2,400 300 Records 

USAID Controller 
'Ir ning 1,335 190 270 Records 

C(,ruuouitiges 2,060 780 820 External Audits 

liulirect Costs 7,465 880 360 Supplier Invoices 

IINlI Coop-ralive Agreinent 750 250 
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b;II)ATNFO?A IACTDCM ECON/5 OPPIcia FI&EI 0 

V f, CRA049?CUAO313 LOC 357 0
 
pp:.R IOA,: 23 Jll,' :i
0)742, 

PE' UP11C.,'053/01203?51CN: 43575' 
fZNF1djUUUU'Z77I 	 .CHRG: AID-

P17 ' 1L1 	 IST: AID6 ,OzI347Z 
TFf DTCSTATfO . .ASH1.C
 

TO r1Fu1DASSY RABAT PRIORITY 1611
 
B3T
 
UIICLAS 'SECTION ]'tOF 02 STATE 239553S.* 

AIDAC ATO 
E.0 12,7,5 NI/ADU 	 AT i2/
TA	GSDUDAE
 

OSUBJECT: W0ATER ND SOIL RESOURCES CONSEVATION (608-0213 )INFO 
 :IDA N E CABLE 0 

1I SUHIJAR: THE PROJECT REVIE COMMITTEE (PRC) MIIT JUNE 	 , 
AEVIE' 


) , OCU IFNT. (FID). BASED ON THTIS REVIEW, THE DA NK)/ENE
 
fHEpFBY ArPPPOvEs ril) AND DELEGATES 'AUTHORITY TO TW' MISSION
 
TO DEVELOP AN!D APPROVE THE PH.OJDCT PA?ER FOR FY- 92
 
6ODLIGATIONJ. .Tlrh MAI~N ISSUES RAISED D)U ING TUE REvfIYV
 
;FOCUSED Ofl A,.TrRrATE WATER USES, SUSTAINABILITT, DONOR
 
COOl RIATiON, ANA REPLICATION. ON TRES
 

27, 1991 TO THE SUBJECT PROJECT IDIENTIFIATIOIN
 

USROJCT GUIDANCE 

TISUES NND. OTHER CONCERNS DISCUSSED DURING THE REVIFW AR~k.
 
ODOWNSV PLOW. END SUMMARY.
 

"2. PROJECT OVERVIEW: THE PRO COMMENDED TUE MISSION FOR
 
SOUND PROJECT, TI)EPVFLOPINDA
PSPECIALLY GIVEN THE D"SIGN
 

ISTORY OF.THIS PROJECT AND THI COMPLEKITIES SURROUNDING
 
,rAT7'RTSSUFS PUD IRRIGATION SYSTFM MANAGEMENT IN MOROCCO.
 

IIRPR !PCTATIVS N/
DENNIS i NH!NDLER, DIR:ACrOR kNO FRIC 

LO ER:> DE'TAILED AND COtFRE.ES
PROJECT OFFICER MADE 	 ?NSIV
 
PRFSEIITATIO' OF. THE PROJECT TO T4iE P. ISSUES DISfTSSN.U 

WDR INC THE REVIEW AND GUIDANCE P'OR PP DEVEL~OPMENT ARF* 
PR 0V TP D?1)I1~LO4 ACTION TAKEN
 

~3 "LTERN~TENo Action Necessary.
3. A~LTERIUG F WATER USES : THEF PID NlOTY'S THAT THY. I epukd by :..........
INCEPASINGD7rJAND (IMPLJICITLY INIREASED COMPETITION) O
 
4AT7TZ FROHi'AJLUSERS 
 -IN THE RIVER BXSIN, INCLUDING _46,'1ON ACP1CTTUFAL.USERS IN4 DOWNSTREAM A](EkS, is Pt,..m 

INCFATIILYACUTE PR'OBL]M. YET THE PID CON-SIDERS ONLY ' 1 
'01,1F POTEfl'J].L 'BENEFICIPARY O' WhTER SAVINGS GAIN ,D T T1{OUGI!Iuiau Dt 
~PRO JPCT-PROHOT.D INCREASEI) IRRIGATION PlFFICIENC lBS. THE 
PRC QlU'FSTIcm),,DWHETHER CONSIDERATION, S9OULD TIT GIVY:N[ To
 
FREP1IN0 U~P WATER RESOURCES FOR ALT7ERNATF USES INSTSPI) OF 1'
 

IrIVF3TrWIJ ADDITINiL, IRAIflATTON FACILITIES FO U'OT
 
'SAV!1'P UINQUOT. WATER. As Ey.PLI JEP BT TII'F MISSION
 
RPPEENATIIVP, THE PROPOSED 0SFS FOR SAVED) W&Tf:.R t/ W
 

4'IDICATB1) IN T1PiE PID'S PRTJLIMINARY. );ONOMIC ANALYSIF :hRY 
B.ASFD ON TFE CU1RRTNT MOST ECONOMICALLY VALUABLI: UjSVS 01 
USF/ALLOCA1ION MASTER PLAN, WIhICH IS AN INT.' GRATDD I'ECENV

~PWNNG DOCIHIENT COVFRING ALL POTEN4TIAL USPS FOR OkSIN 

' UNCLASSIFIED 	 STATE 239,53/01 Q 
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WATER SUPPLIES. IN ADDITION, AS THE BENEFICIARY SiSTM 
FOP THESE PROJECTED WATER SAVINGS IS ALSO RPSPONSI6L1 FOR 
PROVIDING A PORTION OF THE URBAN SUPPLIES FO? TIE CIT 01' 
MARnAKFCH, THE PROJECT WILL AT LZAST INDIRECTLY P!i 
ASSISTING IN ALLEVIATING POTENTIAL SHORTAGES IN TPIS US0 
AREA AS WELL. NEVERTHELESS, THE MISSION AGIED TnAT rhIl 
IMPORTANT TOPIC WOULD PE CAREFULLY EXAMINED PURIPA POJECT 
EVALUATIONS TO ENSURE THAT WATER SAVINGS GAINED TPOUG 
THE PROJECT ARE, IN FACT, PUT TO TRI IST POTENTIAL rSES. 

... SUSTAINABILITY: THE PID DOES NOT APPEAR TO R'OJIDE
 
SUFFICIENT INFORMATION ON HOW VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS
 
INVOLVED IN WATER MANAGEMENT AND INFRASTRUCTUIiE
 
MAINTENANCE WILL ACHIEVE FINANCIAL SUSTAINAFILIP'T AFTER
 
THE PROJFCT IS COMPLETED. CONCERN WAS ALSO VOICED ABOUT 
TPF SU5TAINAPILITY OP COMPLEX RYDRAULIC MODEL OF TIE TYPC' 
PEING PROPOSED IN THE PID TO PC IMPLEMPNTED BY OMVr, PiOE 
IRRIGATION AUTFORITY RESPONSIPLF FOR THE PROJECT. q Y 
HISSION REPRESFNTATIVE INDICATED TO THE 'RC i']T FkP40CIAL,
SUST INAPILITT IS NOT AS MUCF OF AN ISSUE, AS TH: N4,>0 EOR 
FFFECTIVF AlND SUSTAINABLE SOCIO-ORGANIZATIONL M=CHANISAS
FOR PRO"OTINC ENHANCED NON-GOVERNMNTAL PARTICIPATIOTN I.' 
PFRPlETER MANAGEMENT. THE PP DESIGN ANALYSIS SIOULD 
PROVTDeP SUFFICIENT EXPERTISE TO INSURE TEAT CRITIAL, 
PPOJECT ORCANIZATIONAL AND FINANCIAL SUSTAI NABIIIITY ]SSUS 
ARE IHOROUGPTLY ADDRSSED. 

5. DONOR COOPDINATION: THE PRC NOTED THE CONSIAEIAPE 
ONGOING IPRD PROGRAM ACTIVITIES IN AGRICULTURT 4) 

IRRIGATION IN MOROCCO, AND THE RELATIVELY GREAT POTENTIAL 
FOR EFFECTIVE COLLABORATION (AND, CONVERSELY; OVPLAP)
PETWPEN THFSF ACTIVITIES AND THE USNID PROJECT. DURlING PP 
r7STCO, TUy PELATIOr\SHIP BETWEEN THESE TWO DONOR-kSSISTEu 
FFFORTS SHOULD BE CAREFULLY ASSESSMD TO DETYMINE ,AACTLY
FO TISE ACTIVITIESHVUVGST EFFECTIVELY "ORK T03F'HSR 
TO IMPPOVE SECTORAL PERFORMANCt. IN TAIS REGARD, TT1; 
DESIGN TEAMI MIGHT LOOK AT WHAT SUCCYSS TQI WOILD PANK HAS 
HAD WITE PAGI I, AND. 04 USA!D P"tOJECT WILL &PS- SRVE TO 
COiPLEMENT CONTINUING WORLD EANK .FFORTS IN T'IS APYA, 
I.E., NATIONAL VS. REGIOhAL-SPFCIFIC DEMCNSTRkTION OF 
ImPOVED S7CTORAL POLICIES. 

6. PROJECT REPFLICATION: GIVEN THE STATED OBJCTIVE OF 
SUFSQUFNT EEPLICATION OF PROMISING PROJECT 3ESULTS IN 
OTHER GEOCGAPHIC REGIONS AND IRRIGATIOi SYSTEM1S Il 
* OROCCO, SO.E ATTENTION NEFDS TO BE FOCUSED CN HOW WAT:,0
SYSTEM IMPEOVEM.ANTS AC3IFVPD IN THE TADLA PERIM ;T. ;"ILL
.F SPREAD TO OTHER LARGE-SCALE IRRIGAIICN SYSTEMS IN TFI,1 
PT 
955N U 

UNCLASSIFIED STATE 2ZP553/0,1 
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COUNTY. TN PARTICULAR, IvTIAT SPECIFIC DISSE'IINJATiO,
vECT'N1SiS WILL .PE DEVELOFED AND IMPLEM]ENTED UNDTF T"E
PROJECT TO VENSURCE T.ThT PETTERN WAT.PR FMA.-CFT:'I'1!TTTC!1OLOCI,-S A F F FECTIVFLY TRA'SFT7P1'm TO OT1I1R S-ISTPl 
CFIY.rATOR, ,'PT) WATR,R USERS TrITOUG'.Or1T -O'CCCO. TFIS
] ISSEnIrIA.TT J PROGHAM SPOULD 11E FUI, .Y 1if;SCRI'U2D ]1 Ti7.U 
r'OJ.FC T PArT'Y.
 

. fVl}Oip :pIJT: THE FROJiCT I NCIAITJS A SUBSTl, T] AI
PEFORT TO AFFPSS AND TEEIMFPROVE F.'J IRO;JMfIENTAL
 
PUS'A! ,NA"IITYOF TA,)!,A 
 PER IMETF.R .,AT...R1 1lIP SOIL R J SI'1PN A,'MXFNIT. NOWVF}, AID/W IS CO ':D THAT INCREAS'YD
'.ATF-" ,'!AI.,A ILTTY AND DIFFEP.;R1 T A0') flORF I 
CrOPPINC SYSTEMS CO1111 RPSULT IN' I!.Pl4S:P O-I'pE:i 'OSIOr;
AND AGRO-rlF.1IC4AL USE AND RUNOFF, ArdD INCRFASF) v1;O-

PPOCESSINC WASTEWATER DISCHARGES, _HICH WOULP NEC,, T'IV,!lly

IM1PACT DOWNSTREAM RESOURCES 
 A.N]D USFRS. FOR THIS .r :'KSON,PP DESICU SHOULD CAREFULLY EXA.MINE, (A): ,/HAT MF!AS'RTIS CAN4Pp INCORPORPTT:D INTO TIE PILOT DFiONSTRATION PROr .A TO
PROMOTF EfIVIRONME!1TALLY SOUND AND SUSTATrJIAilL: ON'-F.P ;
ArRICULTURAL PRACTICES IN PERIF;F'j"ll{ A PE TS, ,IC.P
INTEGRATED P;ST MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES, IhPRJE,! , N
PPEPARPTION AND MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUi.S, PETOP0V LEI,::,S ANDTYPES OF AGRO-OIEMICAL USE, ETC.; AN), (.i) HOWl :.FST 'o(ENSURE THAT ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY CONCEHNS AR P P.O[y.I LY

INCOPPORATED INTO THIl PLANNYD PF.R IM.rTER 1IIO:I flHI r PROCRAM. AN T.NVIRONMENTIL PX.MI iATION OF TlI,; PROJ'C['
SOULD PE SUPMITTFD TO THE PUIEA ; ENVI}PONMENTAL OFt ICF.7FOR APPROVAL WHEN THE PROJECT IS RFADY FOR ,UP3RT1AVI'o'N. 

Fl. CROP MIX AM)D MARKET PRICE: WITH TiHE: EXCEPTION Or

SUGAR PEETS ANT, TO A LESSER EXT"-NT :iP,,, IT TPFAF.S
 
T7PT TRE CROPS GROWN IN THEF PROJFCT TARGET PT' IT,,F ARP.
RI.-ATIVFLY FREE OF MAR.FE-DISTORTING INFLIJNGI.S.
 
flEVERT!{EL~ES, IN CONSULTATIOK WITH 'i'UE 
 IRD, TR PROJ TCT
SHOULD EXAMINE .HAT TYPES OF ANALYSES OR OTqRE
I!TFEVENTIONS COULD BE PUPSUE: TO FUPT1IFP. P.OtIR'.TE.
 
SHIFT IN PPODUCTION TO RIGPER-VALUE CROPS IN PrRIMp'rrp.

ARAS, E.G., COPARATIVE STUDIES RFGART'ING TPE RPI-iTJVE
 
PrOTITAPILITY AND OPPORTUNITY COSTS OF PRODUCTION OF Si
 
PPFTS /4IHPAT VS. OTHER, MORE ECONOMIC CROPS AVibD/OR CPoI'IIG 
SYSTEMS. 

9. III ADDITION TO TFE APOVE ISSUES, TRI, FOLLOWIPI';
CON'I'FR!S WEF RAISED FOR MISS13N C04SI.DERATION: 

A) PRFPFORMANCE INDICATORS, PROJECT MONITORING ANDVVALU.TION: THE PP DFSIGN SHOULD CLEARLY DEFINE FROJECT
M '!ITOPINP SYSTEMS AND HOW' THE PROJECT INSTITUTIONAL 
CONTRACTOR AND COUNTERPART ORGANIZATIONS iLL PROVI' .

TPE IIIFOPATION! PEEDED FOR EPFECTIV, PROJE,(.T MONITO1INO

!ND Vk.!,IJATION. IN ADDITION, ATFU,NITIONCAR T .9:' .ILD
PF D-?EVOTFD TO -nFVE A .FLOPING PFROPI AT:' 8Y.'D CO:"IT-

FFFETIVF PROJECT IMPACT MONITORINC AN!) FVAl T TIO!I
I' 'PP.1 '"PTICr EFFECTIVELY DEN'JONSTRAT'S P"4OJ 2CT 

P'1,PFORNA. CE It! T'11 APV I VEMENIT OF (RIq INA1, 1 I'IGIflPJ FCT!VES , ITS -CONTPIAN) 1FE'ECTIVE. PUTION T0L4. F.1 '6.P 
'IISS TOM'S OVERALL COUNTRY STRAT7GY OP,TFCTIVFS. 
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B) PARTICIPANT TRAINING: THE PRDJECT SHOULD APP1IiPT fo
 
TUE GRFATEST EXTENT POSSIBLE TO rAXIIIIZE PFI'JATE SECTORi
 
TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES, AND THE USP OF HISTORICILLY 
FLACK COI,TrGFS tND UNIVE.SITIES IN PROJECT-FINANCEP 
T'MRTTCIPPNT TRAINING ACTIVITIES. 

C) UOST-COUMTP.Y CONTRIFUTION: AITFOUGF. TH P3OJYCT 
APPFARS TO FF IN ACCORDANCE 1!TH PIQUIREMINrS CONCYNIOiG 
.OST-COIPHTFY CONTFIPBUTIONS, TUE DERIGI COMMI TTEY-. S!OULI) 
;RFP ARFAST O' POSSIBLE EMERGING NE. GUI!D).CKE 'J'4iTS 
ISSUE.
 

P) LPSSOI!S L'PPNED: TFE PP DESIGN SHOUID CAPFFULLY 
Fy INP THV RFSULTS OF PAST A.I.D. PROGRAMS IN 
IPPICATION SYSTFNS MODRLLING PNn MANAGEMENT TO i MEFI'P 
1POM TPP WFALTH OF APSNCY XTPFRI RNCF IN '3IS DF 'LOPM NT 
pARA . WF SUGGEST TPVr MISSION W.QOk TITH PPC/CpI F A n TY 
ISFAN PROJVCT TO COMPLETE P S:Ar:C OF .. LEVANT 
]NOMQRHPTIO ON TH;ESE TOPICS. 

P UIFTY kPUPOVFS THE PI AND DELEGI\TS TO THE MISSION K' 
trPEOVfT PUTPOPI TY PURSUANT TO GUIPANC 'ROVIRTP -

APOVE. CNCF IrkIN, THE MISSI ,N IS COMMENDrD FOR k Jlr 
WELL PONE. 

31. AGRICULTURE POLICY. APPROVALS PFQUIRID PY PO 71 WAIT. 
PFEEN OBTAINED. COPIES OF SIGNED ACTION MEMORPND'OM .AVE 
PEEN POUCHI:D TO MlISSION. EAGLBRURGFR 

t,'NNl
ti 
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Alency for Intcrnational DevchopmEe. 
Waihingpton, D.C. 20523 

, 1'r tl r.tIrH)IiAlIlItiM I)P TIl ASSI STANI' ADMINI STRATORS BUREAU FOr 

S:'j ,l, )ICY Ail C(()RDI NATION AID BUREAU FOP LEGISLATIVE 

I 1 

!hn y If,! ; . ,lerro , DAA (1E1) /FIJE 

::rI,[ : A!:!,i!t:a' r' Aff(r'ti ng AgyricuIltIIre Exports, Pn1 icy
~I 7 1l iI: , 

,' i, :' 1",,app; ovr IAI /Ralat going folward wit h pro)jcl 

,i jof)iIh h I:ho prnduct:ion of sugar beets and citr, s fruift s 

it:f a ~ar ord by AID Policy 71.f,'tr'ul, irmloii 	 lirective 

IIa,'Y:,n! 'niill Tim"l'h, rr nclt of orocco (G(UM) ifs cul lent 1y 

H', I'n,,,'i an r,'r n marhot and export oriented growth strato'qy 

bt ,m!,ha': r:,n priva. r ilnve.orreut all(] private manaiomnornt of 

,..i i '., rrc S. A teliable supply of high quality water is 

,. , I,Ionimil in achieving the growth objectives of the 

1,i.,, iri St lna y . Irrigation accounts for the mriost 
':i'm ir;rt is" (f wat-i in Morocco. The irrigation sub-sect:or 

' s,, '" -Il, y to illoet domest ic employment needs ind expand 

: y!,',If- Sincr accounts for 90% of waterF. i rrigation 	 all 

I. 	 in 1 h- minI )ry, eff iciency improvements must initially 

, ',w:,,n I hisr, c or as probably the most wasteful consumer of 

I.ihl.1 u!,~i ','. -he Water Resources., . T proposed and Soil 

,,,,,-,'y .' i,, inr will on irrigation-i t ioct: focus the Tadla 

i"' iui!'t ,,f ti (mi Er River basin. The project will provide 

i, -i -,I pirr <,f policy analysis, transfer,,,'i at ;fall technology 
, I ,fl I.-St, ml I lhlininiq arid privato sector developmnm t: fnr 

i ,,.,, al,t al o i 1 o u rces n avd confsetva1: ioIw %m aI , re miana4elifel t 

.- if hill III,, 'IIa l I a per iI I eI.(r 

ii u,',:r:i,,i: W,' are ptoliared to recomuracrid approval of a PID for 

,,,, subject regard, 1-!: pf oj ', ,I to your concurrence with 


! ',1,1 , r:t if- i1 p a I .
 

,.r1 ,,rrlI, ri i,,ps g rn if i in tire radla pr rimeter incluide sugar 
I.m, ,ttrn and ,-itrus fruits. Tie project will not be 

1i ovirling support for increased,)1 iltifrii p arl) direct 

I,,,,I i' ion (f Iieso cops in perimeter areas. In fact, the 

iio,.t: sonk: to don ease the producti rr of relatively 

lfiore
Rectangle



AA/LEG subject Assistar-q Affecting
Action Memo AA/ 

~~I;&1<Agriculture Expt,..)rs 
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beets in favor of increased production of
uneconomical sugar 
perimeter areas. 

more competitive, higher value crops in 	
fromalso benefit

Ho.wever,it is probable that these crops will 
in perimeter operations realizedsystem- level improvements 


Irough project interventions.
 

finds that, at worst they would be
 
exports and-producers and 

A copy of the USAID analysis (pg. 30 and 31) is
.!-1,substantial. 


,ttached at rAB A.
 

requires

All) Policy Directive 71 (PD-71), dated 12 May 1978 

that A.I.D. examine at the earliest possible time in project 
involving the production,
deve]opment proposed projects 

oil, citrus related,
Processing or marketing of sugar, palm 	 or 

that cotton was also
plrducts for export. The 	 Mission, believes 
ndtcl to the list. PD-71 	 requires that potential negati e' 

and producers be considered by thein,,pacts on U.S. exporters 
following review by

ieyjgonal bureau AA, AA/PPC and AA/LEG, 
PD-71
PPC/EA concurs in the USAID finding. A 	copy of
PI'C/EA. 


i7 attached at TAB B. 

prohibit Missions from developing project ideas

Pl)-71 does rnot 


cotton and citrus fruits if
w)hich involve production of sugar, 

is sound and the
th1e development rationale 	 for the project 
theon U.S. producers is low. In this instance,likely impact 

likely impact is judged to be low and may ultimately be 
to a decreasepositive through changes in the crop mix leading 

iii Moroccan production of the above crops in favor of other 
higher .,alue crnps. 

J c oJtmeL~l_.t!.i,9J1.._V: That, by 	 indicating your approval below, you 

concur that, based on Mission analysis, 	 there does not appear 
and producers and1-to be a negative impact on U.S. exports 

may, therefore, proceed with project development.USAID/Rabat 

Approve:
AA/PPC:R~rown 

Disapprove:
 

Date: / 

AA/TEG : RRandlett 	 Approve: 

Disapprove:
 

Date:
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LINISTFRF 	 FI.L'AGRICULTURE 
rr Pr .A PFrOrME AGRAIRE 

,ECRIHE'AI'I ArTI"i'Ii*AI, LE MINISTRE DE l.'AGRICULTURE 

D)1VU;1 P~lE[A U)OPE'ElATriUN ET DE JA REFORME AGRAIRF 

( 	 II .1 .T : 'Projet do conservation des ressources 
en eaux et en sols au Tadla. 

Monieur Le 	)Directeur, 

Les efforts soutenus entrepris par le Gouvernement du Royaume 

di Maroc dais le sectetir agricole ont permls d'obtenir des r6sultats 

tang i .tir dii secteur et producbles les plans de la modernisation 	 de Ia 

Ceos r6sultats encourageants sont constat6s particuli6rement 

dans les p6rimntres irrlgu6s qui mobilisent un potentlel de surface 

Important ayant falt les frais financiers d'op6rations consid6rabl es 

1imir le pays. 

Cepiendant, au fur et fimesure que le programme des 6quipe

meats hydroagricoles se rapprochede sa fin, un besoin Imp6rieux se fait 

sontfr pour titlepestion rationnelle des ressources en eau notamment dans 

les p6rimtres aticiens tel que le Tadla. 

Elneffet, dans ce dernier p6rimtre, Ia date des premiers 

sectetirs tills eiican remonte Ai 1938. Une partie des 6quipements a 6t6 

tmodernlf6e at noyon de financements ext6rleurs accord6s entre antres 

par Ia Banque Monidiale dans le cadre du Projet PAGI, mais demeure insuf
f isate otr assurer tine efficience et une utilisation ripoureuse des 

russourees en can et en sol. 

III liMONP1SI 	 i IE.CTEUR I)E L'IU.S.A.I.I). 

- RAIAT 
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Sur on autre plan, 'ORMVA du Tadla s'engage depuls 1987 

dans In vole de In lib6ralisation des assolements et du d6sengagement 

des activit6s A caract~re commercial pour laisser in place an sectoetr 

priv6 appel6 Amjouer un r8le de rel6ve et avec lequel 1. 6tabllra des 

relations de partenariat. 

l)ans le contexte de cette mutation dans la strat6gie de 

d6veoppement agricole r6gional au Tadla, on projet intitul6 " Conser

vation des Ressources en Eau et des Sols au Tadla" a 6t6 identift6 et 

6valu6 en commun avec votre agence. 

Aussi, ai-je l'honneur de vous proposer de financer le pro

jet sus-vis6 dont l'objectif principal est l'am6lioration des p !or

imances: de I 'agricloture irrigu6e dans le p6rimntre du Tadla et Ia sauv, 

garde do 'environnement, et ce, dans le ct itexte des notivelles orient

tions de ia politique hydro-agricole dans le domaine de la grande irri

gation. Ce projet portera sur les composantes essentiel les suivantes 

- Am6lioration du service de l'eau 

- Am6lioration de la productivit6 des exploitatIons agricol 

- Lutte contre les impacts n6gatifs sur l'environnement I& 

i une utilisation non efficiente des ressources. 

- Appui i la promotion du secteur priv6 

- Formation du personnel de l'ORMVAT. 

En souhaitant obtenir une suite favorable de votre part, 

pour le financement dudit projet, veuil]ez agr6er, Monsieur Le Direc

tour, 1'expresston de ma haute consid6ration. 

rre AgroireLeet hhn~d? • ig i'e 

ttman VEMNASign 



>cl,_o JUIN 1992I_ LeI- o 2-
UY~r I'lW MARlOCIT 

MI[JISIFRE F'F I'AGRICULTURE 
El !Ip I..PErOItME AGRAIRE 

LE MINISTRE I)E I,'AGRICULTURE 
IAI I:NIAI.M ET I)E LA REFORME AGRAIRE 

)IVISIIN Ili" A 'RATIONIAL I 

/ 1 PCI/I/1SAInPI'/06D/-1-06 ACTION 

DUE 

INFO I
0 It.1-T" Coopratio, Maroc-USAID. 

ItE F E R V.l. (lt icr Avril 1992. 

Site ,Avotre envoi ct6 en r6f6rence relatif A l'6valuation 

(lit projet de conmervation des ressources en eau et en sol dalls 1e Tadia 

(608-0213), j'at I'lhonneur de vous communquer les observations suivantes 

.tutpu.nte .. : Am61fioration du service de 1'eau 

Le r6seati te capteurs de nivenu que le projet compte instal

lor dalni lopoto s tisn6vrnlgiques des canaux d'irrigation des deux pirliln 

tre!; (lit ltdla devrnit tenir compte de i'6volution future de ceux-ci. En 

efer, d1:1; tn avenir proche, ils seront prolong6s, an niveau du perlme-

Ce des 9eIni-Mlmls,;a, par le canal T2, quti est actuellement en cours de 

rC,,ll:ition et (lit] servira pour le transfert de l'eau vers le p6rim~tre 

do, In 'l'n!;snout Aval. 

)'ailleiurs, dans le cadre de la r6gulation de cet ouvrage 

dos apparetir de mesure du d6bit sont pr6vus au niveau tiecertains 

pol i i In eattal GM alns: que dans les premiers tronrons du canal. I). 

An It-, 1 re,:en de c;iptcurs de niveau et de transmission de I'itnforma-

I i m devrt-;i l- I ten i r compte de ces dispos Itifs et devrait surtout Ztre 

cw~t:ll d" qfat:ot ")potivoir s'int6grer avec le syst~me dICr6gulatIon du 

C anti.1 '1? 

Ill11,;11.IJR(I.E,IDII.C'I'IUR. ...lE ,USAll) A RAIBAT :..,l .,l!i: ' ' . , ,.. " "" 

.. 9' . . 
..-. , :g ,,. 

*", ,) -;1i* cI'Z 

\' f 

,,,-.:. .
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lDans le domaine de la connaissance des besoins cn can des 

cultures, le nombre des stations agro-climatiques ne peut trc vala

blement nrr~t6 cu'apr6s qutune 6tude de In r6partition g6ogrnphique 

du cli bmut dans Ios deux p6rim6tres du Tadla nit 6t6 r6alls6e. Cette 

tude (liii sera basee stir les donn6es disponibles vaudra mienx que 

'arrvter cc nomlre uniquement sur la base des subdivisions de gestion 

existantes, mnme si les donn6es climatiques disponibles sent l imit6es. 

S'agissant do 1'avertissement i IVirrigatlon, une cuncerta

t In 6trol.to entro le projet et celui qui est men 6 actiiellemient conjoin

tement par In MER, 1']I"I et l'ORVA du Tadla s'avtre n6cessnafre. Cette 

concertatioi pent s'articuler autour d'ne mise au point et d'uiic explol

tarpon communes (di syst6me d'information g6ographtque et des deux logi

fcels prlvits par le projet pour la maltrise de Ia distribution de I' cau. 

Par ailleurs, il y a lieu d'insister stir la n6cessf.t6 d 'tine 

misc ei place progressive du dispositif d'avertissement A I' Irrigation. 

Componante n' 2 : Ami6lioratlon de la productivit6 des exploitations ari

coles.
 

L'observatoire permanent qui sera installi dans les p6rim&

tres di Tadla dans le cadre do cette coinposante du projet pour sutivre 

In fonctfoinement des exploitations agricoles devrait tre compl6mentaire 

de celii. qni sera r6alis6 par le PAGI 2 et cc, aftn d'6viter du double 

einpIoi dans cc domaine. 

Par ailleurs, i'6.tude di comportement des agriculteurs vis 

.A vls ie l'introduction des innovations devrait donner la priorit6 aux 

techniques efficlentes d'irrigation sans pour autant n6gllger les autres 

aspects. En effet, la maltrise de l'irrigation au nivean de la parcelle 

coni;LItie ine prlorit6 nationale. 

http:n6cessf.t6
http:6trol.to
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Cnomposate n' 3 : Lutte contre les impacts n6gatifs sur l'environnement
 

li6s A une mauvaise utilisation des ressources.
 

Les actions pr6vues dans le cadre de cette composante ne
 

soul'lveit pas d'observation particuli~re, car elles correspondent 
 i
 

des besroins r6es et pressants do L'ORMVA du Tadla dans le domaine en
 

Tjutefois, les informations pr6senttes en annexe C (page 165) 

suir les composantes die la recharge de la nappe dans les p6rim6tres irri

gn6s du Tadia paraissent pr6matur6es, car elles provlennent d'une 6tude 

pr6ti.imia Lre stir Ie bilan de cette nappe. En effet, les variables du 
o
hil ati n sont pa encore connues d'une facon suffisamment precise pour 

permettre d'affirmer ces informations. Du reste, comme il est indiqu6 

daits ]e rapport lui-mtmne en page 12, la premi6re investigation A mener 

dns le cadre do cette composante du projet consiste A achever et affi

nor l'6tude di bilan, qul est encore fragmentaire. 

°
 Composante i' 4 : Appui au secteur priv6 

Tout en plagant les actions A mener dans ce domaine dans le 

cadre g6n6ral d'une plus grande implication du secteur priv6 dans L'6cono

role rurale et i'instauration d'un dialogue effectif entre les diff~rents 

acteurs du secteur public et du priv6 dans le contexte d'un disengagement 

do !'ORMVA di Tadla des activit6s A caract~re commercial, il faudrait 

concentrer ces actions essentiellement stir les associations d'irrigants 

on lours grouipements ou f6d6rations. Ceci se justifie par plusieurs rai

sons parnii lesquelles : 

- les associations d'irrigants sent de constitution r6cente ; elles 

doivent Ftre renforc6es et orient6es.
 

- Elles sent appel6es A jo-er un rule capital dans la gestion des 

ressources en eau qui est l'une des principales pr6occupations 

dui projet (distribution de l'eau, maintenance des 6quipements, 

inatrise de ]'application de l'eau au niveau do la parcelle etc ... 
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Par ailleurs, dans le cadre de la compl~mentarit6 du projet
 

avec le PAGI 2, i1 faudrait pr~voir la promotion de petites entit6s pri

v6es, soft dans le cadre des associations d'irrigants soft dans un autre
 

cadre. Ces entit6s priv6es auront un double objectif : d'une part, appor

ter aux agriculteurs du Tadla des prestations de services en mati~re de 

tiirfacage des parcelles et d'autre part, commercialiser diff~rents mat6

riel, ('irrigation (siphon tubulaires, films en plastique, rampes A van

nettes ou 6quivalents et m~me, mat6riel d'irrigation par aspersion ou 

Iocal 1s6e) . 

Veuillez agr6er, Monsieur Le Directeur, i'expression de ma
 

haute cousid6ration.t.% 

Le t.Ainls, '-A5 rCU! ture 

Ct d. l( Agrcre 

" $i"n6 : anOVMNATI 

1: 



Annex D
 

STATUTORY CHECKLIST
 



5C(2) - ASSISTANCE CHECKLIST 

Lt-tl below are statutory criteria applicable to the assistance resources themselves, rather than 
to th rli(libility of a country to receive assistance. This section Is divided Into three parts. Part A 
Irtrr,'ir, rritlia applicable to both Development Assistance and Economic Support Fund resources. 
Pnrt P irchrlods criteria applicable only to Development Assistance resources. Part C Includes criteria 
alil~i'nhl,, only to Economic Support Funds. 

(Cl'RS9 REFERENCE: IS COUNTRY CHECKLIST UP TO 
PALE? 

A CRIIFRIA APPLICABLE TO BOTH DEVELOPMENT
 
ABIJIANICE AND ECONOMIC SUPPORT FUNDS
 

II lo t Country Development Efforts (FAA Sec. 

c)i(n)): iformation ard coniclusions on whether 


n-lnrn will encourage efforts of the country to: 

(I) irnsp the flow of international trade; (b) foster 
pri'inf initinlive and competition; (c) encourage 
rlvllopment and use of coope.atives, credit unions, and 
ai~\~'q
and loan associations; (d) discourage 


m,morrpiklirr practices; (e) improve technical efficiency 

(ifiihrItqry, agriculture, and commerce; and (1) 

r~inntfjlhrn free labor unions, 


2. I.S. Private Trade and Investment (FAA Sec. 
n0t(h))- Information arid conclusions on how assistance 
w.,ill mnnanmrge U.S. private trade and Investment abroad 
,nrdrnro rage private U.S. participalion In foreign 

nktnr'ce programs (includlni use of private trade 
r'hnnnIis aid the services of U.S. private enterprise). 

YES 

(a)Yes, trade will be encouraged 
through purchase of equipment from 
the U.S. and through Increased 
production of high-value export crops; 
(b) Yes, private Initiative and 
competition will be fostered through 
strengthening the private sector In the 
Tadla area; (c) Yes, the project will 
work with cooperatives to strengthen 
their management and member 
services; (d) Yes, by strengthening the 
private sector, facilitating the free flow 
of Information and assisting the 
disengagement of the State from 
commercial Irrigation activities and 
services, the project will discourage 
monopolistic practices; (e)Yes, the 
project's primary objective Is to 
promote the adoption of a more 
technically efficient approach to 
Irrigated agriculture in Momcc',; 
(f)No, the project will not work with 
free labor unions. 

Most of the goods and services to be 
provided under the project will be 
provided by U.S. private enterprises. 
In addition, (he project will actively 
promote Increased private commercial 
U.S./Moroccan trade and Investment 
In agriculture. 

I\
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,.Congressional Notification 

a. General requirement (FY 1992 Continuing 
lsrilutiton; FAA Sec. 634A): If money Is to be obligated 
for an activity not previously justified to Congress, or for 
an nmount In excess of amount previously justified to 
Congress, has Congress been properly notified (unless 
tie nntification requirement has been waived because of 
sifl),HIatial risk to human health or welfare)? 

1h. Notice of new account obligation (FY 1992 
Cnmtlnuing Reoslutlon): If fonds are being obligated 
mrrier an appropriatlon accUuIt to which they were not 
nppropriated, bas tlre President corulted with Pnd 
provided a written j stificition to the Hoise and Senate 
Appropria!i-fln Committees and has sur';! obligation 
hp n subject to regular notification pro;k..j rs? 

r. Cash transfers and nonproject sector 
asslstance (FY 1992 Continuing Resolution): Iffunds are 
to he rnade available in the form o! cash transfer or 
noniproject sector assistance, has the Congrmnsional 
notice Included a detailed descrlptlion of how the funds 
will be tred, with a disussion of U.S. Interests to be 
qerved and a description of any economic f-ilicy 
reforrms to be promoted? 

4. Engineering and Financial Plans (FAA Sec. 611(a)): 
Prior to anmobligation In excess of $500,000, will there 
he: (a)engineering, financial or other plans necessary 
to carry out the assistance; arid (b) a reasonably firm 
estimate of the cost to the U.S. of the assistance? 

5.Legislative Action (FAA Sec. 611(a)(2)): If legislative 
action Is required within recipient country with respect to 
an ohligation In excess of $500,000, what Is the basis for 
a rpasonable expectation that such action will be 
completed Intime to permit orderly accomplishment of 
lie purpoqe of thrnassistance? 

6. Water Resources (FAA Sec. 611(b); FY 1992 
COrmtinilng Resolution): Ifproject Is for water or 
water related land resource construction, have benefits 
airl co.ts been computed to the extent practicable In 
,rr:odnnur-e with the principles, standards, and 
pimcedures established pursuant to the Water Resources 
Plnnning Act (42 U.S.C. 1962, et seg.)? (See A.I.D. 
liar (Ibook3 for guidelines.) 

2
 

A Congressional Notification was 
forwarded to Congress on 6/29/92 
and expired on 7/14/92 without 
comment. 

N/A 

N/A 

a)Yes 
b) Yes 

N/A 

Yes 



7.Crish Transfer and Sector Assistance (FY 1992 
C,tlinuling Resoluilon): Will cash transfer or nonproject 
qf-'tinassitainco be maintained In a separate account 
rind rwt commingled with other funds (unless such 
imnfltmliliti. ai waived by Congressional notice for 
1t(iliptwj ct sector assistance)? 

R Capital Assistance (FAA Sec. 611 (e)): If project Is 
r.n,i, 'ls5istanco,ce...g, construction), and total U.S. 
n, ithnce for itwill exceed $1 million, has Mission 
Phir,'r'tn cerlified indRegional Assistant Administrator 
I:n,-nito connidsration the country's capability to
 
i''iiitair and itilize the project effectively?
 

9. Local Currencies 

a. Recipient Contributions (FAA Secs. 612(b), 
Mnf(h)): Describe steps taken to assure that, to the 
rniraimr extent possible, the country is contributing 
I,(r'nl ,'urrencles to meet the cost of contractual and 
nttir'r services, and foreign currencies owned by the U.S. 
a,1 itili7ed It lien of dollars. 

h. U.S.-Owned Currency (FAA Sec. 612(d)): Does 
tin U.S. own excess foreign currency of the country
 
and, if so, what arrangements have been made for Its
 
rla,sp? 

v. Separate Account (FY 1992 Continuing 
rn-oitlon). Ifassistance is furnished to a foreign
 
Ieveninnirit under arrangements which result In the
 
Iner ation of local currencies:
 

(1) 1las AID. (a) required that local currencies be 
dflpoqited ina s eparate account established by the 
rr,,ipinrtt government, (b)entered Into an agreement 
wilh that governirrni providing the amount of local 
c-irercis to be generated arid the terms and conditions 
iinde which tre currencies so deposited may be 
rtlilized, and (c) established by agreement the 
'zimnspnibiliies
of A.I.D. and that government to monitor 

ail a-coint for deposits Into arid disbursements from 
tire separate account? 

(2) Will such local curencies, or an equivalent 

ni tmit of local currencies, be used only to carry out
 

lh- miprniiPs of tir DA or ESF chapters of the FAA
(,tr.'pnndirgo which chapter Isthe source of the 
nnst:irlrce) or for the administrative requirements of the 
Ih0ind States Government? 

3 

N/A 

N/A 

Yes 

No 

N/A 

a) N/A 
b) N/A 
c) N/A 

N/A 



(1) fins AID. taken all appropriate steps to ensure 
lint tim eqnivaleit of local currencies disbursed from the 
siiarile account are used for the agreed purposes? 

(1) If asslktnn(e, is terminated to a country, will any 
mIntIrnlllrh I ndlances of funds remaining In a 
"r'1rrnln aecount he disposed of for purposes agreed to 
iv Iie rncipient government and the United States 

In. Trade Restrictions 

n. Surplus Commodities (FY 1992 Continuing 

fno-nliition): If ais'slance is for the production of any
 
fninodity for export, Is the commodity likely to be In 

.imipitlr on world markets at the time the resulting 
pieriirilive capacity becomes operative, and Is such 
n -nnc e likely to cauo" substantial Injury to U.S. 
lmirpiis of tIhe same, similar or competing
 
r'riniorilty?
 

h. Textiles (ntutenberg Amendment) (FY 1992 
(rnltiinq Resolthllon): Will the assistance (except for 
piI irnis In Caribbean Basin Initiative countries under 
ItIS, lariff Schedule "Section 807," which allows reduced 
Iniilfs on articles assembled abroad from U.S.-made 
rnviinilrens) he used directly to procure feasibility 

r'wlier,, prfeasihility studies, or project profiles of 
lilonntial Investment in, or to assist the establishment of 
friilitins specifically designed for, the manufacture for 
n'ot toiphe United States or to third country markets In 
dirr't cn mpelitin with U.S. exports, of textiles, apparel, 
frrtwoar, h[1n(lbrjqs, flat goods (such as wallets or coin 

ptres worn on the person), work gloves or leather 
wornaig apparel? 

II. Tropical Forests (FY 1992 Continuing Resolution): 
Will ftunds he used for any program, project or activity 

&.1ichwould (a) result In any significant loss of tropical 
frtrctq, or (b) Involve Industrial timber extraction In 
pimary tropical forest are s? 

12 PVO Assistance 

n. Auditing and registration (FY 1992 Contwin:n 
,l,ohirtion): If assistance Is being made avallabl,1 to a 

rvo, hns that organlzaiion provided upon tirnry :eques 
any document, file, or record necessary to the auIiii (i 
inrmrluipments of A.I.D., and Is the PVO registered with 
A I D.? 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

No 

a) No 
b) No 

N/A 
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h) Firuding sources (FY 1992 Continuing 
T,,hltlon, Tlilt II,under heading "Private and Voluntary 

('rq'iotl0nR"): I1assistance Is to be made to a United 
.q-viv, rvo (other than a cooperative development 
f)1i(Jil 1l7aliOn), fins it oltain at least 20 percent of its 
ti l airnil irr ling for Irternatiomal activities from 

qlriri; other than the Unitedl States Government? 

I, Prnject Agreement Documentation (State 
AoIlrri.anlion Sec. 139 (as Interpreted by conference 
,pol)): I las cnfiir nmationn of th date of signing of the 

Itoin ao.1eriro , inrg the anorurit Involved, beenniti ircl 
i'Nhlrl tn State t/T and A ID. LEG within 60 days of the 
nitiPn' Ilr ni tiy into force with respect to the United 
F:ttri, andltins the full text of tihe agreement been 
torclin !o thnse sari offices? (See Handbook 3, 
Allirrdix GG for argteerients covered by this provision). 

11. tpr'tric System (Orrirrihos Trade and 
('rmpotiliveness Act of 1988 Sec. 5164, as Interpreted 
I,y conference report, amending Metric Conversion Act 
of 1975 Sec. 2, arn( as Implemerted through A.I.D. 
policy): Does tire assistance activity use the metric 
szystPi of nrrasrnrerrrelrt In ils procurements, grants, and 
oilirr Iisiness related activities, except to the extent that 
ci,-h tiqe Is Impractical or Is likely to cause significant 
i ifi,lenirles or less of markets to United Staes firms? 
Arn hiulk purchases usually to be made In metric, and 
ar' components, stbassemblies, arid semi-fabricated 
in-ilerinls to l)e specified in metric units when 
Pcen ion)icpI:,, .'iln 4- and technically adequate? Will 
A II.) zipncificrtinns use metric units of measure from 
lin earliest prograniatlc stages, and from the earliest 
(hnirnreirtanioni of the assistance processes (for 
e~arileI , project papers) Involving quantifiable 
inanirernrerts (length, area, volume, capacity, mass and 
volghl), through the Implementation stage? 

Ir Women In Development (FY 1992 Continuing 
fl,,irllon,Title II, under heading "Women In 
livelopnreit'): Will assistance be designed so that the 
j,,rcrtnlage of women participants will be demonstrably 
ir'ireasecd? 

N/A 

The Case-Zablock Act requirements 
will be fully compied with. 

a) Yes 
b) Yes 
c) Yes 

All project activities will actively 
promote Increased participation by 
women In the regional economy. 
Certain private sector assistance 
activities will be targeted at women
owned enterprises arid/or enterprises 
where women figure prominently In 
the business or services supplied. 
Wherever appropriate, project studies, 
analyses and evaluations will be 
gender-specific In order to accurately 
assess the project's Impact on 
women. Many farmers In the project 
area are women who will receive 
direct project benefits. 
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Ir f1"glonal and Multilateral Assistance (FAA Sec. 
21n): is aslstance more lllclently and effectively 
i', .iylod throu gh regional or multilateral organizations?
If q, why Isassistance riot so provided? Information 
mid r,'mrltilors on whellrir assistance will encourage 
rl'.nlopihlq coinhirf; to cooperate In regional 
rlnvnlopirnvil programs. 

17 Abortions (rY 1992 Continuing Resolution, Title II, 
mIrei hnadi "Pro ilation, DA," and Sec. 525): 

a Will n,'ictrrrp hi made available to any 
o ffritnlin or progrnm which, as determined by the 
-r,-inrIf, smrpports or participates In the management of 
a proqmin of coercive abortion or Involuntary 
-; Ir liat ion? 

h. Will any funds be used to lobby for abortion? 

It Cooperatives (FAA Sec. 111): Will assistance help 
cirv.i'lrp cooperatives, especially by technical assistance, 
tn a .sisriral arid urban poor to help themselves toward 
a Ilnttr life? 

V) U.S.-Owned Foreign Currencies 

n. Use of currencies (FAA Secs. 612(b), 636(h): FY 

1a2 Continuing Resolutlon): Describe steps taken to 

,-.mire that, to the maxirnum extent possible, foreign 

crrrleriis owned by tire U.S. are utilized In lieu of 
riir'r to meet fthe cost of contractual and other 

h Release of currencies (FAA Sec. 612(d)): Does 
thn U.S. own excess foreign currency of the country 
nril, if so, what arrangements have been made for Its 
rlleas ? 

2) Procurement 

n. Small business (FAA Sec. 602(a)): Are there 
rrangements to permit U.S. small business to 
teirlicipate rquitably inthe furnishing of commodities 
ar rl s rvices financed? 

No. The project will, however, promote 
enhanced regional/international 
development cooperation through 
support to IIMI and through close 
collaboration with complementary 
World Bank-sponsored Irrigation 
Improvement activities In Morocco. 

No 

No 

Yes. The project will provide 
substantive, direct assistance to 
strengthen agricultural-related 
cooperatives In Tadla. 

U.S. does not own any foreign 
currency In Morocco. 

No 

Yes, small businesses will be 
encouraged to apply for all project 
technical assistance and commodity 
procurement contracts, and 

subcontracts. 
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1 U.S. procurement (FAA Sec. 604(a)): Will all Yes
 
pror-irrernnot he from the U.S. except as otherwise
 
ertnl,,rired ty ihmPresident or determined under
 
erlnioril'li from him? 

r ,rirnehlrstirnce (FAA Sec. 604(d)): If the Morocco does not discriminate against 
'rlrpnlir- .tintry discriminales against marine any marine Insurance companies.ig 

iwrnmnrp cnr p..t:ie'sn-;l Inri;ed to do business In the
 
II q will roniinodilipq be in sured In the United States
 

Cridrt
I marrie risk with sucir a cormpany? 

(I flon-U.S, agricultural procurement (FAA Sec. N/A
 
r;r I (n)) If iroi 1IS procurement of agricultural
 
f 'm in,lily or prorlici't Ihereof Is to be financed, Is there
 
pio,,iginhr naq-irlt sitdh procurremrt when the domestic
 
i'n of smIci commrodity ,:ess thaimparity? (Exception
 
I.hrnindrmod ity fiiarced could not reasonably be
 

hrr.rlrred il U.S )
 

o Construction or engineering services (FAA Sec. No
 
co I(I)) Will cornsruclinn or engineering services be
 
ptrird from firms of adivanrced developing countries
 
vhih nip otherwise eligible under Code 941 and which
 
Ir.n itairined a coripelilive capability In International
 
rilrI nt'. hn ore of Ithese areas? (Exception for those
 
rnrimniris whilc. receive direct econmomic assistance
 
iit,,,or the FAA arnf pernilt United Slates firms to
 
'rtmiplir for cornsisrclio or engilneering services
 
finor'ee tror
fmissistance programs of these countries.) 

I Cargo preference shipping (FAA Sec. 603)): Is No 
hlimohIiping Pxclurled fronr compliance with the 
reI Orernorrt in spcion 901 (b) of the Merchant Marine 
,-Iof 1936, as artrrnded. that at least 50 percent of the 

qirlc tfinrige of crinndiios (corriputed separately for 
dry Iritlcarriers, dry cargo liners, and tankers) financed 
In-,ml tin lrnsporlrd or privately owned U.S. flag 
errmnrial vvsels to lie extent such vessels are 

nvflil-rt)lP at fair and reaso.c.i)le rates? 

(I lechrnical assistance 
(rA Soc.21(a)): If teclrnical assistance is financed, Yes. Use of other Federal Agencies Is 
villzuerh assislnce 1e firrrished by private enterprise not contemplated. 
onr n c'rmract basis to the fullest extent practicable? Will 
lhn |Fi.ilitils and resotirces of other Federal agencies be 
tiii-.-f.t, particularly suitable, notwhrern they are 
ccrn e illie witlh1 private enterprise, arid made available 
v.,itml mimIrrInterrererce with domestic programs? 
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h. U.S. air carriers 
(htnirrational Air Transportation Fair Competitive Yes 
r irirrs Act, 1974): If air transportation of persons or 
f'r'poity Islimd(ed on grant basis, will U.S. carriers be 
lqrnt
to the etenft sulch service Is available? 

I. Tprnination for convenience of U.S. Yes 
(nverrnment (FY 1992 Conrtiruing Resolution): Ifthe 
II q ('Inv nruueunt is a party to a contract for 
ji,irnirnt,dn; tile contract contain a provision 
qm1Ilfnri7inrl termination of such contract for the 
r'riiuvrllilce of the Unlicc, States? 

j. Consulting services Yes 
(FY 1992 Cortiulmng Resolution): If assistance Is for 
rmqg0tirg servire throtugh procurement contract 
pfltaimuit to 5 U S C. 3109, are contract expenditures a 
niirtr of public record and available for public 
iwlpprtion (unless otherwise provided by law or 
Flecittive order)? 

k. Competitive Selection Procedures (FAA Sec. Yes 
nM)lt(n)): Will the assistance utilize competitive selection 
procrdure' ;ifthr awardig of contracts, except where 
appliciable procurement rules allow otherwise? 

2I. Construction 

a. Capital project (FAA Sec. 601(d)): Ifcapital (e.q., N/A 
rcnstruclion) project, will U.S. engineering and 
professional services be used? 

b. Construction contract (FAA Sec. 611(c)): If N/A 
c;rutlacts for construction are to be financed, will they 
h- let on a corrpetitive basis to maximum extent 
practicable? 

c. Large projects, Congressional approval (FAA N/A 
,q, (3?0(k)): If for construction of productive enterprise, 
will mnlgregato value of assistance to be furnished by the 
I. rnt exceed $100 million (except for productive 
euuluprises In Egypt that were described Inthe 
orructresiorna Presentation), or does assistance have 
1l1- express approval of Congress? 
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?2 II.. Audit Rights (FAA Sec. 301(d)): If fund Is 

,,tat1hnlripf solly hy U S. contributions and
 

;'h~iririerld by art international organization, does
 
ionipitroller General have audit rights?
 

?1 (onmlnist Assistance (FAA Sec. 620(h). Do 
:rt 'rl(Inmrrotit exit Ito instlre that Uited States foreign 
nI Pn It Imol in a t ainaner which, cotntrary to the best 
iirr rof tihr Utnil ,d Stair., promotes or assists the
 

Ir Inr'li t rid projlcts or activities of the Comnomunist-bloc
 

"I 1laicotics 

n Cash reimbursements (FAA Sec. 483): Will 
at mrIt morotts preclhde use of financing to make 
wh'iiiiittetntints, iii tie rtfl of cash payments, to 
pr,'rrins whose illicit drug crops are eradicated? 

h Asslstance to narcotics traffickers (FAA Sec. 
,ln7)- Will arraugnerints take "all reasonable steps" to 
In(r htrl, iIso of financing to or through individuals or 
orititi-s which w, know or have reason to believe have 
nilhr'or (1) heen convicted of a violation of any law or 
trt' tititin of the United States or a foreign country 
rrlrliig to narcotics (or other controlled substances); or 
(1) I,,i-,lar illicit Itafficker In, or otherwise Involved In 
Ih,, illicit traffickinig of, any such controlled substance? 

2F Fxipropriation and Land Reform (FAA Sec. 620(g)): 
Will I-i,1tarce pnecllOde ts33 of firnancitig to compensate 
ovttnrs to Pxpropriated or iationalized property, except 
to ('rionqnae foreign nationals In accordance with a 
ladI refrrm progran certified by the President? 

", Police and Prisons (FAA Sec. 660): Will assistance 
Irih rdn ira" of fitiarcing to provide training, advice, or 
aly finrtwal support for police. prisons, or other law 
nil irr einerit forces, except for narcotics programs? 

27 CIA Activities (FAA Sec. 662): Will assistance 
prn(hO rise of fiinancing for CIA activities? 

20 Motor Vp';lcles (FAI\ Sec. 636(i)): Will assistance 
prr'tl(dn riSe of financing for purchase, sale, long-term 
lnI-n, Prchanrge or guaranty of the sale of motor 
vnhii'trs riranufactured outside U.S., unless a waiver Is 
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N/A 

Yes 

Yes 

1) Yes 
2) Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 



"0 Military Personnel (FY 1992 Continuing Yes 
l,,nItilior): Will assistance preclude use of financing to 

ply pnislons. annuitles, retirement pay, or adjusted 
;Onlvl"n compensation for prior or current military 
pol onnel? 

:no1Pryment of U.N. Assessments (FY 1992 Yes 
,,nouitnoig Resolhtion): Will assistance preclude use of 

finHng to pay U 14.assessments, arrearages or dues? 

:11 Multilateral Organization Lending (FY 1992 Yes 
irliuing Rnsolt lion): Will assistance preclude use of 

iiliwirng to carry nut provisions of FAA section 209(d) 
(trmrifor of FAA funds to multilateral organizations for 
I0ri 1(I)? 

32 Export of Nuclear Resources (FY 1992 Continuing Yes 
n,-mlmtion): Will assistance preclude use of financing to 

fini-on hrireexport of nuclear equipment, fuel, or 
ir'hlilorgy? 

33 Repression of Population (FY 1992 Continuing Yes 
Molrtionr): Will assistance preclude use of financing 
for uhn purpose of aiding the efforts of the government 
(if -mch roorltry to reprers the legitimate rights of the 
p,,u 'ition of such coiuntry contrary to the Universal 
t),o-latio of Human Rights? 

.1 Publicity or Propaganda (FY 1992 Continuing No 
fnnlrinn): Will assislance be used for publicity or 
proliniJnda prurposes designed to support or defeat 
Inisiiilln pending before Congress. to Influence In any 
w-y tire outcome of a political election In the United 
,tninq, or for any publicity or propaganda purposes not 
annlhorized by Congress? 

3r, Marine Insurance (FY 1992 Continuing Resolution): Yes 
Will any A.I D. contract and solicitation, and subcontract 

onwId irin under such contract, include a clause 
nluiring that U.S. mrine Insurance companies have a 

Inir op'portutnily to bid for marine Insurance when such 
inm;rnr:lce is necessary or appropriate? 
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1r, F.x'-hnnge for Prohibited Act (FY 1992 Continuing No 
ln,-,!'lnriti): Will any assistance be provided to any 
If fiIngwnvmrenit (including any Instrumentality or 

irini-'y throf), foreign pprson, or United States person 
ift ,r''rinr ijp.for thaiforeign govemnlent or person 

,n'lnrldingany artiorn which Is, if carried out by the 
1,I01,,d c:lrte Gover nment,a Un ited States official or 

('riiloynn,oypressly prohibited by a provision of United 
q,1q ' Inw?
 



B. 	 CRITERIA APPLICABLE TO DEVELOPMENT
 
ASSISTANCE ONLY
 

1. Agricultural Exports (Bumpers
 
Am nrIrnent) (FY 1992 Continuing Resolution), as 

initnrprntod hy conforence report for original enactment): 
If sqIltarmc Is for agricullral development activities 
(qlpnrifically, any testing or breeding feasibility study, 
vaiinty Improve nrt or introduction, consultancy, 
litillicat lon, confernce, or training), are such activities: 
(t) cprcifically and principally designed to Increase 
nrirtiltiral ,xpoits by the host country to a country 
(nirnr than tile United States, where the export would 
Inad to 	direct competition in that third country with 
nCvoift nf a similar coiimodity grown or produced In 
Ihw United Slates, and canl the activities reasonably be 
npvncted to cause substantial Injury to U.S. exporters of 
a ziilir agricultural commodity; or (2) In support of 
rnrareh that is Intended primarily to benefit U.S. 

producers? 

2. Tied Aid Credits (FY 1992 Continuing 
f, flltion, Tifle II,under heading "Economic Support
 
Fund"): Will DA funds be used for tied aid credits?
 

3. Appropriate Technology (FAA Sec. 107): Is 
.pn-ial emphasis placed on use of appropriate 
t'n-inetogy (defined as relatively smaller, cost-saving, 
lanr orsing technologies that are generally most 
nppioprlale for tile small farms, small businesses, and
 
snill inconmes of the poor)?
 

4. Indigenous Needs and Resources (FAA 
cr- ?8 1(h)): Describe extent to which the activity 
rer-rini7es the particular needs, desires, and capacities 
(if Ilhe people of the country; utilizes the country's 
inetIleclnl resources to encourage Institutional 
developrmrent; and supports civic education and training 
in 4,ills required for effective participation In 
lovnrrrnerital and political processes essential to 

seIf government. 

5. Economic Development (FAA Sec. 101(a)): 
Dfn,-,s the activity give reasonable promise of contributing 
In the development of economic resources, or to the 
inrcnane of prodluctiv capacities and self-sustaining 
eronomic growth? 

6. Special Development Emphases (FAA 
Sqe. 102(b), 113, 281(a)): Describe extent to which 
nrlivily will: (a) effectively Involve the poor In 
d,1vlopment by extending access to ?,'onomy at local 
Invl, increning labor-intensive produ i;,on and the use 
(if appropriate technology, dispersing investment from 
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1) No 
2) No 

No 

Yes, where appropriate. 

The project will rely on Moroccan 
expertise to the greatest extent 
possible. The project Is specifically 
oriented towards solving resource use 
Inefficiencies In project areas through 
Increased Information flow and greater 
participation of private local residents 
in regional decision-making. 

Yes 

a) The project Is specifically designed 
to Increase private regional 
participation In the Tadla economy by 
Increasing labor-intensive production 
using appropriate technologies, 
Increasing regional agribusiness 



pi vtIpntinn of thp poor In the benefits of development 
-'n a-'iirtalnrd hnsis, using appropriate U.S. Institutions; 
(h) rocnnrage democratic private and local 
(If )rvlmn (c) support the self-helptntal histiltitions; 
,fflo, of developing countries; (d) promote the 
!1-t1,4patinn of women In the national economies of 
,I, ,npingcountries and i.e Improvement of women's 
' ln,-": Iil (e) utilize and encourage regional 
ronpt'nhiori by (evelopilng countries. 

7. Recipient Country Contribution (FAA Secs. 
If10, 124((d)): Will the recipi~rlt country provide at least 

9'5 prcnnt of the costs of the program, project, or 
nrivity with respect to which the assistance Is to be 
fiiin hifl (or Is the latter cost-sharing requirement being 
wnivn,, for a "relatively least developed" country)? 

8. Benefit to Poor Majority (FAA Sec. 128(b)): 
If lhn activity attempts to increase the Institutional 
("'nthiiliins of private organizations or the government of 
thn r-tnntry, or If it attempts to stimulate scientific and 
tnrlitinlogical research, has it been designed and will it 
'n tnititonrd to ensure that the ultimate beneficiaries 

are the poor majority? 

(, Abortions (FAA Sec. 104(f); FY 1992 
(7nfli; ning Re,:4i.flon. Title II,under heading 
'Poptulation, DA," and Sec. 535): 

a. Are any of the funds to be used for 
tlhn pnrformance of abortions as a method of family 
pIlnnint1 or to motivate or coerce any person to practice 

b. Are any of the funds to be used to 
pay fnr the ierformance of Involuntary sterilization as a 
mntind of family planning or to coerce or provide any 
lin-nnrlia Incentive to any person to undergo
';tnt ilizatiotts? 

c. Are any of the funds to be made 
a'.itnihln to any organization or program which, as 
rlnintinin(tt by the President, supports or participates In 
lin, management of a program of coercive abortion or 

opportunities and employment, and 
Increasing the free flow of Information 
for Increased farmer Involvement 
In regional resource allocation, 
management and use decision
making. All of this will be 
accomplished through joint contracts 
w/ U.S. and Moroccan firms and 
Institutions; (b) The project will 
Increase the free flow of Information 
within the Tadla agricultural 
community affording opportunities for 
greater participation of all community 
Interests In regional decision-making 
processes; (c) The project Is being 
pursued In direct response to felt 
GOM needs. It will rely, to the extent 
possible, on Moroccan expertise; (d) 
see A.15; (e) see A.16. 

Yes (see A.9.a. above) 

Yes, to the extent possible 

No 

No 

No 
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ivol ,rtnry sterilization? 

r. Will fLnds be made available only to No 
volrrlary family planning projects which offer, either 
(llrinrly or through referral to, or Information about 
nrr'qs to, a broad range of family planning methods 
and qervlces? 

e. In awarding grants for natural family N/A 
lInnrrinrl, will any applicant be discriminated against 
I-r-isir of such applicant's religious or conscientious 
r:r nnitrent to offer only natural family planning? 

f. Are any of the funds to be used to No 
pny for arny biomedical research which relates, In whole 
or in part, to methods of, or the performance of, 
ahnrlirfns or Involuntary sterilization as a means of family 
1l4irnlirut? 

g. Are any of the funds to be made No 
availahle to any organization If tire President certifies that
 
tln rr'Ze of these furrds by stch organization would
 
vir'lnlt rny of tile above provisions related to abortions
 
and ii nvoluntary sterilization?
 

10. Contract Awards (FAA Sec. 601(e)): Will Yes 
flip pioject utilize competitlve selection procedures for 
th awarding of contracts, except where applicable 
pirrernlemnt rules allow otherwise? 

11. Disadvantaged Enterprises (FY 1992 10% 
Crnliniing Resolution): What portion of the funds will 
ho available only for activities of economically and 
ncially disadvantaged enterprises, historically black 

colle.les arid universities, colleges and universities 
hnving a student body in which more than 40 percent of 
tire -ltulrits are Hispanic Americans, and private and 
vo rilamy organizations which are controlled by 
indrividn-ls who are black Americans, Hispanic 
Amricarrs, or Native Americans, or who are 
Pcor nrlcally or socially disadvantaged (Including 
wrmrn)? 

12. Biological Diversity (FAA Sec. 119(g): a) No 
Will the assistance: (a) support training and education b) No 
effnrit which Improve the capacity of recipient countries c) No 
to prrvent loss of biological diversity; (b) be provided d) No 
rrrir a long-term agreement In which the recipient 
rrttry agrees to protect ecosystems or other wildlife 
hnhitlls; (c) support efforts to Identify and survey 
or'nystnis In recipient countries worthy of protection; 
or (6) by any direct or Indirect means significantly 
rin'nrn rntional parks or similar protected areas or 
irilr n(ce exotic plants or animals Into such areas? 
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13. Tropical Forests (FAA Sec. 118; FY 1992
 
critinuing Resolution)
 

a. A.I.D. Regulation 16: Does the Yes
 
n-lisi.ir'e com;ply with the environmental procedures
 
sr, forth In A.I.D. Regulation 16?
 

b. Conservation: Does the assistance 1) N/A 
pice a high priority on conservation and sustainable 2) Yes 
111mrInclorient of tropical forests? Specifically, does the 3) N/A 
'is-lstnce, to the fullest extent feasible: (1) stress the 4) Yes 

irr~ortanrce of conserving and siustalnably managing 5) Yes 
fornsl rpsnirces; (2) support activities which offer 6) N/A 
rriployrent arid income alternatives to those who 7) N/A 
otherwise would cause destruction arid loss of forests, 8) N/A 
and holp countries Identify and Implement alternatives to 9) N/A 
cronrizirg forested areas; (3) support training 10) N/A 
prngrams, educational efforts, and the establishment or 11) N/A 
srerultlering of Institutions to Improve forest 12) Yes 
tnnagement; (1) help end destructive slash-and-burn 13) Yes 
narllcrnlture by supporling stable arid productive farming 
prncticrs; (5) help conserve forests which have not yet 
linn degraded by helping to Increase production on 
Inds already cleared or degraded; (6) conserve 
forested watersheds arid rehabilitate those which have 
tonn deferested; (7) support training, research, and 
other actions which lead to sustainable and more 
rnvircnrrnentally sound practices for timber harvesting, 
renioval, arid proce-dng; (8) support research to 
n"pand knowledge of tropical forests and Identify 
allrnrnlives which will prevent forest destruction, loss, or 
rtqrndation; (9) conserve biological diversity In forest 
nrn by supporting efforts to Identify, establish, and 
mintain a representative network of protected tropical 
frest ecosystems on a worldwide basis, by making the 
e-tiablishment of protected areas a condition of support 
fi(i a-'tivitin- Involving forest clearance or degradation, 

tan y helping to Identify tropical forest ecosystems and 
cpocis In need of protection and establish and maintain 
nlf)rp ate protected areas; (10) seek to Increase the 
awarnness of U.S. Government agencies and other 
rtnnors of the Inimmediate arid long-term value of tropical 
forests; (11) utilize the resources and abilities of a! 
elvnnt U.S. government agencies; (12) be based upon 
careful analys'- of the alternatives available to achieve 
Ihre hst sustainatle use of the land; and (13) take full 
arromint of the environmerital Impacts of the proposed 
activilles on biological diversity? 
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c. Forest degradation: Will assistance 1)No 
in , znd for: (1) the procurement or use of logging 2) No 
re, lpirrent, unless an environmental assessment 3) No 
Inticate thati all tinber harvesting operations Involved 4) No 
will tr,conducted in an enivlronmentally sound manner 5) No 
aif thai tire proposed activity will produce positive 6) No 
n"'nnmnic hentits and sustainable forest management 
y1etrrr; (2) actions which will significantly degrade 

ilotnal parks or similar protected areas which contain 
tr,,pical forests, or inlrodu'.e exotic plants or animals 
ito siich ao-o,, (1) activities which would result In the 
cnitivrs lo of forest lands to the rearing of livestock; (4) 
th r instruction. upgrading, or maintenance of roads 
(iirlhiing tenporary haul roads for logging or other 
r-frartive Industries) which pass through relatively 
wnrregraded forest lands; (5) tire colonization of forest 
I-lnds: or (6) tie construction of dams or other water 
rnmlrtl structures which flood relatively undergraded 
fo Pst lands, unless with respect to each such activity an 
noryurr.rmtnioeri assessnrnt indicates that the activity will 
coitlibite significantly and directly to Improving the 
li.,olihond of lhe rural poor and will be conducted In an 
orr'iro ornentally sourrd manner which supports 
srv-tairinble development? 

d. Sustainable forestry: Ifassistance N/A 
reltes to tropical forests, will project assist countries In 
rn,loping a systematic analysis of the appropriate use 

nf thrir total tropical forest resources, with the goal of 
r'nveloplng a national program for sustainable forestry? 

e. Environmental Impact statements: N/A 
Will fhmds be made available In accordance with 
provikons of FAA Section 117(c) and applicable A.I.D. 
rnitln"itlons rMqfirirIg anmenvironmental Impact statement 
hir activities significantly affecting the environment? 

14. Energy (FY 1992 Continuing Resolution): If a) N/A 
n'sisttrce relates to energy, will such assistance focus b) N/A 
on- (a)end use energy efficiency, least-cost energy 
pnrlrrig, aind renewable energy resources, and (b) the 
Ity countries where assistance would have the greatest 
inpact on reducing emissions from greenhouse gases? 

15. Sub-Saharin Africa Assistance (FY 1992 a) N/A 
Cortiining Resolution adding a new FAA chapter 10 b) N/A 
(FAA Sec. 496)): Ifassistance will come from the c) N/A 
S i) Saharan Africa DA account, Is it: (a) to be used to d) N/A 
hrIlp lie poor majority In Sub-Saharan Africa through a e) N/A 
pr'cess of longterm development and economic growth f) N/A 
tlrat Is equitable, participatory, environmentally 
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,iitriralrte,and self-reliant; (b) to be used to promote
lstnlrind rjrowth, encourage private sector 

Onvilnprent, promote Individual initiatives, and help to 
rouitce the role of central governments In areas more 
1pprnprinte for the private sector: (c) to be provided In a 
n,norrr that takes Into account, during the planning 
pirnss, the local level perspectives of the rural and 
mhaio poor, inchiding women, through close 

rnmlntation wilh African, United States and other PVOs 
th'lt effectiveness In the promotion ofhave demnonstrated 

loIal gra;sroots activitio., on behalf of long-term
 
itnvelonrrment inSiO) Saharanr Africa; (d)to be
 

Impl nrited In a manuner that requires local people, 0o 


ifih lting women, to be closely consulted and involved, 
if thn assistance has a local focus; (e) being used 
pnin rily to promote reform of critical sectoral economic 
policies, or to support the critical sector priorities of 
nrtriruiltural prodiction and natural resources, health, 
voh ilary family planning services, education, and 
income generating opportunities; and (f) to be provided 
ina nrranner that, If policy reforms are to be effected, 
r'ontirths provisions to protect vulnerable groups and the 
ntviinrrmerit from possible negative consequences of 
the reforms? 

16 Debt-for-Nature Exchange (FAA Sec. 463): a) N/A 
If project will finrance a debt-for-nature exchange, b) N/A 
,t-srrihe how the exchange will support protection of: c) N/A 
(n) the world's oceans and atrno'phere, (b) animal and d) N/A 
p'lant species, and (c) parks arrd reserves; or describe e) N/A 
how the exchange will promote: (d)natural resource f) N/A 
miamnnj-ment. (e) local conservation programs, g) N/A 
(1)conservation traihnig programis, (g) public h) N/A 
rriinitr tt to cornseritiorn, (h) land and ecosystem I) N/A 
nni-nraqonrrenrt, and (i) regeneralive approaches in 
farilng, forestry, fishing, arid watershed management. 

17. Deobllgation/Reobligatlon N/A 
(FY 19(2 Conrtinilng Resolution): If deob/reob authority 
i, sniught to he exercised inthe provision of DA 
nasi tance, are the funds being obligated for the same 
(rineral purpose, arid for countries within the same 
ngion as originally obligated, and have the House and 

Srnate Appropriations Committees been properly 
nlified? 
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18. Loans 

a. Repayment capacity (FAA Sec. N/A
122(h)): Information awid conclusion on capacity of the
 
rrniitiry to repay the loan at a reasonable rate of
 
interest. 

h Long-range plans (FAA Sec. N/A

122(h)): Does the activity give reasonable promise of
 
nsi tlin long range plans and programs designed to
 
rlovnlnp econninic resources and Increase productive
 
r'iplr'illes?
 

c. Interest rate (FAA Sec. 122(b)): If N/A
rlevoloprrit loan Is repayable Indollars, Is Interest rate 
at loast 2 percent per annum during a grace period 
whi.hi.t Is rot to exceed ten years, and at least 3 percent 
per annum thherafler? 

d. Exports to United States (FAA Sec. N/A
fl2O(d)): If assistance Is for airy productive enterprise 
which will compete wilh U.S. enterprises, Is there an 
ngrneenent by the recipient country to prevent export to 
the U S. of more than 20 percent of the enterprise's 
annual produnctlon during the life of the loan, or has the 
rnqnireint to enter into such an agreement been 
waived by the President because of a national security 
interest? 

19. Development Objectives (FAA Secs. See #6 above 
102(a), 111, 113. 281(a)): Extent to which activity will: 
(1) effectively Involve the poor Indevelopment, by
oypnndiing access to economy at local level, Increasing 
lnbor Interisive production arid tie use of appropriate 
technology, spreading Investment out from cities to 
r'mnl! towns and rural areas, and Insuring wide 
participation of the poor In the benefits of development 
rr r sustained basis, using the appropriate U.S. 
irnstilutlons; (2) help develop cooperatives, especially by 
Inchnical assistance, to assist rural and urban poor to 
help themselves toward belter life, and otherwise 
encourage democratic private and local governmental 
hi-titutlornq: (3) support the self-help efforts of developing 

mnrles; (4) promote the participation of women In the 
national economies of developing countries and the 
Iniprovmenieit of women's status; and (5)utilize and 
encourage regional cooperation by developing 
ourtries? 
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20. Agriculture, Rural Development and 
thtritlon, 	and Agricultural Research (FAA Secs. 103 

ind 103A): 

a. :lural poor and small farmers: If 
aq-iktance Is being made available for agriculture, rural 
Invlopmret or nutrillon, describe extent to which 

aetivity Is specifically designed to increase productivity 
rid Income of rural poor; or if assistance Is being made
vaitalble for agricultural research, has account been 

taIwre of the needs of small farmers, and extensive use 
of fird testing to adapt basic research to local 
r-orr'litn.ms shall be made. 

b. Nutrition: Describe extent to which 
niqlstance Is used in coordination with efforts carried 
o'ut under FAA Section 104 (Population and Health) to 
hrlip Inprove nutrition of the people of developing 
ro tries through encouragement of increased 
production of crops with greater nutritional value; 
irnl,rovernent of planning, research, and education with 
rinslect to nutrition, particularly with reference to 
Iprovement arid expanded use of Indigenously 
produced foodstuffs; and the undertaking of pilot or 
demonstratlion programs explicitly addressing the 
problem of malnutrition of poor and vulnerable people. 

c. Food security: Describe extent to 
which activity Increases national food security by 
Improving food policies arid management and by 
-trpngtheni ng national food reserves, with particular 
rroncern for the needs of the poor, through measures 
mir'ouraging domestic production, building national food 
rpsnrves, expanding available storage facilities, reducing 
po,:t himi,,est food losspq, and Improving food 
dishribullon. 

21. Population and Health (FAA Secs. 104(b) 
nrd (c)): If assistance Is being made available for 
population or health activities, describe extent to which 
activily emphasizes low-cost, Integrated delivery 
-ysterns for hralth, nutrition and family planning for the 
piorst people, with particular attention to the needs of 
mntlhrs arid young children, using paramedical and 

nilinry mediral personnel, clinics and health posts, 
r onniercitl distribution systems, and other modes of 
Comnnunity outreach. 

The project will develop more efficient 
on-farm water use practices and 
more market-oriented crops, thereby 
Increasing productivity and yield, arid 
Incomes and employment i the
Tadia farming community. The 

project Includes appropriate field 
testing and an Info. dissemination 
program to adapt results to local 
conditions. 

N/A 

Cheaper production costs, more 
efficient use of water resources, and 
more marketable crops will be grown 
In sustainable and environmentally 
supportable ways, thereby 
contributing to Morocco's long-term 
agriculural competitiveness and food 
security. 

N/A 
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22. Education and Human Resources 
evlopment (FAA Sec. 105): I assistance Is being a) N/A 

rnlni available for edocation, public administration, or b) N/A 
hirimln rosotrrce development, describe (a) extent to 
whtrh nclivily slrenIlherns nonforinal education, makes 
ftri l ndlrraii ni r11me relpvant, especially for rural 
famiine arid urban poor, and strengthens management 
ct'.1iiliy of inslittioris enabling the poor to participate 
ini,!,vrlopirent; and (h) exornt to which assistance 
pinrld-; ndvnc-r'd eduatlion arid training of people of 
hIrtIoliri ilitrirs In such disciplines as are required 
fri II ,iinl arid implminentatlon of public and private 
rlP'volnlrren t activities. 

23. Energy, Private Voluntary Organizations, 
ind Selected Development Activities (FAA Sec. 106): 

It n,:-i' 1.nrc Iishing made available for energy, private 
whriutiry orgarni7atiorrs, and selected development 
prililems, clescrihe extent to which activity Is: 

a. concerned with data collection arid analysis, N/A 
thn training of skilled personnel, research on and 

-,e'rolpmeit of suitable energy sources, and pilot 
p1 jncls to test new methods of energy production; and 
farilitaltve of reserrch on arid development and use of 
-sill srnle, dreentralized, renewable energy sources for 
rural aeas, emplrasizing devoloprrent of energy 
r, 5 lurrtes which are enviroirientailly acceptable and 
I r'1irne riirii!, :,i i'aln1irivestinent; 

1). concerned with technical cooperation and The project will be Implemented 
nrvt opment, especially with U.S. private and voluntary, under contract to U.S. and Moroccan 
(r rr girnal arrd International development, Institutions. Project Implementation 
nrurJarr7,tioJJs; will be closely coordinated with 

relevant activities of other regional 
and International development 
organizations (see A.16. above). 

c. research Into, arid evaluation of, economic Research, demonstration, and field 
devetlopment processes arid techniques; trials will be conducted on new crops 

arid techniques leading to Increased 
productivity and Incomes for farmers 
In Tadla. All project assistance will 
be subject to periodic evaluation. 

d. reconstruction after natural or manmade N/A 
diraster arid programs of disaster preparedness; 
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e. for special development problems, and to 
rmulhIl proplor tiilzalon of infrastructure and related 
pr'lnrt, fuinded with earlier U.S. assistance; 

N/A 

f. for utrbn developrment, es;pecially small, 
Ih'tl Inierisive e rterprise7, marketing systems for small 
p'iodticrls, and financial or other Institutions to help
ithinr poor participate In economic and social 

nvn'loplnpr it. 

N/A 
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Annex E 

TECHNICAL ANALYSES 

1. ELEMENT I--SYSTEM WATER CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT 

The canal systems of the ORM VAT are vital links for conducting water to the farmers within 
the irrigation perimeter. Originally the physical irrigation system was installed to operate 
mider a specified crop rotation. Policy changes call for the liberalization of crop rotation, 
however, and therein require corresponding changes in the management of irrigation water 
distvilution. 

In the project context of conserving water and increasing productivity, this analysis proceeds 
ill three steps: discussion of the physical and operational characteristics of the existing system, 
tihe demands imposed on the system by policy changes; and how project interventions address 
tew system demands and limitations. 

A. Findings--Physical and Operational Characteristics of the Existing System 

1. Perimeter Description 

The perimeter is divided into two hydraulically separate subperimeters by the Oum Er Rhia 
River (see Maps I and 2 in the preface). The Beni Amir subperimeter is located on the right 
Iank and encompasses about 27,000 hectares irrigated from the Oum Er Rbia River via the 
I(asba Tadla diversion dam, which was constructed in 1929. The reservoir has an operating 
storage of about 120.000 cubic meters and provides water to the irrigated subperinieter 
through a canal along the left bank of the river connected to a small regulating reservoir of 
10(0.(00 cubic meters at Kasba Zidania, which is about 20 kilometer downstream of the dam. 
Water discharges from this reservoir either :hrough a small hydro-electric plant or into a 
siphon under the Oum Er Rhia River and then into the main irrigation canal, at a maximum 
capacity of 14 cubic meters per second. During summer months, river flows may drop below 
principal canal capacity, especially in light of recent upstream water use d%'-o-lopments at 
I)echra El Oied. These capacity constraints place distribution managers in the difficult 
position of' trying to meet the expectations of water users amid the realities of limited and 
uncertain water supplies. Water from this source has a salinity of 1.2 to 1.6 grains per liter 
-ind c,rries enough silt to fill the Kasba Zidania reservoir completely in about four months. 
These water characteristics pose significant maintenance challenges-sedimentation and 
tOIr10(inn - for the canal operators and restrict the selection of crops within the subperimeter. 
"Ihis suo-'perinieter, dovloped between 1938 and 1940, is the oldest Grande Hydraulic 
sublpcrimeter in Morocco. Rehabilitation efforts were begun in the early 1970s, and a possible 
expansion of 6,000 hectares is presently being studied. 

'Ilie IBeni Moussa subperimcter is located on the left bank of the Oum Er Rbia River and 
covers about 70,000 hectares of irrigated land using water from the Bin El Ouidane Dam on 
the Otued El Abid in Azilal Province. This dam was completed in 1954 and, with a height of 



1U.5 meters. was the highest dam in Africa at the time of its completion. It has a total 
storage c:pacity oif 1,500 million cubic meters and a regulated storage capacity of 1,100 
million cibhic meters. Of this, 720 million cubic meters are allocated to the Beni Moussa 
stilprimeter aid 235 million cuhic meters will be allotted to the lower Tessaout perimeter 
in OPMI.VAIl opiun the completion of the T2 transit canal in the next few years. This will 
impose new constraints on the water supply from the Bin El Ouidane Dam. The hydro-electric 
pi:lt associatCd with the dain has amaximum capacity of 135 megawatts, with amean annual 
pImdncliti of 200 million kilowatt hours. The irrigation works were completed in 1974. 

Wmter for the Heni Nioussa irrigation subperimeter is supplied from a compensating dam at 
Ail (Owarda immediately downstream of the Bin El Ouidane Dam and then passes through a 
tonnel 10.5 kilometers long to the second hydro-electric plant at Afourer. This latter plant has 
a maximn capacity of 86 megawatts with amean annual production of 400 miilion kilowatt 
hours. Water from the hydro-electric plant at Afourer discharges directly into the two main 
c:omal-- GM and )-of the subperimeter. The upper reaches of both main canals serve as in
line storage reservoirs with acapacity of 300,000 cubic meters, which meets evening peak 
hydn'-electric generation needs while supplying the irrigation system's relatively constant 
demoands. The principal hydraulic infrastructure for the two large-scale subperimeters, in 
addition to those mentioned above. include 200 kilometers of main canal, 360 kilometers of 
I"imnary and secondary canals, and 1,800 kilometers of tertiary canals in addition to many 
more kilometers of unlined field ditches-or quaternary canals. Drainage is provided by a 
network of surface drains totaling 1,700 kilometers in length. 

' lie principal crops produced in the ORMVAT perimeter are cotton, sugar beets, cereals, 
fo age, vgetables, citrus, and olives. Recently a private initiative has been presented 
inlroducing paprika peppers, which are processed locally. Minor acreages of maize, soyheans, 
amd rolses demonstrate the possible diversity of crops the region can support. 

Approximately 28,000 individual farms are contained within the perimeter. Farm size varies 
considerahly, with 82 percent less than 5 hectares (totaling 41 percent of the total area), and 
2 percent of the farms more thai 20 hectares (covering 27 percent of the total area). This 
diversity in farm sizes aid types and the sheer number of farmers stresses water distribution 
managers' ability to respond to farmers' requests for water. 

2. The Irrigation Water Distribution Design 

[he irrigation system- of the ORM VAT were designed to meet the crop water requirements 
of' specifie( crop rotation patterns through continuous-flow day-and-night irrigation during 
peak periods. Canals and turnout structures sized to meet this peak demand are the structural 
ehnlenls (ofthe existing system. The patterns, as specified under the Trame A and Trame B 
design specifications, reflect the effort of designers to provide a means of meeting national 
pro(duction goals with efficient and equitable water distribution while accommodating large 
variations in individual landownership patterns (Ait Kadi, 1986). 

imeR calls For the layout of each irrigation block of about 30 hectares with farmer 
lm od,ddings running across the layout of quaternary canals. These canals supply water not 
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It, the farm holdings but to a field containing one crop and extending across the farmer 
I'mdholdings parallel to the quaternary canal. Water then is supplied not to individual farm 
liildings. but to a crop in a block-all ,f which is planted along a single quaternary, 
('liminating excess water losses from filling many quaternaries to irrigate the same crop and 
Peld area (see Figures E-I and E-2). Canal spacing is set based on soil permeability and slope 

provide good application efficiencies under border and furrow irrigation. Distribution 
'qystol, scheduling based on the fixed cropping pattern is concerned not with farmer requests, 
lut wilh tie crop rotation in the block. Water is allocated not to farms but to the crop. This 
i:tfiowil layout has experienced problems mostly related to the violation of the fiudamental 

: aslp on that farmers would cooperatively maintain the same crop along each quaternary 
:ad that all farners would agree to receive water at the same time for these fields. Because 
fitvariptions from this rational crop layout, delivering water based on the standard crop 
wlalion could not be justified and other methods of irrigation water ordering were developed. 
th Tadla, this lakes the form of a paperwork-intensive system of farmer water ordering and 
control, using forrm MV-I for water ordering and form MV-Il for arranging the gate settings. 

3. Hlydraulic Characteristics of the Canal Network 

Physical control of tihe irrigation water distribution system is accomplished through the use 
(1 Ilistream control. All canal control structures are designed to maintain a relatively constant 
upstreani water level regardless of the flow rate through the structure. Water oflTakes. 
thereflore. are designed to deliver standard flow rates over this limited range of water levels. 
(perationally, this means that water released at the canal head is not held in reserve. If 
inflows and outflows are not balanced, water either passes through the system- -floodingeither 
farmers and/or drains--or is diverted to upstream users only. Balancing of system inflows and 
outflows requires the advance scheduling of system flows. 

The control structures used in the Tadla irrigation distribution system to maintain constant 
upstreami water levels are long-crested weirs and vanne amil automatic level control gates.
Flow rates through the turnouts are controlled using "modules a masque", or constant flow 
dish;ibutors of a mixed weir-and-orifice type, which results in a small range of flow rate 
variation when upstream water levels are within the range of the gate operation. 

'lie main canals in the system are concrete lined and trapezoidal in shape. The smaller canals 
inntile system are semicircular and are mounted on concrete support piers. Some sections may 
be( elevated as much as 2 to 3 meters to maintain sufficient elevation to cross low areas and 
ltovide sufficient head for irrigation of areas downstream. Maintenance of this type of canal 
system requires replacement of broken canal sections, supports, and seals, although visual 
checks on canal leaks are greatly facilitated. Canal leaks or overflow can result in settling in 
support piers and resultant changes in canal slope. Field access is maintained by using many 
inverted siphons, generally at the same location as the turnout gates. When waters contain 
high sediment loads, siphon plugging can be a significant problem. 
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Figure E-2 
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4. Administration of Irrigation Water Distribution 

hrig:ition water distribution falls tinder the direction of the SGRID. The head of SGRID 
-m-wers directly to the director of the ORMVAT. SGRID is charged with operations and 
iutiiwenance o t te irrigation and drainage infrastructure, the control of grounriw'ter pumping 
developnent, water pricing, and all water rights related issues. 

' lie SGRII) organizational structure consists of three major bureaus at the 
hlead(iarters-- maintenance, irrigation techniques, and operations. The Bureau of Irrigation 
Technipies is charged with the monitoring of soil and groundwater evolution and field testing 
(if irrigation techniques and p,actices. The Operations Bureau is in charge of working out 
ge-neral operating plans !,-r the irrigation network, organizing the distribution of water based 
oi the needs expressed by the CNIVs, and participating in the identification of water rights 
and measures for their expropriation. This operational mandate also includes the collection 
.10(1 tse of accurate water distribution statistics for improving the distribution of water in the 
future. 

Field-level implementation, in particular the scheduling of irrigation water distribution, is 
cairried out by three subdivisions-Beni Amir, East Beni Moussa, and West Beni Moussa. 
Subdivisions are areas of the perimeter that are, in general, ,hin the same hydraulic branch 
oir branches, as opposed to the CNIVs, which may cross hydraulic system boundaries. Each 
subdivision is responsible for providing water to approximately 8,000 individual farm units 
on approximately 33,000 hectares. 

Subdivision structure divides the canal system hydraulically under the control of dhree head 
niguadiers and a head of canal for managing flows in the main canal. Irrigation scheduling 
(ilierations are perfoirmed by aiguadiers, under the supervision of ahead aiguadier for acanal 
secondary branch. Actual distribution operations are performed by the gardes vanne for 
principal canals. under the direction of the head of canal, and by distribution agents within 
seconularies and tertiaries, under the direction of the head aiguadiers. Water distribution 
schedules as implemented are used by an ORMVAT billing office as the basis for water 
charges. 

5. Organizational Control of Irrigation Water Distribution 

The Tadla's water distribution policy was set based on the fixed cropping rotation specified 
in the area irrigation system's design. Advance system schedules, necessary for proper 
management of upstream regulated systems, could easily be set based on the rotation of crops 
:nd standard system flow rates. 

Implementation of this fixed rotation was disrupted, however, by farmer deviation from the 
prescribed patterns. As a result, in the ORMVAT, the schedule of gate settings is now 
determlined using a method of ordering water that requires that requests be made the week 
welre water is to be delivered. The system of water ordering implemented by the MV-I form 
pionpi, fantiis by tertiary canal. Water orders are arranged by an aiguadier whio is 
iesponsible for. on average, 500 farmers. 
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flefoie a period of severe water shortages in 1981 to 1983, allocation was based on farmer 
re'quests tr water up to available system capacity. This period of water stress within the 
system stiultacd ,!policy change for water allocation based on a more rtio,-! Mnethod, to 
he defined instead by registered cropped area for each farmer, estimated crop water use, and 
available water supply. This water distribution policy has continued to he used in times of 
:Oequate water supplies. 

Ithe registered cropped area for each farmer is collected at the beginning of each cropping 
season from each CMV. The area registered by each farmer is used for the purpose of 
obtaining seeds. fertilizers, and agrochemical stpplies. Crops for which water will be 
allocated are limited to the approved crops specified under the design crop rotation patterns. 
Ihe CMVs use a maximum area for each crop so that during peak periods, the time of flow 
per hiectare is limited only by the design canal network capacity. 

C'op water use, a stochastic parameter, is estimated on a weekly basis at the head 
management level. When reported data from Ouled Ganou experimental station isavailable, 
the illaney-Criddle foirmula based on local experimental data can be used. Some of the feel 
for this is reinforced by the feedback received from farmers by the aiguadiers and 
subdivisionaire. For example, if water needs are underestimated, requesto for complementary 
or stpplenentary irrigation would be up on a general basis as farmers evserve water stress 
in their crops. 

The length of ihe ,rAter rotation is set based on the average readily available w tL'r holding 
capacity of the soil and average crop water use for the total subdivision, In Beni Amir, this 
is valid until water supply limitations are experienced. 

"Thewater allocated to afarmer isthen calculated by the aiguadier as the registered area times 
the determined crop water demand times the number of days in the rotation. The amount is 
then increased to account for distribution efficiency. An efficiency of 70 percent is the 
recommeulded value, bt personnel realize 50 percent is a more realistic number. For alfalfa. 
areduction is made in all allocations to account fAr lower water use in that part of a field that 
has been recently harvested. This is translated from a volume to a number of hours at the 
standard flow rate of 30 liters per second. The order of rotation among farmers served by the 
s:|nie outlet is then determined and each farmer starts and stops at the times set. Normally, 
the rolation operates from the farmer nearest to the outlet to the farmer most distant from it 
so that the earth canal is filled progressively and the last farmer does not have to fill the 
entire canal with water for his turn. It is in the rotation that the aiguadier has room for 
flexibility, sometimes allowing a longer rotation for an outlet since all gate changes must be 
made between 8 and 18 hours. All schedules are then reviewed by the chef aiguadier for 
approval and the farmer is issued a water order (bon), which he signs, indicating not only
acknowledgement of the time, but an agreement to pay for that given amount of water. 

Ilhree typ, ',adj,,.tments can be made to this allocation amount with approval of the 
subdivisionaire. First, in the case inwhich it is documented that water isnot delivered to the 
farner in the quantity agreed (for example a "chute d'un element" or "bouchage de siphon", 
in which flow is interrupted and isconfirmed by an aiguadier in arepair request) the farmer 
will be granted compensation at no extra charge to complete his allocation. This is done as 
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sqoon as there is water in the secondary by either altering the end-of-week schedule or 
iclhuding the compensation in tilebeginning of the next week. Second, farmers who find that 
the water allocated was insufficient to irrigate their entire cropped area, but cannot document 
that the water supplied is less than the amount indicated in the water order, can request 
complementary water. Consideration is given to whether other farmers are experiencing the 
s:une' problem so that such requests are met fairly. This water is added to the amount of the 
w:ter order for billing. Third, a farmer can request supplemental water, which is in a sense 
mjnstified additional water. From the perspective of the aiguadier and subdivisionaire, 
conmiplementary and supplementary water are the same thing. 

Available water supply is an especially important factor for the Beni Amir subperimeter when 
iver flows are below demand. For Beni Mou.sa, annual allocation from the dam is set at 720 

milli(on cubic meters. There is a strong dependence in both cases on the system design and 
fixed cropping patterns as the last word in allocation. No planning mode exists to allow a 
v:riable cropping pattern or to select an optimal pattern based on available water. For Beni 
Amir, wben the system capacity or expected water supply will not meet demand, the number 
1days in the rotation is lengthened until supply and demand match as calculated on the MV-

I. In essence, the standard rotation allocation amount is used but the rotation is lengthened. 
resulting in periods when tertiary canals are closed. Another method would be to reduce the 
water supplied to each farmer using the standard rotation. The subdivisionnaire interviewed 
indicated that be preferred to lengthen the period between rotations since water losses would 
be less than water losses for more frequent irrigations with asmaller amount. 

I )istribution of tile water allocation is worked out on the MV-Il form, accumulating the 
tertiary outlet flows from the MV-I, and using these tertiary sums to determine secondary 
channel flow and adding water to account for losses in the secondary canals. No consideration 
is given to the dynamic hydraulic system characteristics such as time required for upstream 
flow adjustments to travel downstream. Gates down to the tertiary level are only adjusted 
fiuni 8 A.M. to 6 A.M.by the distribution agents. Main canal offtakes are watched by agents 
who live at a house next to the offtake. These offtakes could be adjusted at night but probably 
amenot. Aiguadiers are praised for arranging their rotations so that the flow of water into 
secondaries is relatively constant. Regulation of the principal canal is done by observing water 
levels at the offtake for the canal median, and the offtake for secondary 17. Radio 
communication is maintained between these two gates and the main canal intake located just 
liellire the main siphon under the river. Comments were made that it is necessary to maintain 
some spill to know that the system is delivering full water to the last outlet. This is also used 
a the cushion from whmch compensation can be extracted. Complementary irrigation may be 
fit into the end of the week, when, in general, total demand is declining. 

'lIle water supply limitations of the Beni Amir subperimeter force the use of several real-time 
manargenent practices to ensure that water is distributed equally throughout the system. When 
supply is falling within tie week, secondary canals may be cut for 24 hours, delaying all 
iirigations on those secondaries, to adjust supply to demand. This delay is rotated among 
secondaries until it is unnecessary-i.e., the supply flow stabilizes or a new week begins and 
:alju.itments are made in the whole system. When supply is rising, complementary water can 
le given more freely. 
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"lhe incorporation of rainfall in management is done using the local observations of the 
aitiadiers for local events. Widespread and seasonal rainfall may result in complete cutting 
oif the canal flow. No indication is given of a rainfall measurement network being used as a 
b: i fCr these decisions. Rather, observation and interaction with farmers appear to be the 
basis fir such decisions. The responsiveness of managers to farmer requests not to receive 
w:oer after rainfall events depends on the timing of the rainfall. If the irrigation schedule for 
ite week has been set and is in progress, the tendency is to force farmers to take the agreed 
upon delivery and pay for water they will not use, rather than make changes in the pre
d(l rnined schedile. 

II. 	 Analysis-Demands Imposed on the System by Policy Changes 

"lte policy changes calling for liberalization of the fixed-rotation type of cropping pattern 
enables farmers to receive water for a larger variety of crops and the managers of ORMVAT 
water distribution to recognize the variety of crops and cropping patterns being practiced in 
the ORMVAT irrigation perimeter. Responding to these cropping patterns in a way that 
promotes the wise use of limited water requires consideration of the following factors: 

" 	 The feasibility of irrigation water delivery in meeting crop water demands can no 
longer be assumed; 

" 	 Farmers grow crops requiring a flexible water delivery schedule for high 
productivity; 

* 	 lie demand for water will increase, increasing tension in the water distribution 
system: and 

" 	 Distribution system managers will be expected to meet the water demands of the 
farmers, not of the fixed crop rotation. 

NMeeting these changes in a wise manner is best described as a demand for efficiency, 
lexihilily. reliability, and timeliness in irrigation water delivery. 

Water distribution efficiency in an irrigation water conveyance system is a measure of the 
proportion oif water released into the system that is delivered to outlets for use by crops. In 
an upstream controlled system, operational losses are directly related to the ability of the 
operators to balance the flow of water in the canals in a dynamic manner based on an 
understanding of tie dynamic response of the canal to the release of water. In a system as 
complex as Tadla, coniputationally limited techniques of regulation can only seek to maintain 
the system as near as possible to steady-state conditions or run the risk of severe efficiency 
iealties and even damage to system components. Increased ability to model dynamic 
ope-ralional conditions can result in safe and efficient operation of the system in a flexible 
manner. From the point of view of the agency operating the canal, losses incurred at the farm 
level are beyond the scope of their control. Field losses, however, can be minimized through 
on fa nmactions if the canal system is operated in a flexible, reliable, and timely manner; if 
wt. fi'ld losses will increase. 
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lltxibility in irrigation water distribution means that varying water demand patterns can be 
act'CmmnOtdated and that adjustments to a changing demand pattern can be made on short 
oflti,:e. Water demand and supply are defined at the outlet level by flow rate, duration, and 
ti.ni o1 wat,'r delivery. In the upstream controlled systems of the Tadla, flexibility is limited 
I'v he Ho0w dynamics of the canal system, the abilities of the system controllers to understand 
an'd tiqe these properties in system control, the ability to communicate changes in scheduled 

:at.' operations to gate operators on short notice, and the ability of system operators to 
anticillate flow changes in the system. Anticipation iscrucial, since changes made at the head 
of the canal may take one or two days to reach the lower levels of the system. Information 
milnagement and analysis that will allow more effective short-term planning are crucial to 
:nticilat ing changing conlitions and enhancing the ability to make short-notice changes in 
deLivety schedules. Such changes are essential for implementing decisions that will result in 
higher system efficiencies. 

'1h. setlting of a water delivery schedule in an upstream controlled system becomes a water 
delivery contract when this schedule iscommunicated to farmers. Reliability isthe fulfillment 
f this water delivery contract in terms of flow rate and duration at the time agreed upon. 

(iven that no consideration has been given to flow dynamics in present system operation, 
nodeling should -lso result in considerat'-, increases in reliability as flow lag times are 
c(ogidered in selling gate operation schedules. 

Timeliness insures that flexibiity and reliability do not overlook the essential fact that water 
nt ive, when the plants need it. In Tadla, distribution system capacity constraints may limit 
the timeliness of water under certain water demand patterns. The integration of this factor into 
the irrigation planning process will result in meeting crop water needs in a timely manner for 
higher production. 

1. System Planning 

"lieexisting canal network has flow limitations as indicated by the criteria used to design tie 
peak capacities. Changes in cropping patterns may result in water demands in excess of canal 
c lacily at any level of the canal system. This results in constraints on flexibility, reliability, 
amid timeliness once the cropping pattern has been set. While liberalization will result in 
f; mer choice of crops, these flow limits still exist and need to be addressed. 

Water supply limitations can also occur at a system level. In the Beni Amir subperimeter, 
river flows may descend below crop water demand in the most crucial period of cotton 
growth. in the H|eni Moussa subperimeter, reservoir supplies may be limited so ta;t the total 
allocation of water accorded to the ORMVAT may not be available. Pre-season planning 
slhuhl address both of these supply issues and balance the risk of loss of productivity from 
shortages with the risk of loss of productivity from limited water demand cropping patterns. 
With liberalization. this may involve the provision of information to farm-level decision 
mavkers as opposed to central decision making. 

2. System Sclt,.Iuling 
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lin order to increase distribution efficiency and to ensure that water isdistributed throughout 
lh,' syten. it is necessary to use arranged water deliveries, in which a schedule of gate 
sel~itips is determined in advance. This schedule takes into account the flow dynamics of the 
SNyteli and the ability of system operators to make the necessary adjustments in distributing 
w:iter released into the canal head to meet water demands. It is characteristic of this 
di,:trilution method(that the system isoperated by the irrigation distribution agency to ensure 

ihat the gate operation schedule is followed. 

"lh, time required to develop a water delivery schedule has a significant impact on the quality 
if'water delivery. With the present system, weather data from the previous week is being 
iqsd to determine water deliveries for the following week. This lag time can result in 
sipilicant changes in farmers' needs for water from the time of ordering water to the time 
oif receiving it. Attempts to make large changes in system schedules can result in poor 
b:lancing of flows in the system, therein reducing efficiency and/or reliability. Poor 
piediction( of water needs within the system can also have the same effects. 

When changes need to be made in system flows on short notice due to canal breaks or 
plhigging, rainfall, or changes in farmer water demand, operational losses of water will occur 
tid/or farmers will not receive needed water at the proper time. Short-term changes in the 

water distribution pattern change the flows required after water has been released in the head 
of, the system, and losses can only be minimized if the water can be used on short notice by 
users in another part of the system. Present scheduling techniques require that farmers notify 
t1 aiguadier. Modifications are then made and checked by the head aiguadier and 
subdivisionaire for their effect on main system flows. A water order is then issued and any 
changes in gate settings are communicated to the distribution agents. Approval of the changes 
depends on the subdivisionaire's evaluation of the system's ability to respond to the change. 
'Ihis is the reason for arranging a small water cushion in the form of system discharge to the 
(rainis. 

A rapid evaluation of required system changes and hydraulic limitations will result in better 

decisions with less water loss and more flexible response to farmers. Decisions will not le 
imiade as much to preserve the steady flow of the system, as isthe case when farmer reluests 
not to receive water already ordered are denied, but to reduce the loss of water from the 
system. Measurements oif tile water being lost will provide incentive to avoid the distribution 
and billinr( of water to farmers who no longer need and will not use the water delivered to 
them. Flexible response will also minimize delays in the delivery of water to meet critical 
waler demands for increased productivity with efficient water delivery in a timely manner. 

I lie dynamic hydraulic characteristics of an upstream controlled water distribution system also 
geiamly influence tie quality of irrigation water delivery. Systems are most easily operated in 
a rigid miode, with all flows adjusted until the system achieves a steady state. Changing flow 
rates within the system for flexible operation with a minimal loss of efficiency requires an 
tiinderstanding of the lag times required for flow adjustments to proceed down the canal. If 
chantes in flow require upstream and downstream changes to keep the flows in tie system 
balanced, upstream changes must be made in advance of the downstream changes. In the case 
of flow increases. opening both gates at the same time will deprive downstream water users 
ot water until the upstream change reaches the downstream gate. When flows are decreased, 
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excegs water will be spilled from the system until the upstream change travels downstream. 
Multiple changes result in flow patterns that are not easily assessed. Hydraulic modeling will 
lie nce,:sary to deal with the possible complex interactions resulting from increasing system 
Itexihility. 

C. 	 Reconmendations-low Project Interventions Address System Demands and 
I.imitat ions 

I the context of physical system limitations and present operating procedures, addressing 
,let;m!" for quality irrigation water delivery-i.e., efficiency, flexibility, reliability, and 
timeliness in distribution system operation-is based on the following principles. 

1. 	 Operational Policy 

in any(hmammges major element of current operational policy requires the reformulation of 
operational policy and general operating criteria that system operators-ORMVAT/SGRID 
and/or irrigation associations-must take into account in determining detailed operational 
li rmcdures. )iagnostic analysis is a basic tool for assessing existing procedures and the role 
f all the actors involved. Cursory evaluations based on informal interviews with some of the 

actors involved are an insufficient tool for system diagnosis. Involving actors from all levels 
in the evaluation process will result in the discovery of how the system actually works as 
ippiised to how each actor would like the system to work. It will provide abasis from which 

policy canges can best be made. 

l'olicy changes will also necessarily reflect the availability of the improved database and 
ability of system Operators to use the information and operations analysis capabilities. GIS 
organization and analysis of soils, crops, groundwater, farming systems, and other possible 
friorme (lata will lead to policies that incorporate spatial variations in these factors, eliminating 
the consistent inaccuracies related to using spatially lumped data in policy formulation. 

I'rewnt policies supporting rigid system operation rules and allowing for inefficiency as 
necessary for system operation will be changed. The ability to model system operations will 
lead to formulation of policies based on the dynamic capabilities of the system. Flexibility and 
eliciency will be balanced in a modeling environment, and short-term supply and demand 
predictions will be included as operational criteria. 

Rdthced time requirements for operational procedures, particularly water ordering and setting 
ill the gate operation schedules, will be reflected in a policy of accommodating farmer 
requ|ests on a more timely basis-i.e., a service orientation. The present system of water 
ordehring requires excessive paperwork by the aiguadiers, who in essence take water orders, 
set the time and duration of water delivery for every farm, calculate the flow of water in all 
lttiaries, secondaries, and primaries, and, in the process, try to maintain steady flow rates 
in pi imary and secondary canals. A policy of making short-term adjustments will t possible 
through the use of computers. 
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2. Operating Plans 

{uality irrigation delivery is necessarily preceded by the preparation of the annual anl 
seaonMal operating plans. Good estimations of water supply and crop water demand derived 
fioin tle cropping pattern or aset of precisely defined water allocation principles increase the 
feasibility of q:ility d,'uivery. The development of databases in hydrology, climate, v.opping 
lall,'rnt. and soil properties is aimed at providing information to aid the planning process. 
I111inafely. it is farmers who set the cropping pattern and whose informed participation in the 

pl:omiing proce.s will provide the best possibility of defining a feasible cropping pattern and 
alloalion process. These databases will also provide a valuable tool for aiding farmers in 
a,'sw'sing their enterprise decisions and will be made accessible through the use of tie 
ptlcto: lation capabilities of the GIS system. 

I )atabase developments necessarily require efficient means of data collection and tools that 
mal:e the data collected readily available for analysis. Computerized systems provide this 
admlantage when developed, maintained, and managed by well-trained personnel. Equipment 
must be matched to the required tasks and training in hardware maintenance and software use 
included. Tlhe result will be up-to-date information bases and easily accessible decision
making information. Decision makers will then be able to integrate factors such as soil 
prnperly variability or cropping pattern and farm size correlations that previously were 
inaccessible due to information lags and limited computational ability. The integration of these 
elements into the planning process is illustrated in Figure E-3. 

3. Operational Procedures 

Quality oper.a:in;n oif asystern with upstream control requires the preparation of aspecific set 
of procedures to operate the head works and the conveyance and delivery systems. This 
requires an understanding of the actual hydraulic happenings in the system since all control 
events, except accidents, are specifically caused by system operators. 

l.',draulic modeling, along with field calibration of the hydraulic system, provides a feasible 
way of determining system operational possibilities. Procedures will no longer be defired in 
lerms,of maintaining steady-state conditions but by dynamic operation and control for 
maximutm efficiency, flexibility, reliability, and timeliness. Operational patterns will lie tested 
and (uptimized based on these quality criteria. Real-time operation of the models will result 
in field-tested results and higher confidence in model-based decisions. 

'le gate scheduling process is also a key element in defining operational procedures, 
esptcially in making the system flexible and efficient. The present system requires a large 
amount of repetitive paperwork by the very people who are the interface between the 
lRNIVAT and the users of system water. Computerization of this process will increase 
thexibility and free the aiguadiers to monitor system operation and to communicate with 
farniers. A computerized system will replace the function of the MV-I and MV-Il forms and 
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Figure E-3 
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provide asimple way of generating the notices given to farmers regarding the water they will 
Ieceive. 

I Illimantely. reliability is not measured by good intentions but by actual delivery performance. 
S),'velipment of procedures to monitor the actual water distribution in the system will indicate 
if Ihe systemn is pertrming according to the operational plan, give feedback for improvements 
in pat selling procedures, and indicate needed adjustment of the water delivery schedule. 

ea-ltime n,-ai;remcts of the system at crucial points will make adjustments of operations 
Woreduce losses possible on a timely basis. The operation and feedback process is illustrated 
in Iigure E-4. 

Cuurci:l measurement points within the system, determined in discussions with ORMVAT 
rteismnnel, by consideration of the network layout and by site visits, are described below and 
shown in Figure E-5. 

Along the single principal canal in the Beni Amir system, installation of automated flow 
m,,:,usring structures and/or instrumentation of existing structures are recommended for five 
locations in the system. These locations are as follows: 

" 	 At the outlet of the siphon at Zidania. Installation of a Replogle type broad-crested 
weir with automated water level recorder and radio data transmitter. 

" At the head of Canal Median. Installation of a Replogle type broad-crested weir with 
automated water level recorder and radio data transmitter. 

i 	 At the end of Canal Median where it spills into the Bir Ouargedanne drain. Instal
lation of a sharp-crested V-notch weir in abox at the exit of the two pipe outlets of 
the -1!.'Vwith an automated water level indicator and radio transmitter. 

" At the head of offtake 23. Installation of a Replogle type broad-crested weir with an 
automated water level recorder connected to a data-logger and radio transmitter 
shared with the installation at the security siphon outflow. 

" At the outflow of the security siphon just upstream of the end of the principal canal. 
hictallation of a Replogle type broad-crested weir with an automated water level 
recorder connected to the data-logger and radio transmitter shared with the station 
on offtake 23. 

Along tIhe two principal canals of tie Beni Moussa perimeter, four points of measurement are 
rtc1111rnernded to detine the flows in the system. These points are as follows: 

0 At regulator R-I on canal D. Installation of an automated water surface level 
indicator in the existing stilling well for the downstream control of the vanne mixte. 
This indicatolr should he linked to a data-logger and a radio transmitter. This 
installation will also require calibration of the gate by canal cross-section with a 
propeller meter and integration of velocity distribution just downstream of the gate. 
]his gate is located at Station de Pompage Timoulilut. 
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Figure E-4 
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Figure E-5 
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" 	 At the termination of canal D. A duckbill weir is being installed at this point to 
provide a long hroad-crested weir that can be instrumented with an automated water 
level recorder and calibrated to provide real-time measurement of flow spilled into 
the Oim Er Rbia River. 

" 	 At the point along canal GM where it splits into canal G and Canal Coursier. A 
vanne nixte at this point that is identical to the one at location R-1 in canal D, which 
controls lhov into canal G. Thus, this flow can be measured by installation of an 
autonvaed water level recorder in the downstream stilling well and downstream 
calibration of the gate using canal cross-section and velocity distribution by propeller 
meter. This recorder will be linked to adata-logger and radio transmitter shared with 
the measuring system at the head of Canal Coursier. 

" 	 The head of Canal Coursier is actually two trapezoidal canals. At a point sufficiently 
downstrealn from the diversion from GM, it is recommended that a Replogle type 
broad-crested weir be installed in each canal with automated water level recorders 
linked to a data-logger and radio transmitter shared by the recorder located in canal 
G. At the end of Canal Coursier, where a new duckbill weir is being installed, a 
Replogle type broad-crested weir should be installed just downstream of this structure 
and instrumented with an automated water level recorder linked to a radio 
transmitter. 

'I he achtnl system status, as evaluated by the mobile monitoring units, will provide additional 
iitlhing of the quality of irrigation distribution as evaluated by the hydraulic model coupled 

%illh the gate schedule and real-time system measurements. These units will be able to 
c:librale any existing structure within the irrigation network and will also measure systems 
Iliws Fbr comparison with the real-time system status provided by the hydraulic model. 

II. 	 EI.EMENI" 2--ON-FARM RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND INNOVATION 

A. 	 Introduction 

I'moject Element I activities are designed to develop a comprehensive understanding of the 
hy(lratllics and hydrology of the ORMVAT irrigation system and to use this knowledge in the 
dosign and implementation of a more responsive systemwide water management system. 
Pojiect Element 3 will be concerned with the environmental impacts that irrigated agriculture 
Inh:1d and is havi:ig on .;oil and water resources. And Project Element 4 will adlress the 

tlefiliAl tr an expanded private sector role in the Tadla perimeter. 

IInwever. the potential for innovation and development in the agricultural economy of the 
1l:0all perimeter will not be fully realized without an intimate link with and responsiveness 
ithe ewvoling situation at the farm level. The activities under Project Element 2 thus are 
d,,iged to integrate all project elements at the farm level. 
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1 Il hip forth a more productive and sustainable economy, the project must establish clear 
i ui, iuii, and focus its attention on problems that have a high potential for responding to 
imlr v'd management. Ii this context, three activities are fundamental. 

I ii,:. (PNI VAT managers must begin to operate a water delivery system that is much more 
(it i-,ite to the needs of the client-farmers in the subperimeters. Second, they must start to factor 
in :vf'.ar (itality and soil resource preservation considerations in their management decisions. 
A\'l thi l. f'armers as participants in the Tadla irrigation system must have a much better 
fil,. st:Iiding oft the technical capacities and managerial constraints of that system and their 
impiptic n;iont for farn-level enterprises and resource allocation patterns. 

Th-, key point is that neither ORMVAT managers nor client-farmers will be able to make 
,'iotiil resource allocation decisions without first having comprehensive and reliable 
inl rmrion (on the workings of the whole perimeter system and, second, having a structured 
7110 co llinuos dialogue on system operations in the context of a commor and accurate base of
I:ni I lee. 

'lho fiiiir activities under Project Element 2 are designed first to find out what is presently 
,ltir irg at the farm level in the ORM VAT in terms of the owner/manager/household decision
mnutine pricess(es) for selecting and managing crop, livestock, and off-farm enterprises, 
il,,catiig available resources-e.g., land, labor, capital, and managerial expertise-to these 
,ntrprizes to attain household objectives, and selecting which techniques to adopt and which 
inuts 1i purchase over time. Second, the activities are intended to help local decision makers 
i~:e,,s whal is technically, financially, economically, environmentally, and socially possible in 

the fitttm e. 

I)et'ileI, fat m-level knowledge is critical to the dialogue process. This is so because even brief 
W s th1ough the subperimeters leave one with two strong impressions. The first is that the 

itia:l tIarming practices, crop rotations, and resource allocation patterns bear littie or no 
ie,'rllanc,; to the almost Cartesian precision of the crop rotations anticipated when the 
fP NIVAT irrigation systems were designed. The second is that the farming systems are quite 
het,-ogenous both between the subperimeters and within each of them. This means that one 
'atuttot l1k about or relate to farm households in Tadla as if they were one homogeneous 
ipll:ition. One must define the interests, motivations, and capacities of each subpopulation 

i1elre accurale assessments can be made of future potentials. 

ir all of the discussion in the Moroccan irrigation literature about the benefits of the Trame 
A inil "raine B irrigation systems-or variants thereof-it seems evident that farmers, at least 
,in the Tadla perimeter, have succeeded in modifying the original rigid engineering approach 
to ii ri :ition to meet their own technical and socio-economic objectives and resource constraints. 
Rvognition of this basic fact is central to being able to design successful interventions at the 
ys:tetn and farm levels in Tadla. It is also clear that the managers at the ORMVAT, while 

lo,:,ssing much factual infornation about the perimeter, have less than adequate knowledge
it'" Owmtotivations and objectives of the farm households in tile perimeter or of the probable 
,i,,lions agricultural enterprises will take under conditions of a more liberal and market

1iolft-f eco~nomlly. 
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('l, one level, farm management information will be important to the development of tile 
systemlwi.le hydraulic ivwnagement model, because it will determine if and how the system can 
he operated to respond more adequately to changing demands of the water users. Since farm 
enteiprises have evolved considerably since the Tadla system was originally designed and 
constructed, the ORMVAT needs to know how these enterprises are currently constituted, how 
they actually function as decision-making units, what farmers perceive as their scarce 

szou rce(s) and tileconstraints they face, and, finally, what they see as their prospects for the
 
tfitu e in the changing economic environment.
 

lit stum, the managers at the ORMVAT need to know their clients much more intimately than 
oitey dh now if they are to be successful in discharging the more focused water delivery 
man-:gemuent and soil/water resource stewardship mandate that they will have in the medium
tcl Ill. 

i addition to addressing the immediate informational requirements of the ORMVAT, Element 
2 will also actively seek to broaden the knowledge base of the farm community as to what is 
technically possible and economically feasible within the Tadla perimeter. This element would 
:ddlress the reverse of the problem described above-i.e., it would instruct farmers as to the 
technical constraints imposed upon their farming operations by the physical and managerial 
realitic ; inherent in the Tadla hydraulic system as designed. The objective would be to present 
tarners with practical information as to how far they can stretch the capabilities of the Tadla 
i rigatiol Nystem in th(,iattempts to better adapt their farm enterprises to new market forces, 
the central premise being that successful farmers as entrepreneurs need increasingly detailed and 
piecise information on all aspects of the economic environment in which they must operate if 
they are to make sound resource allocation decisions. 

At a third level of interaction, it is envisaged that the results from the activities under Element 
2 would be regularly and broadly disseminated through local cooperatives, professional 
organizations, and private sector input suppliers and output buyers. Moreover, the anticipated 
pilot field interventions, wherever feasible, will be designed, jointly funded, executed, and 
evalualed in collaboration with private sector input suppliers and firms promoting development 
(f specialized cropping systems. 

llement 2, therefore, will consist of four principal activities: 

" 	 Developing an accurate and current inventory and typology of all farm enterprises in 
the Tadla perimeter and conducting an intensive diagnostic study of a representative 
sample of those farm enterprises (200 to 300 farms) over, at least, two full cropping 
cycles-i.e., winter and summer crop rotations over a two-year period. 

" 	 Using the intensive diagnostic studies and other sources to identify critical constraints 
in farm-level rzs.urce allocations and to identify and test pilot interventions at the farm 
and ORM VAT levels to alleviate these constraints. Results of these pilot interventions 
at the farm level will be disseminated to farmers, ORMVAT personnel, cooperatives, 
professional organizations, and private sector firms. 
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Assisting the newly created Agro-Economic Monitoring and Evaluation Studies Service 
at the ORMVAT to develop a permanent local capacity follow-up on the two-year 
intensive diagnostic study and to collect and analyze relevant, high quality information 
on different types of farm households and their operations in the perimeter over time. 

" 	 Supporting a series of assessments of special topics of mutual interest to USAID, the 
ORNIVA'r, and/or other participants in the project. These assessments could include 
stdies of particular agricultural and irrigation policy is.es, detailed appraisals of 
dikcrete crop production/harvesting/processing/marketing chains (i.e., filieres) 
assessments of farmers' attitudes toward particular types of innovation, and so on. 

With respect to the first activity, ORM VAT staff have already amassed a considerable amount 
of inventory information on the types and distributions of farm enterprises in the Tadla 

ir ner. 
for conideration. After detailed review and updating of these inputs and other information, a 
pe.t lhe design team has reviewed this information and proposed an initial farm typology 

tai in en erprise typology would be developed and used to draw arepresentative sample of farms 
itht, siltdied in detlil under the intensive diagnostic study. This activity would be completed 
in the tirst six months of Project Year I. 

'1he intensive diagnostic study will be conducted during the first two full agricultural years after 
th, strtt the project. Specitically, the study period would be from the start of the first winter 
crop s,:rson in Project Year 2 to the end of the second summer crop season in Project Yer 3. 
'lie slldy would he designed in such a way that data collected could be fully processed and 
:ar1Ilyeld on a season by season basis. Data collected during the first full agricultural year of 
fit,,
prioject would also constitute abaseline information file to be used by the project monitoring 
:a"I ev:rluntion unit at subsequent points in the project to assess any changes quantitatively in 
'romiric activities at the farm level. 

'Iie ftnctirn of the intensive diagnostic study, as noted above, would be to serve as a factual 
lb:sis fr identifying farm-level constraints in resource allocation and specifying pilot 
irriertvertions to he tested and evaluated to alleviate the constraints over the life of the project. 
Given tire paucity of detailed farm enterprise data from the Tadla perimeter at present, it is 
irporrscille to specify and in detail what constraints farmers see as impinging upon their resource 
atltmatirmi de(:isions or what specific pilot interventions might best address their needs in the 
nidininrterm. 

[hrrrr the outsider's perspective, it would appear that farmers might face significant constraints 
rr itheir supply responsiveness and resource allocation in the following areas: 

" The trade-offs between providing for the subsistence requirements of the extended farm 
household and being f-lly responsive to commercial opportunities and market forces; 

" 	 Problems posed by the increasing fractionalization of landholdings within the perimeter 
ard the prtential divorce of the ownership and management functions in resource 
allocations: 
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" 	 Pro lems involved in matching water deliveries from tie system level with crop 
requirements and efficient water use at the farm enterprise level; 

" 	 lnaleluate knowledge of crop production techniques and potential on the one hand and 
real market possibilities on the other; 

" 	 Financial constraints on reorientation of the farm enterprise in the face of new 
opportunities; and 

" 	 Labir constraints with respect to producing, harvesting, and marketing higher value 
crops. 

A series of pilot interventions at the farm level will he designed and implemented on the basis 
f inflrunation available after the first year of the intensive diagnostic study iscompleted. The 
invrventions in Pro,ject Years 2 and 3 are expected to focus primarily on making more efficient 
ile fidannental water/soil relationships at the level of the farmers' fields and on demonstrating 
nn're efficient conJunctive use of groundwater and water from the gravity system. Other pilot
dIcnonnstrations will be designed and implemented as more detailed information on farm-level 
cmstraints becomes available in the second year of the intensive diagnostic study and, 
subshequently, from the permanent ORMVAT Agro-Economic Studies Service. 

In all activilies, infornation generated and recommendations advanced will be thoroughly
diciinssed and debated at aseries of annual workshops. Participation in these workshops will be 
(11en tloall interested parties. including ORMVAT personnel; representatives of farmer groups, 
cipeiratives, and professional organizations; and private sector input suppliers and output 
binyeis. In a'1 iti(n, the project will work closely with extension agents, professional 
MIp:ani7atiOns, and other interested parties to develop and disseminate both orally and in written 
ormin sumnmaries of the information collected with detailed recommendations as appropriate. 

Field days will be organized for relevant farmer and other groups to visit pilot demonstration 
sites and (liscuss with project staff and participating farmers how new interventions could be 
adoplted. This process of dialogue and dissemination will start immediately after Element 2 has 
generated useful information and recommendations and will continue throughout the project. 

13.Preliminary Fa;,m Typology for the Intensive Diagnostic Study Sample Frame 

After several field trips and review of the existing literature, the design team proposes 
cmnsidlration of the following farm typology when the intensive diagnostic study sample frame 
is drawn. The team thinks that the critical variables that define the ORMVAT farm population 
tbr the purposes of the study are as follows: 

I. 	 Farm size in arable. hectares 
2. 	 Type of land tenure 
3. 	 Type of access to gravity system irrigation water 
4. 	 Capacity of use of groundwater for irrigation 
5. 	 Importance oif livestock enterprises in the farming system 
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Within these variables, the team has attempted to identify the key points of functional distinction 
Iwtweni different farming systems in the perimeter as follows: 

I. 	 Farm Si7e in Arable Hectares 

a. 	0 to 3 arable hectares 
b. 	 3 to 20 arable hectares 
c. 	 Greater than 20 arable hectar"s 

2. 	Type of Land Tenure 

a. 	 Private tenure-Melk 
b. 	 Collective land 
c. 	 Private state land-domaine prive de I'etat-i.e., state farms and parastatal 

companies 
d. 	 Land allotted to cooperatives under agrarian reform regulations 

3. 	Type of Access to Gravity System Irrigation Water 

a. 	 Priority access by contractual arrangement 
b. 	 Normal access-i.e., farms well situated in the perimeter with respect to outlet 

canals 
c. 	 Restricted access-i.e., farms poorly situated in the perimeter 
d. 	 No access to gravity system irrigation water 

4. 	 Capacity of Use of Groundwater for Irrigation 

a. 	 Wells fewer than 20 meters in depth with good water 
b. 	 Wells fewer than 20 meters in depth with saline water 
c. 	 Wells fewer than 20 meters in depth in areas with drainage problems 
d. 	 Wells greater than 20 meters in depth 
e. 	 No access to groundwater 

5. 	 Importance of Livestock Enterprises in the Farming System 

a. 	 lligh-i.e., farms with intensive dairy or livestock fattening enterprises and 
regular commercial sales 

b. 	 Low-i.e., farms with traditional, subsistence livestock enterprises and 
occasional commercial sales 

c. 	 None-i.e., farms with no livestock enterprises 

C. 	Cropping Strategies in the Tadla Perimeter 

I. 	 Cropping Percentages in the Tadla Perimeter 

C opping percentage refers to the ratio of area of crops grown to the total area available. In the 
ca,;e of the ORMVAT perimeter, where the climate isMediterranean and where "area available" 
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it ,i, to irrigated land, it would be expected that the cropping percentage would be well above 
I t) peI:trert. ":'hisis because the Tadla perimeter is climatically a winter crop production region. 
tIhlwith irrigation, sunier cropping is also possible. Cropping percentage is a measure of the 
inten'ity (ofrotations. Theoretically, acropping percentage of 200 percent could be achieved by 
i.,nwing bolh a winter annual crop and a summer annual crop on every parcel of land. 

A wqior problem for intensive rotations on the perimeter is the exce.ssive amount of time during 
%%hih sone crops occupy land. Cotton and paprika peppers are both nine-month crops at Tadla. 
(' i esqently. they seriously infringe on planting schedules for winter crops. The sugar beet 
iii',, continues well into July. Only 20 percent of the land used for sugar beets is 

,1l'1,,quIently plantedt to a sunmner crop. The introduction of a short season summer crop that 
c.mlt fillow sugar beets would have an immediate positive impact on cropping percentage. 
Im ing the past several years, there has been an inconclusive effort to use soyheans in this role. 

Il key crop- fior calculating cropping percentage are the annual crops, since a perennial crop 
will always have a cropping percentage of exactly 100 percent unless it is increased by 
inimecr(pping. When only annual crops are included in the calculation, the cropping percentage 
te'tched 146 percent in 1990 (see Table E-1). Given the constraints, this has to be considered 
;ipood performance. It indicates that farmers are aggressively managing their resources. It also 
iili:ite- that perimeter farmers will be quick to exploit opportunities that are presented by the 
ienmoval of constraints on their performance. 

2. Cropping Patterns in the ORMVAT Perimeter 

The GONI has liberalized its policy on mandated cropping, thus putting an official end to the 
Ti mie A and Tranie B cropping patterns. It is anticipated that this policy change will result in 
a niowe by farmers to more profitable crops. This judgment is based on the fact that, while these 
plairs had already undergone extensive modification at the farm level, the fundamental idea of 
it' l:ting the production of specific crops had been kept in force by means of water allocation 
policies. Table E-2 summarizes the resulting cropping patterns as they currently exist on the 
()RMVA'T perimeter. 

Nio lattention relative to the effect of liberalization on perimeter cropping patterns centers on 
the possible negative impacts liberalization might have on the areas planted to the two nia*jor 
government-ni:md!ted industrial crops, sugar beets and cotton. While this effect is important, 
gliveinrlent policies limiting the areas planted to perennial crops -- i.e., olives and citrus -- have 
also bcen an important factor in shaping cropping patterns in the perimeter. Based on the high 
number ,fapplications for permission to plant olives and citrus, it is expected that liberalization 
will result in a shift to these crops. It is also expected that the area planted to alfalfa will 
inci ease as a result of liberalization. Alfalfa is a high priority perennial crop that has significant 
pot,,ntial for improved yields. Current yields vary from 4 to 13 tons of dry matter per hectare. 
t'otmtial yie!,.s are about 20 tons of dry matter per hectare (Ameziane et al., 1978; Baya, 
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Table E-I
 
Cropping Percentages for the ORMVAT Perimeter
 

(in thousands of hectares)
 

1988 1989 1990 

'lt-i Aica lrrigaled 97.8 97.8 97.8 

tol: Area of Crops Produced 123.7 128.2 128.2 

'r'pping Percentage 126% 131% 131% 

Total Area Irrigated for Annual Crops 68.4 67.2 66.3 

l'otA Area of Annun! Ciop Fioduced 94.3 97.6 96.7 

C'pping Percentage for Annual Crops 138% 145% 146% 

Note: Dala provided by the Service de la Production Agricole (SPA) (ORMVAT, 1991) 

'1hese possible changes in the patterns (if perennial cropping have important implications 
tfr more efficient water use. The only significant use of high efficiency, individualized 
I igation syvstens in Tadla is in citrus production. Alfalfa is the field crop most adapted to 
imprroved gravity irrigation methods. 

Amnual cropping patterns are best analyzed on the basis of season -- i.e., as summer 
annual crops and winter annual crops. Since all annual rainfall comes during the mild 
winter in Tadla. traditionally it had only a winter cropping season, which is characteristic 
i :gticulture in a Nediterranean climate. A comparison of Table E-3 with Table E-4 

shows that, decades after the introduction of irrigation, winter cropping is still strongly 
dominant. On average, during the past three cropping seasons, about four times as much 
Lind has been planted in major winter crops as in major summer crops. With irrigation. 
the summer growing season is superior to the winter growing season in a Mediterranean 
climate. The fact that the winter growing season has remained dominant at Tadla is an 
indicetor of the effect of the constraints imposed on farmers by mandated farming and 
restricted availability of irrigation water during the summer growing season. 

A Ihmther comparison of Tables E-3 and E-4 shows a high level of stability in the cropping 
ptler ns of the major winter crops, hard and soft wheats and sugar beets. But there is not 
any apparent stahility in the cropping patterns of the major sumrnmer crops; cotton is 
fllins,.paprika peppers i:e increasing rapidly, and the area devoted to lesser crops is 
iliictoaling annually. Both the potential, on a per unit area basis, and the problems of the 
sonner growing season are greater than those of the winter growing season. 
Consequently, tire cropping patterns of the summer growing season are less stable than 
Ihwsue of the winter growing season. 
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Table E-2 
Ciopping Patterns in the ORMVAT Perimeter 

Croll 
Area in Thousands of Hectares 

1988 1989 1990 
Percent Change 

1989 1990 

Annual
 

'reals 46.9 45.4 47.5 - 3.2 + 4.4 
Slig:r Reets 19.4 19.6 19.4 + 1.0 - 1.0 
17 ij's e 6.3 8.5 7.1 + 34.9 - 16.5 
\%,'gtahles 9.8 11.2 11.2 + 15.3 1.0-
'o ton 11.9 11.5 11.5 -3.0 0.0 

Suubtolal 94.3 97.6 96.7 + 3.5 - 1.0 
I'er~erui al 

Alfalfa 10.3 10.3 10.9 0 + 5.8 
('itius 6.8 6.9 7.0 + 1.5 1.4+ 
(Ilives 11.5 12.6 12.8 + 8.7 + 1.6 
('fliwr Fruit 0.4 0.4 0.4 0 0 
PRoes 0.4 0.4 0.4 0 0 

Subtotal 29.4 30.6 31.5 + 3.9 + 2.9 

.lotal 123.7 128.2 128.2 + 3.5 0 

Note: I)ata provided by the Service de la Production Agricole (SPA) (ORMVAT, 1991) 

The winter growing seagon has unexploited potential for improved efficiency and economic 
return. In fact. Ameziane et al (1976) saw wheat as "la culture pratiquee dans le perimetre 
laphlus susceptible de voir augmenter ses rendements." The recommendations for use of 
suq plemenal irrigation and fertilizer practices are as valid now as they were in 1976. Karama 
(0Q85) achieved morc than a 50 percent improvement in wheat yields by means of proper 
liming of supplemental irrigation. 

(lue furt(er comparison between winter annual crop production and summer annual crop 
pr1oduction is that the total number of hectares in winter crops has remained stable during the 

three years. 
inceaes. It is important to note that this represents an absolute increase in the number of 
hecl;ares fu-:med per year -- and thus an improvement in cropping percentage -- and not an 
invirease in hectares devoted to summer annuals at the expense of hectares devoted to winter 
annuals- -or for that matter, in the number of hectares devoted to perennial crops. Apparently, 
lhe increase in the number of wells during the past decade and the reduced emphasis on 

pu!i! Rut the number of hectares in summer annual crops has shown significant 

mnaud:lted cropping are already leading to increased exploitation of the highly favorable 
slinuner growing season. 
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In tilecontext of summer annual crops, the recent history of cotton and paprika pepper 
liohdclion is the most interesting. Since data for these two crops is available for 1991. it is 
iclhided in Table E-4. The data substantiate the view that of the two mandated industrial 
vop,- -sugar beets and cotton-cotton is the most vulnerable to the consequences of 
liberalization. Cotton is outside the purview of this project, but brief mention will be made 
here of, thttwo most obvious sources of the vulnerability of its status as a maior crop in the 
'adl:. First and foi eiost, cotton production in the perimeter is poorly executed. Second, 
cotton is probably going to face stiff competition from higher value summer crops, with 
paprika peppers giving the first solid evidence of this trend. 

A decline in hectares devoted to cotton is not new. A similar phenomenon occurred in the late 
1060s and again in the late 1970s and early 1980s. In each of those instances, cotton 
pridtiction recovered the hectares it had temporarily lost. This recovery may happen again, 
but there have been some major changes in the intervening years. Specifically, there has been 
liherali7aftiol and the accompanying probability that there is going to be serious, sustained 
competition from higher value horticultural crops, as evidenced by the fact that the private 
sector has made a significant investment in dehydrator plants in the Tadla region. 

In order for their potential to be fully exploited, the new dehydrators will need a steady 
supply oif appropriate agricultural commodities. Tomatoes, another summer crop, would be 
a likely candidate. Steps are now being taken by the private sector to establish a research 
prigram that will identify crops and varieties that are promising relative to maximizing the 
relun on the investment in dehydrators. Winter crops will also be needed for the dehydrators, 
but the first point of impact for expanded production of higher value crops will be on summer 
anniuals. 

Table E-4 summarizes tie very rapid expansion of paprika pepper production during the past 
four years. Apparently, Tadla has benefited from an improvement in its competitive position 
relative to Spain, which has been a major paprika pepper producer. A significant amount of 
ihe current crop is being trucked to Spain for processing. On the negative side, only about 
half of the paprika pepper production in Tadla in 1991 is being grown under forward
contracting arrangements, and the demand for agricultural commodities such as paprika 
pepper is notoriously volatile. 

'urrent trends in summer annual crop production favor improved irrigation efficiency. The 
goeneral trend to increased summer crop production, despite a limited supply of irrigation 
water, will necessitate more efficient use of available water. Crops such as paprika pepPCes 
and tomatoes are well adapted to efficient, individualized irrigation methods. 
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Table E-3
 
Evolution of Cropping Patterns
 

for Selected Major Winter Annual Crops
 
in the ORMVAT Perimeter
 

Area in Thousands of Hectares Percent Change 
Crop 1988 1989 1990 1989 1990 

soIl Wheat 38.4 36.8 37.6 - 4.2 4- 2.2 
It:1d Wheat 6.Q 6.9 7.2 0 - 4.3 
Stgar Beef,; 19.4 19.6 19.4 + 1.0 - 1.0 

Ilersen ('lover 1.4 1.3 1.5 - 7.1 1- 15.4 
Forage Barley 4.5 6.5 5.1 + 44.4 - 21.5 

Polat es 1.9 1.5 1.4 - 21.1 -6.7 
Onions 2.1 2.1 2.1 0 0 

Total 74.6 74.7 73.3 + 0.1 - 1.9 

Note: DAtaprovided by Service deInProduction Agricole (SPA) (ORMVAT, 1991) 

Table E-4 
Evolution of Cropping Patterns
 

for Selected Major Summer Annual Crops
 
in the ORMVAT Perimeter
 

Area in Thousands of lectares Percent Change 
Crop 1988 1989 1990 1989 1990 

Colon 11.9 12.8 11.5 + 8.0 - 10.2 
Ntai7e (Grain) 2.1 1.7 2.7 - 19.0 + 58.8 

Ntai7e (For:age) 0 0 2.8 0 --
Paprika Peppers 0.4 1.5 2.9 + 275 + 93.3 

Sesame 0.5 0.9 0.6 + 80.0 - 33.3 
Beans 1.3 1.9 1.2 + 46.1 - 36.8 
Total 14.2 18.8 21.7 L 32.4 4 15.4 

__NtLe: 	Coton area in1991was 7,400 hectares, down by 35.7 percent from 1990; paprika pepper area was 6,RO0 
hectares, up 134 percent. Data provided by the Service de I Production Agricole (SPA) (ORMVAT, 1991) 
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I). Water Management Strategies 

I. Crop Water Sources in the Tadla Perimeter 

lbinf'lil, canal water, and groundwater are the three sources of water available for 
cropping in Tadla. The fact that all of the 350 millimeters of annual rainfall comes during
the whter ensures thal winter cropping will be more extensive than summer cropping, 
whcose expansion is constrained primarily by an inadequate water supply. Improvement in 
Ihe responsiveness (if the canal water delivery system will reduce losses resulting from 
imvenient scheduling and allow for an increased emphasis on timeliness in irrigation 
;II'll
ications. 

Wells, as the compaiatively new water source in the perimeter, are not as yet either 
iuderslood or exploited as an alternative source of water. The number of wells tapping the 

sha:ll(w perched groundwater tinder the perimeter doubled to 9,220 during the last decade. 
In moist cases, these wells are asource of flexibility and security for irrigated farming. In 
other cases, this shallow aquifer is an immediate threat to some soils and may be a long
termithreat to others. This problem will he the direct concern of Project Element 3. 

The cost of well water is a function of pumpiing cost and is calculated to be about three 
times the cost of canal water. Pumping systems used for wells are often inefficient. The 
cosl of well water would be reduced by using more efficient pumps to lift it. Efficient 
pimping is an important factor for drainage on some land. Project Element 2 will include 
teqling of drainage pumps. 

2. Application of Irrigation Water in the ORMVAT Perimeter 

The presence of tIre robta irrigation method and the lack of land leveling, field 
mintnance, and efficient gravity irrigation have been a recurring matter of concern for 
dc:ades in Tadla. Robta is a system that virtually eliminates the need for an ongoing 
picess of field maintenance and leveling. It accomplishes this at a cost in water-use 
etliciency by using a series of header ditches for a given field, thus reducing the length of 
ewch ton. \hit' rihta is a traditional system, its use is not limited to traditional farms. 
'Imesystem was observed as the primary method of gravity irrigation on large, 
well-financed. high-tech farms, both in and off the Tadla perimeter. 

R01ta is criticiel because using a series of header ditches wastes both land and water. 
Yet,. riven the constraints farmers face, robta at its best may be a better application system 
tltm tie syphon inethod. 

If imlta is going to be replaced by more efficient methods of gravity irrigation, the latter 
pr<fces will have tolbe considered carefully. A possible point of departure would be the 
use oft' level ground borders and checks for alfalfa production. Given the fact that alfalfa is 
a i('ereiinial crop, once leveled, the grade of the field would not be disturbed by field 
olporations. Since this method is only efficient if large quantities of water are applied 
quiickly, well water could be combined with canal water to cover the field in tOe shortest 
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Il ihle time. When this method was described to officials in the extension service, it was 
stid that there are already farmers in the perimeter who are using this method on alfalfa. 

iumlite, s -.
impi'ovenent. Irrigation applied at the right stage of crop development can have a high 
rli' (freturn. ''his concept is not very important for summer cropping, where a regular 
c,y'le(if irrigations is necessary to keep a crop alive and growing. But it is very important 
if) the context of supplemental irrigation of winter crops. As illustrated by Tables E-5 and 
IF'. a strategic irrigation or two at critical stages in crop development can have a major 
imlact on wheat yields. 

'li fwater application is another area that should have ahigh potential for 

'II,responsiveness of the canal delivery system to requests for water is of obvious 
importance to timeliness in water application. If canal water is not available at a 
pa ticularly critical stage of crop development, the economic return to an irrigation might 
jivlify the use (ofwell water. 

implrovements hnwat,.r-utse efficiency could be realized by the use of individualized 
ifr
igat ion systems. These are expensive, comparatively high technology solutions, hut they 
can save a lot of water and are hetter adapted to the production of many high value 
hoilictltural crops. They are used mainly on citrus in Tadla, but if inadequate water 
,mlilplies hecome a major constraint to the expansion of high value summer annual 
ioIictiltural crops, these systems may be accepted on a much wider scale. Given the 
relloirenients of these systems, wells would be a much more practical source of water for 
licir tvseth:n tie canal system. 

F. Agricultural Cherical Strategies 

'Ihere exists a growing awareness in Morocco of the adverse environmental impacts that 
caii re,,tlt from intensive irrigated agriculture. Pesticide use on cotton and fertilizer use on 
stigar heels are invariably time problem areas that are mentioned relative to the ORM VAT 
perimeter. These crops are focused upon partly because the concern is justified and partly
hercs(: only very limited information and controls on chemical use on other crops are 
availal'le. 

()Oe of tie first project activities will be an attempt to inventory and describe chemical use 
inthe peritleter as a means for setting priorities in this area. Efficient, economic, and 
responsible ferilizer and pesticide use will be a part of all recommended production 
packages (see below). The broader issues of safety and pollution will be addressed by 
Pioeict I-lemnent 3. 
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Table E-5
 
Effect of Water Regimes on 1985 Soft Wheat Grain and Straw Yields
 

(iii tons of ;-ry matter per hectare in the ORMVAT perimeter)
 
C'iop Yield/
 

'reatment RI R2 R3 R4 

(rain 2.0 4.1 4.4 5.9 

Straw 2.9 	 5.04.7 	 6.5 

Somrce: 	V ara ma (I985. draft) 

Ntes: RI -- Precipitation only: 215.4 millimeters; R2 = one irrigation: flowering; R3
 
two in igatioms: flowering and grain filling; R4 = control. No water stress is involved.
 
Fmir hrigations take place: tillering, stem elongation, flowering, and grain filling.
 

Table E-6 
Effect of Date of Irrigation on Wheat Grain Yield 

Plant Growth Stage Yield 
Type in Tons/ Percent

ET TE EH HF FM lectare Change 

0 1.3 0 

1 55 55 2.1 62.2 

2 55 55 2.4 92.1 

3 55 55 3.3 158.8 

4 55 55 2.1 68.5 

5 110 2.1 62.3 

6 110 2.4 8.6 

7 110 2.1 6.5 

8 110 1.7 3.4 

Note: 	 lased on the Marrakech region. In a simulation, 1973 climatic data were used. 
Rainfall fbr 1973 corresponded to median precipitation (Ben LHamdani, 1991). 
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F. The Development and Promotion of Production Packages 

It iq anticipated that farm-level improvement in the efficient use of water and other inputs 
will contribulte to tile overall economic benefits of this project. The potential for apositive 
irl,:rct is obviously present on the farms of the ORMVAT perimeter. A more responsive 
c:mvil delivery system and the integration of well water into ciopping programs will be the 
lyic 'lenents of pioduction packages within the context of this project. For winter crops, 
tlw norpiasis will be on the extensive application of timely supplemental irrigation. For 
simri r crops. the enph~lmis will be on highly efficient irrigation of high value crops. A 
pivirrnial crop alffata -will probably be used to initiate a first step toward improved
prvitv irrigation in the perimeter. Other crops that are likely to be a part of production 
p:wk:ages are wheat, paprika peppers, and other vegetables. 

'Ithw long periods of time required to test and demonstrate improved production technology 
is tie Iost important problem to be overcome if proposed innovations are going to have a 
sip!iticant impact during the life of the project. Testing of innovations that are essentially 
now or that appear particularly promising will start in Project Year 2. Testing will be 
(I keon farms to give farmers the opportunity to evaluate a given technology long before 
it is officially recommended or rejected. 

To tie extent possible, testing will be done in cooperation with agribusinesses that have 
comrnercial interests in Tadla. This would allow for the promotion of a given tecitriology 
anrd required services, inputs, and equipment by the private sector long before a formal 
recormlmendatior would be promulgated as a result of project activities. 

Ill. E IFMEN'T 3--ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND MITIGATION 

A. Introduction 

The Tadla irrigation perimeter is one of the largest and oldest of the modern large 
irrigation schemes of Morocco. As illustrated in Figure E-6, it is composed of two 
retl:tively hydraulically independent subperimeters: 

n The Beni Amir subperimeter on the righc bank of the main river, with a total 
irrigated area of 27,500 hectares, whose water is diverted from the Kasba Tadla 
diversion darn upstream of the perimeter on the Oum Er Rbia River; and 

"'he 1Beni Moussa subperimeter on the left bank, with an irrigated area of 69,500 
hectares, whose water is diverted from the large dam of Bin El Ouidane on Oued 
El Ahid. An additional 5,000 hectares are irrigated in small and medium-scale 
periniehers, ard 12,000 hectares are irrigated using groundwater. 
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II ig1at io dcvh'clopinc. in the Tadla area has enhanced the agricultural productiviy and 
div'rsification of the cropping systems. This has been accomplished through tile 
inifusification of tie farming activities and the heavy use of fertilizers and pesticides, 
":p,,'cially (n the "industrial" crops-i.e., cotton and sugar beets-and vegetables. 
intnsive agro-indtstry activities have accompanied this agricultural development. These 
;aio-econonlic developments have also directly affected the growth of a large urban center 
in the area (see Figure E-6). Those changes can be classified as direct benefits of the 
'l';,adla ilnigation perimeter in achieving tile overall goals oif increasing food production, 
inwome generation, and employment. Accompanying these beneficial changes have been 
1111v adverse effects whose impacts might be of significant importance in the long run, if 
not adtddessed appropriately. 

i'lo observed environmental impacts discussed in this section are classified into three
 
c:itgories: groundwater and drainage system management, soil modification and water
 
quality, and agrocheimical storage, use, and disposal. The first two categories are related 
to the direct enviromnental impacts at the irrigated perimeter level; tile last category falls 
info environmental impacts of regional significance. 

Rl. Groundwater and Drainage System Management 

'i i,ir to the ,tan t of ir igation in the Beni Amir perimeter in 1938, the water table depth 
van iled between 50 meters at upstream locations and 15 meters at downstream sites. Water 
leakage through the earth distribution canals network in conjunction with excess irrigation 
water uses has resulted in asignificant water table rise since 1974. The southwest part of 
li perimeter has been severely damaged by surface waterlogging problems. The 
cowntruction of a surface drainage system between 1950 and 1960 helped to reduce this 
cffect. but has not eliminated it, as shown by Table E-7. 

Thi situation has also been improved by die rehabilitation of the main irrigation transport 
canals -e.g., use of cement instead of earth-started in 1973. The construction of 
appro'imately 145 kilometers of surface drains between 1975 and 1979 has enabled better 
control of the water table below I meter over the major part of the perimeter and has 
completely eliminated surface waterlogging over 1,990 hectares. 

III tile Beni Moussa perimeter, the water table fluctuation varies from tie eastern to the 
western parts of the area separated primarily by the main central canal-Canal Coursier. 
in tile eastern part. following the introduction of irrigation in 1954, the water table began 

to rise at a very rapid rate-2 to 3 meters a year-and reached the soil surface in many 
areas. 

it is also wolihwhileimentioning that prior to irrigation, waterlogging problems were 
aheady known in tie area. Many of the waterlogging effects have been solved by tile 
construction of secondary and main drainage outlets and ditches to strengthen the existing 
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Table E-7
 
Evolution of the Area Affected by Waterlogging, 1950-69
 

Month Location of Water Table Level 
Year of 

Observation 0-1 meter 1-2 meters 

1950 January 3,170 hectares 11,070 hectares 
1955 October 6,950 hectares 16,870 hectares 
1957 April 7,030 hectares 18,020 hectares 
1963 September 1,540 hectares 14,880 hectares 
1969 February 3,200 hectares 19,000 hectares 

Source: The ORMVAT, 1980. 

nmtural drains of the Oueds Day, Takerzouzt, and El Arich. In addition, a series of eight 
pumping stations has been installed in the critical areas of El Arich and Sidi Jabeur, whose 
transmissivity characteristics are very high-well discharges at these sites vary from 100 
to 250 liters per second. As a result of this organized pumping activity, combined with the 
construction of 4 kilometers of surface drains, the rise of the water table level was slowed 
between 1975 and 1980. 

Inthe west Beni Moussa subperimeter, waterlogging problems occurred mainly in the 
s ector of Oulad Zidouh where the water table level was less than 5 meters prior to 
irrig:ition. In the absence of a drainage network, the water table began to rise continuously 
beginning in 1970. Surface drainage works have since been implemented over 
approximately 1,900 hectares. Table C-8 shows that even with the construction of this 
drainage system, the situation did not improve, and the potential waterlogging area has 
increased from 3,763 hectares in 1976 to 3,940 hectares in 1979-i.e., the area where the 
water table is located between 0 and Imeter below the soil surface. 

'lhe maximum area with potential waterlogging problems in 1990 was approximately 
20,000 hectares- 13,000 with the water table located at 1.5 meters below soil surface and 
7.000 hectares between 1.5 and 2.0 meters. This situation improved significantly during 
the 1979-84 drought years (see Figures E-7 to E-10), due to the combined effects of 
drought and the pumping of water from the aquifer by the growing number of privately 
constructed wells. These wells now exceed 9,000 in the Tadla perimeters. 
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Table E-8
 
Waterlogging Due to the Presence of the Water Table
 

Between 0 and 1 Meter
 

Hectarage Affected by the Aquifer (0-1 elers) 
Sectors 

1976 1979 

Oulad Jabri 30 
Khelalta 887 495 

Oulad Ayad 348 320 
Beni Moussa t 287 568 

leni Noussa II 1,228 1,309 
Souk Sebt I - 36 
Oulad Iloul 405 400 

I)ar Oulad Zidouh 608 782 

Total 3,763 3,940 

Source: Tie ORMVAT, 1980. 

A recent study done by Debbarli et a]. (1991) has shown that the irrigation return flow is 
the major factor that figures in the recharge of the Beni Moussa shallow aquifer (see
Figures F-I I to F-13). The major sources of outflow are drainage and private well 
withdrawals (Figures E-14 to E-16). The Debharh study illustrated that the net water 
balance is positive for the Beni Moussa aquifer (Figure E-17) during the normal rainy 
Years of I 'o I 9 and 1986 to 1990. There is, hence, a net increase of the storage 
v line of the aquifers, leading to the multiplication of risky agricultural lands with 
potential waterlogging and/or drainage and salinity problems. Figure E-I 8 shows an 
example of the spatial disicibution of v ater table levels in June 1990. The monitoring of 
these two aquifers is done separately by DRH and SGRID of the ORMVAT. The existing 
monitoring system is insufficient, however: approximately 56 piezometers and observation 
wells are measured bimonthly by DRH, and a similar number of observation wells are 
imeasured by SGRID personnel. There is no systematic exchange of information between 
(he two institutions, nor is there any rigorous database to enable the perimeter's managers 
to ge', a more complete picture of the dynamics of the groundwater Fystems of the Tadla 
atea. Coniprehensive strategies of integrated surface and groundwater management could 
be investigaled once a database is established and real-time management models are 
developed. 
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Figure E- 11: Groundwater 
r'clia rgc comlponen ts. 1975- 1980
 

Figure E-12: Groundwater
 
recharge components. 1981-1984
 

Figure E-13: Groundwater
 
recharge components. 1985-1990
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Figure E- 14: Groundwater 
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'Iho 1li:in:Ige systei constructed by ORMVAT in the two perimeters is mainly a surface 
('Ii:w-, networ k wilh a large spacing of 400 to 700 meters between consecutive ditches. 
Ie pThsfli 1.5 to 2.5 meters.of the ditches and the outlets vary between Around 1,700 

l,ilioloIs of,draiwage ditches and outlets need to be rigorously and continuously 
riiri:iieii. The ORNIVAT is currently only able to handle about 200 kilometers a year, 
o. -I ill Oeich are coicenlraled in the critical areas of west Beni Moussa. Maintenance is 
I,iii 'chrtnical i.e.. a dredging exercise-and chemical, using oae of tile following 
11iiiii.'sl': Weda7ril powder. and Weedazol or Roundup liquid concentration. The 
il,:rfriiv'ienr mai ni enarice actions of the ORNIVAT and the wide spacing of the drainage
 
diI''Ni 1h, be the main constraints to the appropriate functioning of this drainage
m1V 

1ii, ( III. A ncir rtgoirio assessmet and monitoring of this system would allow for 
I,' rie'lintiaes (If'its real cificiency and possible ways to improve it. Alternating solutions 
ol v:r iirs drairage systems, including conjunctive surface and groundwater resources, 
shi uhd lie invesligaled in such a way that tie water table does not pose any serious 
wil el iging prohleris for tie sustainability of agricultural activities in the Tadla 
"ItI'per i lnefers. 

C. Soil Nidification arid Water Quality 

'lIeI ev.eh ' lirernt (if irrigation inl the Tadla area has resulted is an intensification and
 
ii, irr7arti l of agricultural farming systems, which has led to-among other
 

ir increased use of large ariounts of fertilizers, pesticides, and other agrochemicals
 
lo iciti ase agricultural productivity. The low return flow from irrigation to the aquifer
 

oibiit 50 percent) coitributes to the leaching of salt, nitrates, and chemical pollutants
 
fiin these practices through the relatively high permeable soils of tie Tadla.
 

' lie salinity of tie soils has not yet reached critical values in the two subperimeters. The 
si:iu11 may worsen in tire fuiture, however, especially in the areas where irrigation water 
ci ii0 salt ctent is used--i.e.. tile reuse of drainage water by pumping along outlets 
arid dchit-es, salty grcundwater, and so on. Not enough data are available on soil 
cvili , undel irigatioir, (flat would help assess the effective salinization or tire neg ive 
iripacts of irrigation on soils. 

Si .iliicant salt acci rur lat irns have occurred in the shallow aciuifer areas of the two 
suiiie iicers- where the water table depth is less than 1.5 meters. Maximum 
coicenialions reached so far are approximately 3.5 grams per liter. Figure E-19 
illo ;iles tie spatial distribution of the groundwater salt content during July 1991. This is 
ihc re.c11t of itic:,cclibniration oif soil leaching-irrigation water with relatively high salt 
cfnieir frion Ouri Er Rhia River--and evaporation from shallow water tables in tire Beni 
Amir srbpeineter. For tire west Ben Moussa, the high content of salt might be explained 
1) ,y ev'i rlioc frim the shallow aquifer and by tire salt composition of some geological 
'itIrialinits through which water flows and that constitute part of tie lateral boundaries of 
Ii,, gtiounidaier reservoir. 

'I Iw tilate ipollution (if tie aquifers is directly related to tie intensive agricultural 
;irivilies ilt the area. Ill fact. recent investigations by tire Direction de la Recherche et de 
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1:1I'lification de 1'Eau (El tlaiba et al., 1990) have shown that approximately 4,000
 
ncwlic fons of nitrates are annually leached and are enriching the water tables. As a
 
ct',ioeiLlence, ai annulal rate of nitrate accuml ation of abotL 
 5 milligrams per liter has 
I',i ii easured it! inany observation wells. This has led to tile multiplication of large areas 
wih high - o,, 50 il,illigrams per liter-nitrate concentrations. The highest 
cO et tat iOn 701eS have been located around Fkih Ben Satah in the Beni Amir 

t'.thper imeter and at sites downstream of the Beni Moussa aquifer. Tie enrichment of the 
h:ilfow water tales by nitrates has evolved in parallel with the doses of nitrates used in 

011 agi icullitral seclol. The annual rate of nitrate accumulation has increased from 15 to 
1t milligranis per liter of water in 1981, to 20 to 50 milligrams per liter in 1990, while 
II :ipp'licalion of nitrogen fiir agricultural uses has increased from 64 kilograms per 
h,',tlie per year to 104 kilograms per liectare per ycar luring the same period. 

'lI eag'ii-industries, including the three sugar factories in the Tadla, also contribute to tlie 
emichnent of the aquiters by nitrates and pollutants. An estinmated annual amount of 
2,00t0 metric tins of nitrates are discharged with tie raw sewage effluent of the SUBM, 
S NAT', and SUTA factories (El Haiba et al., 1990). Part of this nitrate recharges the 
aqiiter (hiring the transport of the industrial effluent, along the existing drainage system, 
to the Ouim Er Rhia River. The urban centers also contribute, in smaller proportions, to
 
thi€i
pollution load.
 

W:ter quality is also affected by the raw sewage flowing into the existing drainage system 
fio tlei urlan centers of 'adla perimeters-Beni Mellal, Afoiurer, Dar Oulad Zidouh. 
Fkiih Vleu Salah, and Souk Seht. Pollution levels are unequally distributed in the two
 
stiliperimeters. Alon tiemain effluent drains-Beni Amir canal, G12, and Takerzomizt
 
outlets -the sewage water of the cities and sugar factories has caused significant localized 
wnler piollulion as measured in the form of high nitrate and salt contents, important 
III ic oiological infestations often associated with high water temperature, significant 

ninmits of suspended matter. and a low biological oxygen deman,l consumption rate.
 
P'ollutin levels along the Oum Er Rhia River, however, 
are within acceptable Moroccan
 
limils. llence, the water of the El Massira Dam, downstream from Tadla, does not
 
ie:lcii pollic health. nor the socio-economic activities of the water users 
in the Doukkala 

amd Casablanca regions. 

I lie constructioln of the storage dam at Dechra El Oued (see Section I of this Annex), 
upstreaml from Kasha Tadla. is likely to exacerbate the pollution problem when water 
quantities that contrihute to the natural flushing and dilution actions of the Ouni Er Rhia 
River are significantly reduced. The increasing level of pollution and decreasing water 
LIi:i ily, in co liiation with water stagnation along the irrigation canals and drainage 
nlwoik. may also contibue tio he development of water-related diseases in Beni Amir. 
lii:V.icl.
schistosoiasis, in continuous regression--154 infestations in 1990 as opposed to 
-491 in 1986--is mainly localed in the Beni Amir subperimeter around the Sidi Aissa and 
Fkit Ben Salah communes. Other waterborne diseases have also been reported, such as 
imikiriii and clitera. Other sources of infection might be related to the quality of tlie 
Si.,ice (ifp t:it, wvaer, which, For the rural population, is primarily obtained frini 
priv:ife wells in fileperimeters. The monitoring activities of' water quality and soil
 
imiiiications are not systematic and are only partially undertaken by the various local or
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e!ioimIl technical departments or services-SGRID of OR MVATr, I)RH, the Sli, and the 
snip:r factories. A comprehensive database would enable a better assessment of soil and 
w:,ler suli ilty. nitrates, and chemical pollutants in the perimeters. Such a tool would 
eih:n,.e integrated surface and groundwater management and could help offset some of tile 
iv:iwtivv environnentl inpacts brought on by irrigation and agricultural activities within 

Oiw perimeters. 

D. Agrochemical Storage, Use, and Disposal 

Ai octhemicals i.e., fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, and fingicides-unless carefully 
controlled and safely handled and used, can put human and livestock populations at serious 

.:. TiisThis is inl addition to causing long-term, and perhaps irreversible, damage to the 
rviro's water, soils, flora, and fauna. Water quality, as noted in the discussions atiove, is 
at; ,ady seriously threatened in the Beni Amir and Beni Moussa subperimeters, through the 
combination of fertilizer appllications and uncontrolled ftluctuat ions in the perched water 
tai les. The randhon field observalio s of the assessment teamiconfirmed the lack of 

,,wledge in lie "l'aIdla coincerning storage, application, and disposal of agrochenicals. A 
dik:''siol of the economic and welfare costs associated with environmental pollutioin in 
thw "l':,lla can be tund inAppendix G. 

A, iocheniicals are widely used in the two Tadla subp2rineters, a fact borne out hy team 
discussions wilh the ORMVAT SPA. Although there is little supervision or monitoring of 
thee chemicals in terms of storage, application, and disposal, ORM VAT personnel said 
(:i nivrs "probably did apply the dosages of the chemical as prescribed because they were 
ekpensive to buy." [ven if dhis is the case, little is done--or in fact known--about how 
inlividual farmers store, prepare, mix, apply, and eventually dispose of the agrochemicals 
thll they do use. 

'Itie points were reiterated in discussions with the Direction de la Protection Vg6tale. 
dii ( onlrole Technique et de la Repression des Fraudes in Rahat. Staff here noted that 
control was less of a problem for major crops such as cotton and sugar beets, on which 
Ihe government oversees the application of agrochemicals. But for market vegetables, 
roses, alfalta. sesame, and tile like, no one has any real idea of what is going on. As an 
e',: rple, in tile course of its field visits, the team observed more than one instance if 
fhaIriers applying chemicals to their crops-using backpack sprayers-with no protective 
ct fhing in tlie beat of the day and tinder fairly windy conditins. The team also observed 
Ole ()RMVAT-controlled aerial spraying of cotton fields. Although this was being lone 
p imla ily in tie early morning hours, many of the fields being sprayed were less than one
q(imlvitr hectare in size and were often adjacent to irrigation canals, homes, and villages. 

As tire(ORNIVAT moves through the disengagement process, ensuring the safe use of 
;iprocheinicals is apt to become even more problematic, and the modicum of control for 
llt'se chemicals that currently exists will be put at even greater risk. The sheer volume 
anid types of chemicals now applied are little more than "guesstimates." Cotton fields 
a1oiie. for example, were treated with more than a dozen different pesticides in 1988-91. 
A th, perimeter farmers produce more crops it, response to market demands and as agro
industries parlicipate more in disengagement, the use of agiochem icals is liable to 
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iwrea,;e. This raises major policy issues regarding environmental and public health 
sah'egiards on tie distribution and use of these materials, not just for tileORMVAT, but
 
firall of Morocco. What, if any, are the points of control for agrochemicals? And vho 
will b'e responsihle for monitoring these controls? When environmental damage does 
ocur, or when public health is endangered, what is the assessment process, and who is 
iili nvilely responsible for paying the costs? 

'Ihts, are not, obviously, questions that can be answered by the activities proposed for 
thi,priject. Public awareness about the risks of unsafe handling and use of 

rliochemica!.' and w"ater pollution in particular-is only now beginning in Morocco. In 
ifs Entvironmental Discussion Paper. the World Bank (1990) calls attention to these facts. 
fi preparation for PAGI 2, the bank specifically provides terms of reference for assessing 
etivironmental impacts of the nine ORMVAs (World Bank, 1991). Enhancing this 
awareness--especially among the rural populations living in the Tadla perimeters-is at 1
 
level of detail that is beyond flie scope of the PAGI 2. It is an area, however, where 
itlerventions of this project can contribute to the environmental pollution debate. 

It is granted that many of the chemicals used on the two subperimeters are relatively safe 
and environmentally benign, particularly when they are used in a controlled manner. It is 
also known that the ORMVAT has centralized storage points-the CMVs-for agro
chemicals used with major crops, and that the Service de Vulgarisation et Organisation 
'rofessionelle. with the SPA, provides basic instruction and guidance to farmers on 

arprochemical use. The Direction de laProtection V6g6tale also cooperates with the 
()RMVAT to analyze and test the agrochemicals that are to be applied to the major crops.
Very little information exists in the ORMVAT about practices associated with 
agrochenical storage and disposal. There are no standards established for how these
 
rorterials should be stored or in what 
manner they should be destroyed. There is no
 
imnitoring system that details where these sites are-a problem area 
 that will grow as
 
di';engagement continues--or if safety precautions are followed. The team 
was unable to 
determine whit prartices were employed, or precautions taken, concerning the disposal of 
these materials. 

At the farm level, the ORMVAT/SPA has established guidelines for the dosages of 
agrochemicals to use with a host of crops. There is no reliable knowledge, however, on 
whether farmers adhere to the suggested dosage guidelines, and whether they supplement 
tlse agrochemicals with others that are readily available in the local markets (the latter's 
presence strongly suggests that supplements are used). 

()ne of the principal activities of the ORMVAT is the management of water rc.:otiices, yet 
it has been only minimally involved with other area institutions that mop:ior water quality 
mid have a direct interest in environmental pollution. The DRH and ihe ONEP in the 

initry of Public Works, the Direction des Eaux et Forets elje laConservation de Sol 
(I)EFCS) in the Ministry of Agriculture and Agriculture Reform, and the SH in the 
Mfinistry of Public !Health are the major local government nstitutions with a stake in these 
iqsues. Presently, the ORNIVAT only has a working rel:,tionship with the SH in Beni 
NIllal. The Ntedecin Chef, in talks with the team, o-,tedthat this has been a fruitful 
collaboration that has had a direct impact on the decreased incidence of waterborne 
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dlktases in tire area. lie also voiced strong concern about how little is known about the 
toxic effects of agrochemicals used in the Tadla perimeter on human and livestock health. 
1 ie SI I. ev'e, with ik4 solid network of rural health care workers, does not hay., the 
c:4,inciy to nionitor these types of public health risks. 

1ho Ii. in con junction with the ONEP, is charged with monitoring the quality of water 
in the uim Er Rbia River basin. It currently has established a monitoring system in the 

ii Amir and Reni Moussa subperimeters and along the Oun Er Rbia River at several 
p'itS in the Tadla perimeter. It has subcontracted with the Laboratoire Public d'Essais et 
d'Vitide (Centre (des Etudes et Recherches sur I'Environnement et les Pollutions, 1990a, 
1001)h. 1991) to conduct analyses of surface and groundwater quality at these monitoring 
points thr a number of chemicals and pollutants against the list of Moroccan water quality 
si anrdaitds (El Jebbari, 1991). 

Flfforts such as this directed by the DRH provide an excellent example of where regional 
collAboration and information among the different environmental interest groups could 
occur. The tasks and functions of each of these groups are often complementary. A 
regional network designed to foster collaboration and dialogue would be a big step in 
rai.sing environmental consciousness and would help to ensure the sustainability of agro
econilic developnment. 

IV. El FMENT 4 -PRIVATE SECTOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION, MANAGEMENT, 
ANt) USE 

The activities in Element 4 have been chosen to support the disengagement of the 
(1 NIVAT and other parastatals from commercial activities and the promotion of the 
private agribusiness sector. Elements 1, 2, and 3 will help create opportunities for 
ciriperatives, professional associations, and private companies to supply agricultural inputs 
and scrvice. Element 4 provides short-term technical assistance and training, with minor 
lralerial support, to strengthen the private sector's capacity to turn opportunities into 
e:panrded cooperative, association, and company operations. The activities in Element 4 
result from a reconnaissance of the organizations that make up the current web of 
participants in agribusiness-i.e., parastatals, membership cooperatives, professional 
associations, companies, and representative bodies such as the Chamber of Agriculture 
(Reni Mellal) and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry (covering Beni Mellal and 
A7ilal). The major companies are given in the format of adatabase file integrated with the 
IUSAID agribusiness database. A list of input distributors is filed separately. In addition, 
an examination was made of the likelihood of aprivate water market being established 
during the life of this project. 

The reconnaissance was intended to identify those organizations and companies that could 
have a majior impact an the flexibility, efficiency, and environmental sustainability of use 
oif' water and soil resources. The operating assumptions were that impact would be closely 
lied to broad spatial representation in the perimeter, the financial health as measured by 
capilal reserves and the willingness of banks to extend lines of credit, the presence of an 
estallis ied market or tie potential to build one, a charter that permits flexibility in choice 
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ot' commercial aelivities and investments, and management capable of undertaking 
sltategic planning and following through with a business plan and its execution. 

A. The Agribusiness Landscape 

' lie ()RMVAT. through its CMVs, has broad area coverage and control of key assets. 
1 lie disengagement process is shifting commercial activities to the nongovernmental and 
piivPe set',ors. The comnmodity-specific parastatals-the Compagne Marocain de la 
('omercialisation des Produits Agricoles (COMAPRA) in cotton and oilseeds, and 
S1 hI'A, SIINI. and SUNAT in sugar-also have broad coverage and have absorbed 
sirsthntial paits of the seed and input delivery services and crop transport services from 
the ORMVAT. These industries are strategic ones from the GOM's perspective, because 
they provide export revenue-e.g., long-staple Pima cotton- and provide import 
sbllslitution and security of the national sugar supply, and salaried jobs for skilled and 
unskilled labor. Even though the parastatals' charters permit investment in other activities, 
they have not done so, primarily for financial reasons. While they could have a 
tremiendous impact on water, soil, and input use efficiencies, they do not need direct 
support from this project. 

The sugar industry is financing its own research and development effort to improve 
piodoction and plant efficiencies, and all three sugar plants are on the block for 
pIiVai7ation. New management will quickly be forced to seek ways to make sugar a more 
protitable crop for all concerned. 

'lhe cotton industry is facing similar pressures from the liberalization of crop rotations. 
Colton has lost ground to paprika peppers, which now are said to be grown on 6,000 to 
F.000 hectares, providing a stimulus for COMAPRA to find ways to reduce production 
costs, improve productivity, and return to cotton. 

'lhe Socidti Nationale de Commercialisation des Semences (SONACOS), the state seed 
p:rastatal, is also being put on the auction block. It currently operates through the region 
in bolh dryland and irrigated areas, principally filling orders passed on from the 
()RMVAT, the Direction Provinciale de I'Argiculture (DPA), and the Centres de Travaux, 
and executing the importation of sugar beet and potato seed. Regional volume is about 
I.4t00 to 1,500 metric tons annually. Discussions with SONACOS's regional staff suggest 
that whoever takes over SONACOS will radically restructure its operations. 

The ORNIVAT is charging for transport, storage, and distribution services that it once 
piovi(led at no charge. Major incentives now exist for establishing wholesaling operations 
within and outside the perimeter and for contracting for distribution with retailers. 
Looking only at wheat seed sales, it is likely that SONACOS-or its purchaser-will find 
that ils volume will be cut in half, unless the government continues to contract or 
guiarantee seed supply in excess of the seed stock renewal practices of farmers. Here too, 
the national catalogue system of varietal licensing greatly slows the introduction of new 
varieties of the major cereal crops and sugar beets. 
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The parastalal land management companies-the Socidtd de Developpement Agricole 
(SOt)WA) and the Soci~tl de Gestion des Terres Agricoles (SOGETA)-are both 
reviewing their operations and restructuring their farms. Like other tree crop producers 
with a predominance of citrus trees. SODEA is hesitating to make new investments in 
eilius crops until 1993-the year in which Spain and Portugal become fully integrated into 
the Cmmion Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the European Community. SOGETA, with 
much greater land in annual crops, is diversifying into new crops in the Tadla and 
planning to invest in pressurized irrigation systems to boost yields, reduce water losses 
and dependence on the surface irrigation system, and, it hopes, reduce operating costs. 
S()GF*TA is tightly hound to national plan objectives of strategic crop production, so it has 
reduced flexibility in crop choice. 

While this management constraint is likely to change over time, neither SODEA, 
SOGETA, nor land they manage is available for lease or sale, limiting privatization 
plossibilities. However, both parastatals represent markets for input and custom service 
suppliers. and suppliers of pressurized irrigation systems-e.g., sprinkler, pivot, and 
trickle irrigation. 

)uside of the parastatal sector, there are two major booms occurring in the Tadla. One is 
the rapid expansion of center pivot irrigation schemes. The second is the rapid expansion 
ol paprika pepper production and processing. The center pivot program is supported by 
the Ministry of Interior. Pivots are being insta!led primarily on collective lands on which 
leases for tip to 19 years are negotiated for annual rent- equivalent to the value of between 
live arid seven quintals of wheat per hectare. Currently, about 3,500 hectares have been 
developed lor pivot irrigation. About another 5,300 hectares are in various stages of 
develhipment by private companies and individuals. Beyond these 8,800 hectares, another 
3.000 hectares have been identified as apt for center pivot irrigation. About 13 major 
investment groups are involved. The installed and planned surface area offers a good 
1ppoilunity for suppliers of irrigation equipment, pumps and motors, inputs, custom 

services, and maintenance and repair services. The larger hardware and agricultural 
equipment stores in Beni Mellal already carry an impressive array of motos and lurbine 
Pumps for tubewells. 

The paprika pepper growth has been phenomenal during the past three years. Four years 
ag(, there was essentially no paprika pepper production in the Tadla perimeter. Since 
1989, the paprika pepper production area has jumped from 400 hectares to somewhere 
between 6.000 and 8,000 hectares. This crop is tied to an export market for oleoresin and 
red coloraii Ior food and .osmetics. A dehydiation plant treats some peppers in the Tadla 
before shipment to Larache. A second operation ships field-dried peppers directly to Spain 
for colorant extraction. The logistics of this operation has spurred the extension of 
lranspoilation services well after the normal peak period of the sugar beet harvest. The 
success of this operation reflects the broader changes in the agribusiness investment 
climate, particularly the opening tip of ownership of Moroccan companies to foreign 
pailicipation and the liberalization of the trucking industry. 

The major postharvest packing operations in the Tadla are the Primagrume packing house. 
and a rudimentary packing operation attached to a new and sophisticated cold storage 
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f:rlcity. NMlch of the tree fruit production in the Tadla is sold as standing crop on the tree 
ond hauled to one of the 23 packing houses operating in the Casablanca area. 

In addition there are aplir ,xirnately 300 traditional olive oil presses, or maasra, 8 low
c:,lrcity rolling stone mnillolive oil presses, and a large, but difficult to enumerate, set of 

uving agents, collectors, and accumulators of olives for table olive processing and oil 
milling frora the major plants in El Kelaa, Marrakech, Fes, and Meknes. 

'1h., modern milk marketing and processing market is primarily defined by Halib Tadla, 
litforrmer cooperative pasteurization and yogurt plant that is now owned and managed by 
flt, ('ntrale L.aiti.re as apasteurization and milk product distribution center. Other than 
lrrap:ck psteurized milk (about 50,000 liters a day), all other milk (an additional 50.000 

to 90.))0 liters a day) is shipped to the Centrale Laiti re facilities in Casablanca for 
11iice5ssing. The dairy production industry is dominated by the cooperatives, which are run 
hy ()vRMVAT coperative directors. A dairy cattle artificial insemination program and
 
tired hlifer importation program are also run by tie AET. Animal health services are
 
pioi'ied by nine pi irate veterinarians iocated in the rural communes of the Tadla 
pey imeler. 

Itortitltural diversification is under way in the Tadla, with a rose cut flower and 
roehsh export industry that has strong links to French firms. Many small producers and 
p:wkers of onions and potatoes for the national market also operate in Tadla, as well as a 
few producers of table grapes. Sinall country accumulators buy this production, although 
Ibhtwo maijor cold storage facilities in the Tadla perimeter also purchase and store 
lill,,tiles and handle apples produced in the piedmont-Dir-at the foot of the Atlas 
NI onttains near Beni Mellal. 

()bviisusly, the production and postharvest operations create a large market for agricultural 
illut supply, harvesting services-e.g., the mechanized harvesting of wheat and manual 
ablior for other crops-and transportation services. Input supply is in a state of flux. The 

I;in astatals still dominate local markets, but with increasing numbers of small and medium
sc:le distributors--53 by current ORMVAT count-particularly for fertilizers and 
pesticides. 

Aliproximately 95 agricultural cooperatives operate in the Tadla area. These range from 
the very old Socidti Cooperative Marocaine Agricole-which is the largest single buyer of 
wheat in the region but now runs more like a parastatal since the cooperative hea ist 
e~senlially all of its members-to small fuel supply cooperatives. The most widespread 
cooperatives are multiservice ones. These have been built up from a nucleus of dairy 
collection pmoints and consumer cooperatives since the Plan Laitier was put into effect in 
the early 1970s. ORMVAT staff now point to 48 cooperatives and I I private collection 
centeis as a network of economic activity. Dairy operations have remained their core 
;wtivily. but most have developed other substantial business operations. Several have 
ap, icultoal machinery .evices, with machinery selected to meet the highest deiand 
pe' iods for mechanization, land preparation, and cereal harvesting. Others have a service 
staition for diesel fuel and kerosene supply. Most now play a growing role in the sales of 
fitilizers, seeds, and plant protection chemicals. Because they are organizations made up 
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of ftrmers, they are very close to the point of making decisions about soil and water use.TIheir central role in the livestock industry brings them even closer to key water and soil 

,i'es [the 120.000 head of cattle in the perimeter, there are nearly 600,000 sheep, and50.000 goai.,. Alfalfa production takes place on 18.',0 hectares and ismanaged both as aninplut into tile local herd and as a valuable forage "exported" from the perimeter. Tadlahas one major animal feed plant and another eight small units. Additionally, the sugar beetmilk produce a substantial quantity of beet pulp molasses for area herds. Several

c,' 'peratives 
 also have small feed mills, but use is low. 

'I' molt '11i-plrpose cooperatives have grown to be some of the FLrongest local organizations00n the perimeter. They have arrived at this point with major assistance from the GOM.Iniliallv. dairy operations were almost wholly subsidized by the government. Gradually,lhe cooperatives began to take (-n more of the financial cost of their operations, paying theen,'ory costs of refrigerating milk, paying feed costs, obtaining and servicing loans foreqllipinlent, constituting revolving funds for procurement of stock for the cooperativeshle, ad so on. Today, their capital and cash flow positions are relatively strong. The' ytriget cooperative., are already moving out of the CMVs, obtaining land, and buildingnew cooiperative complexes. They fulfill most of the conditions sought. However, thecooiperatives have a significant wakness in that they still depend heavily on the ORMVATtlr Peneral management arid accounting, business strategy, and the development of new 
enel pries. 

While there are many associations in the Tadla, only a few are of particular interest to this
priject. The oldest and strongest is the Association des Producteurs des Agrumes doMNaioc (ASPAM). It represents the growers and packers who export tile largest export
criol 
 Morocco grows. While ASPAM has always had a strong government presence, itAlso has the most highly developed technical support operation of any association in tile
country. It spawned a technical services and laboratory analysis service, which supports
the citrus growers but has also expanded to include consulting and analytic work for
vegetable growers. ASPAM and its technical service have a regional office in Beli Mellal. 

Fhe other agricultural associations of direct concern to this project are the Association des
Fleveurs do Tadla (AET), 
 the Association des Cotonniers du Tadla (ACT), the
Association des Betteraviers do Tadla (ABT), the Association des Maraichers du Tadla
(AMtI). 
 the Association Rdgionale des Multiplicateurs de Semence and the Conseil
 
O)leicile Provincial.
 

A common thread among some of these associations is that they represent producers who;iise what are called "integrated" livestock or crops-those crops for which there isoneprincipal marketing channel. Each is supported by all automatic levy from the receipts ofprodict delivery. Existing statutes ensure that when and if the cotton and sugar parastatals:1e p[ivaeliel, the levy on production will still be applied, ensuring each association,ceive;an income to carry (lt its member representation services. To move beyond ihe
,etareil re:cntational lev requires that the associations offer services of financial value 

to their mnebers. 
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It i' expected that each of these associations will help lead the development of the 
vetially integrated industry in the r,.gion. Of the four, ASPAM fulfills this role already. 
AI piobtiaily has tie best chance of delivering value-added services to its members, 
piitiviril V becanse the dairy industry provides a year-round cash flow to producers. The 
sici:l soundness analysis (Annex H) provides more details on how representative these 

s,"'i:it ioni.ire and what the likelihood is that they can assist in the fee-ration of producer 
ci',lerattives inhtlarger economic units. 

"l'vo thing, are striking about this picture of the Tadla. The first is the relatively small 
:itint of packinghouses and processing facilities in the fruit, vegetable, and olive 
inhd to boil down to thetitrv. While many reasons for this are advanced, the answer seems 
str,'ith of tie companies and pack ,ighouses in Casablanca and the major agroprocessing 
citit,,
of the interior. Much of this strength is financial and is reinforced by banking 
il:wtics that demand high levels of loan guarantees-up to three times the loan 
ainiunt - fir lines of credit and operating capital, creating a high entry cost into the 
niimi The second major point is the size of the input and service markets in thekctillace. 
"ldla surface irrigation perimeter and the center pivot extension areas. While much of the 
hilput siupply is still run through parastatals, their privatization should provide the 
iili,irtunity for restructuring the industry. Diversification of crops and irrigation 
techmolhgies should create a strong demand for new services. 

The design team judged that the greatest project impact could be achieved from major 
investment in the cooperatives and the associations, with smaller project investment in 
iomnoting private sector firm activities. The cooperative and association focus will permit 

Ihe iriect to move water and soil management technologies quickly from demonstration 
to hi oad application. The project will, however, also promote a diversity of private sector 
stuliply individually owned businesses and corporations are likelyof inputs and services as 
t ie able to respond to a rapid growth in opportunity most quickly. 

1. 	 Concentration on Strengthening Cooperatives and Associations 

"1hee -lement 4 activities focus short-term technical assistance and training on 
steutgthening cooperatives and associations to improve their management of ccsts and 
services, to develop their ability to plan and undertake commercial operations, and to help 
Ihewm develop a strategy for sustainahility based on current and new economic activity. 

'Ihe 48 multi-service dairy cooperatives were selected as targets because: 

" 	 They have the best spatial coverage of the perimeter, 

" 	 They operate on a cooperative decree, which gives them broad choice of business 
activity; 

" 	 Dairy production is one of their major business enterprises, providing them with a 
regular cash flow throughout the year; 
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" 	Tlhey have a diversified business base, including sales of consumer goods,
agrieultural input supply, fuel supply, and custom machinery services that provide 
additional year-round cash flows; 

" 	 They have accumulated capital reserves; and 

" 	 They are targeted for accelerated disengagement by the ORMVAT-i.e., 
movement out of or rental of the CMV facilities used as collection, storage, and 
retail space and the transfer of cooperative directors' salaries and accounting 
costs-- which iapidly eat into cash flow and capital reserves. 

With proper management of the transition to independent. business-based operations, these 
' ,peralives could invest in the input supply and custom service opportunities resulting

fion Element 2 activities and from the -apcoming sale of SONACOS and the two sugar

mills and one sugar refinery. Development of good cooperative management skills may
 
also enable these cooperatives to provide cost-shared management services to the other
 
cooperatives in the Tadla that are handicapped by seasonal and/or low cash flows.
 

Strengthening (if the AET was selected because of the large potential impact of its 
principal activities-e.g.. livestock breed improvement-on efficiency of water and soil 
resource rise. Crossbred dairy cattle produce more than 4 times as much milk per lactation 
;s local breeds, and purebred cattle produce about 1.6 times as much milk per lactation as 
crosyhred aninals. The ORMVAT's 1986 plan for disengagement includes an artificial
 
irseiination program 
as one of the local enterprises targeted for privatization. The
 
atliicial insemination program is well organized in eight regular circuits. It performs

nearly 20,000 inseminations annually. Transfer of the service will need to be managed
 
carefully to ensure that the same or an increased level of service is provided. A
 
successfully imlplemented activity will provide a service to members and serve as 
an
 
example to the other three associations housed in the Beni Mellal association building as 
to 
how to structure and operate amember-oriented business. 

hirig tion associations are the newest local organizations on the Tadla landscape. They are 
ieing asked to take on both management and financial loads that even the ORM VAT has 

heen only partially able to evaluate. They have been mandated from above by a decree 
which greatly limits their choice of economic operations in return for a 20 percent rebate 
on nieniler water charges, which is supposed to cover operations and maintenance costs 
mid result in a small profit. 

'lhree irrigation associations have been formed and are planned to undertake their 
reqponsibilities in 1992. "11e design options were to concentrate project resources on 
hrrigation associations with the intensity of the cooperative effort, or to provide a lower 
level of assistance while the main system is adjusted to provide more reliable and 
ieponmsive water supply, which is essential for successful local management of water and 
maintenance (if secondary and tertiary canals, seguia, and drains. The design choice was 
to hlp prepare irrigation associations and their partners in water management through 
rianngenient planning, management training, and short-term technical assistance. This 
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aclion will lay the groundwork for more effective turnover of the system when this project 
cao help provide reliable water supply and PAGI 2 can provide funding for rehabilitation. 

C. Promo:lion of the Private Sector 

In NIloiocco, disengagement of the state from commercial activities and privatization of 
p'im'statal enterprises in the agricultural sector are managed by the state. It is managed in a 
stl-wise f1i7'ahi, to aoavid shocks to production and unwanted impacts on consumer prices 
aol etoiloyvnent. The public sector seeks assurances that a transferred operation will 
cnnhiie to run anOd provide the same or increased services and products. Consequently. 
111,4e i; a tendency to define two policy options for disengagement, then to award the 
tansfer of a commercial activity to a group in the form of a tacit or explicit contract that 
pivides advantages to the group or company in return for adherence to national or local 

11:1 objectives. 

le-,ment 4 of the pro'ject is designed to broaden the options for transfer of commercial
 
activities run by the state and the creation of new ones. It builds on the work of the first
 
thiee elements, which will identify input and service requirements, fund new 
environnent al monit oring activities, and demonstrate the market potential for input supply 
anl services thal improve resource use on the farm. Element 4 is designed to provide a 
s11:1ll quantity of catalyzing technical assistance to help the private sector define and 
ev:luate the market potential for expanded or new input supply and services. Potentially
 
huge maurkets exist for land leveling, pressurized irrigation systems, mechanically assisted
 
harvesting, and pesticide consulting and application. Seed and fertilizer supply will soon
 
have the potential for major restructuring, providing the opportunity for expanded
 
oleration of distributors in the Tadla, whether they be cooperatives or corporations. The 
oplions of providing credit for these operations was rejected because firnancing is available 
from tl,e C;isve Nati:nale de Credit Agricole (CNCA) through established lending 
prlqgra llls. 

13anks. agricultural and commercial chambers, and individual investels .have remarked on
 
Ili' relatively low levels of new 
capital flow into the Taflla for packing and processing. 
This is partly due to the strength of competing centers foc packing and processing in 
Nim rakech, Fes. Meknes, and especially Casablanca. It is also due to the high guaranty 
requirt, imposed by banks for operating capital or lines of credit, and the fact thatrne 
mutch private capital flows to the coastal cities or into nonagricultural investments in rc;a! 
eq:e or commerce. 

'lhe new examples of capital inflow are center pivot irrigation programs, of which state 
encuriagenient is very strong, and in paprika pepper production and export. Once again, 
financing sources are available for center pivots, so no credit activities were considered. 
New horticultural or other crop development and processing investment appears to require 
:ai external investor who also brings amarketplace to a partnership. Element 4 will 
jiovide a small amount of technical assistance to develop feasibility studies and business 
plams and to assist in start-up for projects that fall outside of the horticultural sector. 
Pt ,oecttechnical assistance will direct horticultural opportunities to the USAID Morocco 
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Ag ihtviness Promotion Project (MAP), rather than attempting to set up a parallel 
pio ilolimi structure for tie Tadla. 

I). Water Markets 

1he Stipreme Water Council for Morocco is gradually helping to create conditions for 
wa er for all uses to be treated as a public utility. However, given the need for the 
pIblicly" oprated Tadla perimeter to rework its current operations to permit it to operate 
mi, rlial ly and efficiently: the incipient transition to decentralized operations and 
mllinte lince: ard the need for time to carry out the disengagement process, the feasibility 

oif IUSAIl) investments in exploring the potential of a water utility for the radla is 
1i41a1lty hw at this time. The issue should be examined again at the mid-terni evaluation. 
wh'n it will lie seen whether the physical control works of the perimeter can respond to a 
coniract driven water demand schedule and whether users are able to attribute accurately 
the costs and benefits to water supply and secondary and tertiary system operations and 
mIaitntelance. 
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Annex F 

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

1. Cost Estimates 

' toal cost of the project is estimated at $25 million. The project will be supported by 
c(''ilibuions from A.I.I)., the participating GOM agencies and the Tadla private sector. 
'171111sF-I below presents a summary of total project costs by major input category and 
'il,|ilttor. 

Table F-I 

TRNI Project Budget Summary 
($000s) 

Item/Source A. D GOM Other Totals 

Technical Assistance 7,140 2,400 300 9,840 
Training 1,335 190 270 1,795 
Commodities 2.060 780 820 3,660 
Indirect Costs 7,465 880 360 8,705 
IIMI Cooperative 750 250 1,000 

Agreement 

TOTAL COSTS 18,750 4,500 1,750 25,000 

I etaiks of each of these respective contributions are described in Chapter 3. Additional 
information on the planned contributions to the project is provided in Tables F-2 to F-5 
l',ow. 

2. iinancial Plan 

rIll( project activilies will be implemented through a direct A.I.D. institutional contract. 
ISAII)-inaged funds for special studies, evaluations and audits will be implemented 
lhiohuhillproject buy-ins to centrally-managed A.I.D. projects and Indefinite Quantity 
Colhracts (IQts) and/or thromugh purchase orders, where warranted by the size and source of 
tle pmicure'int. Disbursement of A.I.D. project funds will be through both direct payment 
;mid rimhnursement. Table 3.6 (in Chapter 3)summarizes the expected project implementation 
;,nt
financing methods for the disbursement of A.I.D. funds. 



3. Project Audit Requirements 

"lhtpo.ieco inecliel funds for the completion of two external audits throughout its life, i.e., 
r11t atodit for each three years of project implementation. These audits will be comprehensive 
fiumcial a,,lils of all pro iect operations and accounts. 'hey will be conducted by a reputable 
Nimoc'cal fiil:cial management firm tinder the supervision of the A.I.D. Regional Inspector 
ti, Oral's Dakar, Senegal. with current U.S.)ffice based in These audits will comply 

pr'erument financial audit requirements.
 

A I.).also reserves the right to conduct additional external audits throughout the project's 
diw:ition as it deeins appropriate. 

4. Recurrent Costs and Flow of Funds 

a. GOM 

flocuirent cost obligations incurred by the GOM as a direct result of project activities are 
ex'pecld to hi.modoct. These obligations will consist primarily of the additiomal staff and 
operations and maintenance costs resulting from the new system-level, on-farm and 
ellviromenlal quality monitoring systems developed under the project. These additional O&M 
cos*ts are estimated to be approximately $750,000 per year in real terms. 

Given that the ORM VAT is progressively divesting itself of the cost of many commercial 
aclivities at the same time that its gross revcnues are increasing due to higher irrigation water 
I'es amid better collection procedures, it should be in an excellent position to assume these 
pojected additional recurrent cost obligations by the end of the project. As mentioned above, 

)RNIVAT is now collecting water revenues sufficient to cover all current O&M costs plus 
albolut of,system capital investment costs..10% 

b. Private Sector 

No significant additional recurrent cost obligations are anticipated for private sector firms or 
individuals as a result of their participation in the project. 

c. A.I.D. 

Once fuids are obligated for the project, earmarking, commitments, and disbursements will 
proceed according to the expenditure schedule presented in Table 3.2 (Chapter 3). Flow of 
A.I.). funds will he subject to standard A.I.D. rules and regulations. 
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Table 1-2: TRM ?rcject Budget Summary 
(S$000) 

Item/Source FX 

A.I.D. 

FX 

GOM 

LC FX 

OTHER 

LC 
TOTAL 

FX LC 
TOTAL 

PROJECT 

Technical Assistance 7.140 2,400 300 7,140 2,700 9,840 

Training 1,333 190 270 1,333 460 1,793 

Equipment & Supplies 

Indirect Costs 
- Overhead 

- Contractor Fee 
- Contingency 
- Inflation 

IIMI Cooperative Agreement 

2.063 

7,465 
4.893 

843 
509 

11.200 

750 

125 

6 

6 

655 

872 

162 

250 

820 

362 

70 
293 

0 

A 

2,188 

7,471 
4.893 

843 
516 

1.270 

750 

1,475 

1,234 

232 
1.00fl7.. 

250 

3,663 

8,705 
4,893 

843 
747 

1,000 

TOTAL COSTS 18,750 131 4,367 
13 1_________ !2~0 

1,752 
_________ 

18,881 6,119 25,000 



Table F-3: Tadla ; escurcas Management 
($000) 

Prcject 

Item 

1. Technical Assistance 
__ 

FY-93 

AID HC 
1,051 450 

FY-94 

AID HC 
1,534 450 

FY-95 

AID HC 
1,519 450 

FY-96 

AID H4C 
1,265 450 

FY-97 

AID HC 
1,113 450 

FY-98 

AID HC 
656 450 

Total 

AID HC 
7,140 2,700 i 

TO'.7AL 

PROC.ECT 
J,840 

- LTTA 
-STTA 

577 
474 

4501 846 
688 

450 846 
673 

450 846 
419 

450 704 
409 

450 387 
269 

450 4.206 
2.934 

700 6.906 
2.934 

2. Training 108 50 309 90 323 90 247 90 227 90 122 50 1,333 460 1,793 

3. Equipment & Supplies; 
Sub-totak 

4. Overhead& Fees 

491 

1,650 

883 

140 

640 

-

572 
2,415 

1,292 

125 

665 

-

319 
2,1611 

1,181 

260 

800 

-

347 

1,859 

1,023 

310 

850 

-

i87 

1,526 

849 

350 
890 

-

147 

925 

509 

415 

915 

-

2,063 
10,535 

5,736 

1,600 
4,760 

-

3,663 
15,295 

5,736 

S. Contingency 82 32 121 33 108 40 93 43 76 45 29 46 509 238 747 

6. Inflation 
Sub-total: 

-

965 
-

32 
121 

1,533 
64 
97 

221 
1,510 

77 
117 

293 
1,409 

172 
214 

329 
1,254 

283 
327 

256 
793 

407 
453 

1220 
7,465 

1,002 
1,240 

2,222 
8,705 

7. IIMI Coop Agreement 225 50 225 75 225 75 75 50 . - - 750 250 1,000 

TOTAL 2,840 722 4,173 837 3,895 992 3,343 1114 2,781 1,217 1,718 1,363 18,750 6,250 25,000 

Note- 5% Contingency for AID 
5% Contingency for HC 
5% Compound inflation forAID 

10% Compound inflation for HC 



Table F-4: Tadla Rescurces Management Prcject -- Detailed A.J.D. Costs 

Ccmccrsnt,. 'nmuts 

.nc ,:cizvwes 

=-9-3 -v- 9 - 9 - b C-v-97 - 8 'CTAL 

. ,RRIGATICN SYSTEM MGMT 

A. Long-term TA 
- Irrigation Engineer 

B. Short-term TA 

- GIS 

C. Training 
- LT Overseas 

- ST Overseas 

D. Equipment & Supplies 

- Vehicles 

142500 

170,000 

15,000 

6.000 

20,000 

100,000 

75,000 

i 190,000 

180,000 

45,000 

72,000 

40.000 

300,000 

190.000 

80,000 

66,000 

40,000 

9S.100 

190,000 

80,000 

30,000 

20,000 

25,000 

190.000 

20,000 

142,500 1,045.000 

510,000 

90.000 

144,000 

140.000 

496,100 

100,000 

2. ON-FARM MANAGEMENT 

A. Long-term TA 
- Agrc Economist 

B. Short-Term TA 

C. Training 
- Regional Workshops 

- Study Tours 

D. Equipment & Supplies 
- Derno Equipment 

- Radio B'dcast Support 

- Vehicles 

142,500 

30,000 

25,000 

190,000 

120,000 

10,000 

20,000 

50,000 

10,000 

190,000 

120,000 

10,000 

30,000 

50,000 

10,000 

190,000 

60,000 

10,000 

40.000 

50,000 

10,000 

25,000 

142,500 

60,000 

10,000 

40,000 

50,000 

10,000 

30,000 

10,000 

30,000 

50,000 

10,000 

855,000 

420,000 

50,000 

160,000 

250,000 

50,000 

50,000 



Table F- . 

ncmDonent. nputs 

and Activites 

F',-33 -Y- FY-5Y- 6 -'-7 -CTAL 

3. ENVIRONMETAL MGMT. 

A. Long-term TA 
B. Short-Term TA 

- Lab Analysis Services 

C. Training 
- ST Overseas 

D. Equipment & Supplies 
- Vehicles 

100,000 
24,240 

20,000 
30,000 
25,000 

130,000 
78,360 

20,000 
50,000 

1 110,000 
78,360 

20,000 
25,400 

50,000 
54,360 

20,000 

25,000 

60,000 
54,360 

20,000 

40.000 
24,360 

500,000 
314,040 

100,000 
105,400 

50,000 

4. PRIV SECTOR STRENGTHENING 

A. Long-term TA 
- Priv Sector Coordinator 

B. Short-Term TA 

C. Training 
- ST Overseas (studytours) 
- ST In-country 

D. Equipment & Supplies 
- Training 

- Office Equipment 

- Vehicles 

95,000 
60,000 

20,000 

30,000 

5,000 

25,000 

190,000 
60,000 

40,000 

75,000 

12000 

10,000 

190,000 
60,000 

50,000 

75,000 

2000000 

20,000 

190,000 
60,000 

50.000 

75,000 

00 

20,000 

25,000 

95,000 
60,000 

30,000 

75,000 

2,000 

10,000 

50,000 

30,000 

30,000 

2,000 

10,000 

760,000 
350,000 

220,000 

360,000 

25,000 

70,000 

50000 



Table F-4 (Cont.)
 

Ccrnpcnent. ncuts FY-93 FY5-94 FY-96 FY-97 FC-98 TOTAL 
and Acvies 

A. _ong-term TA 

- Chief of Pirty 142.500 i90.000 190.000 190.000 190,000 190.000 1.092.500 
- Admin Assistant 7,500 10,000 10,000 10,000 10.000 7,500 55,000 
- Accountant 7,500 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 7,500 55.000 
- Secretary 5,250 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 5,250 38.500 
- Secretary/Translator 6,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 6,000 44,000 
- Chauffeur 4.500 6.000 6.000 6,000 6,000 4,500 33,000 
- Chauffer/Expeditor 3,750 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 3,750 27,500 
- Monit/Eval Specialist 20.000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 20,000 200,000 

B. Short-Term TA 
- Special Studies 75,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 450,000 
- Evaluations 100,000 100,000 200,000 
- Audits 50,000 50,000 100,000 

C. Training 
- Start-up Workshop 10,000 10,000 
- Annual Workshops 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 10,000 90,000 
- National Workshops 10,000 10,000 10,000 10.000 10,000 50,000 
- C'tpart Lang. Training 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 9,000 

D. Equipment &Supplies 100,000 25,000 25,000 150,000 
- Supplies/Communications 1 50,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 50,000 400,000 
- Vehicles 25,000 25,000 50,000 
- Vehicle O&M 21,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 15,000 156,000 
- Project Support Services 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 60,000 

6. IIMI Cooperative Aqreement 225,000 225,000 225,000 75,000 750,000 

TOTAL _ F 1,874,740 2,639,860 2,385,360 1,933,860 1,526,360 924,860 11,285.040 
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Annex G
 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
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1I N1VAT Activity Report Ifor 1989 (ORN VAT, 1989 and ORNIVAT, 1990)-. the anniual 
IIP N VAT Activit%Repoit is issued in two sections, each covering six niontls--reports that 
7If)nmillioin ciii meters of water was diverted from Ben F-1Ouidane Darn through the Deni 
NI,,is a illrilation silhsvslt'em. Based on ihis report, it is estimated that an additional 290 
millimn cubic meters (ifwater was diverted via the Kasba Tadla diversion darn from the Ouin 
Fi Rhii liver thiough the Beni Amir irrigation subsysten. Total water diversions for 
iliivealiun in the l'adla perimeter from the two sources was, therefore, 1,000 million cubic 
olti, for 1989. 

' I1- lo08, and tEt) Activity Reports (ORMVAT, 1988, ORNIVAT, 1989, ORNIVAT, 1990, 
mid ( I\IVA'. 1991) provide similar figures for tie perimeter. In addition, an ORNIVAT 
Iiii,,:hiie tI)lR NIVA'l'. 1990) indicates that groundwater pnping provides about 160 nmilliion 
iiitiic nietrs (t' water each year in the perimeter-i.e., 70 million inthe Beni Ainir 

il'lperinecler aid 90 nillion in the Beni Moussa suhperineter. This water does not travel in 
II slibperimeter canal systemns. For this reason, no savings in groundwater efficiency can 
lit(leiived friomll imiproved canal delivery efficiencies. Field application efficiencies, however, 
.llhoa:iffct ed tihriugh inproved firln-level water and soil nanagenient. 

IIi. e 

(itwaler llses out of tle end of' the canals. This would result in maxinun 


'1 polei 'iiienrvntisto improve canal management shiuld result in complete eliinatihn 
annual water 

sa.i n esliiated at 60 imillion cubic neters, or 6 percent of tle 1,000 million ciibic imeters. 
()fireiber of lhe consultant learn further estimates that a significant proportion of these 
sm ill,, years after initiating implementation of an inprovedcouldhe achieved within two 
SP.NIVAT canal management strategy. By the end of Project Year 3, therefore, it is projected 
tlh:t this type of water loss would be reduced to 4.5 percent of the total and to 3 percent at 
fire end oI Pro'ject Year 4. Thereafter, water savings would increase linearly, so that by Ire 
end of Project Year 7 such ilosses would be completely elitinated. 

'lhose project interverliins do not directly address other aspects (ifcanal delivcry efficiency, 
%hich accounnt 'rainadditi nal w.ater loss of 14 percent. However, assuriing thu't 14 l-ercenit 
oit tlre water is lost by leak ages and other related causes throughout the system, if liproved 
iillaipnlent resulls in 60 nllion cubic meters of water no longer flowing out the end of the 
sv, teni, then the fraction of this amount that was previously lost by leakage would also be 
s:vevd. Thus. there is a direct savings of 14 percent of 60 million cubic meters, or anLtlier 8.4 
million cubic meters of water per year. These savings would he achieved at tie same rate as 
tho e above- i.e.. 50 percent achieved by the end of Project Year 4 and 100 percent by tie 
end of' Project Year 7. 

W:iter savings will lie enhanced iy the anticipated PAGI 2 interventions to he financed by the 
; INalaid fie World Bank. These interventions are to be directed at rehabilitating sections 
t the Tadla canal system and reducing losses from canal leakage. While PAGI 2 addresses 

field application efficiencies directly with infrastructural interventions-e.g., gated pipe, field 
leveling, and use of siphon tubes-the benefits from these improvements cannot be fully 
reati7id witlnut tie iproved knowledge of crop requirements, provided by the project 
intervention with autoinated meteorologic stations and the improved canal management. 
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\ith tie project interventions and those of PAGI 2 in place, overall system efficiency inthe 
IPNIVAT shild be increased from 50 percent to about 70 percent-with canal delivery 
liciney at 00 to 95 percent and field application efficiency on the order of 70 percent. One 

rmriner (i the cinsul tant team believes that with such improvements. it is reas(inable to 
:llti
lire half the projected gain in field application efficiency to the PAGI 2 infrastructure 
inlnrventions and half to the interventions under the project. However, it is doubtful that the 
IAGI 2 interventions in and of themselves would achieve improvements in field application
ellicioncie. 

It :iter the poijecled water savings in tile Tadla perimeter, net water flows into the two 
sFilloi eL,s,em:,in ed at the current level of 931.8 million cubic meters per yc-ir and the 
rirl' was 90 percent, the amount of water arriving at the field level would,,delivery eli civercy 
11,8..6 million cuhic meters per year. A field application efficiency of 60 percent would 
Ition lhat cubic per of 836.6 million cubicmean 335 million meters year-40 percent 

utele,s wnruld le lost due to inefficiencies in water application at the field level. If this 
elliciency rate is increased to 70 percent, the loss is reduced to 251 million cubic meters, a 
savings of 8.1million cubic meters per year. If one attributes 50 percent of this cost saving 
toiproicct interventions. this savings would amount to 42 million cubic meters per year. 

'I
lie a1bove field application savings, however, are projected over a longer time period than 
liise FIircanal mianagement savings. One consultant estimates that 10 percent of the total 
emild lre achieved in Project Year 3 and that this savings would increase linearly t) 50 
percent of the field level cost savings by the end of the project. One hundred percent (if 
irrrected savings would lie achieved 15 years after Project Year 1, with annual linear 
ircre:ises from years 8to 15. This longer period is necessary because the process of achieving 
higher field efficiencies is seen as more evolutionary-i.e., it will invlve a considerable 
nnber of changes in the way tire ORMVAT and farmers "currently" interact-and it 
presolpses a certain level of farier responsiveness to new information. 

Filally, tie prnject interventions will save groundwater through improvements in pumping 
ard field alltilit alin -I'1ciencies. Given that current groundwater use amounts to !69 million 
cllic meters per year and assuming no canal losses are associated with this type of water use, 
a crrent field application efficiency of 60 percent implies that 64 million cubic meters of this 
gmundwaler are lost to irrigation after being pumped to the field surface. An increase in field 
allplicatiiin efficiency to 70 percent would reduce this field loss to 48 million cubic meters 
per year-i.e., a net savings of 16 million cubic meters per year, with 8 million cubic meters 
of this savings attributable to project interventions. The rate of achievement of these savings 
is projected to be the same as that for the field efficiency savings of canal water above. 

Table G- I presents asummary of projected water savings in millions of cubic meters by year. 

II. The Value of Water Savings Compared with Project Costs 

'lie vale of tire projected water savings in the ORMVAT perimeter depends on how the 
waler saved is actually used. Since experts believe that water has its highest average value per 
enhic meter in Mirocco-i.e., approximately 0.85 dirhams or $0.11 at the current exchange 
iate per cubic meter-when used for irrigation purposes, this analysis confines itself to 
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Table G-I
 
Projected Water Savings from Project Interventions 

(in m- per year) 

Year from Water Water Water Total 
Stait of Savings from Savings from Savings from Annual 
ProIect Improved Improved Farm- Improved Water 

System-level Canal level Water Groundwater Saving', 
Management Management Management 

1 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 

3 17.1 4.2 0.8 22.10 

4 34.2 8.4 1.6 44.20 

45.6 12.6 2 4 60.60 

6 57.0 16.8 3.2 77.00 

7 68.4 21.0 4.0 93.40 

8 68.4 23.6 4.5 96.50 

9 68.4 26.2 5.0 99.60 

10 68.4 28.8 5.5 102.70 

II 68.4 31.4 6.0 105.80 

12 68.4 34.0 6.5 108.00 

13 68.4 36.6 7.0 112.00 

14 68.4 39.2 7.5 115.10 

15 68.4 42.0 8.0 118.40 

16 68.4 42.0 8.0 118.40 

17 68.4 42.0 8.0 118.40 

18 68.4 42.0 80 118.40 

19 68.4 42.0 8.0 118.40 

20 68.4 42.0 8.0 118.40 
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i i,ilation as the assumed end use for water saved. However, within this end use category,
( PMV AT system managers would have the option of using water saved within the Tadla 
pvciihrer in two ways: to develop new irrigated lands within the Tadla perimeter--i.e.,
evtonzion in the Dir area around Beni Mellal-or to provide supplementary water allotments 
to existing irrigated fields. 

'IIh, w,,l king assumption in this analysis is that the marginal value of water applied on newly
iI i,:td land is significally higher than that of supplementary water allocated to existing
fihld. To ilh:srrte this difference, the team used 1.10 dirhams, or $0.139, per L:ubic meter 

tI,ile :iaginal v:ue of water over the range in question when applied to new irrigation
a':i7,11nd0.70 diihams. or $0.089. as the value of water applied to existing fields. Since the 

lli per i imeter has apprx imately 6.000 hectares of land with irrigation potential remaining
,1 Iho, dleveloped, the tea i would postulate that tlie best use (if the water saved woul lhe in 

(I' vhling tlhis area and that this infrastructure could he in place by Project Year 7. 
'1h,, efore. after I'mject Year 7, one could assume that 60 million cuhiic meters of tire waler 
s:', ,edhy p;,iect interventions would he allocated to 6,000 hectares of new irrigation and the 
rei:iiiier used Fo'r supplementary allotments on existing fields. Based on these assumptions, 
"'aleG-2 presents file value (ofprojected water savings under tie project. Table G-3 presents 
:acomparison of tie projected benefits and costs of the project. 

II the luantitative analysis. the value (if the water savings was compared with the anticipated 
IUSAII) grant investment in the project ($18.75 million) and the total project cost 
stieili i.e., tISAII). GON ($4.5 million), and private sector contributions ($1.75 million) 
to, tile project over six years. To add further reality to these figures, the working assumption 
wa;s miade that the GONI, through ORMVAT, would incur recurrent costs equivalent to 
$0.750 million per year after Project Year 6 to maintain the level of activities institutionalized 
by tle project. 

Ii the rase m'f 1.SAID grant investment alone, and without consideration of GOM recurrent 
co,;(. lie present values of the net benefit stream discounted at 10, 20, 30, aIJ 40 percent 
are. respectively. $48.00 million, $14.79 million, $4.09 million, and $0.10 million. rlie
 
inlet nal rate of return on time investment was computed at 40.4 percent.
 

lit the case of' to al project investment without consideration of GOM recurrent c(sts, the 
,",:ent values of the net benefit stream discounted at 10, 20, 30, and 40 percet are,

rt'hiect vel,. $.13.61 million. $11.55 million, $1.59 million, and ($1.90) million. The internal 
rate of' return on tie investment was computed at 33.4 percent. 

!i tie case of total project investment with consideration of GOM recurrent costs, the present
'.':Imies of the net benefit stream discounted at 10, 20, 30, and 40 percent are, respectively,
$ 1).19 million. $10.39 million, $1.09 million, and ($2.15) million. The internal rate (if return 
on the investment was computed at 32.4 percent. 

It :illpe:lrs. therefl re, that the water savings to be derived from Project Elements I and 2 are 
ton e than sufficient in themselves to justify approval and implementation of this pr(oject on 
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Table G-2
 
Value of Projected Water Savings under the Project
 

Vvon fim Value of 
Start of Water 
Iroiect Savings from 

Improved 
Systen-level Canal 

Management 

0 

2 0 

3 1.52 

4 3.04 

5 4.06 

6 5.07 

7 6.09 

8 9.09 

9 9.09 

10 9.09 

II 9.09 

12 9.09 

13 9.09 

14 9.09 

15 9.09 

16 9.09 

17 9.09 

18 9.09 

19 9.09 

20 9.09 

($ millions) 

Vaie of 
Water 

Savings from 
Improved Farm-

level Water 
Management 

0 

0 

0.37 

0.75 

1.12 

1.50 

1.87 

2.10 


2.33 


2.56 


2.79 


3.03 


3.26 


3.49 


3.74 


3.74 


3.74 


3.74 


3.74 


3.74 


Value of Water Value of, 
Savings from Total 

Improved Annual 
Groundwater Water 
Management Savings 

0 0 

0 0 

0.07 1.96 

0.14 3.93 

0.21 5.39 

0.28 6.85 

0.36 8.32 

0.40 11.59 

0.45 11.87 

0.49 12.14 

0.53 12.41 

0.58 12.70 

0.62 12.97 

0.67 13.25 

0.71 13.54 

0.71 13.54 

0.71 13.54 

0.71 13.54 

0.71 13.54 

0.71 13.54 
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Table G-3 
Projected Project Benefits and Costs 

($ millions) 

Year fronl Start Total Total Value Net Benefit 
of the Project Costs of Stream for 
Project Water Savings Water 

Savings 

2 3.562 0 - 3.56 

2 5.010 0 -5.01 

3 4.888 1.96 - 2.93 

4 4.457 3.93 - 0.53 

5 3.998 5.39 1.39 

6 3.085 6.85 3.76 

7 0.750 8.32 7.57 

8 0.750 11.59 10.84 

9 0.750 11.87 11.12 

i0 0.750 12.14 11.39 

II 0'750 12.41 11.66 

12 0.750 12.70 11.95 

13 0.750 12.97 12.22 

14 0.750 13.25 12.50 

15 0.750 13.54 12.79 

16 0.750 13.54 12.79 

17 0.750 13.54 12.79 

18 0.750 13.54 12.79 

19 0.750 13.54 12.79 

20 0.750 13.54 12.79 



EVC((llnic grounds. This would be so even ifthere were to be no additional benefits 
foilhcorinlg florn Project Elements 2, 3, and 4-which certainly will not be the case, as 
e0X1:l01i1d below. 

khoro ver, the projected net benefits from water savings alone provide a very substantial 
cvhimo for adding in a higher estimate of the additional recurrent costs to the ORM VAT 
in'uurel in asuniing project activities over a 20-year period and/or lowering the assumed 
vw.,s fir iirigat n water applied to existing or new fields over the same period. Since 
e('.,,mi:lty all offthe technical personnel required to implement the project activities are 
:i,,:iulyplace theill at ORM VAT, it is not anticipated that recurrent expenditures l'or 
Iperf'n:,el will he a very significant cost item. Some expenditures over time will be needed 
i ,ell:wie and/or update system-level equipment and computer hardware and software, and 
poFibly to secure the services of Moroccan consultants for short-term special assignments at 
tle ) MVA'i after the project ends. 

Il. 	 ASS FSSMFlNT OF COMPLEMENTARY BENEFIT STREAMS FROM
 
A(RICUL'IJURAT. AND AGRO-TNDUSTRIAL 
ENTERPRISES 

tIhe assessetw above concentrated on the net benefits to be derived solely from water savings
 
in the Tadla perimeter. The Eleme:;t 2 and 4 interventions, however, are expected to have
 
positive effcis on other aects of tlhe regional economy. At least five other potential benefit
 
sit'rems were identified by the design team. These potential additional benefits flow from the
 
fiolhwilig:
 

N 	 Cost savings from more efficient pumping and conjunctive use of groundwater; 

* 	 Increases in net farm incomes derived from agradual shift away from uneconomic 
industrial and food crops, such as sugar beets, hard and soft wheats, and cotton, to 
higher value crops, such as forages, fruits, vegetables, and specialty crops, in the 
Tadla perimeter; 

Efficiency gainsE and cost savings to be derived from increased private sector 
participation in agribusiness in the regional economy and privatization of inefficient 
goveranet punlic and parastatal businesses; 

Efficiency gains and cost savings to the government from the ORMVAT's 
disengagement from commercial activities and better management of its residual 

an:date: and 

EEfficiency gains in PAGI 2 infrastructural investments derived from complementary 
aclivities underta!:cn in the projezt. 

Ifecause the internal rate of return calculations above already take into account the total 
IISA I1), GOM. and private sector project investment costs-and, in the third case, an estimate 
Of (ihe O(RMVAT recurrent costs as well-any quantifiable benefits from these additional 
liewfit streams wotld have the effect of further increasing the economic attractiveness of the 
tinoject. 
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Annex H 

SOCIAL SOUNDNESS ANALYSIS 

I. INTROIDUCTION 

"1he -ocial soundness analysis is organized around three distinct but related aspects. The first 
is the compatibility of the project with the socio-cultural environment in which it is to be 
inrodlIced--i.e.. it- socio-cultural feasibility. The second is the likelihood that new pra'ie. 

Ioi ti ti',,s inlio Idiced among tie initial project target population will be diffused omnio g 
other goupns. The third concerns the social impacts or distributions of benelits and brdens 
anmong different groups, both within the initial project population and beyond. 

A. Socio-cultural Feasibility 

I. Population 

The ORMVAT currently has irrigation water delivery and/or agricultural extension 
responsibilities for farm families on 325,067 hectares of agricultural and grazing land in the 
ladla plain. According to the most recent information (ORMVAT, 1991), there are 27,916 
farm families in the Beni Amir and Beni Moussa irrigation subperimeters. During the 1989-90 
summer and winter seasons, they planted crops on 114,334 hectares. In addition to the 
farming community in the irrigation perimeter, there are 26,646 farm families in the area 
otside the two irrigation subperimeters, but within the total ORM VAT area. These families 
have rainfed crop and livestock enterprises on the remaining 210,733 hectares. 

'lhe ()RMVAT area comprises portions of the provinces of Beni Mellal and Azilal, with 13 
rural communes and 5 major towns: Fkih Ben Salah, Souk Sebt, Beni Mellal, Ouaouizerth, 
ald 17011. The total population of the ORMVAT area is estimated to be 424,000, of which 
318.0)0 are classified as rural inhabitants and 106,000 are urban dwellers. If all rural 
inhalbitants were also enumerated as members of farm families within the ORM VAT, the 
averoge size of a rural family would be approximately 6 persons. The overall population 
density was 118 persons per square kilometer in the Tadla at the last population census. 

According to statistics from the Ministry of Health office in Beni Mellal, the population in 
tihe ()RMVAT is quite young, with 42.8 percent younger than 14, 20.5 percent between 15 
and 24. 17.1 percent between 25 and 39, 13 percent between 40 and 59, and 6.6 percent 
older than 60. 

17or reasons of forced displacement during the colonial period and in-and out-migrations since 
thO, the farming population of the ORMVAT perimeter is quite heterogeneous. Prior to 
initiation (if irrigated agricultural activities in the early 1930s, the dominant tribal 
confederations on the Tadla plain were the Banu Amir and the Banu Moussa. These peoples,
(Ne to their soldier--Guich--status vis-h-vis the Moroccan ruler, had collective access and
 
imfiuct rights to the land on both sides of the Ourn Er Rhia River.
 



higation 
Hnio us( rights and were effectively excluded from much of the irrigated area throuigh colonial 
d,',e and private "land sales" to outsiders, both colonialist and Moroccan. In the 1990s, 
h,,wever, tile tribal confederations still have influence in the ORMVAT. with the eastern and 
wv' t,.'rn fractions of the Banu Amir tribal confederation having their headquarters in Fkih Ben 
S:ili on the right bank of the Om Er Rbia River and the several major groups of the Bana 
Nintuisa having their center in Souk Sdbt on the left bank. Only in parts of CMVs 507 and 
50t)do memhers of the Banu Moussa inhabit the right bank of the river. Both confederations 
dv-i,'env from the Itilali Arab invasion of Morocco in the 12th century and both were given 
cvoltective l:intl in the Tadla by the Ahnoihade Dynasty. 

'il , in the Beni Amir subperineter, the tribal confederations lost niany of their 

M- l (ltire i'titll!;1ion of the perimeter is said to be of Arab origin but. in tie eastern part 
0,0q 'e iieter "wainst the foothills of the Middle Atlas mountains in Azilal Province, three 
CMVs 525, 529. :lnd 53? -have largely Berber populations. Most of the inhabitants are 
tmun the Ait Atta tribhal f., i, but close to Beni Mellal there is a significant population of 
Pillers of tile Ait Rbaa fiac.o . 

t-tinicity is a niediating facttr that has determined administrative jurisdictions within the 
Talla- i.e., there are rough correlations between tribal/fractional distributions and the 
delineation of cercle/conirine boundaries-and affected patterns of association and 
cooperation. 

2. Organizad ,rn 

The core operational objectives of the project are to, first, evaluate and then effect changes 
by p:irlicipants in tile management of resources-primarily water and land-in Tadla in tile 
c(mlext of a more open Moroccan economy. In this regard, it is essential to have or to 
dev'elop an understanding of who the landowners and agricultural operators are within the 
latlr irrigated perimeter and how they organize their activities. This is so because owners 
and (operators of land in the perimeter are-in matters concerning then-simtt:mneously 
interlocutors wth tile state and direct actors in resource management. 

Al., meaningful discussion of resource allocations within the Tadla must start from a very 
dhlailed base of current infornlation about property ownership and actual managenient of 
agi icnllural enterprises and household activities. Unfortunately, at present, this is the area of 
greatest weakness in the existing literature. Detailed farm-level information (if the kind needed 
it) assess and recommend Thanges in resource allocations is simply lacking for the Tadla 
periimeter and. while tile reasons for this deficiency can be explained, the problem could not 
le remedied in tile couurse of the project design exercise. The only alternative was to design 
a series of diagnoistic studies into project implementation which has been done for all four 
elenen of tile project. 

lhe infhrmation proilem at present stems essentially from the approach adopted by the GOM 
over tie past three decades toward agricultural enterprises in all of the nine large-scale 
Nlun icran irrigation perirneters. During that period, the practical reality was that tile 
il,ocean government was not overly conceraed about how farm families actually organized 

lienseives iecause the central thrust of irrigation policy was to narrow-and, to tile extent 
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i,,ssille. eliminate entirely--the range of possible management options open fior farmier 
docilion making. In a very real sense, the Moroccan government sought to intervene so 
liavs,:ively in the technical, econonic, and social operations of the large-scale irrigation 
1erimeters Ilicritical allocation decisions were essentially taken by the state onat resource 
h,,h:df of the farniing community, not in collaboration with it or by the farmers themselves. 

I he 	Mor'i':m model for large-scale perimeter development entailed a very high level of 
inteinal teclnical rationality and coherence that made it intellectually very appealing to the 

,vernnment engineers who designed the physical infrastructure and largely ran the agricultural 
ope :itiis. The "silut ions" it proposed for agricultural production problems were elegant in 
('11icept anid obeyed acompelling internal technical logic. UJnfortunately, those same solutions 

emwillially ignored the fariier as a legitimate participant in decision-making processes and the 
cimilexities of his situatin. The working out ol thie model also led to persistent attempts to 
nmke Iocal mar ket operations and the general economic environment conform to an idealized 
technical soltion for iarge-scale irrigation perimeters, instead Of ad apting the m1odel(s) 
emiplovled to the economic realities faced by farmers and/or Morocco in general. 

'Ile large-scale perimeter model sought to link coherently the size of irrigation systems, the 
precise layouts of fields within irrigation blocks, the selection of specific crops and crop
rotaitions, and the location of agro-industrial enterprises servicing the agricultural producers. 
As a result. the model generated a strong internal propulsion toward highly centralized 
m:migenient, which was seen as the only way to ensure that systems worked efficiently. 

The magnitude of the public investments expended in creating and running the irrigation 
systems reinfoirced the government's perceived need for centralized authority. As a 
consequence, many obligations were imposed on farmers in the guise of a "moral contre' i" 
hetween thnm and 'lie government to produce for the good of the Moroccan "puhlc." The 
res;ponsihilities of the parties to the "contract" were spelled out precisely in the Agricultural 

ve tminent (oide of 25 July 1969. The crop rotations, production no,'ms, and cultivation 
teclmiques were estabilished by annual decrees published in the GOM's Qfficial Bulletin. They 
were mandatory for all farmers and carried graduated sanctions-including expulsion from 
one's land--in the event they were violated. 

'Ile operative irrigation model assumed an ideal type of operation in which the following is 
true: 

" A farm unit of at least five hectares was to be maintained as the minimumi econon.::i, 
unit for a Moroccan farm family. Subdivisions below this size by either sale or 
successional division were prohibited by law. 

" 	 A unified farm plot was to be operated as a single enterprise, and mandator\ '::nd 
consolidation of parcels was implemented to reassemble properties in a geometric 
layout. 

" 	 A balanced mixed farming operation was to be maintained, .'.'itlhin which crop and 
livestock enterprises were closely integrated. 
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N 	 A stable farming operation was to be managed by the owner or under a regulated 

term lease. 

Iliflel the l',lp:tivrv model, the government did almost everything in the large-scale 
p";i,,vners. It conceived, constructed, operated, and maintained the on-site and off-site 
hu amvruct'ire oscd in irrigated production. It chose the crop rotations for the farmers and 

imtirved crop and irrigation techniques on them. It distrihuted irrigation water on a regulated 

,:,,1;coji schedufle and established the unit price for this water. It granted agricultural credit 

tlinit:h public Finacial institutions and bought, transported. and processed the crops for fixed 
pii'e. And. finally, through agents at the processing plants, the GOM deducted farmers' 

ci.'dif reiluiburseients from the crop payments due to them before they received net 

pl.v in,'nts. 

Implementation of such a lechno-economic irrigation model obviously provided neither 

encomuragements nor incentives for government officials to view farmers as legitimate 
p':'tlicipanls in the process of discussion and formulation of perimeter activities or to 

invesog:mte how farrm enterprises actually functioned in the perimeter. To the contrary, as the 

model proved itself incieasimgly fragile in implementation because there were simply too 

oeamy factors ftr any centralized management to control, many officials perceived their 

inlitltional roles as defenders of the system. They spent little or no time investigating actual 

fi i conditions--or why the model was not yielding the results anticipated. 

Alie "model" experiment of the last three decades explains in large measure why there is 

currently siwl a pacity of detailed farm-level information. Most "farm-level" information 

recorded at the ORM VAT through the 1980s reports on "actual" agricultural production for 

the "major" crops vis-h-vis the plan targets for the 26 CMVs in the perimeter, accompanied 

ly explanations as to why targets were or, more often, were not attained. 

. h, 'lie type of informational deficiencies apply to questions of land ownership and tenure 

ii, - perimeter. It is evident in discussions with ORMVAT staff that government land titling 

agencies io not always know precisely how many rightful owners there actually are for any 

given farm parcel, although nominal ownership is usually ascribed to one owner. On the 94 

percent (if the land that is privately owned-nearly always in joint ownership-government 
oficials are often unaware of how each property is actually subdivided amiong co-inheritors 

and who among these individuals and other nonowners actually works the land. 

In the case of irrigated land, this lack of precise information is detrimental for a number of 

reasons. First. after consolidation, the overall layout of plots within an irrigation block-with 
its geometric precision and alignment-gives a false impression of orderliness, when in reality 

agricultural prodIuction enterpr:,,c.- nay be scattered among several parcels. Second, the 

ownership and management f inctions with respect to any particular field or crop enterprise 

may actually be divided oio.ig seveal different persons, making agricultural innovation 
difficult. And third, technical opei.ftons within the perimeter are still based in large measure 
on ihe f;p,.';'smuptions of complete respect for the system's original development 

model -- i .. minimum size ofproperties, plot operations that respect certain cropping patterns 
and rotations, and so (in-even though everyone acknowledges informally that the underlying 
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npu, 7iiii n of plots and fatrm resource allocation patterns is not and, effectively, cannot he 

Il,,pit, the uhndei:11' technical successes Moroccan engineers have attained in capturing and 
C'',olling water deliveries in the ORNIVAT perimeter, the overall large-scale perimeter 
n ,IlI heats liltle resemblance to what is actually happening in the perimeter. Therefore it 
ti,,,;yt:1" inYits qtated i *ijecti,es. This is so in many instances because tie theoretical layout
:110 ip,'at ions of plols within a block do not correspond at all with the realities of farni-level 

''',.il 'ti I i-mi tipraitionq are ,c'ry often smaller than anticipated by tie snool Surrveys,
in .ii:I. ;how thli tile average farm holding has only 4.26 hectares, and 47.5 percent of all 
tinils have less th:11athe 0 inim in 5 hectares. The subdivision and analgamation of plots, by 
c ,,'t private sAe and because of inheritance laws. continue apace. Moreover, actual field 
,,l atiil'; aire not alIways perpendicular within a block as anticipated by tire model, and many
li't!s :i e planted to more than one crop in violation of the anticipated rotation. For all these 
I , tihe anticipated scheduling of water deliveries to farnis based oil fixed crop rot ations 
m id tit' v ter ,, 'ui rernenis (if specific crops under specitic cultivation techniques cannot be 
resti'ct.:d in reality. And. to their credit. ORM VAT system managers have finally recognized 
liis fact anid started to modify the water delivery system to accotmnmiod ate thie needs of tie 
t im,-r. Noneleless. many more mod ificat ions are needed- as detai led in tlie description of 

h'iment I aclivities in Chapter Two of the main report--before the system can be fully 
r , i'lls yive. 

"lho system described above pertains most directly to the 71 percent of the perimeter land 
(6R.787 hectares) iii 21.396 parcels controlled under private ownership. The variances from 
the iiriation nmodel are even more complicated on the 14,818 hectares and 963 parcels-15 
pt'rc.nl (if fie total--of state land operated by parastatal enterprises, experiment stations, and 
:ig;iin relorn cooperatives, and the 13,704 hectares of land in 486 parcels operated as 
c¢ll'cti\e or habious lands. In the former case, the majority of the land is operated in large 
hcl tinder unified management. In the latter, the land is often leased out to large
inv'srlent companies fir pivot irrigation using water from boreholes. In neither case, 
however. do actual land maragement and resource allocations correspond with tie theoretical 
in ig'atiol model. 

All (if the above, explains, in some measure, why there is not a great deal of useful 
infii inilion available on farm-level organization and why the generation of such in formatirn 
Car1y in tie project is of critical importance to the success of project activities. Equally 
imptittont. tile discussion .shows why working in Tadla will be such an interesting and 
stimilating undertaking in the 1990s. GOM decisions taken at the end of the 1980s to revamp 
the most fundaiiental elements of its policy toward the large-scale irrigation perimeters will 
iieitally lead to truly massive reorientations in ORMVAT and GOM thinking and to much 
iopiivcd prospects for meaningful interactions with farmers and other representatives of the 
piivle seclor. The project elements have been designed specifically to assist with this 
rentii'rltatlion process and to make the policy changes concrete realities in Tadla. 

Nt'., tlr:it the (TM has adopted a disengagement policy and the ORMVAT is pulling out of 
ci iriiiricrcial agricultural activities in the perimeter, it in important that this disengagement be 
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:r'',',,il:rni, Ibythe development of new institutional working relattiships that finallymil,,isfat arod address farmers' constraints and needs. 

3. Resource Allocation Decisions 

S41 little is k wn abut how farm fainilies in Tadla make their resource allocation decisions 
1lh:1t letl:, ion on how they might respond to project activities during the next seven years 
t 'lit appear somewhat specious. lowever, judging by the changing pa erns in crop 

i"Ii,,ctifn and aglicultural practices recorded in the 1980s, one can already conclude that 
l:ilta Iarners are highly knowledgeable about and responsive to economic opportunities and 

w t,'l,,thPic:tl in their interest, such as paprika peppers as a newinvoiations they think are 
(t1,,l1 or teiuse of well ;vater in conjunctive use with water fIrom the gravity system. 
(oiversely. experiences in the perimeter have shown that farmers will actively resist external 
:rteipts to impose chanves like replacement of the traditional robta irrigation systemr wilh 
fir, 'w and sipihon systems, increasing cotton cultivation during the summer season, or 
impi sitino(i fixed crop rilations---where they believe technical and/or economic conditions 
(IIInot justify such changes. 

Itttvitd adiption Choices based strictly on the objective characteristics of the process or 
tecliiology in questinl, certain factors may affect sonic farm groups' responsiveness to 
inollvalion. Farm size and tire relative degree of dependence on farm production for family 
sulsist rice clearly varies widely within the perimeter. Almost one-half of allfarms inthe 
pei irinter cintrol less than 5 hectares of irrigable land, and many people have expressed the 
belief tlhit, as farm size in hectares declines below this size. the farm family's dependence on 
fr impru:idric Fir ,i,sistence increases to the point where such families have an i;-lherently 
tower capacity to respond to economic changes or to adopt new technologies. 

1hi type (if statement can certainly be formulated 7s avalid hypothesis for testing under the 
piiect's Element 2 intensive farm management study but it is far from a proven fact. The 
conentional wisdi on this issue could easily be proven wrong it',fir example, intensive 
dirpiristic effirts documented that families on very small farms receive large in-flows of 
finds from fiamily members working in off-farm employment and were willing and able to 
use stne of these fids for modernizing farm enterprises or relieving pressures to grow 
sti sisterice crops. lit these situations, families on small farms might actually prove to he less 
iisk avef se than thrse (inlarger holdings. 

lteciver, inirrigated areas with a large range of possible crop and livestock enterprises 
pperating under open market conditions, there is often no reliable correlation between size 
I Lind hldings per se and the size and/or profitability of tie farm business. Not only is it 

nt true that larger farms necessarily have higher net farm revenues and, hence, profitability 
than smaller fiarns, it has often been found that the opposite is true-i.e., because of the 
cintrrairits they face, families on smaller farms operate their enterprises more intensively, 
aihtcale their resources more efficiently, and grow higher percentages of high value crops in 
itmtion .than families on larger farms. Suspicions of this sort are certainly relevant in Tadla, 
wh're virll:d:,, :,'er.,echnician and extension agent interviewed was of the opinior that the 
l1rest farms, run by public and parastatal agencies and/or tinder colleclive arrangements, 
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1w teatefficient alocators of resources in the perimeter and lie most unprofitable in 
of enterprises undertaken. goinms 

v4~~%yievws,,ol iagricultura Ienterprises. Participants 'often proceedfron thesegenider~rol 

(~afl~en ls to, assumption-s.ahout h~w males and femalebnfidfertalyro on-fr 
Ihenefitmost, roi'livestck enterprises-part icu irly

'olt el Iterprises-.ald less From crop enterprises. Further, because most ORM VAT extension 
.Ligfit are miaile anid tend to direcl relate more to malefarnersas the ascibed eads 'of
hoshl' it isusually assumed that wvomen necessarily have diminished-or even no-roles 

inaI'in faily'decisions about resource alIlocations.~ 

'Tiese 9tercolypes were reinforced in many discussions with expatriates by facile assumption'
alow how Islamic societies function in comparison with Western societies. Often there arose 

aI, Islamic inheritance laws necessariyr lead directly., to , the'dded assumption ,that 

rrlci~). of land holdings to the point 
 bwhere farms become too slhl to beviable 

Imt.eco.n..icSch comments of course carry with them the implicit assuiiption that 
Islamic societies are, by their nature, so rigid that they have not developed any alternative 
ineliiisms for dealing with these fundamental problems , 

All this-reiterates the fundamental need for intensive work at the farm level to understand theroleilts'Iofete.ilngwhat specificle -:rlsoalfamily members indecision making and for flexibility 17 deteri,)1ing w~l seii 
interventions will hedesigned,i tested, and disseminated a el.It also reinforces the ~ro ec design decisiiot umanie 

...
implementation. At present, project activities areseenby the team to be.su.iciently gener 
neutral and broid inscope to oa p lparticipants. However,
ifan~d when gender discriination isdocumienited as aspecific fatrin deniyinig group access

activities and/orspecific activities are shown to favor'certaiii pariicipants unfairly, 
sflexibility ad implementing'irojectnas been built into the processes for designir


activities to allow substantial 
 alocaons
 

4. Motivation 

riers and other groups in Tadla will respnd to the incentives provided by GOM policy 
Changes and project activities toecxnt ueyperceive they will benefit, from the changes

dilties. Converselythey i lrespon to the extent that they see negative consequences
iansildihpl'C'Vio inactioniieson their part.This isimportant inthe current situation because various actors are
responding to positiv'e and niegative stimnuli in differing degrees.~For example, farmers in 
Tadla are already ch'angin~g'their specific crop enterprises and rotatiouns and wi-farm practices
illnresponse to bo)th positive incentives-e g_ the emergence ;of the pjaprika pepeoppoitu!iity and goads to greater, efficiency-eg elimination.ofgovernment subsidies on 
inputs and fixed prcso eti otus and 4ORMVAT/parstatal withdrawas, fromi 

Colnlrilactivities. There isno raon to believe that the same mix ofpositive andnegative
incciitives will n tfarmer responses to the technological and institutional innovations 
proposed under the pJm. 
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At tlre ORMVAT level, staff are-and will increasingly be-reacting to both positive and 
i,'rptive incentives. It is clear, for example, that pressures from the national level are 
i-rtearing for tire ORM VAs to accelerate their disengagement from commercial activities and 
It, d eh'p inilov; ive methods fior involving farmers anti other economic actors iii decision 
mro,iog aboitt water deliveries and agricultural extension needs. At the sane time. all 
f MI VA staff :r e feeling tile spur toward improved performance. In the Tadla case. they are 
: I,:€olooking fi~lward tI the technical assistance, training, new equipment, anid metlids, to 
Iw,provided under tie project as positive incentives fir upgrading their individual and 
,',lI,ive c:mcptits. Changing outdated work habits, and revampiing unsuitable 
' RIVAT/c!htit relatiroiships. 

I, iv:tie connmercial entreprerreuis arid firms will participate in the Tadla economic transition 
to thtl extcint they cal iderntify and profit from new business opportunities. The project will 
seok to vork with these key economic actors to test and disseminate new agricultural 
leclitnlogies fOr farmers, evaluate new market opportunities, and train staff' in improved 

i iless nlianagelient. 

5. Mininium Participator Profiles 

Activities in this project cover such a broad range that it is extremely difficult to define a 
mininium participator profile that would apply in all cases. With respect to on-farm activities, 
ile initial assuniiplion nised was that full-time farm families having between 3 to 10 hectares 
(if irrigable land would be the primary beneficiary group. This appears to ie the group most 
lil.-el to Iiave alreadV been affected by the policy changes the GOM has made--i.e., subsidy 
reduclions, iarket liberalization, withdrawal of ORMVAT commercial services-and most 
likely to li!.ci' t fim. improved water deliveries and other innovations under the poject. 

hlie major unknown with respect to farms having fewer than 3 hectares is the origin and 
SVIlnis of"financial and other resource flows to and within the households. If it can ie verified 
that Ihese farrilies receive significant amounts of money from off-farm sources and can secure 
Ftin labor oil demand, it is possible that they may be highly responsive to new 
olpoirtnnities- particularly with respect to more economic use of agricultural inputs and 
iril iatiin .f new crop enterprises. They would also appear to he the operations most in need 
of irivale custom services for mechanical operations such as as plowing, secondary tillage, 
arl harvesting. Conversely, they are probably not good candidates for adoption of custom 
micro-irrigation systems and/or installation of more efficient pumping equipment to facilitate 
tie conjunctive use of ground and gravity water. 

A tie upper end of tire farm size classificationF, most of the land in qtestion is held and/or 
opered by puIblic and parastatal agencies or in collective arrangements. In the former case, 
rmre reliable access to irrigation water will probably be the most effective way of influencing 
a suilply respoise. Beyond that step, these farms have sufficient access to credit. input 
supplies. and technical consultants to plan and implement changes in farming operations 
wilhut extensive support from the project. Whether they will make such changes-after water 
dletivorie,; iniprove-has more to do with what they perceive to be their "moral" 
i,',ponsibrsi .. 'is- ,- v is the government than it does with lack of resources. t.'ause this 

"mIi al cuntract" p ilosophy plays such a large role in the decision making of these agencies, 
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rilay end til as 

pIk :lie 

1111-N the rrain Tadla producers of sugar beets and cotton long after the siniler, 

Fr n, have shiled their enterprises toward more prolitable crops 

Wiili t,' :'1ct I ihe lIds under collective arrangenients. there appear to be two different 
'a,,-,;h)ieo. is to contlinue he current process of establi hing long-term leases with 

pi ik-ie ,'ilil:iie InIdevelop and manage the col lective land using wafer from borehile, and 
1':1161:1l ilonsive pivot irrigation technology in leturn for sonre benefit sharing arrangement

i clive nrirliers. "liheih cIIh, other is to find ways of effectively privat iing tire landhi ldings 
:il giving titles to individual farm families. 

le 
1114.0 of tirew ,i project. In the second. tire process is already 

iht li Hii inftance. Iie large private pivot operations are effectively beyond tire inluence of 
iitelventi i planed fir tire 

cin e'ii g tire agriarian reforn cooperatives and similar institututi iris into less restricted 
: , ii n ris if faiii fairilies, each with title to their land. Ir this status, tire househiolds in tire 
c ii, 'er-itive may noit be very different froii other privateI]ardowrrers ihrtheir responsi veiress 
t1 1tilojct.ire 

Firrlly. with respect to tie environmental activities tinder Element 3, there appears tr he no 
ii|hminioni requirement.s for participation. Since all parties in the perimeter contribute to the 
eiir pnllution and resource misuse problems observed. all should have at least tile 
liiintital to cotirihute to the process of mitigating--and, insome case, eliminaitirig-the
piihlems. Frrither projlect activities are designed ti generate recomnmendationus for improved 
civiiininienlal nmanagenment at alllevels in the perimeter. 

6. Mlatching Particit!-ilrs with the Project 

While the vast miajirity oIlMNii;.. ;)ns in Tadla will benefit in some measure from project

aIrtivilis. some groups have the potential to benefit more than others. The major beneficiaries
 
have ben identilied above and in the Economic Analysis (Annex G).
 

Twi goups Ihat stand to benefit indirectly from project activities are seasonal migrants who 
ci' re into tlie area to participate in agricultural activities and the polulations living 
diiwnsream from the Tadla. The first group may derive significant employment benefits 
dir iig :Ilrger pritin of each agricultural year as cropping patterns shift toward nore labnr
intenive ,.ripenterprises. Ihe second group will benefit primarily from project activities that 

fitlte quantities and quality of water available for use downstream. 

A cert:iin nurrmber of inrdividuals within the perimeter will definitely not benefit from the 
pi,i;ict antd nav lie adversely affected by the broad policy changes initiated by the GOM
r11,11,1,fed iy the project. These include employees of public and parastat al 

and 
agencies within 

ill,ei iimeter i.e., sugar mills. citton ginneries, input suppliers operating under government 
crllracls and cert ain ORNIVA' staff-whose essential finctionis will lie reduced and/or 
climii:led iii tile disengagenent process. Many of these people, because they porssess vatialule 
I:mill, ard experience. may in fact find employment inthe private sector or ii other 

I,,ve'lririent positions brit all will experience job dislocation and p ssibly loss iif statrs in the 
tlim;iin period. 
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7. Obstaclr,. to Progress 

'li're do not appear to he any insurmountable obstacles to progress for the project as 
',l..gi'l, liut there dielinitely are sensitive issues to he monitored and resolved during pro'ject 

imlement ation. These revolve around the interrelated problems of a legacy of paternalism, 
lIIhh'lli wilh the "industrial" crops, and problems in assessing the benefits and costs 
i cuil% disengagement/decentralization process.ed in the (ON's 

Since I(9i. the (( )M haq embarked on a process of economric policy change that h:s alre:ldy 
,:i,,ii':mllyIafTecled power relationships in the Tadla. It must be recognized that this process 
hri liven alod will continue to be- politically and economically painful fir many st akeho lders 
il ihe pl evious system. Moreover. the psychological transition from old to new working 
lel:ttimnshils li.'ween ORNI VAT staff, farmers, and representatives of the private sector is 

i iio;'.i andiov been disturbing for many participants. 

If a very real sense, both groups find themselves caught between a comfortable and 
established system of privileges and responsibilities that is disappearing and a new economic 
s 'vein in which their roles, if any, are uncertain or ill-defined. One measure of the 
inelfectiveness oif the government's economic reorientation efforts to date is that so many 
g'fiTa in "adla feel uncom fort,9',l e in the face of the changes. "Tbis gives little comfort for 
Ih,,,:e who t:nd to lh se real power-mainly government officials, managers and staff of 
Itt 'li" atud pa ratglat al agencies -or for those who must manage the transitio nprocess sO as to 
aviid seriols dislhcation iln the rapidly changing environment. 

Ii a'llIa. there is acoiistellation of stakeholders whose posit ions and power are intimately tied 
I ci lit inulnce of tle local sugar heel and cotton industries. In the past, government attempts 
tII pnunIte Pro duction (if these two crops have led to develhpment (If significant infrastructure 
and employment and, as important, have altered economic relationships between fairmers and 
life pioernnment oflficials managing these industries. Economic liberalization and the 
dkner pagenient process have struck at the heart of these relationships. They have broken the 
(:,'Sntial linkages that shaped the control relationships and, simultaneously, saddled the 
government with the costs if infrastructure and institutions whose value is declining with each 
pfi'issilg year. 

A a 'i-oliequence. it is nit surprising at this stage that many of the stakeholders in the old 
slen are the first to raise arguments against the changes under way and make paternalistic 
stalements about the alleged benefits of a declining system for farmers and other groups in 
'ladla. Many oif these comments, although perhaps voiced for the wrong reasons, address real 
piiu'lnis that remain tunresolved. For example, how can lhe government handle the transition 
it it eff'ectively has to write oilf investments over several decades in the sugar Iee and collon 

iisries't I()r. "hat will be the real balance (If political and employm ent gains fron new 
: 'pticuhuralenterprises in ['adla versus losses from (ld industries? And. finally. h[ow will the 
1:11isitii ri to a new set of political and economic relatiolnships be handled si as to avioiid 

advevise consequences for major constituent groups? 

'Ilit. leilving struggle to resoilve these issues affects fundamental political and economic 
rel:linshiliqs at all levels in Tadla-as elsewhere in the country. And, because the project 
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s',ek.q to assist in the process. it will inevitably he affected by it. The prospect of delays in 
e'tizing significant progress -- particularly with respect to Elements 2 and 4 --cannot be 

dicimited. Only time will tell how strong is the resolve of the government in actually 
implementing the policy changes it has already announced. 

8. (Co nmunications Strategies 

'Ihe rltiomale fior the GONM's irrigation model in tile past was to impose a comprehensive 
t,'clnical package of irrigation management and agronomic practices on farmers. Most of the 
titliculties encounlered in this approach can be attributed to three basic flaws in the system. 
Firsi. communication patterns with farmers either individually through the extension 
mechaminis or in groups through the organizations the GOM created, such as cooperatives, 
:11I protess ia assi iciations, were (ne-way: they served only to communicate goivernnent 
dcis ii us and (Icnands to tle farmers without recognizing farmers as legitimate pa rticilpants 
in adecision making priocess, and failed completely to take into account tile constraints under 
which farmersZ had to operate in the perimeter. Second, the model precluded any effective role 
fior other it ivate sector actors, except as contractors in state-run operations. Anid, i1naly, tile 
%%hole system ran on a set of false economic signals devised by the government and 
c iminicated to farners through a closed market system. 

Iisengagenient will permit farmers and technicians far greater latitude and provide real 
iirceiilives tir both groups to actively foster new economic (ippirtunities within the perimeter 
aid adoptiin(of imprved irrigation/cropping practices. The activities designed under Project 
Flement 2 will identify critical constraints in farm-level resource allocation and specify pilot 
iteuventi(ns that will lie tested on-farm to alleviate these constraints. An examination of 
existing dissemination mechanisms. both formal and informal, suggests they are appropriate 
vehicles for disseminating results of pro'ject efforts. Their effectiveness has been compromised 
largely by previous restrictive pilicies. Mechanisms for disseminating project results have 
h,,'e'ldescribed in the Inplementation Plan, and this analysis sees no real ciinstraints to their 
success, if they are carried out in the new spirit of partnership and liberalization. 

13. Spread lEffects: The Dissemination of Innovations 

I . Leadership/Authority 

Ii a formal structural sense, the primary responsibilities fir evaluating the results of project 
at ivi~ies and dissemiiating them within the irrigation subsector will lie with givernment 
uotficials in the ORM VAT and the MARA. In the present nletwork of nine ORNIVA, each 
is gei graphically defir e; and faces a different constellatiin (if problnems. Eiach has different 
Ielitllids (if addressing its pr(ilems, employs different types of irrigation and agricultural 
te'hirrlogy, and interacts with different client groups. 

Since tire team necessarily confined its design activities to tile ORMVAT. it is difficult to 
;: 'ess the potential relevance of any single project intervenlin to the ither ORNIVAs at this 
fmoe. Presently, it wiiuld appear that technical system and farm-level activities in Talalk will 
have their greatest relevance t(o those parts oif tile other ORMVAs where gravity ii igalion is 
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piacticed. If effective methods are developed in Tadla to manage the conjunctive use of 
ground and gravity system water, this would be another area of potential relevance. And, of 
course, work with more effective use of agricultural inputs for specific crops may have 
important carryover effects in other ORMVAs. 

But, beyond the technical aspects of the project, project efforts to develop and implement new 
working relationships between ORMVAT staff, farmers, and other renresentatives of the 
private sector seem to hold out the greatest possibilities for diffusion and adoption in the other 
ORMVAs. Prospects in this regard will be strengthened by the working relationships that 
have been established with the MARA/World Bank projects. These projects, after 1993, will 
be working with all of the nine ORMVAs on redefining operational roles and improving 
ORNIVA management practices. lo the extent that project activities in Tadla generate 
findings, recommendations, and innovations applicable to the problems in the other 
ORMVAs, it has already been agreed that the projects will work together in disseminating 
results within the network. 

In addition to the ORMVA network, results from the environmental activities under Element 
3 will be disseminated through the network of agencies established during project 
implementation. In addition to MARA, the network will have participation from agency staffs 
from the ministries of Public Works and Health. 

Within the project itself, a number of mechanisms are envisaged at the regional and national 
levels to disseminate project results and to discuss common problems. First, the project, in 
collaboration with the SVOP of the ORMVAT, will produce and distribute technical papers 
in French and Arabic to all interested parties. Second, if a regional radio network for 
agricultural news and commentary is established, the project will supply materials for 
broadcast. Third, a number of regional and national workshops and seminars will be 
supported by the project as a forum for discussions and dissemination of project results. And, 
finally. standard agricultural extension techniques-farmer field days, observational tours, 
audio-visual presentations, and so on-will be used in Tadla. 

2. Patterns of Mobility 

The Tadla ai'ea is served by an excellent network of paved roads. These roads link the area 
to all the major cities in the central plain--Fes and Meknes in the north, Marrakech in the 
south, and Casablanca and Rabat to the west. The area also has excellent information system 
links with the rest of Morocco and other countries via telephone and telex, and postal 
facilities. No major impediments to the circulation of people and information exist within the 
area or within other areas in the country. 

3. Effects of Previous Projects 

To the design team's knowledge, USAID has never had an agricultural or natural resources 
project in the Tadla area. The only major donor assistance to the ORMVAT in the recent past 
has come through the MARA/World Bank PAGI 1. Activities under the latter project were 
directed at improving the management of the ORMVA network throughout Morocco in 
support of the objectives of the GOM's st-,ictural adjustment processes at the macro-economic 
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and sectoral levelh GOM/World Bank experiences under PAGI I were sufficiently
encouraging to lead to the development of the two new irrigation subsector projects described 
elsewhere in this paper. 

C. Social Consequences and Benefit Incidence 

Farm families in the Tadia perimeter will be the principal project beneficiaries. Improved
water management will result in better allocation and timing of water deliveries in response
to farmer-generated demands. Farmers will also benefit from agronomic packages to be 
introduced by the project. Abrupt disengagement of the ORMVAT from its previous
functions, witliout the innovations planned under the project, would probably threaten 
farmers' well-being more than it would enhance their economic prospects. 

The GOM has set apriority on the creation of job opportunities in the private sector. The 
confluence of the project and disengagement activities offers new opportunities to young
entrepreneurs who deal in custom toservices farmers. Few of these business operations 
presently exist in the perimeter, but project activities under all elements will assist in 
identif)rig and promoting such opportunities. 

Families in hoth urban and rural areas within the perimeter and downstream of it should 
benefit froon Elemet 3 environmental monitoring and other activities that will protect their 
water supplies from pollutants and toxic agroclenlical residues. Information and education 
on management and storage of toxic products provided through the new regional
environnnital network will reduce the risks of health hazards for all users. 

ORM VAT personnel--particularly in the SGRID, SPA, SPP, and SVOP-will benefit from 
training and improved work systems. Given the difficult tasks and reorientations in working 
procedures they face, these staff members should benefit enormously and collectively create 
a completely new working environment in Tadla. 

Urban populations in Casablanca, El Jadida, and Safi will benefit from higher water quality
and greater protection from toxic chemicals in their water, as the water treatment plant

serving these cities is ininediately downstream from the ORMVAT. 
Farmers in ORMVAD
 
and ORMVAII vil also benefit from improved and/or higher quality of %vur ering their
u ait 
perimeters. 

1. Access to Resources and Opportunities 

The entire purpose of the project is to broaden access to and participation indecision-making
about resources and opporinities the Tadla farmers otherin for and private sector 
particii.,nts. The activities of the project seek to ,ctively support the GOM's twin policies of 
public agency disengagement from commercial enterprises and reorientation of the ORNIVATtoward wholly service activities in water delivery and agricultural extension. The project will 
also work with local institutions-cooperatives, professional associations, irrigation
associations. etc.--to strengthen their capacities to participate to greater degrees in the 
economic and political life of the community. 
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Annex K
 

A.I.D.-FINANCED EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
 



ANNEX K (Cont.)
 

A.I.D.-Financed Equipment and Supplies
 

Item Description 


Project Management, Monitoring,
 
Evaluation and Audit
 

Off ice Eauipment 

-Off,, Fu;-1niture 

-Computer Work Stations with 

LAN System
 
-Laptop Computers 

-Computer Software 

•Printers and Accessories 

-Copiers 

-Calculators 

-Facsimile Machines/Type-

writer/etc.
 

Office SuppliesLCommunications 


Prjqect Support Services 

Vehicles
 

•All-Terrain, 4x4, Diesel 


Vehicle Operations and 

Maintenance 


Number Unit Total 
of Cost Cost 
Units _ {$ 

150,000 

1 set 
12 

3 
misc. 
3 
3 
2 
misc. 

misc. see 
Ch. 3 

misc. 60,000 

10 25,000 250,000 

misc. see 
Ch. 3 
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As the GOM's policy changes are implemented in Tadla, farmers will be given much greater 
responsibility and capacity to run their own farm enterprises in response to tileconstraints and 
open market economic signals they are facing. A much greater percentage of agricultural and 
commercial activity will be in the hands of private sector entrepreneurs and firms. Markets 
will be operating free of the government-imposed price and quantity distortions of the 
past-- i.e., taxes, subsidies, credit rationing, and water allocations. 

All these changes should result in significantly greater net incomes for farm families and 
increased market shares for private businesses in input supply, provision of agricultural 
services, commodity processing, and product marketing. 

2. Employment Effects 

Project activities per se in the Tadla will probably have only minor impacts on regional 
employment because the activities have been deliberately designed to work with existing 
institutions and retrain their personnel to assume new responsibilities. However, the project 
is intended to assist the GOM in turning national policy decisions into concrete realities at the 
regional level. If this process proceeds as planned, there will inevitably be very major 
changes in both employment patterns and the productivity of labor in irrigated ag..riculture in 
Tadla. 

For example, tlie result of the ORNIVAT disengagement and the liberalization of markets and 
perimeter operating procedures, farmers have begun to reallocate the resources under their 
control to new crop enterprises-i.e., paprika peppers, other vegetables, and fruit---and away 
front lower \'ale crops -- i.e., sugar beets and cotton. These crops are more labor-intensive 
to prodce and process but more profitable per unit of labor invested. 

'I
lie prloect is ai|ied at assisting farmiers in furthering this process inthe 1990s by increasing 
ie access to anid reliability of critical agricultural resource delivery systenis. It will also 
develop, te.s, and disseminate farm-level innovations that will fi ;:rease tle 
pro ductivity of existing labor and create new oipportunities for on-farni emphyment (if both 
skilled and unrskilled labor. In addition, the new on-farm innovations will create market 
demands for new goods and services from the private sector-such as needs For new 
entecrprise inputs, counsulting services, equipment maintenance, comiiodity pricessing, and 
marketing. 

Finally, hecause of the presence of many simall farm units in Tadla whose capital resources 
ire liniied and the more general need to create employment opportunities inthe Moroccan 
ciliuly, tile project activities have been deliberately oriented toward intrioIdnciig ag.ricoI timral 
inniwalions that which will increase both labor and land intensities. Wo rk (n waler delivery 
systemis will allow farmers to work their land more intensively. Introduction (it irrivations 
ill crop tillage and use of inputs--i.e.. seed, fertilizers, and other agrocheiicals -- will increase 
bot h aind and labor pioductivity while lowering capital costs per unit if output. And, 
deeiiphasis of activities using agricultural machinery will avoid problems of labor 
displacement in agricultural enterprises. 

3. Rural Displacement, Migration, and Urbanizatin 
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Bel'bre the constructionc of infrastructure to manage the water resources froim the Oum Er Rhia 
River in 1928 and initiation of irrigated agriculture in the early 1930s, the Tadla plain was 
an area devoted primarily to transhumant livestock grazing, with some rainfed prduction of 
cereals such as wheait and barley. The plain was seen by the French coloiiial government as 
"asleep oi its riches," and it was said that, "The day when French plows trace their furrows 
in tie plain and French farmhouses enliven the landscape .. , the region will become one of 
the most prosperous and fertile in Morocco" (Swearingen, 1987). 

From the start, the Beni Amir project had to contend with the "strength and bellicosity" of 
the tribes in the area, and "sensitive political manipulations . . . were needed to lay the 
Foiundations fior this -- w development." These manipulations led tci tli e creaticn i' three 
"perimeters" of cifticial colonization on the plain covering some 45,000 hectares duwnstream 
From the new diversion dan at Kasba Tadla. The "perimeters" were "deducted from the 
native lands." 

leI official clonization program in Beni Amir, however, soon ran into difficulties over 
pIcbleiis thIlat were to persist. The first was the slow procedure for expro priating "native 
lands." Before land cciuld be delivered for colonization, it needed to be surveyed and 
registered, its boundaries delimited and established by decree, and "native" residents settled 
elsewhere. As these steps were taking place, however, "clever adventurers" swept in the area, 
attcacted by tile promise of gcvernmient-supplied irrigatic'n water and anxius to acquire laige 
hocldings befcore tire government cocld conduct land registration. 

Lively land speci tianoccrred throughout the irrigable portion of tie Hcn: Acar pllaiii. The 
collective. ursurveyed status of the land made it easy fcor abuses to take place. Speculators 
were able to btain titles for small suis from Mocrcccans willing to sell land uit from 
underneath their fellhw tribal members or land of which they did not even share possessic. 
This process was descriied as follows by one French admiinistrator (Swearingen, 1987): 

"A veritable field day of land-grabbing. which the public powers could only oppcse 
w ith feeble means dure to tire confursed legal statrs of the land, soon ended with a Few 
individuals--most agents of powerful land investment coripanies--aniassing ain 
important part of Beni Arnir's patrimony." 

This situcation led to a number oif reformulations of the Beni Aniir colcization scheme ouver 
fhe next 15 years. with certain groups advcocating complete privatization and French 
cccirpaicin of the perimeters and others arguing for "native" settlements as ain answer tc the 
problem f Idrought vulnerability and as a means of labor resources to culfivate "strategic, 
lahor-intensive crops." 

Ironically, the second problem tie Beni Amir colonization program encountered was tie 
inherent salinity in the middle course of the Orm Er Rbia River, which initially ph,'ed the 
whole project in dcubt. By 1936, however, test results from the experiment staticn at Dar 
hr lad 7.idcc1h led to tle ccncl irsion that the Ori Er Rbia's salinity would p,-cs,,no hstacle 
vhalsciever tco agiriculture. The tests also had "discovered" that the permeable soils in the Beni 

A iir plain wcould permit removal of accumnlated salts by off-season flushing. These findings 
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rekindled flagging colonial interests in the area, and land speculation again hroke out in the 
plain. 

The above, brief recounting of fie Tadia irrigation systems' history is useful in reminding tihe 
reader that the plain has been tice site of rural populIation displ acements and labor in
migrations and out-iligrations for a long time. As can be seen, these occurrences have ieen 
iiggered ly many factors over time, including government policies, conditions elsewhere in 
Morocco and outside it,and tlie development of very valuable irrigated land inthe midst (if 
air area subject to periodic anid severe droughts. 

'lhere are consequences of these factors in Tadla in tie 1990s. The first is, as discussed
 
above.ihat tice farm ing community in the Tadla perimeter displays a high degree of
 
heterogeneity. It is a complex mosaic of peoples from the Baln Amir and Banu Moussa
 
ti ihIes, and tile
Chorfa and Oulad Abdalla clans, all of whoim have occupied the land since tie
 
IQ30s and "outsiiders" who have acquired access to the aind since that time.
 

' lie second is ticol,because irrigated land is by its nature limited and alternative economic
 
Olppiortunities are available elsewhere, there isa continuing pattern of out-inigration. rrimarily
 
ly ycoing pecple. in search (iftemporary or permanent employment inother parts of"'N rocco 
and in curope. Sime of tlie participants inthis out-iligration are said to regularly send 
portions cf their earnings back to family members ic Tadla; these in-flows may in part 
explaini tiIe apparent paradox of relatively large Moroccan families "surviving" oi very smll 
parcels of irriglel I:rd within the perimeter. fic this regard, it is report'd Il:ctransfer cif 
rioney intoi tileTadla region from migrant workers in 1989 amounted to alproximately 50 
percenict c ofI-farin frilns of"fariii faccilies' revenues, hut 80.4 percent of these revenuies t'or 
leI. than 2 hectares, and 91.4 percent fcor farn families having access ti 2 to 5 hectares 
([torhi, I989: Les Revenus des Agricudersdans hi'P 1rhnitre Jrrigum ti Thtlla. IA V, Rabat. 
Morocco. fill. 30 and 89). 

'lie third is that irrigated crop enterprises have generated a continuing demc1arcd for seasonal 
ic Ii Although present information on these in-inigrations is Iiiiiited, itabor in-icigration. 

aIppears that mch (if tile nmvement areasseasonal involves unskilled female laborers frcm 
irilirediately adjacent tIotie periiieter--i.e., fron highland areas of Azilal Province--and 
Croni other areas o the coirntry. 

lInIris complex picture and lccg history of in- and out-migrations, it is very diflicult to 
Illedict how project activities [)light uitimately affect net flows. It is evideit that improved 
reliability inirrigation water deliveries, relaxation of prior restrictions oi fixed crop rotations. 
arid tie anticipated shifts to higher value agricultural enterprises inTadla will make access 
to irrigated land a nmch more valuable asset. Adoption of certain types of agricultural 
nachinery anid irrig ation techniques will also place preminuins on accumulation of ocks of 
hand that are sufliciently large to sciplirt the costs of capital investments and modernization. 
Irluttiii clear picture emerges as to whether these changes will restilt inactua disll acenments 
it fari faimilies acgely through changes in ownership cif private land vithin the peririeter 
or whetier these ftmilies will ret ain ownership ccftlie land hut allow it ti lie managed in 
larger blcks under cost/revenue-sharing arrangenments. 
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The major factors that will determine these migration patterns in the fultre are largely beyond 
tlhe purview of tle project. However, in designing project activities great care wis taken to, 
firs,install internal tie various diagnostic studies, tile to develp. mechanisms---i.e.. effort 
an accirate typology of farm unils, and the permanent monitoring and evaluation unit-to 
develop a 11uch better understanding as to what is actually happening to specific groups 
withlin lile Perimeter. And, second, to deliberately introduce agriculttiral and instit lional 
innovations that, at least in part, will be neutral with respect to the scale (ifindividual farm 
operations i.e., more reliable water deliveries to all farms; concentration on better use of 
seeds, fie.tili7ers, and :,grochemicals, identifying inputs that are low cost per Lunit of coverage 
and investment: and assistance to the private sector to lower unit transactio n costs to the 
luirchaser through more competitive market conditions. 

Witli respect to in-migration of farm labor, it again appears evident that conditions which 
engender fari-level shifts to higher value crop and livestock enterprises will also increase 
local (Ieinands fir seaional-and. probahly. pernmanent--farm Ilabor. Increased net farm 
reveiues from these enlterprises will also provide tile and powerful incentives toresources 

ret ain skilled farm labor at higher levels of daily wages and other benefits.
 

Finily, regardi iig Ilrbaliation effects, the proj-t activities in th emselves are anticipated to 
Iave nousigniticant effects on the rate of urbanization within tlie perimeter. Improved buisiness 
Priispects for a variety of private sector input supply, service, processing, and marketing

t nlerprises iay rttilt in their growth in tlie small 
 towns in and around h-.e.-rineter, but 
noist of this growti is expected to come from expansion of existing comnmnercial enlerprises. 
ihe major iiipacts ointhe urban populations iii Tadla are expected to come frnt proiject

activities in tlhe environmental field. If successful, the activities will inevitably lead to 
significant improvements iii tileqlality of life of these populatiols through pollution 
ablatement and a lowering (if environmental risks. These benefits also have potential fir 
extension to other urban popoLuitions in Morocco-particularly ie C.,ablanca metropolis-tlo 
lie e ueit that polltioi, abatement activities in '1adia affect changes in the quality (fwater 
lhw ing back into tileOLI n Er Rbia River and to dLwnstream water filtratiom plants. 

4. Changes inPower and Participation 

The project will help empower farmers in tihe perimeter to participate in decision making by 
slrengtliening tile capacity of the groups in which they participate-private sectior firms, 
farier gronups. professional associations, cooperatives, and irrigation associatLils. Project 
activities will sluppoit private sector actors at all levels to fill progressively tlhe vacutimn left 
by ORMVAT disengagement from commercial enterprises and provide niechanisnns for 
farniers. tecliicians. and others to discuss water management problems iii tie perimeter ani 
tioIansfer greater responsibilities fir water and sitil management IoIIarmers. 

'Ihis wfater management effirt will start both at tie priniary/secondary system level tIllough 
Flenent I activities and at the tertiary and qlaternary levels and with respect to conjunctive 
use of surlace and groundwater in Elements 2 and 3. 
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Prior io 1986. the ORNIVAT, working from directives sent from MARA, set hectarage and 
production levels fiir certain "industrial" crops, chiefly cotton in summer and sigar beets in 
winter. Multiyear crop rolalions were then "fixed" around these crops. Field cullivalion and 
ilrigatirm techniques were essentially dictated by the technical constraints of the physical 
iir.igatiol system and tie water distribution amotns ant schedules. Finally, tile farmers 
operaled in agovernment system of fixed output price schedules, inputs and agricullural credit 
tied to certain crops. and closed processing and marketing channels foir their agricultural
Coll)lod ities. 

In practice. farirers did not always respect the ORNIVA'I" irrigation/crop rotation systheriis as 
desigined by technicians and engineers. They grew crops out of tie prescribed rotation. They 
ii stalled traditional robta irrigation techniques on land supposedly dedicated tcothe more 
"modern" boder and furrow systems supplied by siphons. Recently, they have adopted new 
crops such as paprika peppers, which conflict with cotton as a sumnrer crop. 

'ihis highly constraining system is now being relaxed as a result of GONI agricultural policy 
changes tlhat began in 1986. lbe government has adopted a policy of disengagement and, as 
a result, tic ORNIVAT. ariong many other agencies. has been instructed to c,,,h l It is now 
pr igressively pulling out of all commercial agricultural activities in tile perimeters. The 
)RNIVAT plais to turn operations and maintenance management of t ie tertiary and 

quaternary canals over to the irrigation associations, which have yet to become viable and 
snslainable enitiies. The associatins will play a numler if key roles: they are expected to 
control alhncatiris in the tertiary system; work with ORNIVAT hydraulic system managers 
to determine seasonal water allocation plans; develop weekly delivery schedules; and handle 
the mainiecrance of lower level canals and drainage ditches. 

Achieving reliable water supply through Element I is critical to the success of the 
srrmtainabilIity of irrigatimn user groups. At the same time. irrigation assorciatins are a 
potentiatly important factor to Element I because the success of the teclhical improvements 
to tie water ranagenient system depends on how flexible the latter is in tire fuiture with 
respect io tie quantiies anti iming of water deliveries and how tie system is managed at tie 
tarir level. 

Recent (GON policy changes have put severe pressures on boith the ORNIVAT and the private 
seclor. ORNIVAT staff will need to become client responsive, while the professional 
asirciations. cooperatives, irrigation associations, and private firms will need to be developed
into entiies ih;at can represent their members interests. A new balance in decisin making 
bet weer lOe publi, !rrid private sectors will have to emerge, and tire proiv'c t h.'huld nort 
underestiiate the difficulties involved in iiis process. 

"1Imlugh its diagostic study and monitoring and evaluation efforrts, the project will collect 
infrfiioain mi tie development of tire irrigation associations. This informatin will be used 
Io review and revise project effoirts to suppor tile brokering of power between tie ORNIVAT 
ani tile private sector entities. 

'Ilie prm iject seeks also io strengthen a variety of olher private sector organizatiors, including 
initlliservice coperatives, professional associations, and others because their cirgani7atirii is 
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consistent with local social groupings and because people receive immediate Inancial henefits 
from their activities. Members of these cooperatives have demonstrated their control over 
resources and the ability to devise strategies to overcome inadequacies of market goods and 
services. Planned pro.ject inputs should further develop their decision-making efforts. 
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Annex I 

ADI1 NISTRATIVE ANALYSIS 

I. INTROI ICJIIUN 

The key GONI counterpart agency for this project will he the ORMVAT, which isone of the 
oldest and best esiabl ished regional irrigation authorities in Morocco. It has a solid reputalion 
for soiud perimeter management and a positive orientation toward implementation of the 
country's new irrigation policies. In addition to the ORMVAT, a number of other GOM 
agencies will collaborate in specific project activities, particularly with respect to 
implementing I.lemenlts I and 3. Also, the project will encourage participation from private 
ent repreneurs and agribusiness firms, professional associations, the Chambers of Commerce 
and Agriculture, MId nionigVwernumental organizations, particularly inactivities under Flements 
2 and 4. And. i nally. selected cooperatives and irrigation associations will participate in 
ploject activilies. 

A variety of mechanisnis for involving all of these agencies in project activities are described 
in the Project Inmplenientat ion Plan (see Chapter Four of the text). These mechanisms are 
designed to ensure that project participants are fully prepared to assume their roles ini the 
pursuit of the proiect's objectives. 

A. The ()RNIVAT 

I)evelopimti ,1latgC-scale irrigation (LSI) projects constitutes tie central thnts.tof0Moroccan 
effolts inirrigaled agriculture. Nine LS[ projects operate in Morocco, with a potential
irrigated area of 780,000 hectares. Approximately 500,000 of these hectares have been 
completely equipped to date. The LSIs range in area from 20,000 hectares to 250,000 
hecuares and represent major investments in infrastructure for water regulation and 
distrihit ion. 

In tIhe devCloimlent of tlheLSIs, Morocco adopted an interventionist type of irrigation policy.
The policy was supported by a comprehensive set of measures, included in the 1969 Code of 
Agricultural Investment. which constituted a framework fir promoting the rational use of 
resources within the LSIs. "llie government regarded the code as acontract between tie state 
and lie farmiers to build tle national economy through irrigation development. It paid liir the 
da(ill, the irrigation networks, and necessary on-farn development. The GOM also provided 
credit, selected seeds, farm equipment, and certain mechanized operations at subsidized 
pmices. Finally, it guaranteed the prices of crops--i.e., sugar beets, sugar cane, rice, hard and 
soft wheat, and cotton-through contracts between farmers and parastatal agribusinesses. In 
turn. the farier was obligated to farm his irrigated land "inthe national interest", to ftillow 
the norms diclated by the hydraulic system within his perimeter block, and to repay the state 
tIhrmgh a land improvenent tax and water charges. 

Fiom tlie IMo-;on:i Norocco strove to develop administrative structures to implenient its 
piogramn in an integrated nanner. In 1961, an independent Office Nationale des Irrigations 
(ONI) was created. It had full responsibility for irrigated agricultural development throughout 



Morocco. The ONI brought under the same roof all the various GOM agencies involved with 
irrigation development. It introduced specialized crops-principally sugar beets, sugar cane, 
and cotton-and, in 1962, developed the land consolidation model known as Trame B. This 
model was used as the basic design in all subsequent LSI projects. In 1965 and 1966, ONI 
was dissolved in favor of a more decentralized approach to irrigation management and 
autonomous regional offices (ORMVAs) were created and attached to the MARA. The 
ORMVAT is one of these regional offices. 

The ORMVAs were constituted as civil agencies, with legal autonomy to manage their own 
personnel, property, and legal and financial affairs. They were and remain today
administratively responsihlz to the MARA. In addition to the tutorial role played by MARA, 
the Ministry of Finance also assists the ORMVA in budgeting and ensuring regular financial 
audits. 

As originally conceived, the mandate of each ORMVA was to develop and manage the 
irrigated perimeter under its control and to improve agricultural production within it. In this 
role, the ORNIVAs developed a double character as public utility and parastatal commercial 
enterprise. Then, as now, the ORMVAs were responsible for the design, construction, 
operations, and maintenance of the irrigation networks within their perimeters. In addition, 
ORNIVA technicians directly supervised farming operations for the "industrial" crops and 
assisted in the establishment and monitoring of agricultural cooperatives. 

All productive services required by farmers were integrated under one management structure. 
ORMVAs were responsible for distributing inputs, providing extension and agricultural 
equipment services to farmers, supervising seasonal crop credit, and running genetic 
improvement and health control services for livestock within the perimeter. The ORMVAs 
also had powers of land expropriation as public utilities and/or powers of temporary 
occupation. They also had powers of eminent domain, with respect to water resources to be 
developed for agricultural use, as delegated to them by the Ministry of Public Works (Dcret 
Royal No. 810-67 of 29 December 1967). 

This original mandate has changed recently, with modifications to GOM economic policies. 
In the future, the role of the ORMVAs is to be substantially reduced in scope to center on 
water management and agricultural extension. Therefore, all ORMVAs have been ordered to 
withdraw progressively from direct involvement in commercial activities. These activities are 
to le taken over by the private sector. The World Bank projects discussed in this report-i.e., 
PAGI I and 2-were designed to reinforce these new policies by strengthening the ORMVAs 
as autononmous, client-oriented service agencies with decentralized decision-making authority 
and a "pay-as-you-go" status in financial management. Interventions in this project are 
designed to make these new policy orientations concrete realities in the Tadla perimeter. 

Wihin each ORMVA, the ORMVA director is responsible to a Board of Directors-i.e., the 
Conseil d'Administration, which consists of the Minister of the MARA (or his designee), the 
Provincial Governor(s), the President of the Provincial Assembly, and the President of the 
local Chanber of Agriculture. This council has major responsibilities, as defined by Article 
9 (of the ORMVA constitution, for planning the ORMVAs' program and allocating and 
managing their budgets. 
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The council is assisted in these tasks by an ORMVA Technical Committee-i.e., Comitd 
Technique. In the case of the ORMVAT, this committee ischaired by the Governor of Beni 
Mellal Province and is composed of local representatives of all of the concerned national 
Ministry Departments and local farmer representatives. It meets once amonth-or more often 
if necessary-to examine local issues and problems affecting the ORMVAT. 

The ORMVAT isdivided into departments, or services, with several bureaus or sections (see
Figure 4.1 of the PP text). Agricultural extension activities, which used to be under the 
auspices of a bureau within the Service de Production Agricole (SPA), has been recently
upgraded to the service level as the Service de Vulgarisation et de l'Organisation 
Professionnelle (SVOP), reflecting its new status and place in the ORMVAT's strategic 
mission. 

All ORMVAs operate through Centres de Mise en Valeur (CMVs). The CMVs are the basic 
units through which the ORMVAs attempt to integrate crop and livestock development 
activities within each perimeter. Each CMV has a manager, appropriate office staff, and 
several extension agents. In the Tadla perimeter, the ORMVAT has established three 
administrative subdivisions, which supervise the activities of the 26 CMVs operating within 
the irrigated perimeter. INote: There are actually 31 CMVs in the total area tinder control of 
the ORMVAT but 5of these are in rainfed agricultural areas bordering the irrigated perimeter
and, therefore, are not to be involved in direct project activities.] The subdivisions also 
coordinate the field-level activities of the various ORMVAT services-i.e., the Service de 
Gestion du Rseau d'Irrigation et de Drainage (SGRID), SPA, the Service de l'Elevage (SE), 
and SVOP. 

The project has been designed to institutionalize new activities and staff capacities within 
existing services of the ORMVAT. All activities to be implemented by the prOju... will 
address integral parts of the new mandate of the ORMVAT. The implementation of project 
activities, therefore, will not involve creation of any new administrative responsibilities 
within the ORMVAT, but simply the rearrangement of existing staff in new and more 
appropriate configurations. New processes and mechanisms will be installed to facilitate 
discussion and interaction among project participants and partners within the existing 
organizational structure, as described in Chapter Four of the text. 

The project will be concerned with engendering activity sustainability-i.e., the Continuing 
capacity of the ORMVAT to manage effectively its enhanced responsibilities beyond USAID 
support--and wilh O MVAT's adaptation to changing needs in the irrigation subsector. 
Implementation of the project will be geared toward building staff capacity to ensure fill 
involvement inproject activities and fostering action-oriented mechanisms within the existing 
organizational structure of the ORMVAT. Since it is the ORMVAT staff who will make the 
integrated activities work, attention must be directed toward creating not only a positive 
organizational culture, but also toward developing positive staff attitudes in coordinating 
activities and dialogue with farmer-clients and other partners. 

The activities proposed for each of the intervention areas under Project Elements I and 3 will 
be centered in the SGRID. This service is charged with the operations and maintenance of the 
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irrigation and drinage network, control of groundwater pumping, water pricing, and all 
water-rights-rclated issues. 

The SGRID is structured (see Figure I-1) in three major bureaus-the Bureau des Techniques 
des Irrigations et de Drainage (BTI), the Bureau d'Exploitation (BE), and the Maintenance 
Bureau. File Bi'1' is charged with monitoring soil and groundwater conditions and field testing 
irrigation techniques and practices. The project will establish within the BTI two operating 
units--the Agro-Meteorological Unit and the Drainage Unit. 

The Br-. is charged with general operational planning for the irrigation network, distribution 
of irrigation water, and identification of water rights issues. Its operational mandate also 
includes the collection and use of accurate water distribution statistics for improving future 
water distribution. The project will consolidate within the BE two operating units-a Water 
Resources Unit and a Geographical Information System (GIS) Unit. The responsibilities of 
these two units are described in detail in the Project Implementation Plan (Chapter Four). 

Field-level implementation-i.e., the scheduling of irrigation water distribution-is carried 
out by the three ORMVAT subdivisions in Beni Amir, Beni Moussa East, and Beni Moussa 
West. The subdivisions are areas of the perimeter defined within the same hydraulic branch 
or brpnches, as opi osed to the CMVs, which are administratively defined and may cut across 
hydraulic system boundaries. Each subdivision is responsible for providing water to 
approximately 8,000 farms that have on average 33,000 hectares. Subdivisions divide the 
canal system under the control of three head aiguadiers and a head of canal for managing 
flows in the main canal. Water scheduling operations for each canal secondary branch are 
petformed by aiguadiers, under the supervision of a head aiguadier. Actual distribution 
operations are perforrmed by the gardes vanne for principal canals under the direction of the 
head (if c:'na! and by the agents de distribution within secondaries and tprt~ari., under the 
direction of the head aiguadiers. The water distribution schedules are used by the ORMVAT 
billing office as the basis for water charges. Two units will be established, one in the office 
of the Subdivisionnaire of the Beni Amir subperimeter at Fkih Ben Salah, and one in the 
office of the Subdivisionnaire of the Beni Moussa subperimeter at Afourer. Each unit will be 
divided into a Real-Time Remote System Monitoring Team and a Mobile Monitoring ream. 
Units will provide a better understanding ot the hydraulics of the canal system through 
hydrail k modeling, canal calibration, and real-time system monitoring. 

Element I. in integrating the many different information-gathering and processing units into 
acoordinated management system, will work with the head of the BE and the heads of each 
of tie three subdivisions to formulate operational policies, prepare annual and seasonal 
operating plans, prepare procedures for water delivery schedule preparation, and formulate 
an interactive process for improving system operational procedures based on real-time system 
measurruents and field monitoring. 

Project Element 2 will work within the context of a systematic program of consultation and 
reporting. Planning, implementation, evaluation, and dissemination of results for Element 2 
activities will lie centered in the SPA, which tinder the PAGI 2/Syst me d'lnformation Pour 
la Gestion (SIG) restructuring plan is soon to be converted into the Service des Etudes Agro-
Economiqie (SEA E). To facilitate work within the ORMVAT and the private sector, a small 
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Annex I, Figure 1
 
Irrigation and Drainage System Management Service (SGRID)
 

Head of SGRID 

ce Exploitation Beni BeienL j [ 

B r U oiesurses Suprvisor 

working committee will be formed with the participation of ORMVAT staff from the Service 
de I'Expdrimentation de l'llydraulique Agricole (SEHA), the SGRID, the SVOP, and relevant 
private sprtfir agits for each activity. 

There is a precedent for such local technical committees in that similar committees are 
presently organized by the ORMVAT SPA to deal with problems related to specific high 
priority crops--i.e., cotton and sugar beets. During each agricultural season, these committees 
assemble all interested parties and experts weekly to discuss problems and recommend 
solutions. In the case of the local Sugar Beet Technical Committee, for example, participants 
include the head of the Bureau des Plantes Sucribres of SPA, a representative of the l'lnstitut 
National de laRecherche Agricole (INRA), a representative of the MARA Direction de 
Protection des Vgltaux, representatives of the three sugar factories in the perimeter, and a 
representative of the sugar beet professional association. Tiis committee is chaired by the 
SPA representative. The committee makes management decisions with respect to technical 
actions-i.e., crop dusting, planting dates, seed varieties to distribute, harvest dates, and the 
calendar for farming practices. When the committee cannot achieve consensus, at the request 
of a member, the problem may be referred to the ORMVAT Comitt Technique for 
resolution. 

In addition, a Commission Locale de Mise en Valeur is situated at each cercle level. It is 
chaired by the "super-caid", who is the committee's reporter. It meets whenever necessary 
to examine the issues and problems the ORMVAT faces locally. According to the agenda and 
the nature of the problem, the commission will be composed of representatives from the 
subdivisions and CMVs; representatives from the SGRID, the SPA, and the SE; local caids; 
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agents from agro -industrial plants; representatives ofprofessional associations; representatives 
of the local Chamber of Agriculture; a representative of INRA; and elected representatives 
of tile concerned communes. 

The super-caid is responsible for disseminating decisions the commission takes with respect 
to agricultural campaign issues-e.g., decisions on the mobilization of local labor resources, 
the type of crop rotation schedule to follow in the area, starting or stopping irrigation, or 
resolution of conflicts between farmers. 

In the design team's opinion, all of the committees described above are potentially useful 
vehicles for furthering project objectives. Given the nature of their membership and mandates, 
they can be used to foster discussions and constructive dialogue on many of the issues raised 
by the GOM's new policies toward the irrigation subsector and the increased roles envisaged
for private sector participants. They can also facilitate coordination of project activities and 
dissemination of results to all interested parties. 

13. Other GOM Organizations 

Under Element I, the project will consolidate within the BE of SGRID a Water Resources 
Unit. This unit will be responsible for surface water hydrology, groundwater hydrology, and 
water quality. Surface hydrology activities will require agreements between ORMVAT and 
ORMVAfI, the Ministry of Public Works, and the Office National d'Electricitd (ONE). In 
order to develop and maintain adatabase of flows in the Oum Er Rbia River at Kasba Tadla 
diversion dam and the inflows into Bin El Ouidane Dam, an agreement will be established 
with Direction Rdgionale Hydraulique (DRH) of the Ministry of Public Works for the regular 
imporlation of such data into the ORMVAT database. The Oum Er Rbia River flow data is 
available in computel 'orniat from the Administration de I'Hydraulique (AH), adivision of 
the DRII in l3eni Niellal. Data for the Bin El Ouidane Dam flows will come from the DRH 
in Rabat. 

Statistical analysis of the flow data on the Oum Er Rbia River will yield the expected 
hydrograph of water available for diversion into the Beni Amir main canal for use in the 
seasonal planning and water delivery scheduling process for the subperimeter. Statistical 
analysis of inflows into the Bin El Ouidane Dam will serve as a basis for reviewing the 
operating rules for the dam and power plant at Afourer, taking into account the new 
constraints of supplies to canal T2 as part of the "corrected manifest of Bin El Ouidane" 
between the ORMVAT, ORMVAH, and ONE. 

Activities under Element 3 will focus on the development and active use of a permanent 
monitoring system and database of groundwater fluctuations and water quality, and drainage 
system efficiency in the Tadla perimeter. In Project Years I and 2, the institutional contractor 
will work with the ORMVAT SGRID to establish the groundwater and drainage monitoring 
network. A minimum of 100 permanent sample points will be established to monitor water 
table fluctuations. SGRID personnel will ensure that these sample points are established in a 
manner that will complement the 56 points currently being monitored within the 
subpterimeters by the DRH in Beni Mellal under the Ministry of Public Works. It is 
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paramount that close collaboration and information sharing occur between the SGRID and the 
DRII. 

Two activities under Element 3 will focus on monitoring soil modification and water quality 
in the subperimeters: 

" Establishing a monitoring system for water quality and soil decomposition from 
salinity and leaching, including-but not limited to-nitrates and other pollutant flows 
in the groundwater, drainage systems, and the soil pofile; and 

" Integrating soil and water quality data into the groundwater model to enhance real
time management of soil and water resources in the subperimeters. 

Tlie first activity will establish permanent sampling points for collecting soil, water quality, 
and agrochemical residue data during Project Years I and 2. It is estimated that soil data 
collection will consist of three samples per site from a minimum of 20 sites within the 
subperimciers three times per year over the life of the project. Analyses of thee ::;iples will 
include pH1, salinity, total nitrate, mineral nitrate, and cation exchange capacity. Water 
samples will be collected from 200 sample points once a month for Project Years i, 2, and 
3 and bimonthly-six times per year-in subsequent years. The water samples will be 
analyzed for pHl, dry residue, nitrate, nitrite, and salinity. Agrochemical residues will be 
analyzed in Project Years 2 through 5 from 100 different sample points taken three times per 
)ear. It is assumed that the analyses will be done to determine the presence of a minimum of 
five toxic substances selected and prioritized in conjunction with the ORMVAT SPA, agro
industries operating in the area, and the Ministry of Health's SH in Beni Mellal. 

It is further assumed that the analyses of these samples will be done through a project 
subcontractor. The project will investigate alternatives for sustainability of this activity. One 
option is to use a private sector laboratory. A second option is to supplement existing
equipment and strengthen the capacity of the existing ORMVAT soils and water laboratory 
in Fkih Ben Salah. Costs to the project will be the primary criterion for making a final 
lecision but present estimates indicate that the second option might be the least expensive 

alternative, even with equipment purchases, maintenance, and training included. 

The second activity will integrate these data into the real-time management process of the 
SGRID. Results from the soil and water quality monitoring will be part of the ORMVAT 
GIS. These ;ta, %0-.en viewed with other overlays of real-time farming prictices-e.g., 
current crop areas and their agrochemical demands-and surface and groundwater use, will 
enhance the decision-making capabilities of the SGRID managers. 

To gain a more comprehensive knowledge of on-farm and agro-industrial practices of 
handling, application, and disposal of agrochemicals, the contractor will provide technical 
assistance to survey these groups in the Tadla. The contractor's environmental specialist(s) 
will work with the ORMVAT SVOP to synthesize the information from storage/disposal 
database and the on-farm survey to develop recommendations for improving the management 
of agrochemicals in the Tadla perimeter. This will be completed by the end of Project Year 
3. In order to improve awareness of the impact of these pollutants among the local 
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population, the contractor's environmental specialist will work with the SVOP to develop 
informational materials and a network in conjunction with other institutions in Beni Mellal 
Province. TI'his network -most logically composed (f the SVOP and the other water quality 
action-oriented instititions of the DRI-, the ONEP, and the Stl-will serve to inform the local 
poulation about im roved management of agrochemicals. This network, to be developed by 
the end of Year 5. will also povide a mechanism for taking joint action to mitigate the 
impacts ot pollntants (n human and animal health when and where they occur within the 
Tadla perimeter. 

lata collected under the Flement 3 environmental monitoring systems will be integrated into 
the MIS being developed for the ORMVAT under Element 1. The contractor and SGRID 
personnel will need to ensure that the information from these monitoring systems will 
ieil face with the outptts from Project Element 1. 

This integration will ibe enhanced by the study to be conducted in Project Years 4, 5, and 6 
to examine the con.junctive use of surface and groundwater and drainage system alternatives. 
Using the data collected in Element 3, complemented will outputs from Elements I and 2. 
the contractor, ill association with SGRID, will develop different strategies of' water use and 
delelnine prilifes for establishing subsurface drainage systems and vertical drainage 
pililities. ";i, - ilii e of particular importance (luring drought periods and wi; also ibe 
valnalie as in ire efficient use of water from the Bin El Ouidane I)am becomes mandatory 
when the transfer canal to the upper Tessaout diversion in ORMVAIl is operational. 

C. Private Sector Firms, Professional Associations, and Other Support Agencies 

1. Private Sector Firms 

Proiect Element 2 will work within the context of a systematic program of consultation and 
repoi ting. I'lanning. implementation, evaluation, and dissemination of results for the activities 
in Element 2 will lie centered in the SPA, which tinder the PAGI 2/SystNme (I'Ifornmation 
Poir la (estion restructuring plan is soon to be converted into the Service des Ettudes Agro
E-conoomiqltes (SEAE). To facilitate work within the ORNIVAT and with the private sector, 
a smaIll wirkin g committee will be formed with thie participation of ORNIVAT st:ff from the 
SEIIA. the SGRII), the SVOP, and the private sector representatives relevant to each activity 
uinder taken. 

Staling in Project Year I, adetailed work plan will be drawn tip by the working committee 
and presented at a wioirkshop. Participants at the workshop will include members of the 
Eleiniiit 2 working cimmittee, representatives who have been selected at the CMV level by 
tarners: ri', sc tir agribusiness people selected for their interests itn the pwcrimneter; 
professional association and cooperative representatives, and representatives of other 
concerned institutions within the GOM and the donor community. Starting in Project Year 
2, these annual workshops will include a presentation of Element 2 accomplishments to date 
vis-,)-vis work plan objectives. These workshops will provide the major fortim for ageneral 
lfhiw of, in rniat iimi and feedback. In addition to its information disseminatiin functiin, it is 
anticipated that the dialogue generated will serve as avehicle to catalyze cooperation between 



the project and the participant representatives for the following year's work. This will reduce 
costs anti in' ,reetile interest and impact generated by the project. 

As work under Element 2 proceeds, results are generated, and recommendations are 
l'umnialed, other finrmals will be used for infirmation dissemination. Working with ithe 
SVOP and privale sector groups-e.g., input suppliers, cooperatives, and so on--these will 
include deniongsrations of improved technical packages in farmer's fields, farmer field days,
and grorip-specitic training sessions. This last activity is seen as especially important for 

iifrnfinig file private sector of potential clients and business opportunities. 

Ifimalin and rec(iunimendations with respect to discrete innovations and/or technical 
packages being proposed for specific farmer grotps will be summarized as crop technical 
reflernce sheols R61 rentiels Techniques (RT). These sheets, as well as any other occasional 
bulletins generated by Project Element 2, will be circulated to a!l concerned parties, including 
ariers, private sector tirms, professional associations, cooperatives in French and Arabic. 

Iii adtilio l t tile mea us ftr disseminating infirmation outlined above, Element 2 will also 
seek tll participate in radio broadcasts of agricultural information if current plars for regional 
agricullural radio prograring materialize. 

Increasing the private sector supply of agricultural inputs and services will be realized by tile 
c ubined ef cls o t all ftour clements. Tlhe Element 4 description in Chapter Two of tile iiain 
ody of tile rewirt details direct procurement of goods and services frori tie private sector 

Fill ir aterials, services, and laboratory analyses. Element 2 will generate and disseminate 
in firiationt trhat will identify iarket opportunities in input, equipment, and service supply. 
IFlement 4 will pivide short-term technical assistance to the cooperative and incorporated 
private sector on input and service supply in such areas as fertilizer and pesticide supply,
stiage, use, allt disposal. Both tiie chief of party and tire agricultural economist will work 
with tie private sector as the ORM VAT disengages and majior input and service suppliers, 
srrch as SONAt'COS, tile two sugar beet mills (SUBM and SUNAT), and the sugar refinery 
(S lTA). are piivalized dtiring the next few years. They will help identify and deline options 
fmr these and ither tiansitiors ranging from service contracts with parastatals. cooiperative or 
asszoiation takever of sirpply and custom services, contracts with private service providers, 
exlpansion of ctmpanies tto tie Tadla, and start-up operations. Short-term technical assistance 
will lie rsed to prepare marketing and business plans, financing packages, and crecdit d ssiers. 
"1hese services will be provided on a 50/50 cost-sharing basis. 

2. litlessitnal Associations 

Morocco has a long history of professional associations-i.e., Associations 
Inteiprofessionelles. These organizations borrow from models created in Europe, where there 
ae often close ties and a continuum of interest among the individual, coip':v" regulatiry 
agency, ministry, research and educational participants. In Morocco, professional associalions 
have be etited ion a public interest charter. This charter identilies their public 
responrsibilities tt support prograis in the national interest, while granting tiem a large 
measirre of operating autonoiny. While they are required to communicate and coordinate with 
ptublic agencies, their directors do not have to be civil servants, nor are their day-to-day 
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operations or financial management subject to supervision by public agency staff, as is the 
case with most cooperatives. 

iliere are four major professional associations representing producers in the Tadla: the 
Association des Betteraviers du Tadla (ABT), Association des Eleveurs du Tadla (AET), 
Association (les Maraichers du Tadla (AMT), and Association des Producteurs ie Colon 
(ACT). There is some doubt about the representivity of these associations, despite the fact 
that they can mobilize significant resources, beca,,se the names of certain local personages 
aplear frequently in the hierarchies of all four associations. With the support of local 
authorities. these people have accumulated both technical resources and political power. 
Farmers in general, however, remain passive because of a lack of information and the lack 
of association efforts to mobilize them. 

The associations do not provide high quality technical expertise-e.g., ACT has only one 
trained technician, an ad joint technique, and ABT has just two local technicians whose time 
is largely occupied with administrative work. Additionally, each association is burdened with 
unnecessarily high administrative costs. For this reason they would do well to share a 
secretarial pool as they share the building in Beni Mellal. The associations also often incur 
costs for unnecessary expenses due to poor managerial decision making. For example, ACT 
hired apermanent pilot for crop spraying operations, despite the fact that it does not own an 
airplane. This man spends his time supervising the operations of his previous employer, who 
actually does the crop spraying on a contractual basis. 

The essential role envisaged for professional associations vis-A-vis project activities is to 
disseminate information about technical packages and crop recommendations developed, to 
participate and backstop project activities and research, as feasible, and to support the 
interests of their memberships during the period of ORMVAT disengagement. The 
associations can deploy real resources for these tasks if properly stimulated, but they need to 
become more representative to be fully credible and effective. 

The project will work primarily with the professional association that appears to have the 
greatest potential for affecting the efficiency of soil and water resources in and around the 
perimeter--AET. AET currently plays a role in organizing the importation and distribution 
of purebred cattle. In the future, it may also assume a role as manager of the dairy cattle 
artificial insemination program when the latter transferred from the ORMVAT to the private 
sector. 

3. Other Support Agencies 

Under the anticipated implementation schedule, the project will start implementation fully two 
years ahead of the World Bank PAGI 2 and PSDAGI. This means that the project will be 
generatiag important results and initiating pilot activities well before World ank project 
activities come on-line. The present planning in the MARA and at ORMVAT is to use the 
USAID project infoirmation and results to target the PAGI 2 and PSDAGI activities more 
precisely, both in Tadla and. as relevant, in the other ORMVAs. For this reason, the USAID 
design team has worked in close collaboration with GOM representatives at both the ORMVA 
and MARA levels to ensure-to the maximum extent possible-that all elements of the 
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IISAII) project are not only fully compatible with PAGI 2 and PSDAGI as designed to date, 
but that they will also be contribute to the future planning and implementation of those 
activities after 1993. 

There are two research projects operating in the ORMVA Tadla perimeter at present. One 
is jointly sponsored by the International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI), the Service 
de I'Expdrimentation tie I'lydraulique Agricole (SEHA) in the Direction de I'Equipement 
Rural (DER) of MARA, and ORMVAT. The other is a collaborative study sponsored by Wye 
College and the Institut Agronomique et Vdtdrinaire Hassan II (IAV). 

USAID desigmn team members had several disLussions with the IIMI country representative 
about this project and the means of coordinating activities in Tadla. As a result of the highly 
complementary nature of these respective planned activities, it has been decided to provide 
direct support to the IIMI program under the USAID project. Details of this planned inter
donor collaboration in Tadla are provided in the PP text. 

The Morocco project director for th. Wye College study was the co-team leader of this 
project design team, and his presence on the team ensured that anticipated project activities 
would be compatible with-and not duplicative of-Wye College activities. 

D. 	 Cooperatives and Irrigation Associations 

1. 	 Cooperatives 

Coopcratives are not new to the Tadla area, but the cooperative movement has become 
progressively more important during the past two decades. There are presently about 94 
cooperative groups in the area. They are active in about one-half of the perimeter and have 
memberships representing about one-third of all farms. The ORMVAT currently provides the 
cooperatives with management assistance through an appointed Director of Cooperatives. Ihis 
section describes the types of cooperatives that may be relevant to implementation of project 
activities. 

a. 	 Multipurpose Dairy Cooperatives 

Multipurpose dairy cooperatives have operated in Tadla since 5 December 1970, when the 
first such cooperative was created. It had 114 members. At present, 48 dairy cooperatives, 
with a total membership of about 10,500 farm families, are active in the perimeter. Despite 
a rapid expansion in their early years of existence, this cooperative movement appears to have 
stagnated recently for two reasons: 

" 	 Within a potential clientele of 24,300 livestock producers-including 
sheepherders-present membership of 10,500 seems to indicate a level of saturation 
has been reached; and 

" 	 These cooperatives have appeared content to focus most of their efforts on their dairy 
enterprises, even in the face of declining subsidies from the GOM. Most have 
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demonstrated little imagination or initiative in attempting to diversify their activities 
or take advantage of the new opportunities posed by ORMVAT's withdrawal fromi 
commercial activities, despite the fact that most have a reliahle finiancial hase lor 
such expansion. 

There are exceptional cases- for example, the Harchiya Cooperative-in which acooperative 
has acquired its own premises, contributed to social projects, supported pilgrimages for 
membiers. constrtcted a school, electrified a hamlet, created a short-term credit fund. 
lamoched a col perali ye store, or installed a potable water system. However, productive 
inestments to enlarg,. a cooperative's range of commercial activities and services lor 
members are very rare. 

This lack o iniliative can le explained in part by the low quality of managerial support 
fll'ired lby ()RINIVAT pervnr-orl thIle past. Coiperalive directors have had only modest 

Iraining in cooperalive planning and management, which has not prepared them adequately 
to auk'sume their managerial roles. In any cases, they have been inundated in routine paperwork 
and have not been encouraged to act as much more than clerical staff for their memhers. 
Finally. these mana1gers are too few in number and too overburdened with managing several 
coo'peratives with di ferent structures and objectives. 

I tinder tlhe pre'ixs systein, cooperative members were not called upo n to participale actively 
in flie P aiiining and management of their cooperatives. This lack of stimulation and active 
la1icipatio haisIi iViOusl y had negative consequences. Moreover, when c: ipei atives have 
exceeded certain levels in geographical and social terms. they appear to have had problems 
wilh factionalism. Vitlhin closely knit in-groups, however, where members have aclear vi:,on 
(If their own interests and p(tential, some dairy cooperatives have proven very dyn :nlic, 
selling hlh s cia l and economic goal., and establishing very coherent internal regulition. 
lPrt'perly siluated and supported, such cooperatives appear to present real potential. 

Ploject Element 4. th .,-fre, will attempt to assist selected dairy cooperatives in improving 
lheir internal minagement and developing a new and muItipurpose approach to servicing their 
mell erships. This Chalice was made because of all the existing cooperatives in tlie Tadia 
arca. these ciperatives appear to have the greatest immediate potential t(i change culrrenl 
operating practices and effect resource use productivity. They alone have maJior business 
enteprises-- i.e.. dairy production and milk marketing--that provide regular cash flows 
Ihiorlughotl the year and have enabled them to accumulate relatively large capital holdings. 
softie have even diversified their sources of income beyond their dairy enterprises - e.g., into 
agricultural input sales, fuel sales, and custom machinery operations-and are beginning to 
reduce their dependency on ORMVAT facilities and management services. Moreover, the 
eonstituting decree fo)r these cooperatives permits them to engage in a wide variety of input 
and service supply. production, marketing, and processing activities. The c(ooperatives iiiay 
also (,ni capital and shares in agriculturally related companies. 

h. Agrarian Reform Cooperatives 

There are 23 Agrarian Reform cooperatives in the radla area. They have 528 members on 
fatrins with a total area of 3,625 hectares. Under terms of the Law for Agricultural Investment 
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of 1966. members obtained access to irrigated land in exchange for their participation in an 
agrarian reform service cooperative. Members come from different social strata. As far as 
can be determined. the members have no binding kinship, lineage, or trinai relationships 
between them. Sonic members had never farmed before getting access to cropland within the 
perimeter through affiliation with a cooperative. The directors of these cooperatives are 
appointed by the ORM VAT. 

Performance varies greatly between these cooperatives. A limited number seem to have 
developed a real dynamic in supporting their activities, gathering resources, and building 
social and educatiowl', infrastructure-e.g., Cooperative Laayoune. Others have remained 
moribund since their creation, unable even to undertake group purchases of agricultural 
inputs, provision of credit to members, or in common sales of produce. Moreover, the 
functional rdationships between these cooperatives and the local professional 
associations-i.e., the ABT, ACT, and AET-remain to be developed. 

The general impression is that these cooperatives probably are not in a position to play any 
major role in project activities in the unforeseeable future. 

c. Agricultural Equipment Cooperatives 

'There are 9 of these cooperatives in Tadla, with 108 member-farmers on about 703 hectares. 
They are plagued with anumber of problems related to both the reasons for their creation and 
their c,rcnlt stage of development. 

First, there is a widespread belief in the area that farmer-members created these cooperatives 
simply to take advantage of special government programs available to cooperatives-e.g., 
access to preferred credit status, as well as subsidies for the purchase of agricultural 
equipment-without any sense of a cooperative ethic. 

Secont;. while the small size of many farms in the perimeter provides an incentive for farmers 
to cooperate in the purchase and operation of agricultural machinery, these cooperatives have 
had great difficulty in managing allocation of acquired machinery among member farms 
within the time constraints for effective plowing and other agricultural operations. 

'I hird. the existing cooperatives suffer from the lack of acomplete range of machinery, and 
themir operations are often ineffective due to a lack of spare parts, fuel and oil, and general 
management expertise. They are chronically short of operational funds and often dissolve as 
elfective entities when a tractor breaks down or other machinery needs to he replaced. 

Fourth. the attractiveness of these cooperatives to members is declining in the face of 
competition from aggressive private sector agents who provide cheaper and timelymore 
custom machinery services, and as the GOM moves to reduce subsidies on agricultural inputs. 

Again, these cooperatives do not appear to be good candidates for involvement in project 
activities. 

d. Purchasing Cooperatives 
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There are five of these cooperatives within the perimeter, with 148 members on 5,614 
hectares. Their very limited number makes it difficult to provide any analysis of their 
organizational constraints or a prognosis of their future potential. Nevertheless, it is evident 
that the ORNIVAT, in its previous role of purveyor of farm inputs, did not encourage the 
emergence of this type of cooperative. As aresult, these cooperatives have limited themselves 
to group bulk purchases of diesel fuel. Their potential for the future remains to be 
investigated. 

2. Irrigation Associations 

The organization of water users into groups responsible for the maintenance of irrigation 
systems is not a new idea in Morocco. Traditional systems for community management of 
water rights in the small and medium-scale perimeters have developed tinder ahighly complex 
traditional water law and delicately adjusted water management methods. The organization 
of tle Association Syndicale des Agriculteurs Prdvilegids (ASAP) under the Law of 1924 
fixed water rights and privileges in the Tadla perimeter. Other less formal and mo re empirical 
groupings of \vater iccrs have also existed in Tadla from time to time. 

The ASAPs in Tadla and elsewhere in Morocco were instituted by the l)ahir of 15 June 1924. 
They were groups of agricultural landholders-often colonialists-intending to create irrigation 
infrastructure. either in the public interest or for the development of their personal property. 
Since independence and with tile transfer of these properties to Moroccans, the ASAP idea 
has fallen into decline. One ASAP, however, has endured in Tadla but it has engendered 
considerable mistrust aming its farm neighbors, due to abuses by some of its members and 
the undermining of its earlier objectives. 

hi 1971, the ORNIVAT management attempted to organize farmers in blocks around the 
teitiary canals, with the objective of electing representatives who could serve as 
spokespersons in discussing water management issues with ORMVAT staff. Those elected 
wotild hae been in charge of allocating the irrigation water available ;n- block. This 
effort was envisaged primarily as a means to relieve the ORMVAT of the responsibility of 
this task and not as a vehidLe to manage lhe affairs and problems of the water-user blocks, 
the latter of which include vandalism and water theft. This effort seems to have worked for 
about olne year but was gradually abandoned thereafter-except in the CMV 526, which 
invol, ed ablock of' collective land controlled by aclosely related community of water users. 

Since ihe law requilig irrigation associations in large-scale irrigation schemes (LSIs) was 
prionimlgated, the process of organizing these groups has been under way. As of October 
1991, three irrigation associations had been organized in ORMVAT perimeter--e.g., at Al 
Massira. a forrmer ASAP, at Al Ittihad in CMV 526: and at Ennajah in CMV 501. Of these, 
only Al Massira is currently functional. The other two associations-Al Ittihad and An 
Najah-are still in the process of electing their officers and disseminating organizational 
inifornmati to potential members. 

i rigation associations have atightly defined charter that appears to exclude any diversification 
into income-generating activities. They are presently focused excxusively oin water 
management and canal maintenance activities. Trhe associations are seen by all parties 
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principal ,,* mrc,,,, , of shifting tle operations and maintenance expenses fiir tile tertiary 
canals flroni rie ORM VA'r to local farmers. The Technical Analysis in Part 4 of Annex F. 
suggests that tlre ORNMVAT's intent is to rehabilitate the tertiary network before it is turned 
over to the nascent irrigation associations, but this plan may be stymied in the leni Amir 
subperinieter due to present uncertainties about amount and costs of rehabilitation required. 
PAGI 2 activilies in Tadla as elsewhere will support the development of irrigation associations 
anl tle costs (if rehabilitating tie tertiary canals. Element I of this project will provide much 

f the information ontilow measurements an'] water handling techniques needed to adjrst 
system Functions in accordance with farmer requirements. It is recommended, however, that 
tire ORNIVAT proceed slowly with the irrigation association campaign to permit course 
cor rections as needed in organizing the associations and developing management practices. 

The irrigation associalions are not intended to be state-run bureaucracies. Rather, they are 
expected to be farier-nn organizations. The project will help train the presidents and board 
members of tihe associations in tie bookkeeping and financial management practices, phis 
organizational goal and program planning techniques. In addition, a small anliount it short
term technical assistance will be made available to the associations, the ORNIVAT. and local 
water crn issions to evalate tile financial obligations of the association, determine wheltier 
it is ilr tire association's best interests to seek discounts available on water charges. and how 
best to participate in representing farmer interests in the negotiations on crops eligihle for 
surflace syt.,:n water deliveries. 
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INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION
 

The project proposes to increase the efficiency, economic yield
 
and environmental sustainability of water and soil resources
 
management and use in the Tadla irrigation perimeter of Morocco.
 
This will be accomplished through an integrated program of policy
 
analysis, technology transfer, institutional strengthening and
 
private sector development in the perimeter area. Key A.I.D.
financed project inputs include technical assistance, training 
and limited commodity support. No construction activities will be
 
financed under this project, with the minor exceptions of 
in ;i unificant equipment installation and storage works. 

The project is fundamentally a natural resources management 
initiative. Accordingly, all of the project's preposed 
interventions are being designed to promote the attainment of its 
improved natural resources management and conservation 
objectives. Similarly, all project activities will be executed 
under the oversight of skilled natural resources management 
e.perts, with the fullest possible public participation 
th~ro''hout the activity planning and implementation process. 
Therefore, if successful, it is anticipated that the project will 
actually result in a significant positive net effect on the 
regional natural and physical environment. In addition, the final 
dosign of the project's environmental component in the Tadla 
perimeter area will benefit greatly from the results of the
 
"programmatic" environmental assessment currently being completed 
as a part of the appraisal process for the World Bank's new PAGI 
11 Project discussed above (see Section II. C.).
 

Based on all of the above, the project will clearly be designed
 
and ~implemented in strict accordance with the intent, if not the 
letter, of the Agency's Environmental Regulations, i.e.,, 22 CFR 
216. Therefore, pursuant to Section 216.3(a)(2) (iii) of said
 
Procedures, the USAID recommends a negative environmental
 
threshold determination for this project.
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Annex L 

MEMORANI)UM
 

FROM: John Schamper, Acting Chief, ANR 4 #/ 

TIIRU: Dennis M. Chandler. Mission Director L .... .. 

TO: Mary Reynolds, Grants Officer 

PROBLEM: To justify that competition is not required for the award of a 
cooperative agreement to the International Irrigation Management Institute (IlMI) under the 
Tadla Resources Management Project (No. 608-0213). 

BACKGROUNI): InMay 1992, IIMI representatives met with Mission ANR Office staff 
to request A.I.!). funding support under the TRM Project for ongoing IIMI program activities 
in the Tadla irrigation perimeter which were complementary to certain aspects of the planned 
A.I.D. project. The primary purpose of this proposed IlM! program is to research, 
demonstrate and disseminate information on improved on-farm water management techniques 
in Taclla ir -.;Jctco representative crops and cropping systems. FollowingY fur-,7r definition 
of the proposed uses of the requested A.I.D. funding support, extensive discussion both 
within the USAID and with the GOM of this proposed project support for IIMI activities in 
Tadla. and reference checks on IIM! with several other Agency missions and offices who 
have prior or current experience in working with IIMI, the Mission has decided to approve 
this proposed TRM Project support to IIMI through the award of an A.I.D. direct cooperative 
agreement. 

DISCUSSION: As described in the Project Paper, IIMI is a non-profit international 
agricultural research organization based in Colombo, Sri Lanka. IIMI's mandate is 
specifically to strengthen national efforts to improve and sustain the performance of irrigation 
systems in developing countries. Founded in 1987, IIMI has pursued this manadate in over 
10 different developing countries, including several countries which are also supported by 
A.I.D. assistance programs, i.e., Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, India, and the Philippines. 

This international scope, together with a mandated focus exclusively on improved irrigation 
management in developing countries, ensures that IlMI possesses the best available expertise 
for the proposed on-farm irrigation improvement program, which is a critical element of the 
greater A.I.D. TRM Project activity. Moreover, based on its extensive experience in many 
other developing country situations, IIMI is one of the best available sources of "lessons 
learned' i:niomaiioa on the development of irrigated agriculture in de pig country 
sititions. The results of the Mission's reference check on prior JIMI activities conducted 
with A.I.D. assistance in other countries provides strong corroboration of IIMI's excellent 
technical competence in implementing similar irrigation improvement programs in similar 
country situations in accordance with A.I.D. policies and procedures. 
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In addition to this international experience, IIMI also possesses a unique knowledge and 
understao1ding of irrigai.d agriculture in Morocco, in general, and in the Tadla target area, 
in particular, following almost three years of preliminary research in Tadla and other large
scale irrigation perimeters of Morocco in an attempt to establish a country program here. As 
a result of this work, IMI now has established close working relationships with national and 
regional irrigation officials in Tadla, who will serve as key counterparts for the 
implementation of both the proposed cooperative program and the TRM Project. This 
preliminary work has enabled IIMI to establish a good degree of confidence among the 
proposed program target population of Tadla farmers as well - a critical ingredient for any 
successful farm-level development initiative. Finally, this work ensures that this proposed 
IIMI activity has been designed based on asolid understanding of the unique technical, socio
econonic and other characterisitics of both the Moroccan national and Tadla-specific 
irrigation context. Few, if any, other comparable organizations can claim this detailed level 
of country-, regional-, and subject-specific knowledge. 

JUSTIFICATION: Exception for the non-competitive award of a cooperative agreement 
under the TRM Project with IIMI is justified on the grounds of llMI's predominant capability 
to tindertake the proposed program of work. This predominent capability is based on: (I) 
IIMI's extensive experience and demonstrated technical expertise and competence in 
implementin similar irrigation improvement programs in similar country situations; (2) 
IIMI's wealto of international information and experience regarding the proposed cooperative 
program of work, including extensive prior experience in collaborating with A.I.D.-assisted 
activities in similar developing country situations; (3) IIMi's existing established working 
relationships with national and Tadla target area counterparts, and farmer beneficiaries; and 
(4) lIMl's excellent knowledge and understanding of Moroccan irrigated agriculture, 
including, most particularly, the technical, socio-economic and other unique characteristics 
of the proposed program and project target area. 

AUTIORITY: A.I.D. Handbook 13, 213.4.b. gives the Grants Officer the authority 
to review and approve justifications for non-competitive awards upon written submission by 
the cognizant Technical Office or Officer. Only in cases where the Grants Officer rejects the 
justification need the matter be referred to the responsible Assistant Administrator or Office 
Director. 

S'rANDAIV. A.I.D. Handbook 13, Chapter 2, Section 2A.3.b states th: :onditions 
under which competition is not required in the selection of recipients of grant awards. The 
circumstances permitting an exception to competitive procurement procedures, which are 
directly applicable to the cooperative agreement with IIMI, are "Assistance awards for which 
one recipient is considered to have exclusive or predominant capability, based on experience, 
specialized facilities or technical competence, or based on an existing relationship with the 
cooperating country or beneficiaries" 

Appoved: t Date: JUL 3 0 1992 
Ma'ryeynolds',.Grants Officer 
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ANNEX K (Cont.)
 

A.I.D.-Financed Equipment and Supplies
 

Item Description Number Unit Total
 
of Cost Cost
 

.... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Units j$)
 
Sustainable Environmental
 
Management
 

Groundwater] Drainage Monitoring 	 77,000
 

•Pieziometer 140
 
-Sonar Water Levels 5
 
•Dataloggers 	 30
 
•Guaging Station Construction 30
 
.Limnographs 30
 
-Equipment D&M 10
 
•Datalogger Batteries 420
 
•Datalogger Feed Wiring 2000 m
 

Water ZSodl Moni torinq 	 4,000 

•Sampling Bottles 300
 
-Portable Refrigerator 1
 
-Soil Sampling Bags/Tools
 

Computers and Peripherals
 
24,500
 

•Computer (80MB & copr) 2
 
-Standard Printers 2
 
•Graphics Printer 1
 
-Voltage Regulators 2
 
•Specialized Software
 
-Portable Field Computer 1
 
-Computer Supplies
 

Private Sector Strenghtening
 

Business Management Equipment misc. 	 see
 
Ch. 3


Training Equipnment 	 15,000 

-Video Camera 1
 
-VCR 1
 
-Video Monitor 1
 
•SLR Camera 1
 
-Slide Projector/Screen 1
 
-Computer with Graphics 1
 
Display System 1
 
-Materials and Supplies misc. see
 

Ch. 3
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ANNEX K
 

A.I.D.-Financed Equipment and Supplies
 

Item Description 


Improvcd Irrigation Systems
 
Management
 

Computers
 

-IBM or Compatible, VGA, 

33MHZ, 4MB RAM, 80MB Hard
 
Drive or more
 
-Dedicated GIS Workstations, 

Peripherals and Software
 

Sof tware
 

•Statistical - Time Series and 

Experimental Analysis 

•*Data A-r iisition - Flow Rates 
and Weather 

•*lydraulic Modeling 
*Computerized Delivery 


Procedure
 

DataAcqjuisition Hardware 

-Data Receiving Radio and 
CoMrIuter Conioctions 

•r eteoriogical Stations 

sensing, logging and 
Transmission 
-Water Level Sensing, Logging 

and Transmission
 

*Construction - Flow 
Measurement Weirs (8 total, 
different sizes) 
-Flow Measuring Flumes and 

rieters, lnstruments and 
Equipment 

Vehi cles 

.Al]-Terrai, 4x4, Diesel 


Improved On-Farm Management
 

Demnost rat ion E__uipment 
Materials and Supplies 

Radio _Station Support 

Number 


of 

Units 


7 


1 


1 


3 

1 
3 


3 

3 

8 


misc. 

2 


2 


misc. 

misc. 

Unit Total
 

Cost Cost
 
($
 

10,000 70,000 

150,000 150,000 

3,000 3,000 

400 1,200 

5,000 5,000 
1,000 3,000 

700 2,100 

5,400 16,200 

3,200 25,600 

100,000 

25,000 50,000 

35,000 70,000 

see 
Ch. 3 

see 
Ch. 3 
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